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During the 1960s, as the US Post Office underwent a radical restructuring, the 
artist Ray Johnson (1927-1995) initiated a new mode of artistic practice that would come 
to be called “correspondence art” or “mail art.” Utilizing the postal system as an 
alternative site for the distribution of art, Johnson sent recipients a letter or object in the 
post, asked them to add to or subtract from that item, and then mail it onward to another 
participant or back to Johnson. Through this process, Johnson and his collaborators built 
a network of correspondence artists that challenged conventional modes of artistic 
production, distribution, and reception.  
My dissertation analyzes this form of artistic production as well as the model of 
community Johnson engendered through its development and utilization. Reading 
correspondence art through the lenses of postal history, network studies, and theories of 
gender and sexuality, I argue that the collectively produced assemblages circulated by 
Johnson and his collaborators revealed a correlation between the purification, automation, 
and privatization of the US Post during the 1960s and the desire to segregate and censor 
certain populations (e.g. an increasingly visible gay community) from other segments of 
the American public. On the other hand, I suggest that Johnson’s project, which depends 
on an interpersonal network of collaborators (composed of friends and strangers alike), 
speaks to a decentralized understanding of subjectivity as it emerged in the latter half of 
the 20th century. It is around this model of subjectivity that Johnson formulated, what I 
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 On the occasion of the first major public exhibition of a new art form called “mail 
art,” held at the Whitney Museum of American Art in 1970, William S. Wilson—a 
writer, critic, and Ray Johnson’s close friend—perceptively wrote the following about 
Johnson’s practice for the exhibit’s brochure:  
His communications called attention to the charms and irritations of any 
communication, in which there are arbitrary restrictions, bourgeois interferences, 
and compromising self-stylizations, which limit communication even as they 
make it possible. Some distance is necessary for some closeness. Ray Johnson’s 
friendships were mediated by the post office.1  
 
Mediated by a communication system that paradoxically connects people to one another 
even as it reinforces the distance between them, Johnson’s correspondences, as suggested 
by Wilson, were an art of the postal system. Although practitioners and scholars of what 
came to be called “mail art” or “correspondence art” have debated its postal aspect, this 
dissertation argues that the structures of postal communication are fundamental to 
Johnson’s mail art practice. In particular, I assert that the postal character of his work lies 
not in the presumption of an intimate communing between sender and receiver, but rather 
in the post’s promise of anonymous, decentralized, and heterogeneous communications 
between the various users of the system.2 Through self-reflexive postal exchange, 
                                                
1 William S. Wilson, “Drop a Line,” New York Correspondance School (New York: Whitney Museum of American 
Art, 1970), n.p. Emphasis added. 
2 Michael Crane, for example, in the first publication to survey the mail art movement, states “correspondence art is not 
about the postal system, although it uses it as a means to an end. The postal system allows the activity to occur and is 
the basis from which it operates, but the postal system is not the object and is only rarely the subject of this art.” More 
recently, Ina Blom has argued that “in a certain sense [Johnson’s] work was not an art of the postal system at all. 
Rather his idiosyncratic postal practice could instead be seen to mark what Bernard Siegert, referring to Jacques 
Derrida, has called ‘the end of epoch of the postal system’–i.e. the end of the epoch in which messages are understood 
to always reach their true destination: the Inner Person.” While I agree with Crane that mail art isn’t always about the 
postal system (although mail artists often borrow its procedures and iconography like rubberstamps, postage stamps, 
and cancelations), Johnson’s correspondences art very much of the postal system and the kind of communication it 
historically engendered at a moment of transition toward digitalization and privatization of interpersonal 
communication. Furthermore, while I agree with much of Blom’s argument about Ray Johnson (especially the anti-
utopian element of his practice that contrasted with the mail art movement that he nonetheless inspired), my 
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Johnson and his correspondents asserted the values implicit in postal usage at a moment 
in which it began to be displaced by electronic communication. 
Between 1955 and 1975, as the US Post Office underwent major structural 
changes, the artist Ray Johnson (1927-1995) initiated a new mode of artistic practice 
called “mail art.” Johnson’s mode of making mail art entailed participants receiving a 
letter or object in the post, adding to or subtracting from that item, and then mailing it 
onward to another participant or back to Johnson. The work was thus perpetually 
becoming. Necessarily incomplete, this collaborative collaging stressed both the gaps and 
connections in correspondence. As Johnson stated, “the spaces in my work are as 
necessary as the collage elements…[although this] incompletion is very difficult to 
comprehend.”3 
My dissertation analyzes Johnson’s work in a way that attends to these spaces in 
the connective tissue it forges. By exploring both the constraints placed upon and 
possibility for communication, I examine the model of community Johnson engendered 
through the development and utilization of mail art. My argument is therefore twofold: on 
the one hand, I claim that the collectively produced assemblages circulated by Johnson 
and his collaborators revealed a correlation between the digitalization and privatization of 
the US Post and the desire to segregate and censor certain populations (e.g. an 
increasingly visible gay community) from other segments of the American public. On the 
                                                                                                                                            
characterization of what it means to be “postal” is different in that it presupposes the post to be an intermediated space 
in which messages can no longer be seen as an intimate communing between sender and receiver. As Johnson prized 
the potential of the modern post to generate anonymous, decentralized, and heterogeneous, I will argue that his work is 
very much an art of the postal system. See: Michael Crane, “A Definition of Correspondence Art,” Correspondence 
Art, Michael Crane and Mary Stofflet, eds. (San Francisco: Contemporary Art Presses, 1984), 6. Ina Blom, The name of 
the game: Ray Johnson's postal performance (Oslo, Norway: National Museum of Contemporary Art, 2003), 11. 
3 Johnson says that the difficulty in understanding this incompletion has to do with a fear of “negation” or the absences 
underscored by the work. Sevim Feschi, “Oral History Interview with Ray Johnson” (17 April 1968) Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution. http://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-history-interview-ray-
johnson-13236 (retrieved September 13, 2013).  
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other hand, I suggest that Johnson’s project, which depends on an interpersonal network 
of collaborators (composed of friends and strangers alike), speaks to a decentralized 
understanding of subjectivity as it emerged in the latter half of the 20th century.4 It is 
around this model of subjectivity that Johnson formulated, what I call, a community at a 
distance. 
While discussions of mail often prioritize connectivity, reiterating the fluid spaces 
of our networked society that collapse of both distance and duration, Johnson’s mail art 
practice instead asserts the distance between subjects and disrupts the notion that the 
constraints of space are abolished through global communication networks.5 By 
circulating collaged letters, postcards, magazines, newsletters and other ephemera, 
Johnson emphasized the heterogeneous exchanges, chaotic materiality, and centrifugal 
character of the modern post that postal authorities and telecom providers sought to 
suppress. Furthermore, counter to the technological determinism of Marshall McLuhan’s 
“global village,” in which electronic media during the 1960s became extensions of the 
body that allow us to return to a “tribal base” and overcome social fragmentation,6 
Johnson’s model of community at a distance resists the idea that our modern networked 
society could return to an idyllic state of intimate communing. Rather, Johnson’s playful 
use of the daily mail sought to establish a community based less on homogeneity and 
proximity than on interconnection across distance and difference. 
                                                
4 On the one hand, this decentralization is characterized by 1960s counter-culture, and on the other by rise toward 
government privatization and the neo-liberal subject. See: Fredric Jameson, “Periodizing the 60s,”Social Text 9-10 
(Spring-Summer, 1984): 178-209. 
5 Manuel Castells describes the “network society” as the “structural domination of the space of flows over the space of 
places,” in other words the instantaneous flow of information in the digital age has resulted in the displacement of the 
concrete time of specific places to the “timeless time” of global connectivity. Manuel Castells, The Rise of the Network 
Society (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), 398.On “hyper-space” and the post-modern condition, see: Frederic Jameson, 
Postmodernism, Or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Duke University Press, 1991), 1-54. 
6 Marshall McLuhan, Gutenberg Galaxy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962), 32. 
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As the first monographic study of Johnson’s practice, my project contributes to 
histories of art and communication told through the usages of particular systems rather 
than technological innovation. Each chapter, therefore, discusses the ways in which 
Johnson used the postal system to build a counter-cultural network aimed at de-
instrumentalizing communication: chapter one is on pen-pal clubs; chapter two on 
corporate correspondence; chapter three on magazine and publicity networks; and chapter 
four on junk mail. Each chapter also focuses on how Johnson’s art engaged key historical 
events of the period such as One Inc. v Olesen in 1958, which challenged the policing of 
homosexual correspondence networks, or the Postal Reorganization Act in 1970, which 
constituted the first privatization of a governmental service. In this context, I analyze how 
Johnson’s analogue network anticipated the architecture of the contemporary economic 
and cultural systems—characterized by dispersion and expansion—while working against 
the dematerialization and disembodiment of what in the 1960s was considered to be a 
cybernetic revolution. Confronting new forms of liberation and domination that emerged 
with the developments of global capitalism and communication technologies during the 
period, I argue that Johnson mobilized interpersonal communication against the 
homogenization and atomization of social relations and toward a model of multi-vocal 
assemblage prescient for our increasingly networked society.7 
Chapters 
In Chapter One, “Pasted and Posted” I analyze the mailed collages that artist Ray 
Johnson produced and posted around 1960. While Johnson is often considered to be the 
                                                
7 My thinking about multi-vocal assemblages has been shaped by Felix Guattari’s writings on mediation and collective 
annunciation. See: Felix Guattari, Soft Subversions: Texts and Interviews, 1977-1985, Sylvère Lothringer, ed. (Los 
Angeles: Semiotext, 2009): 300-4. As well as Foucault’s idea of “heterotopia, see: Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces” 
(1967), trans. Jay Miskowiec, Diacritics 16:1 (1986): 25. 
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progenitor of the “mail art” movement, scholarship on the artist has little considered the 
relationship of his work to the actual postal system in which it circulated. By contrast, I 
analyze how his earliest collaged mailers, which he called “moticos,” engaged the 
structure of the post, addressing new postal policies and cold war politics. While the US 
Post Office promoted postal mechanization and stronger obscenity statues in order to 
manage the centrifugal, anonymous, and heterogeneous aspects of postal usage, 
Johnson’s mail art practice, by contrast, emphasized the myriad associations found in the 
average postman’s bag. Through close analysis of collaged correspondence, I argue that 
Johnson made visible the ways that postal communication regularly traded in mistaken 
identity, misdirected mail, and the intermingling of people and places. While the postal 
system is often characterized as a utopia of universal epistolary intercourse, or conversely 
a dystopia of postal censorship, Johnson’s mail art network—forged through collaged 
circulars and mailers—reveals it as a “heterotopia” or a real place characterized by 
disjunctive spaces and queer correspondences. 8 
Chapter two, “Assembling Counter-Correspondence,” examines the shift in 
Johnson’s practice from moticos to mail art by looking at how his informal practice of 
circulating collaged mailers, expanded to further engaged recipient participation while 
formalizing into what he and his collaborators called the “New York Correspondence 
School” or NYCS. With analyzing individual mailers (studying the iconography and 
materiality of envelopes, stamps, postmarks, stolen stationery, and the like), I explore 
how Johnson’s correspondence techniques were deployed to build a mail art network of 
far-flung collaging collaborators. In particular, Johnson developed a strategy called “on-
                                                
8 On heterotopia, see: Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 25. 
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sending” that—like a mail art version of a surrealist exquisite corpse—entailed 
participants receiving a letter or object in the post, altering that item, and then mailing it 
onward to another participant or returning it to Johnson. 9 Through this process, Johnson 
engaged emergent theories about social networks and electronic communications—such 
as Stanley Milgram’s concept of “6 degrees of separation” and Marshall McLuhan’s idea 
of the “global village.” Furthermore, by making use of corporate mailrooms, networking 
strategies, and business contacts of the members of his correspondence school, Johnson 
aimed to unsettle the male-dominated and hetero-normative character of middle-class 
business culture (including the expanding field of art business), while producing counter-
correspondences that spoke to structural changes resulting from the rise of the “network 
society.”  
Chapter three, “Off the Presses,” explores Johnson’s engagement with small press 
periodicals, art magazines, and mass-market publications. As the field of artists’ 
magazines boomed in the 1960s with the rise of less expensive print technologies, 
Johnson used the pages of art magazines like Arts and Artforum, as well as “little 
magazines” or artists periodicals like Floating Bear, Art-Rite, and File Megazine, as 
alternative sites for the exhibition of his work. Emphasizing on the marginal and material 
aspects of the printed page, Johnson’s contributions to these publications intervened in 
the realm of spectacular media in order to forge a counter-public that spoke to the radical 
politics of 1960s subcultures. By instructing readers to tear out pages, add to them, and 
send them onward, Johnson employed magazines in a way that destabilized the hierarchy 
                                                
9 Kawara, Filliou, and Brecht were also members of the NYCS and fragments of their mailed objects also became 
fodder for “on-sent” correspondence generated by Johnson and others. For more on the term “on-sending” and how it 
was seen by participants, see: Michael Crane, “The Origins of Correspondence Art,” Correspondence Art, Michael 
Crane and Mary Stofflet, eds. (San Francisco: Contemporary Art Presses, 1984), 84. 
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between original and reproduction and emphasized the multiplicity of reader response. 
Furthermore, by adopting a parasitic relationship to mainstream art criticism in 
publications like TIME and LIFE and using fragments of reviews as fodder for collages, I 
argue that Johnson made his own critical reception part of the work in order to mark art’s 
contingency upon networks of editors, critics, collectors and dealers, many of whom were 
themselves part of Johnson’s correspondence network. 
The final chapter, “Junking the Mails,” centers largely on Johnson’s landmark 
mail art exhibition at the Whitney Museum of American Art in 1970. I analyze this 
exhibition in relation to the institutionalization of new media arts as well as broader 
cultural changes indicated by a massive postal worker strike in early 1970 that resulted in 
the Postal Reorganization Act later that year. Here I examine the “letter bomb” format of 
Johnson’s show at the Whitney alongside two other important new media exhibits from 
1970—the Museum of Modern Art’s “Information” and the Jewish Museum’s 
“Software”—considering differences in their form and format, particularly with regard to 
how Johnson questioned the seemingly self-evident newness of new media and its 
relation to the ascendant technocracy of the period. With an unwieldy materiality that 
contrasted the “dematerialization” of art objects that characterized much art of the 1960s, 
Johnson’s mail art exhibitions manifested an anxiety over the disruption of informational 




Positioning the Project 
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Since the 1970s when Johnson’s practice began to gain serious scholarly 
attention, first-hand accounts by Johnson’s correspondents—many of whom were 
prominent critics, curators, and art historians—have dominated the literature. Perhaps due 
to the structure of his work ( at once highly individualized and swarmlike), exhibition 
catalogues and journal articles have often taken the form of collected letters, personal 
reminiscences, or fan-based commemorations.10 More recently, however, a handful of 
articles have begun to historically situate his practice. This project brings together two 
key ways that this literature has positioned Johnson: one, as a proto-postmodern artist 
who signaled the demise of the postal epoch along with the modernist subject, and two as 
a queer artist whose camp iconography destabilized the masculinist hetero-normativity of 
the pre-Stonewall era.11 Working at the intersection of these two approaches (although 
more specifically grounding my argument in the social context of cold war era postal 
censorship), I also take a different tack in order to shift our focus away from individual 
subjectivity (and Johnson’s biography) and toward the model of community he and his 
collaborators attempted to forge through the “networked” character of their works.  
                                                
10 Ray Johnson’s close friend and insightful chronicler, William S. Wilson, authored the essays that accompanied 
Johnson’s two major museum exhibitions from the 1970s, the latter of which is comprised entirely of the collected 
letters of 80 correspondents. Further, when Art Journal decided to feature Johnson in 1977, they did so by asking 
critics/curators/historians who were part of the NYCS to submit their personal experiences. This tendency persists in 
present scholarship, as evidenced by overwhelming number of essays by former NYCS members featured in the 
catalogue of Whitney Museum retrospective in 1999. SEE:  William S. Wilson, "Drop a Line," Ray Johnson: New York 
Correspondence School Exhibition (New York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 1970). William S. Wilson, "The 
Comedian as the Letter," Correspondence: An Exhibition of the Letters of Ray Johnson,” Richard Craven, ed. (Raleigh, 
NC: North Carolina Museum of Art, 1976). Lawrence Alloway, Lucy R. Lippard, Robert Pincus-Witten, Robert 
Rosenblum, and John Russell, among others, "Send Letters, Postcards, Drawings, and Objects…”, Art Journal 36:3 
(Spring 1977): 233-41. Donna de Salvo and Catherine Gudis, eds. Ray Johnson: correspondences, (New York: 
Whitney Museum of American Art; Flammarion, 1999) 
11 The former draws on Derridian theories of postality, while the latter is informed by queer theory rooted in 
Foucauldian discourse. Key examples of these two approaches: Ina Blom, The name of the game: Ray Johnson's postal 
performance (Oslo, Norway: National Museum of Contemporary Art, 2003). Jonathan Weinberg, "Ray Johnson Fan 
Club," Ray Johnson: correspondences, Donna de Salvo and Catherine Gudis, eds. (New York: Flammarion, 1999). 
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Furthermore, while the term “network” is ubiquitous in scholarship on Johnson, it 
has also remained under-analyzed.12 Often the network stands for little more than 
idealized image of his correspondence school, highlighting features of generosity, 
inclusivity, and interactivity, as Johnson circumvented the gallery system and erased the 
distinction between producers and consumers of art.13 However, such utopian 
characterizations, disregard the critical aspect of Johnson’s practice which took aim that 
the hierarchies that occur within the seemingly horizontal and equitable structure of 
networks. In the dissertation, I therefore position Johnson’s work as not simply co-
operative, but also antagonistic to the very circuits through which it moved.  
Building on studies of community and communication in art of the 1960s, my 
project analyzes Johnson’s correspondence school in opposition to an older Kantian idea 
of “sensus communis” based on a reciprocity of a shared rationales that elicits feelings of 
necessity, structure, and finality, and more akin to contemporary Cagean aesthetics based 
on conviviality and a mutual embrace of spontaneity, serendipity, and open-endedness. 
While Johnson’s work is indebted to Cagean ideas of chance and indeterminacy (as we 
will see), he was also skeptical of Cage’s celebration of the uninterrupted free play of 
differences. Johnson therefore mobilized the critical capacity of indeterminacy and 
                                                
12 One exception would be Craig Saper’s chapter on Ray Johnson in Networked Art, which explores how Johnson’s fan 
clubs both forge a network of paranoid pranksters and subvert Hollywood’s production of fandom for its own 
commercial gain. Craig J. Saper, “A Fan’s Paranoid Logic,” Networked Art (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 
2001), 29-48. 
13 The utopian promise of mail art is characterized by the “free give,” in which all submissions are freely sent and given 
equal standing in publications and exhibitions. Johnson, however, was much more skeptical of one’s ability to freely 
connect with others—underscoring both gaps and connections in correspondence. On the rules of mail art and its more 
utopian ambitions, see: Held, John. “The Mail Art Exhibition: Personal Worlds to Cultural Strategies,” in At a 
Distance: Precursors to Art and Activism on the Internet, Norie Neumark, ed. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005), 88-
115. 
On Johnson specifically, see: Johanna Gosse, “From Art to Experience: The Porous Philosophy of Ray Johnson” 
Journal of Black Mountain College Studies 2 (2011): http://www.blackmountainstudiesjournal.org/wp/?page_id=137. 
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incompleteness in order to productively unwork the consolidation of social networks into 
powerful hubs.  
Against the instrumentalization of all social interactions into commodifiable 
exchanges, Johnson connected people from divergent social spheres with odd interlinked 
fragments, lifted from one network and used indeterminately in another. Community, in 
this formulation, becomes based on the traversal of entrenched social divides while 
observing, rather than overcoming, the distance between oneself and others. Imbedded in 
the weblike structure of postwar society—wherein, as Theodor Adorno perceptively 
foresaw, “all these nervous people” key their actions to network norms until “there is no 
relationship that is not seen as a ‘connection,’ no impulse not first censored as to whether 
it deviates from the acceptable”14—Johnson disrupted the consolidation of social relations 
into orchestrated networks, unleashing the instinct to correspond and provoking important 




                                                
14 It should be noted, however, that Adorno would have been extremely skeptical of Johnson’s counter-correspondence 
to act in opposition to forces of late capital. The full quote reads: “As the professions of the middle-man lose their 
economic basis, the private lives of countless people are becoming those of agents and go-betweens; indeed the entire 
private domain is being engulfed by mysterious activity that bears all the features of commercial life without there 
actually being any business to transact…. Now that the whole society is becoming hierarchical, these murky 
connections are proliferating where there used still to be an appearance of freedom. The irrationality of the system is 
expressed scarcely less in clearly in the parasitic psychology of the individual than in his economic fate. Earlier, when 
something like the maligned bourgeois division between professional and private life still existed—a division whose 
passing one almost now regrets—anyone who pursued practical aims in the private sphere was eyed mistrustfully as an 
uncouth interloper. Today it is seen as arrogant, alien and improper to engage in private activity without evident ulterior 
motive. Not to be ‘after’ something is almost suspect.”14 See: Theodor W. Adorno, “Fish in Water” (1944) Minima 
Moralia: Reflections on a Damaged Life (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1951; London: Verso, 2005), 23. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Pasted and Posted: The Queer Correspondences of Ray Johnson’s “Moticos” 
 
In the first issue of The Village Voice published in the fall of 1955, the news 
editor John Wilcock inaugurated his weekly column “The Village Square” with an essay 
on Ray Johnson's "moticos,” asking: “Anybody know what a moticos is? Ray Johnson, 
27, invented it and he doesn’t know either.”15 Reading further, however, we learn that the 
term “moticos” was invented by Johnson to refer to the small, collaged mailers that 
Johnson had been sending to a wide variety of recipients. So the article offers a sense of 
what a moticos is, yet the term’s ambiguity remains. As Johnson states: “[Moticos] is a 
good word because it’s both singular and plural and you can pronounce it how you 
like.”16 The irregular noun relies upon the reader to decide its pronunciation, and the 
word “moticos” may be singular or plural depending upon whether the “s” is silent or 
spoken. Moreover, the written word simultaneously denotes singularity and plurality. 
Acting as a permeable membrane between one and others, Johnson’s moticos (an 
anagram for osmotic) signified the porousness between meanings as well as readers.  
By posting moticos to friends, acquaintences, and strangers and repurposing mail 
sent to him by one person in a collage for another, Johnson punctured holes in the 
presumed intimacy of a sealed letter and the sense of individual authority it bestowed. As 
an extended meditation on the kinds of interactions enabled by the post, Johnson made 
postal conventions (stamps, cancelations, letterhead, etc.) part of the collage and used 
them in unconventional ways such as asking a postal clerk to cancel the postage twice or 
                                                
15 Ray Johnson quoted in John Wilcock, “The Village Square” The Village Voice,  (26 October 1955): 3. 
16 Ibid. 
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placing the stamps in novel configurations [FIG. 1], in order to disrupt the presumed 
division between the envelop and its contents and make postal procedures strange 
through repetition. Furthermore, the moticos were constructed from the varied ephemera 
that moved through the postal system—from scraps of tabloid newspapers, beefcake 
magazines, and advertising circulars to tawdry postcards and personal letters—spoke to 
the heterogeneity of postal usage.  
Looking at a raucous crowd of moticos that Johnson arranged in a make-shift 
installation in the painter Ad Reinhardt’s studio [FIG. 2], one gets a sense of the varied 
and irregular forms that the moticos took, as well as the myriad sources from which he 
culled their parts. Assembled from fragments of the daily mail, these collages spoke to 
the various users of the post and the unexpected connections it enabled. Through the 
postal system Johnson could get in touch with those he might not otherwise have contact, 
including various arbiters of taste like the gossip columnist Elsa Maxwell and the 
Museum of Modern Art director Alfred Barr. At the time of The Village Voice article, 
Johnson was said to have about 200 correspondents on his mailing list—some notable 
and others anonymous. As Wilcock describes in his column, Johnson would send moticos 
both to those he thought would and would not be interested, to friends as well as 
strangers, including people randomly selected from the phone book and friends of 
friends.17 
Johnson prized the anonymity and heterogeneity of the modern postal system, 
calling attention to the promiscuous associations found in the average postman’s bag. 
And although he is often considered to be the progenitor of the “mail art” movement—
                                                
17 Wilcock describes Johnson’s interest in sharing his moticos with both friends and strangers. Wilcock, “The Village 
Square,” 3. Johnson modified this practice and is far more selective about his correspondents as his mailing list grew 
expanded in the 1960s. 
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beginning with the moticos and expanding into additional forms of correspondence—
scholarship on the artist has little considered the relationship of his work to the actual 
postal system in which it circulated.18 By contrast, I will analyze how his practice 
engaged the structure of US post circa 1955. In particular, this chapter considers 
Johnson’s earliest mailed collages as a means of understanding the possibilities and 
limitations of communication and community during the 1950s in relation to new postal 
policies and Cold War politics.  
Produced at a moment when the US Post Office was undergoing some of the most 
radical changes since the 19th century, I argue that Johnson’s moticos, through their 
engagement with postal system, identify some of the logic hidden within these changes.19 
In the name of efficiency, expedience, and security, the federal government promoted 
postal mechanization and mail monitoring, which ultimately sought to manage the 
heterogeneous exchanges, chaotic materiality, and centrifugal character of the modern 
post. As a system in which anyone could ostensibly get in touch with anyone else—
posting an unfathomable array of items, and in great quantity if they so chose—the postal 
system has long been a site of tension between democracy of equitable contact and the 
alienating effects of the regulation and codification of those connections. Parsing the 
paradox of a system that enables connection even as it reinforces the distance between 
members of its citizenry, artists and activists of the period used the postal system to build 
                                                
18The only in depth analysis of the relation between the postal system and Johnson’s work is Ina Blom’s essay “How 
(not) to write a letter,” which argues that Johnson’s work marks the end of the postal epoch writ-large because of the 
way that it reformulates subjectivity. My argument differs from Blom in that I consider the specific historical 
conditions of the US Post Office Department during the Cold War period and see Johnson utilizing the structure of the 
modern post to examine community formulation in what was understood to be the burgeoning cybernetic age. 
Furthermore, our ideas of what defines what constitutes “the postal” as explained in footnote number 2. Ina Blom, 
“How (not) to write a letter: Ray Johnson’s Postal Performance,” PAJ Journal of Performance & Art no. 86 (2007): 1-
19. 
19 Postmaster General Summerfield, appointed in 1952, describes the outmoded facilities and process of the US Postal 
Department in need of modernization and mechanization in his book US MAIL. SEE: Arthur E. Summerfield, US 
MAIL: The Story of the United States Postal Service (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1960), 10-11. 
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counter-cultural networks across the country precisely to challenge the monitoring and 
censoring of their exchanges. In particular, challenges were made to the repressive 
policies of the McCarthy era through the circulation of both homosexual activist 
magazines and avant-garde art publications with homoerotic content that helped to forge 
the gay and lesbian communities of which Johnson was a part.20   
Historically, then, the postal service has been put to contradictory use: on the one 
hand, the U.S. government has used it to expand the reach of its citizenry and monitor 
communication between citizens, on the other postal users have sought to undermine its 
instrumentalization of social relations. During the 1950s, the US government was making 
a concerted effort to streamline and monitor its postal circuitry in order to control the 
body politic during this period of US expansionism. By contrast, Johnson’s mail art 
practice emphasized the multiple and heterogeneous exchanges enabled by postal 
networks—skewing the trajectory of communication to make manifest the intermixing 
and intermediation that the US postal authorities sought to suppress. Bearing Johnson’s 
practice in mind, I want to begin, then, with an examination of the structure of the US 
Post Office Department circa 1955. By mapping this terrain, I aim to historically situate 
the politics of Johnson’s extended engagement with the post office and show how his 
artistic practice sought to produce a model of community based on the construction of 
correspondences, rather than cohesion and inherent commonality. 
 
Missives, Missiles, & Mail Monitoring: The US Post circa 1955 
                                                
20 On the establishment of gay and lesbian communication networks through activist publications, see: Martin Meeker, 
Contacts Desired: Gay and Lesbian Communications and Community, 1940s-1970s (Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Press, 2006), particularly pages 1-77. On homoerotic content and its circulation in avant-garde artists 
periodicals from the 1950s, see Nancy Princenthal’s article "Special Delivery: Mail as Metaphor" on Wallace Berman’s 
publication, Semina (1955-64) found in: Philip E. Aarons and Andrew Roth, In Numbers: Serial Publications by Artists 
Since 1955 (JRP/Ringier Kunstverlag, 2009). 
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In the US during the 1950s, the Federal Post Office Department was undergoing 
changes in three major ways. First, the postal system began its mechanization, which 
included the introduction of electronic keysort machines and projects like “Missile Mail” 
designed to assert the image of communication as a direct transmissions like a guided 
missile, but due to failure to ever be successfully implemented ultimately reinforced the 
public perception of the circuitousness of postal circuitry. Secondly, the postal officials 
during the cold war intensified their attempts to purge the mail of items deemed 
“obscene,” and as a result prosecuted publishers challenged the authority of obscenity 
statues, which in the end resulted in landmark changes to the Comstock Laws. And third, 
the post began its move toward partial privatization with the first postage rate hike in a 
100 years, raising the cost of posting a letter from one penny to two after 1952. Although 
historically the post had, with rare exceptions, operated at a loss and depended on 
Congressional funds in order to perform its vital and complex roles, demands for it to 
operate as a self-sufficient business, compliant with market demands, grew in the face of 
dramatically increased mail volumes. Upper-level management and private interest fueled 
the idea that privatization would lead to a more efficient post, able to fund necessary 
innovations without subsidies.  
While the technology had been available for some time, the US had been slow to 
modernize its post office. However a post-WWII boom in mail volume—generated in 
part by the growing “junk mail” phenomenon—made mechanization and automation 
crucial.21 So by the early 1950s, the US Post Office began to look at how it could 
                                                
21 The “junk mail” boom set in during 1953, when Postmaster Summerfield enacted an order that allowed for the 
delivery of anonymous third class mail. This measure was taken by the post office in order to curb deficits, but 
ironically junk mail created such increased mail volume that it became both the means and the justification for postal 
mechanization, and later privatization. As described in The Times that year, “junk mail” became the “generally 
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overhaul its sorting procedures and facility layouts. The first automated sort machines 
were introduced in 1957 in order to prevent the clogging of postal channels and to reduce 
the amount of manual labor necessary to sort the mail (though widespread 
implementation didn’t happen until later).22 These keysort machines, which were 
described by the postmaster as “near-magic machines with electronic eyes,” in addition to 
more expediently sorting the mail, could also be used to facilitate the flagging and 
inspection of “suspect” mail from high-density areas like New York and Los Angeles.23  
During the Cold War, the threat of Soviet communications passing through US 
channels meant that the US Post Office Department needed to appear in control of its 
unwieldy mail volume. As much of the literature on the period tells us, the Soviet threat 
was largely used to justify domestic surveillance and the expansion of a national security 
state. While the CIA and FBI were involved in extensive illegal mail opening programs 
intended to weed out suspected communists as well as civil rights activists (with postal 
officials providing these organizations secret rooms within large sorting facilities to flag 
and read suspicious mail), the Post Office was engaged in an elaborate campaign to 
reinvent its public image through mechanization.24 As a leading British postal official 
                                                                                                                                            
accepted term for material that needs neither name, nor address for delivery… [and is generally] employed to tie in 
with advertising in other media.” C. P. Trussell. “Junk Mail Stirs Ire of Congress,” The New York Times (Dec 27, 
1954): 28. 




81&SiteID=602658DDD0C144B6A2CED60F54018083 (Retrieved January 30, 2012) 
23 Arthur E. Summerfield, US MAIL: The Story of the United States Postal Service (New York: Holt, Rinehart & 
Winston, 1960), 24. 
24 Concurrent with postal mechanization, the CIA and FBI engaged in Domestic Mail Opening Programs, in which mail 
was not simply scanned, but was also intercepted, photographed, and opened. The CIA New York Mail Opening 
Project was the most extensive and longest running of the illegal CIA mail intercept programs. Over the course of the 
project (1953-1973): “28,322,796 letters were made available to CIA agents in New York…of these, the exteriors of 
2,705,706 letters were photographed, and 215,820 letters were actually opened.” While the program began as a “mail 
covers” project, in which only the exteriors of letters to and from the Soviet Union were examined, the project quickly 
expanded to include the illegal opening and photographing of the mail of any citizen on their “watch list” (such as civil 
rights activists, artists, academics suspected of dissent) as well as individuals selected at random. In the beginning, only 
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reported, the US post appeared to have “gone wild in spectacular automation,” perhaps 
most exemplified by Postmaster Arthur E. Summerfield’s “Missile Mail” project, which 
paradoxically undermined the efficiency it promised.25 
In reaction to the USSR’s launch of the Sputnik satellite in 1957, Summerfield 
suggested to the Secretary of Defense that they introduce Missile Mail in order to 
demonstrate US weapons capabilities, a project which would ensure the delivery of 
messages at the pace of a speeding rocket. While several tests were run, the mail was 
ultimately delivered just once by missile.26 In June 8, 1959, after a couple of test flights, a 
mail-carrying missile was transported out to sea and shot from a submarine in the 
Atlantic Ocean towards the Florida coast. Upon landing in Jacksonville, the post office 
disseminated the missile’s contents through regular mail channels. All of the 3000 
envelopes carried across the gulf by a Regulus 1 missile contained the same letter from 
the Postmaster General, stating that this project utilized “scientific advances for peaceful 
purposes,” thereby marking “a historic milestone in the use of guided missiles for 
communications between peoples of the earth.”27 As historian Nancy Pope has pointed 
out, Summerfield doubtless knew that this experiment would not foster a new mode of 
mail transport, for it clearly wasted resources; more than a legitimate means of 
transporting mail, missile mail was designed to demonstrate the precision of US weapon 
                                                                                                                                            
25% of the letters intercepted were off a watch list and 75% were selected at random. As the project went on, however, 
these percentages shifted as the watch list grew longer and the program became increasingly interested in domestic 
more than foreign intelligence. Despite the post office denying its involvement, agents were given special rooms in new 
sort facilities to intercept mail. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operation (Church Committee “Domestic 
CIA and FBI Mail Opening Programs,” Supplementary Detailed Staff Reports on the Intelligence Activities and the 
Rights of Americans: Book III: Final Report. (APRIL 23, 1976): 571, 573. 
25 Quote from: Robert H. Esterbrook, “How British Mail Sets an Example” The Washington Post, Times Herald (Dec 
30, 1962): E6. 
26 Nancy Pope, “Mail by Missile,” (6/11/2009). Retrieved 1/10/2012: http://npm.si.edu/lectures/Mail_by_Missile_09-
06-11.html 
27 Nancy Pope, “Mail by Missile” 
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to the Soviet Union.28 One might further argue that missile mail attempted to make arms 
appear quotidian and the military pervasive (much like the present-day proposal for 
Amazon packages to be delivered by drone).29 
But with the example of missile mail I am most concerned with how the project 
framed the idea of worldwide communication between people. While the post had long 
existed in the cultural imaginary as a system of communications that produced intriguing 
convolutions, the aim of mechanization and automation was to make communication 
unflinchingly direct. As Kate Thomas explains in Postal Pleasures, a book on the 
postality of Victorian literature, “postal plots found excitement in distance, separation, 
delays, and precipitous deliveries that could skew the trajectory of communication, or 
reveal how skewed any communicative trajectory always is.”30 Rather than centrifugal 
and circuitous, missile mail attempted to make postal communication appear direct and 
centralized like a missile speeding from point A to point B [FIG. 3]. And yet ironically, 
despite attempts to code postal exchange as immediate, precise, and standardized (not to 
mention violently nationalistic and hyper-masculine), missile mail ultimately appeared 
fantastically convoluted, as demonstrated by the cartoonist Herbert Block [FIG. 4], thus 
reinforcing the very image it attempted to quell. Furthermore, by inadvertently 
exaggerating the distance and delay implicit in postal communication rather than 
overcoming it, missile mail spectacularized the gap in communication produced by the 
much more mundane and regularized activity of postal inspectors intervening in the daily 
mail in order to suss out traces of dissidence.  
                                                
28 Ibid. 
29 Maureen Dowd, “Mommy, the Drone’s Here,” New York Times (3 December 2013). 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/04/opinion/dowd-mommy-the-drones-here.html?_r=0 Retrieved 19 October 2014. 
30 Kate Thomas, “Introduction: Victorians Go Postal,” Postal Pleasures: Sex, Scandal, and Victorian Letters (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2012), 2.  
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Transporting letters and objects of all varieties from far-flung locations, the post 
was a contested site during the Cold War period. In particular, there was a renewed zeal 
for anti-obscenity statutes under The Comstock Laws. With the Comstock Act of 1873, 
US Post Office was permitted to stop the circulation of any "obscene, lewd, and/or 
lascivious” material, which not only included erotica, but also contraception and 
information about abortion. The product of the crusading efforts of the first postal 
inspector, Anthony Comstock, who founded the New York Society for the Suppression of 
Vice in collaboration with the YMCA, these laws emerged at a moment in which the US 
sought to appear as a Christian nation in the wake of the Civil War. Similar to the 
moment in which the laws were first instituted, the Second World War had unmoored 
gender and sexual norms, with men fighting alongside one another in the homo-social 
spaces of the army and women taking on new roles in the workforce. Furthermore, 
tensions between religious and secular forces escalated, as roles for women changed and 
sex increasingly defined daily life. Christian groups sought stronger moral guidelines 
around the publication of erotica as well as information on contraception and abortion.31  
And so while postal authorities ardently enforced obscenity statues in order to reaffirm 
the male-dominated hetero-normative culture, feminists and gay rights activists across the 
country built new alliances and began to fight for civil rights with journals, newsletters, 
                                                
31 As Helen Lefkowtiz Horowitz the Comstock Act of 1873 were instituted in the wake of the Civil War, amidst 
tensions between secular and religious forces as social-sexual norms were being renegotiated. With gender roles 
unmoored and sex increasingly defining daily life, Comstock sought to regulate the circulation of erotica and 
information on contraception and abortion. On the Comstock Laws, see: Helen Lefkowtiz Horowitz, Rereading Sex: 
Battles over Sexual Knowledge and Suppression in 19th Century America (New York: Vintage, 2002). On the renewed 
zeal for postal control during the 1950s, see: Patricia Elizabeth Robertus, “Postal Control of Obscene Literature 1942-
1957,” (Unpublished Dissertation, University of Washington, 1974). 
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and correspondence networks, which were made possible through new inexpensive print 
technologies.32 
 During the 1950s, the Post Office made perhaps its most concerted effort to rid 
the mail of material it deemed “obscene,” developing three new methods of postal 
control: non-mailability rulings; revocation or denial of second class mailing permits; and 
mail blocks or interim impound orders.33 Through these new policies, an increased 
number of publications (particularly those geared toward homosexuality and female 
sexuality) were arrested from circulation. Censored material ranged from body-builder 
magazines like Physique Pictorial to D. H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover, and by 
the late 1950s, the postal ban had become so stringent that Herbert Block depicted 
postmaster Summerfield scowling at his mailmen stating: “Some of you seem to have the 
old fashioned idea that we’re supposed to deliver the mail.”34 [FIG. 5] 
At issue with these increasingly stringent policies was the very term “obscenity,” 
which had virtually no legal criteria to define it. Since the mid-19th century, obscenity 
had been defined by the Hinklin test—a rule imported from the British courts which 
described obscene publications as matter meant to “deprave and corrupt those whose 
minds are open to immoral influences.”35 Such ambiguous terminology permitted postal 
officials and prosecutors (as well as the priests, parents, psychiatrists, and police who 
notified the post of indecent material) to freely define obscenity until Roth v. United 
States rewrote the terms in 1957.  
                                                
32 Martin Meeker, Contacts Desired, 1-77. 
33 Robertus, “Postal Control of Obscene Literature 1942-1957,” 1-7. 
34 Alvin Shuster, “…Nor Gloom of Censorship,” New York Times (Aug 2, 1959): SM11. 
35 See: Douglas M. Charles, “Changing Judicial Views on Obscenity, the Nixon Administration, and the FBI,” The 
FBI’s Obscene File: J. Edgar Hoover and the Bureau’s Crusade against Smut (Lawrence, KS: University of Kansas 
Press, 2012), 57-58.   
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In Roth v. United States, the defendant Samuel Roth—a New York City bookstore 
owner who sold mail order novels, magazines, and photographs that often contained 
erotic content—challenged the US Post’s obscenity statutes on the grounds that they 
violated the First Amendment. Although Roth was ultimately convicted because his 
publications were deemed obscene—and obscenity is not a protectable form of speech—
the case set more rigorous standards for defining this term. The Roth decision delineated 
obscenity as that which “appeals to prurient interest” and is “without redeeming social 
importance,” as determined by “the average person, applying contemporary community 
standards.” And while this definition mandated that “sex and obscenity are not 
synonymous,” thus helping to disentangle dissident sex and obscenity, it also left open 
the question of how precisely to ascertain “social importance” and “contemporary 
community standards” of a given publication.36 As one period law review observed: “The 
Roth case has left unresolved the meaning of ‘community’ and the scope of judicial 
review accorded by the Supreme Court to convictions under state and local obscenity 
statutes.” 37  
After the Roth verdict, officials determined obscenity based on the “Roth test,” 
but this test left unanswered questions like: Under whose jurisdiction do “community 
standards” lie? Is a community a nation, state, town, or neighborhood? Can there be 
diverse definitions of “social importance” within the same national legal system? 
Underlying these questions are issues that emerge from the very structure of the post—a 
system that operates in-between communities or, in the words of James Madison, 
                                                
36 Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957); For the application of the Roth test that helped forward homosexual civil 
rights, see: ONE, Inc. v. Olesen, 355 U.S. 371 (1958). 
37 “The Scope of Supreme Court Review in Obscenity Cases,” Duke Law Journal vol. 1965, no. 3 (Summer 1965): 596. 
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“facilitates the intercourse between states.”38 The post interconnects spatially disparate 
locales and reveals how the parameters of community are in flux. While traditional 
notions of the community are based on the model of the heterosexual nuclear family and 
defined by proximity and sameness, the logic of the post is one of working across 
distance and difference. And it is in this spirit of correspondence across social and 
geographic divides that Johnson began his mail art practice. 
 
Mailing Moticos 
In 1955, the year that Johnson coined the term “moticos,” he began circulating a 
mimeographed flyer called, What is a moticos? [FIG. 6]. Despite the title, the text does 
not so much identify what a moticos is, but rather explains where you might find one: on 
the side of train car, in the chamber of a camera, on your car, in a newspaper or 
scrapbook. Moticos are found in lots of places but they don’t remain there for long, 
because a moticos “loves moving.” A byproduct of modern design (trains, automobiles, 
newspapers, photographs, and postage stamps), they prefer to be in motion. Even the 
name itself, which sounds like “motor car” or “motor company,” suggests movement. 
And yet, counter the rhetoric of continuous forward motion implied by modernist design, 
moticos are prone to move elliptically, passing through various channels of 
communication only to end up right back where they started. The moticos, as his text 
conveys, are circuitous in motion and anonymous in character.  
In Johnson’s circular, the moticos’ anonymity and circuitousness is reinforced by 
the blanks that punctuate his sentences. The first two sentences of the second paragraph, 
                                                
38 The final line of Federalist 42 reads: “Nothing which tends to facilitate the intercourse between the States can be 
deemed unworthy of the public care. “ James Madison, “The Powers Conferred by the Constitution Further 
Considered” The Federalist No. 42 (22 January 1788). http://www.constitution.org/fed/federa42.htm 
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for example, read:  “The moticos is not only seen on railroad trains, but on     It really 
isn’t necessary to see the moticos or know where it is because     .” Johnson’s incomplete 
sentences prompt the reader to fill in the blanks—to think about where they might have 
seen a moticos or why it may or may not be necessary to look for them. Their 
incompleteness leaves their significance open-ended so that a moticos can remain 
polysemic or have multiple interrelated meanings. Johnson therefore reinforces that 
communication does not take place in a linear fashion in which messages are precisely 
transmitted between author and reader, but rather that they move through networks and 
circulate in hubs in which readers respond to authors. As he states in the text: “When 
your film is printed and the moticos is finally seen, it will not be seen, unless you paste 
the photograph of the moticos on the side of a box car so someone can see the moticos or 
take its picture.” Representation, for Johnson, is a matter of circulation because meaning 
is made with others and shaped by the modern mechanisms that mediate it. The message 
of the moticos, therefore, is not intrinsic and stable, but rather made and remade by a 
network of readers connected through the post—a complex system of postal boxes, 
offices, and sorting centers, as well as train tracks and postal roads.  
 Making tangible the postality of the “moticos,” Johnson’s mailed collages have an 
elusive quality despite their pervasiveness. Materializing what historian David M. Henkin 
has called the “centrifugal, promiscuous, and anonymous features of the [postal] network 
that could bring any two people into direct contact,” Johnson moticos mix the sundry 
ephemera circulating through the post (photographs, newspapers, postcards, and the like), 
repurposing and redistributing the mail to friends and strangers alike.39 Scraps of one 
                                                
39 In his insightful history on the usages of US Post (which counters narratives based on technical innovation), Henkin 
writes: “From the earliest days of cheap postage, users exploited and emphasized the centrifugal, promiscuous, and 
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person’s letter frequently ended up in collages sent to another correspondent, and 
envelopes carrying moticos often bore erroneous return addresses. On an envelope used 
to mail What is a moticos? to the MoMA curator Dorothy Miller, for example, Johnson 
replaced the return address with an alphabetical list of other Johnsons from around New 
York [FIG. 7]. Through the substitution of one Johnson for others, the artist underscores 
the slippages of identity that can occur through the post, thus destabilizing the denotative 
function of proper names. Using the seriality of a mailing list or phonebook page, to 
disrupt the function of a return address, Johnson’s game opens up the potential of the 
letter being sent from multiple places and returned to someone other than its author, thus 
signaling how misdirected mail can produce unexpected encounters and unintended 
readings. In this instance, however, the letter reached and remained at its proper 
destination, and yet the significance of Johnson’s inversion of postal convention was not 
lost on Miller, who writes: “He takes these from the phone book!” While one typically 
looks up the name of a person to whom they are sending a letter, Johnson looks up his 
own name for the return address, displacing himself with a list of names directly 
transcribed from the phone book. Identity thus becomes dislodged from a specific fixed 
singularity.  
Emphasizing the seriality of a name over specificity of an individual author, 
Johnson makes proper names lose their precise denotation, thus thwarting the idea that 
postal communication depends upon the addressability of sender and receiver, and 
furthermore divesting the artist’s name of its currency (the cultural capital on which 
                                                                                                                                            
anonymous features of the network that could bring any two people into direct contact.” David M. Henkin, The Postal 
Age, 153. 
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institutions like MoMA are built).40 In Johnson’s work, proper names become sites for 
word play rather than exact designations. His list of Frank and Franklin Johnsons, for 
example, might be a pun on the practice of “franking” a letter with one’s name or an 
allusion to Benjamin Franklin, the first US postmaster general; the combination of Frank 
and Johnson might also be a bawdy reference to homosexual intercourse or an ironic 
reminder that he is not speaking “frankly.”  
 Although the predominate conception of postal exchange was one of epistolary 
intimacy, postal practices—such as mass-produced postcards, anonymous valentines, 
junk mail, chain letters, pen-pal clubs, and the like—conjure a different notion of 
correspondence that entailed a porous form of confidentiality resulting from a permeable 
barrier between public and private life. Johnson’s mailings therefore stress the structure 
of the post made tangible by postal users rather than the official narrative of the Post 
Office Department. In other words, while Johnson moticos formulated postal 
communication as clusters of heterogeneous and highly mediated relations (prone to 
disruptive feedback and unexpected interlopers), the latter frames the post solely in terms 
of clearly transmitted private communications. As Postmaster Summerfield states in his 
book on the US Mail: “The whole history of the postal service is the drama of the 
struggle to achieve these effective communications while preserving such priceless 
traditions as the sanctity of the sealed envelope.”41 For Summerfield, the modern post is 
                                                
40 Numerous authors have commented how Johnson plays with proper names, making the individual name continually 
point to names of others rather than a single autonomous author. The most thorough discussion of this aspect of 
Johnson’s work, and the only one that engages relation between addressability and the postal system, has been made by 
Ina Blom. While my analysis of the function of Johnson’s work closely parallel’s her observations, I emphasize not 
only how Johnson deconstructs the modernist subject formed by the postal system, but rather how postal users have 
since the institution of this network have played with the concept and function of addressability. SEE: Ina Blom, The 
Name of the Game: Ray Johnson’s Postal Performance (Oslo, Norway: National Museum of Contemporary Art, 2003), 
9-28, particularly 19-22. 
41 Summerfield, U.S. Mail, 13. 
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defined by the sanctity of seal and bond. It is a utopian space of pure and precise 
communication that seamlessly connects society into a purified whole. This continuous 
private space, as he tells us in the following lines, must be “zealously guarded” from 
those that threaten to corrupt it with intercepted letters, fraudulent chains, and obscene 
exchanges. Postal authorities, therefore, must vigilantly police the system to avoid such 
contamination. 
 Counter Summerfield’s binary logic, Johnson’s moticos expose the porousness 
between public and private space, which is otherwise concealed by the “sanctity of the 
sealed envelope.” In another moticos sent to Miller at the “Modern Museum,” for 
example, Johnson placed cards with a vinyl “M” and “O” stuck to them in an envelope 
with various return addresses that began with “M” and “O” like the “Modern Metal 
Industries of N.J.” or “Mo Tea Co.” [FIG. 8] While the letter is personalized—drawing a 
correspondence between Miller’s work at MoMA and Johnson’s practice of mailing 
Moticos—the message also stressed seriality, materiality, and opacity of signs. Rather 
than an expression of Johnson’s intimate thoughts, the contents of the envelope is a tool 
by which multivalent meanings might be constructed. And making the postal conventions 
(the addresses and stamp cancelations) integral to the message, Johnson disrupted the 
assumed division between interior and exterior, public and private.  
In a similar gesture, Johnson often mailed postcards that drew attention to the 
relationship between the public image on the front and the private message on the back. 
On a photo postcard sent to Johnson’s friend William [Bill] Wilson, for example, the 
image on the front centers on two hands and on the back Johnson has collaged the 
English translation of Chinese characters for the word “hand.” [FIG. 9] While one side 
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does not precisely correspond to the other, Johnson clearly demonstrates the permeability 
of front (public) to back (private) with correlating messages. Furthermore, through the 
repetition of hands—those pictured and those represented by text—Johnson suggests the 
handling of the postcard by those other than its recipient. As an anonymous, fragmentary, 
and semi-public form, the postcard itself has been understood as a medium that interrupts 
the epistolary myth of the postal system. Because it does not require an envelope, the 
postcard may be addressed to a single recipient but can also be read by others along the 
way.  
In Derrida’s book The Post Card, he observes how the post card interrupts or 
halts the logic of the postal communication structured by the sealed letter. Prior to the 
introduction of the post office in the 18th century, letters were open and publically posted, 
but with the introduction of the postal system citizens gained the right to privately 
exchange messages even as they were subject to the gaze of governmental authorities.42 
While this logic extends into the 19th and 20th centuries, I would argue (much like 
scholars, David Henkin and Kate Thomas, do) that the introduction of modern postal 
system in the mid-19th century marks a shift from an epistolary age to a postal one.43 
While a myth of epistolary intimacy (figured in the sealed letter) still existed, the 
introduction of postage stamps, post cards, mass advertising, etc., interrupted the intimate 
communing of sender and receiver.  
Beyond the postmaster’s dichotomous utopian/dystopian framework of sanctified 
private communication on the one hand, and postal contamination and control on the 
                                                
42 Jacques Derrida, The Post Card (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1987).  
43 SEE: David M. Henkin, “Becoming Postal,” The Postal Age: The Emergence of Modern Communications in 
Nineteenth-century America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 15-41. Kate Thomas, “Introduction: 
Victorians Go Postal,” Postal Pleasures,10-25. 
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other, Johnson took his cues from the various uses of the mail, mapping it as a real place 
characterized by incompatibilities and queer correspondences. To borrow a term from 
Foucault, Johnson imagines the post as “heterotopian” or “capable of juxtaposing in a 
single real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible.”44 In 
his moticos, Johnson mixes fragments of popular magazines, pornographic postcards, 
birth announcements, valentines, bills, and junk—mashing them together in order to 
expose the heterogeneity of postal usage too often streamlined out of visibility. 
Combining all classes of mail (from first class letters to third class advertising circulars), 
Johnson rejected the idea of a letter being a private bond between two correspondents in 
same way that he rejected proper name as bonded to a single person, thus emphasizing 
the intermixing and intermediation that occurs as communications are processed through 
the postal network.45 As Johnson stated in Wilcock’s Village Voice column, referring to 
the various correspondents on his mailing list: “I always cut up their letters and send 
them something different. Strips from their letters make good moticos.”46  
By mixing up the mail and subverting postal conventions, Johnson not only made 
tangible the kinds of relations made possible through the post, but also demonstrated the 
mediated nature of communication itself by opening up signification to allow for multiple 
associations. In a moticos collage sent to William [Bill] Wilson, for example, a single 
proper noun “Dover,” becomes multi-vocal through fragmentation, repetition, and 
placement [FIG. 10]. Dover—the name of the street on which Johnson lived—runs along 
                                                
44 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces” (1967), trans. Jay Miskowiec, Diacritics 16:1 (1986): 25. 
45 Kate Thomas describes how the post was understood in popular consciousness since the Victorian era as a space of 
“intermediation,” in which all sorts of serendipitous encounters might occur as a result of massive amount of different 
mail passing through a complex network. Furthermore, she shows how postal intercourse carried erotic connotations, 
and more specifically how this intermediation was linked in the cultural imaginary to homosexuality or what the early 
gay rights activist Edward Carpenter called “The Intermediate Sex.” SEE: Thomas, Postal Pleasures, 4-13.   
46 Wilcock, “The Village Square,” 3. 
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the bottom of the composition, making the word function like a street in a cityscape. But 
at the top of the page, Johnson repeats and fragments the word, prompting the viewer to 
read it as “OVER DOVER” or “DOVE OVER,” or even to imagine the letters to be 
doves flying over the city. In the center of the composition, a fragment of an envelope 
that reads “New York C” is laid vertically on the page like a skyscraper. The “C” stands 
in for “City,” but when combined with the word “OVER” it spells “COVER,” which is 
precisely the function that an envelope or building performs. Combined with the green 
rectangles, the envelope fragment reads as buildings and the letter “L,” which could mix 
with the other word fragments to read “LOVE” or “LOVER.” Perhaps this collage 
contains a fragment of a love letter or is itself one? Furthermore, the big “L” may be a 
“letter” in both senses of the word—an alphabetic letter that is part of a word and a 
mailed letter that is part of a conversation. As Wilson himself has stated about his own 
altered understanding of communication after receiving Johnson’s mailings: “Now letters 
didn’t have to be either formalities or intimacies, but could be opaque visual events…[in 
which] the chain of references was not closed, but open to combining with other images 
linked in reciprocating references.”47  
In addition to sending Wilson collages, Johnson forwarded to him other people’s 
mail, thereby opening up the letter to new associations and turning it into what Wilson 
calls an “opaque visual event” rather than a clear transmission between sender and 
receiver. One such letter originally sent by a US military policeman who was named 
“Soon V. Leung” to a man who (like Wilson) was named “Bill,” describes Leung’s 
various exploits while on active duty in Germany [FIG. 11]. The text itself has been little 
                                                
47 William S. Wilson, “With Ray: the Art of Friendship,” Ray Johnson: Black Mountain College Dossier, No. 4 (Black 
Mountain, NC: Black Mountain College Museum and Arts Center, 1997), 20. 
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altered by Johnson, perhaps suggesting that a lost letter can function as a found collage 
that exposes the gaps in correspondence.  
On the left-hand part of the envelope, Johnson however has penned the word 
“SOON.” While this reiterates that the letter originally came from a man with the 
Chinese-American surname “Soon,” it also refers to the fact that the intercepted letter 
will not be arriving “soon” and that all letters are subject to delay and redirection. Soon 
Leung himself refers to the gaps common to postal correspondence when he apologies in 
the first line of this letter for not responding to his friend’s mail sooner.48 The adverb 
“soon,” however, takes on additional meaning, as Johnson puts a line break in the middle 
of the word. Writing “SO / ON,” thus pointing to the endless deferral of meaning 
produced by his playful postings, as if to say “and so on and so on.” Furthering this train 
of thought, Johnson turns the stamps sideways, suggesting horizontal rather than vertical 
movement. As he turns figure into ground, the iconic image of George Washington 
becomes the symbolic field of postal relations marked by heterogeneous uses rather than 
singular units of exchange. Literally turning postal communication on its ear, Johnson 
shows the unconventional ways in which the stamp might be placed—sideways, upside 
down, or in what he called the “69” position. Although the stamps standardize and 
authorize the letter in the image of one of the country’s founding fathers, Johnson recodes 
it as sign continually renegotiated a network of readers. While stamps, like currency, give 
the appearance of a unified national body, Johnson demonstrates the post to be a 
discontinuous and disjunctive space, not dissimilar from the collages that he constructs 
                                                
48 It might also be noted that in the letter, the reason that Soon has taken so long to write back to Bill is because he 
doesn’t associate with “Jook-Sing” or an Americanized Chinese person because they were “brought up differently.” 
Therefore, the gap in correspondence also marks a tension in Soon’s own sense of self, as he negotiates identity defined 
by family, nationality, and his experiences abroad.   
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from the daily mail. As Johnson himself stated of this process: “I study cancellations, the 
manner in which the stamp is placed, the way the address is done…. It’s a marvelous art 
form, the letter—full of wonder and surprise.” 49 
 
Pasted and Posted 
Calling attention to the stamp through novel placement, Johnson shows how even 
the act of licking and sticking of a stamp to an envelope may itself be a form of collage. 
The word “collage,” after all, derives from the French verb “coller” or “to glue,” and the 
act of affixing of a stamp facilitates the connection of one party to another. Historically 
interrelated, collage first emerges shortly after the institution of the first postage stamp. 
With items received in the mail, particularly photographic cartes-de-visites, Victorian 
women made the first known photo-collages, many of which evidence awareness by their 
makers of the structural correlation between the acts of pasting and posting. Chance 
encounters and webs of association were common themes.50 [FIG. 12] Furthermore, 
while the postal system enabled the interconnection of far-flung individuals, it also 
marked their distance. Collaged mail—with their layers of visual and textual 
information—made tangible the gaps and connections implicit in postal correspondence. 
Sent through the post rather than exchanged face-to-face, the elements that comprise 
these collages (stamps, postmarks, photographic cartes, etc.) index the mediated nature of 
                                                
49 Quoted in Grace Glueck, “What happened? Nothing” New York Times (11 April 1965): X18. 
50 As a recent exhibition at the Art Institute of Chicago has shown, collage, photo-collage and photo-montage—which 
have traditionally been understood as inventions of modernist masters like Pablo Picasso and Max Ernst—were in fact 
first explored by upper-class Victorian women some fifty years earlier. Amidst the “cartomania” of the 1860s, which 
followed the invention of the carte-de-visite (i.e. – small, inexpensive photographic portraits exchanged through the 
mail), Victorian ladies produced albums of photo-collages that depicted both fantastic creatures and re-ordered drawing 
rooms. These smart, sometimes satirical, photo-collages allowed their makers a space to tackle a wide range of issues, 
from new theories of evolution to the shifting hierarchies of aristocratic society. Their impact was limited, however, 
due to the fact that they were predominately considered “sites of female creativity” and did not circulate publically 
SEE: Elizabeth Siegel, “Society Cutups,” Playing with Pictures (Chicago, IL: The Art Institute of Chicago, 2009): 13-
36, particularly 20-21. 
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modern communication.  
As scholars have observed, the medium of collage has long been used to 
emphasize the instability of communication by making apparent the gap between 
representation and meaning.51 The pasted papers of avant-garde artists from the early part 
of the 20th century visualized the fact that the transmission of messages is not seamless, 
but mediated, and that meaning is always multiple, never simply the domain of the 
individual author, though it may appear to be so because of the dominance of particular 
authors. While collaging means “to glue,” Cubist, and later Dadaist, artists underscored 
textual fragmentation and the materiality of language over the smooth communications 
that often characterized commercial advertisements and political propaganda. In their 
attack of legibility, the historical avant-gardes dislodged messages from the appearance 
of inherent or autonomous meaning.52  
As Jeffrey Weiss has observed “collage” in colloquial French was a euphemism 
for having an illicit affair or living together out of wedlock, and artists across the 20th 
century have employed collage to make words, images, and materials cohabit in order to 
produce unruly combinations that challenge normative representations.53 Furthermore, 
while the French verb “coller” (from which the term “collage” derives) means “to paste, 
glue, or stick,” its past participle “collé” suggests idea of something being a sham or a 
                                                
51 Rosalind Krauss perhaps most famously argued this point in Rosalind Krauss, “In the Name of Picasso,” October 16 
(Spring 1981): 5-22. Yves Alain Bois, “The Semiology of Cubism,” in Lynn Zelevansky, ed. Picasso and Braque: A 
Symposium (New York: MoMA, 1992). 
52 On collage as an avant-garde strategy, see: Peter Bürger, “The Avant-gardist work of Art,” Theory of the Avant-
Garde, Michael Shaw, trans. (University of Minnesota, 1984), 55-95.  
53 See: Jeffrey Weiss, The Popular Culture of Modern Art: Picasso, Duchamp, and Avant-Gardism. (New Haven, CT: 
Yale, 1994), 29. Weiss provides several compelling historical sources, which include a song “Les Plaisirs de Collage” 
[“The Pleasures of Collage”] (1911) and John Grand-Carteret’s 1911 book, Les Trois Formes de l’union sexuelle: 
marriage, collage, chiennerie [“Three Forms of Sexual Relation: Marriage, Living Together, Promiscuity”]. Also, see: 
Katherine Hoffman, “Collage in the Twentieth Century: an overview,” Collage: Critical Views (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI 
Research Press, 1989), 5. Francis Frascina, "Collage: Conceptual and Historical Overview." In Encyclopedia of 
Aesthetics (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 382.
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fake or doesn’t quite hold together.54 Collages therefore carry the connotation of 
promiscuity and uncertainty, and the political potential of collage lies in its ability to 
bring disparate parts into a whole that never entirely coheres.  
An artist like Hannah Höch, for example, deployed collage during the 1920s to 
address the idea of the “new woman” as a complex social construction—at once a 
celebration of the modern working woman’s newly achieved access, and an indictment of 
society’s commodification of her as a de-individualized sex object. Maud Lavin argues, 
the disjunctive spaces in Höch’s work engage the instability of social codes and 
paradoxical expectations surrounding the workingwomen in Germany after WWI.55 
While not all collages expose the arbitrary relation of the sign, those by artists like Höch, 
and later Johnson, assert the signifier’s promiscuousness, permitting multiple, even 
contradictory readings. Similar to the letter that Johnson forwarded from one man named 
“Bill” to another man of the same name, Johnson’s collages reveal signs to be multivalent 
in nature, and like letters, open to continual redirection.56 
In another moticos entitled Water is Precious (1956-58), Johnson explicitly 
emphasizes the linguistic promiscuity of his collaging.57 [FIG. 13] At the bottom of the 
composition is a textual fragment that reads “HE TRAM”—a neo-dadaist nonsense 
phrase that could nonetheless recall a man on the move or “HE who rides the TRAM.” 
Further, if the truncated letters at the beginning and end are read as a “T” and “P,” the 
                                                
54 Ibid. 
55 Maud Lavin, Cut with the Knife: The Weimar Photomontages of Hannah Höch, New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1993. 
56 Similar to Johnson, the Berlin Dadaist’s collages were inextricably tied to postal exchange. In fact, their first 
photomontages resulted from their intervention in the Kaiser’s postcard WWI propaganda campaign. See: Andrés 
Mario Zervigón, “Postcards to the Front: John Heartfield, George Grosz, and the Birth of Avant-Garde Photomontage,” 
in Postcards: Ephemeral Histories of Modernity, ed. David Prochaska and Jordana Mendelson. (Penn State University 
Press, 2010). 
57 It should be noted that Johnson did not make a habit of titling his moticos, however, recipients and collectors have 
subsequently titled them. 
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text could also spell “THE TRAMP,” a name for non-conformist figures like vagrants 
and loose women. Reinforcing this latter reading are the men in bowler hats with 
mustaches that looks like Charlie Chaplin’s character, The Tramp. Upon closer 
inspection, however, we realize that the tramp’s mustache is too big and his hat not quite 
right. This figure is not Chaplin’s tramp, but rather a kind of doppelganger that Johnson 
found in a photograph by Henri Cartier-Bresson. [FIG. 14] 
Johnson’s collage extends this uncanny resemblance of one figure to another by 
repeating each of the two figures mechanically, yet imprecisely, through lithographic 
reproductions of differing scales. Looking closely, one of tramps is slightly smaller than 
the other and their legs do not quite align with their torsos; and to the left, the twins (who 
interestingly bare a resemblance to one of Johnson’s other favorite silent film stars, 
Buster Keaton) awkwardly share one leg, thus rendering all four figures in a way that 
destabilizes their bodily coherence. 58 Moreover, scanning the four figures, their identities 
and actions become difficult to parse. Are these armed men sheriffs or outlaws? And 
what precisely are they doing against that wall? The humor of Johnson’s collage, much 
like Chaplin’s comedy, relies on witty resemblances and the instability of social codes. 
Chaplin’s Tramp—a vagrant who attempts stable social status, like that of a farmer, 
factory worker, or gentleman—always ends up an ill fit, and so antics ensue as he 
inelegantly performs the part. His physical humor reveals how the uncertainty and 
illegibility of bodily acts can interrupt normative behaviors and expectations. Ultimately, 
                                                
58 Bill Wilson pointed out the resemblance to Keaton to me. In pairing of these two figures, Johnson underscores the 
camp aesthetic of his early collages—a theme beautifully explored by Jonathan Weinberg, see: Jonathan Weinberg, 
"Ray Johnson Fan Club," Ray Johnson: correspondences, Donna de Salvo and Catherine Gudis, eds. (New York: 
Flammarion, 1999), 94-109. 
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in all of Chaplin’s films, the Tramp moves on, eluding figures of authority that can’t 
quite tolerate his clowning.  
In Johnson’s Water is Precious, the voice of authority also looms. The artist has 
glued to the top of the collage a public service announcement, commanding the reader to 
“WATER WISELY.” In the context of the collage, the text could be interpreted as 
scolding the four figures that are potentially urinating in public or engaging in a dissident 
sexual activity—a reading reinforced by the suggestion of bestiality through the insertion 
of a random sheep. Furthering this emphasis on disciplinary systems, the photographic 
fragment depicts restricted looking. The men, pressed against the cloth barrier, are not 
permitted to look at what lies behind. Emphasizing the mediation and monitoring of the 
gaze (particularly that of male on male looking), the text itself underscores the 
constrictions placed on interpretive fluidity. While Johnson’s osmotic moticos are 
designed to be porous—and are often literally punctured by pores through which readers 
were encouraged to poke their fingers—their openness is vulnerable to disciplinary 
binaries like private/public, homosexuality/ heterosexuality, obscenity/purity. Depicting 
the policing of uncertain identities and actions, the pores, which so frequently puncture 
the surfaces of Johnson’s collages, here are found partially concealed. 
As discussed earlier, postal inspectors heavily policed what they deemed to be 
obscene in the mid-1950s, which is also the moment when Johnson first started making 
his moticos. Of particular concern for the Post Office Department were publications that 
discussed homosexuality and/or made it possible for gays and lesbians to connect with 
one another. In The Silent Investigators, a 1959 book designed to legitimize the increased 
presence of the US Postal Inspection Service in people’s daily lives, the author, John 
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Makris, conjures frightful images of what he calls “sex-correspondence clubs,” in which 
“depraved members exchange obscene letters, pictures, and books.”59 Correlating 
“homosexual and lesbian clubs” with “rape, the murder of small children, and the spread 
of moral degeneracy,” Makris used fear mongering to justify the entrapment techniques 
of postal inspectors, which usually involved the inspector becoming an avid pen pal 
himself. As he states:  
Postal inspectors get on to these groups by checking pen-pal advertisements, or 
offbeat insertions in cheap periodicals. Test correspondence, often over an 
extended period of time, gives them an over-all picture of the operation and the 
necessary evidence.60 
 
While the extensive corresponding of the postal inspector are predicated on getting an 
“over-all picture” of illicit pen-pal relations, Johnson’s collage Water is Precious shifts 
one’s focus to show how the outlaw and police become one in the same through this act. 
As Makris describes, inspectors test correspondence by subscribing to “offbeat 
insertions” before ultimately arresting them from circulation. In doing so, he shows how 
censorship doesn’t simply quell the production of dissident images and texts, it also 
breeds them. The suppression of correspondence, in other words, leads only to more 
correspondence.  
As Richard Meyer has explored in his book Outlaw Representation: Censorship 
and Homosexuality in Twentieth Century American Art, censorship isn’t simply a 
repressive force, but also a productive one, provoking unforeseen counter-representations 
and imaginative acts of subversion.61 He describes how artists like Andy Warhol (a good 
                                                
59 John H. Makris, The Silent Investigators: The Great Untold Story of the United States Postal Inspection Service 
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co, 1959): 301. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Richard Meyer, Outlaw Representation: censorship & homosexuality in twentieth-century American art. (Oxford; 
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friend and colleague of Johnsons from the mid-1950s onward) responded to censorship 
by creatively sidestepping and subverting the suppression of homoeroticism in their work 
rather than removing it. Furthermore, Meyer is careful to frame “homosexuality in art” 
not as art made by those that identify as homosexual, but rather powerful sites of 
contestation that are continually disputed, and not just by gay men and lesbians. He 
states:  
The place of homosexuality within modern art cannot be confined to biographical 
facts or pictorial subtexts, to private messages or secret codes that need to be 
cracked by an attentive art historian. Rather, the relation between homosexuality 
and modern art must be charted as a dialectic between historical possibility and 
constraint, between public discourse and private knowledge, between visual 
image and that which lies beyond the boundaries of the imaginable at a given 
moment.62 
 
The representation of homosexuality within art is not something simply to be revealed 
and concealed like the opening and closing of an envelope, but rather a complex field of 
power relations that artists learn to navigate with finely tuned dexterity. With the collages 
sent through the post office, Johnson’s self-reflexively engaged the dialectic described by 
Meyer from within a key site of contestation. 
  
Moticos Mailing Lists and Circulars 
Drawing on techniques used by gay pen-pal clubs, Johnson expanded his moticos 
network in ways that could elude postal inspectors. With the mimeograph machine at the 
Orientalia bookstore in Greenwich Village where Johnson worked in the mid-1950s, he 
made numerous circulars to spread the word about his moticos. While these flyers were 
initially designed to promote and sell his inexpensively priced collages [FIG. 15], they 
                                                                                                                                            
New York: Oxford University Press, 2002). 
62 Ibid, 23. 
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ultimately became a means of enlisting participants in a game of playful posting. Cutting 
holes in the paper, Johnson hoped to prompt recipients to penetrate the leaflet’s surface 
and/or cut them up for collages sent to one of the addressees found listed in the 
irregularly produced circular [FIG. 16]. With and through these circulars, Johnson not 
only expanded his mailing list and received a bit of compensation for his work, but also 
forged links between other recipients, thereby building a kind of alternative pen-pal 
network that would later be given the title of the New York Correspondence School. 
 Like dissident correspondence clubs that creatively evaded postal censorship, the 
primary aim of Johnson’s circulars were to get in touch with others and thereby establish 
a network of friends who resisted the dominant culture’s disdain for behaviors that 
deviated from a middle-class, hetero-normative values. Additionally, Johnson borrowed 
particular linguistic strategies from gay pen-pal lists and queer digests like pseudonyms, 
metonyms, playful puns, rambling half-nonsense, and repurposed pop cultural references, 
just to name a few.63 For example, his leaflets recall popular period circulars like 
Shawger’s Illiterary Digest, bearing lines like: “Rear guard action by Fernando gets 
desired results as he gives Arlene the snapping towel treatment,”     “Mickey Mouse on 
the other Moons,” “Crescent moon over the Port of New York Authority,” and “‘Honey, 
come down.’ I’m waiting for you in Florida.” [FIG.17, see lines 11-16 and 65-66] This 
voluble page—dense with double entendres, homoerotic connotations, and cheeky pop 
cultural references—tests bounds of legibility and underscores the artificiality of the 
authorial voice. Using the fugitive sensibility of “camp,” Johnson doesn’t simply avoid 
censorship, but also affirms his distinctiveness, defuses homophobia through parody, and 
                                                
63 On gay pen-pal clubs and queer digests, see: Martin Meeker, “The Sexual Communication Network as an Agent of 
Change,” Contacts Desired, 1-29. 
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builds bonds with others marginalized by mainstream society such as gay men, lesbians, 
and professionally ambitious women (who Johnson often targeted as correspondents).64  
In addition to the linguistic queering and camp humor borrowed from newsletters 
like Illiterary Digest, Johnson’s moticos circulars also made use of another 
correspondence tactic of the pre-Stonewall era, namely, the practice of crafting or 
hobbying. As Martin Meeker has shown, gay men looking for other men during the 1940s 
and 1950s used mailing lists like The Hobby Directory in order to connect. Listing their 
various hobbies—which ranged from standard activities like “stamp collecting” and 
“wood working” to ones that were more distinctive like “sunbathing” and “physical 
culture”— these hobbyist would give their names, addresses, and the kinds of contacts 
they desired. While some men sought out hobbying pen pals of particular professions, 
ages, or interests, others were simply looking for “a faithful correspondent” or someone 
“who combine[d] physical and cultural ideals with high standards of friendship.”65 
Through coded references to homosexual desire and companionship circulated in 
typewritten newsletters like The Hobby Directory, gay men were able to make 
connections with those that shared their interests and orientations at a historical moment 
in which these contact networks were tightly controlled. 
Similarly, Johnson used his circulars to create a sub-culture of correspondents by 
interweaving their names, addresses, and quotations from letters into his rambling half-
nonsensical text with the aim of connecting correspondents in the recreational activity of 
mailing moticos. The hobby of moticos making and mailing, however elusive, was not a 
                                                
64 For an extended discussion of Johnson’s use of “camp” techniques, see: Weinberg, "Ray Johnson Fan Club," 104-
109. It should be noted that Johnson’s closest correspondents were often women that pushed against the mid-century 
American discourses of femininity. For example, Dorothy Podber was a gallerist and reproductive rights activist; Toby 
Spiselman was a mathematician at IBM; and May Wilson was a politicized feminist artist.  
65 Meeker, Contacts Desired, 23-25. 
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precise coded reference for homoeroticism, but rather an analysis of the erotics of 
encoding and decoding. Unlike The Hobby Directory, Johnson’s primary aim was not to 
covertly connect with other gay men through coded correspondences, but rather to 
analyze the very act of correspondence itself, and with that analysis build a community 
that nonetheless spoke to the marginalized positions of gay men, as well as lesbians, 
reproductive rights activists, radical journalists, avant-garde artists, and a whole host of 
others, many of whom had regular working class jobs or professions. With his circular, 
correspondents could see who else was involved in Johnson’s underground pen-pal 
network, and could send a letter or moticos in the instances when their addresses were 
listed.  
While texts on Johnson often emphasize his illustrious correspondents—Andy 
Warhol, John Cage, Robert Rauschenberg, Cy Twombly, etc.—it should be pointed out 
that many of Johnson’s most engaged and enduring correspondences were with people 
who are little known within the art historical canon. One such correspondent was Frances 
X. Profumo, who had been the secretary at Black Mountain College and worked at an 
insurance company in Georgia, and within whom Johnson exchanged thought-provoking 
correspondence over the course of their 30-year friendship. Another was George Ashley, 
who worked as a salesman for Hertz Rental Car, and used the mailroom at his work 
during the 1960s and 1970s to post copies of Johnson’s circulars and mail art collages. 
Toby Spiselman (later assuming the title of “Secretary of the New York Correspondence 
School”) was a mathematician at IBM, and similarly made use of her company’s 
resources, filching all kinds of interesting material for the collages she made with 
Johnson. One of the most irreverent correspondents was Dorothy Podber—an artist, art 
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dealer, and reproductive rights activist who circulated information about how women 
could locate safe abortions during the 1960s. And of course, one of the most prolific and 
radical correspondents was the assemblage artist May Wilson (mother of the 
aforementioned Bill Wilson) who is often called the “Grandma Moses of the 
Underground,” as her proto-feminist collaged postcards formed a counter-cultural 
network of their own. And while many of the correspondents were people that Johnson 
knew personally, he often brought people into the fold that he didn’t know, usually 
because their name or address correlated one another or to the message. George Ashley, 
for example, might be asked to send a message to Robert Ashley by way of George 
Mumma (creating a triangle a man named Ashley and another called George).66  
With this intermixing of friends and strangers from different walks of life, the 
messages circulating in Johnson’s moticos flyers—even the proper names and 
addresses—were designed to be polyvalent. While the users of the Hobby Directory 
intentionally queered their texts so that they would transmit specific alternative meanings, 
Johnson’s mailers revealed signification itself to be queer, as the correspondences 
between signifiers and signifieds never precisely align in the wholeness of a unified sign. 
As Eve Sedgwick has written the function of “queer” identity, is that it acts at once as 
“identity affirming” and “identity eradicating.” It doesn’t “signify monolithically,” but is 
rather “an open mesh of possibilities.”67 With his moticos, Johnson draws a correlation 
between the postal system and the queer identities it enables—suggesting that the postal 
communication itself is a tool by which all subjectivities may be revealed as queer in that 
                                                
66 See “Memo from the desk of George Ashley,” dated 15 December 1964 found in a binder of correspondence 
exchanged between Johnson and Ashley at the Ray Johnson Estate, New York, NY. This binder was likely assembled 
by Ashley and returned to Johnson at some point, as Richard C has a similar black binder from Ashley. 
67 See: Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Tendencies (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1993): 8. Also see: Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1990): 67-90. 
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it makes tangible the interval between the self and its articulation.  
Looking at a collage of Queen Elizabeth that Johnson sent to his former Black 
Mountain College classmate, Ruth Asawa, such self-conscious linguistic queering is 
particularly evident. [FIG. 18] The handwritten text in the middle of the collage, perhaps 
torn from another letter, reads: “1. You/ 2. You/ 3. You/ Words. Let’s call a spade a 
sp.”68 While calling “spade a spade” means to call someone what they actually are, 
Johnson then queers this phrase so that it can no longer be read in a frank manner. 
Through metonymy, a spade is no longer a spade, but rather an “sp,” which leaves the 
word open. “Sp” could be read as the “sp-litting” or “sp-elling” of a word, the very action 
Johnson performs. By incompletely spelling-out the word, Johnson exposes the gap 
between signifier and signified and demonstrates how words point to other words rather 
than to singular stable referents. Furthermore, he imbeds the splitting of the sign within 
the act of name-calling (i.e. calling a spade a spade), thereby once again unlocking the 
denotative function of naming, while pointing to the role of “you” the reader in the 
construction of meaning. Just as he states in his What is a moticos: “perhaps you are the 
                                                
68 It should be noted that this same line also appears in the circular described above, however in that iteration it reads: 
“Gertrude Stein: 1. You 2. You 3. You. Let’s call an spade and sp.” Actively drawing a parallel with the queer 
aesthetics of Stein’s The Making of Americans, Johnson used obsessive repetition to destabilize modernist 
representation of sex and gender by revealing subjectivity to be a matter of grammar rather than a natural bodily 
inscription. Johnson found much inspiration in Stein’s work and his collages often reference Stein’s Autobiography of 
Alice B. Toklas and Tender Buttons (the latter of which also refers to the upper east side button shop owned by his 
friends Diana Epstein and Malka Safro). Further, in an interview Johnson once described his body of collaged portraits 
as “The Snaking of Americans,” which likely referenced the publication of the unabridged version of Stein’s The 
Making of Americans by Dick Higgins’s Something Else Press, which came out the same year that Higgins released 
Johnson’s only formally published book The Paper Snake (1965). For a discussion of Johnson’s extensive engagement 
with Stein’s works, which draws insightful correlations between their explorations of (dis)connection, yet unfortunately 
misunderstands his queering of gendered stereotypes as misogynistic, see: Wendy Steiner, “The Webmaster’s Solo: 
Ray Johnson Invites us to the Dance,” Donna DeSalvo and Catherine Gudis, eds. Ray Johnson: Correspondences (New 
York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 1999), 70-83.  Similar to Stein’s Making of the Americans, Johnson used 
“types” in a repetitive and hyperbolic way that not only reveals their constructedness in language, but also renders them 
as inadequate and unreadable. My understanding of the “queer effects” and “unreadable subjects” of Stein’s The 
Making of Americans has been informed by Melanie’s Taylor’s writings on the subject. See: Melanie Taylor, “A 
Poetics of Difference: The Making of Americans and Unreadable Subjects,” NWSA Journal 15:3 Gender and 
Modernism between the Wars, 1918-1939 (Autumn, 2003): 26-42. And Gertrude Stein, The Making of Americans: 
Being a History a Family’s Progress (New York: Something Else Press, 1966). 
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moticos.” 
Reading the iconography of this collage, one could interpret it in ways that direct 
the viewer toward the sender and receiver, by describing the campy queen as a self-
portrait of a soft-spoken gay man or alternatively as a portrait that celebrated the 
successes of his friend Asawa, who could be seen here as surrounded by her hanging 
ovoid wire-mesh sculptures (which in 1955 had gained international notoriety as they 
were exhibited in the Sao Paolo Biennial). These explanations would, however, would 
not account for his extended structural engagement with the post—the system he used to 
both deconstruct the modernist subject it imposed, and construct a community that 
utilized the queer connections that the system enabled. Therefore, given the postality of 
Johnson’s work, perhaps we get closest to the moticos significance by reading the queen 
as a stamp.  
When Johnson made this collage in the mid-1950s, commemorative stamps of the 
newly coroneted queen were in heavy circulation [FIG. 19]. Functioning as currency, 
stamps of the Queen Elizabeth moved throughout the post as a symbol of empire, giving 
cohesion to its disparate spaces through her sovereignty. In addition to commemorating 
her enthronement, the stamps recalled the preceding female sovereign, Queen Victoria, 
who established the modern postal system one hundred years earlier with the release of 
the very first postage stamps [FIG. 20]. These stamps, called Penny Blacks, bore the 
queen’s image and were understood both as a means of facilitating mass communication 
and literacy, as well as a tool by which she might extend her empire. An instrument of 
liberation and domination, the modern post since its inception has been understood by its 
users as a means by which they can traverse borders, as well as an instrument of empire 
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that reinforces the singularity of individual subjects and instrumentalizes identity through 
the image of the sovereign. The stamp, while facilitating connections, streamlines the 
heterogeneous, promiscuous, and anonymous aspects of the mail into a single 
recognizable figure. Frequently described in corporeal terms as the circulatory system of 
the nation, the post becomes a stable and unified body, rather than a disjunctive yet 
interconnected space.  
The figure in Johnson’s Untitled (Queen), however, is an image of postal use 
rather than authority, featuring a highly constructed and incongruous body with a 
dangling androgynous leg, oddly angled shoulder, hot-pink trunk, and dolled-up visage. 
Underscoring the disjunctive and intermediate character of the queer body—or what 
Sedgwick calls the “gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of 
meaning when the constituent elements of anyone's gender, of anyone's sexuality aren't 
made (or can't be made) to signify monolithically"—Johnson’s moticos disrupt the idea 
that messages are precise transmissions and between fixed entities.69 As David Halprin 
has written about the function of “queer” works:  
Queer is by definition whatever is at odds with the normal, the legitimate, the 
dominant. There is nothing in particular to which it necessarily refers. It is an 
identity without an essence. 'Queer' then, demarcates not a positivity but a 
positionality vis-à-vis the normative.70 
 
In the Untitled (Queen), the figure is queer in that it is at odds with the normative, and 
underscores the shifting positionality of an object that moves between correspondents. 
Resonating with its makeshift structure, the stamp-sized photograph of the queen captures 
her with tense expression, as if caught in-between moments, and by cropping her face too 
                                                
69 See: Sedgwick, Tendencies, 8. Also, on the intermediacy and mismatching central to that which is “queer” see: 
Annamarie Jagose, Queer Theory (New york: New York University, 1996), 3.  
70 David Halperin, Saint Foucault: Toward a Gay Hagiography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997): 62. 
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close, Johnson interrupts her iconicity. Furthermore, the verticality of body is split and 
expanded by the letter fragment pasted to its core. While the composition is cruciform, 
the intermediated figure speaks more to communication between postal users than 
communion in a single body. Johnson queers the vertical figure so that it no longer 
signifies monolithically. The body expands along its horizontal axis, and in this field he 
pastes a series of ellipses that punctuate the space with absence like an ellipsis in a 
sentence. These elliptical forms produced through frottage—or a rubbing of a surface that 




At the heart of Johnson’s Untitled (Queen) collage, and all of the moticos for that 
matter, lay an investigation of how absence structures meaning. Punctured by holes and 
made of missing letters, Johnson’s moticos indexed the post, which enabled contact 
between correspondents even as it marked the distance between them. Furthermore, the 
moticos stressed the exclusions upon which hetero-normativity depends— a key aspect 
made particularly poignant by the fact that these collages used as their support the 
Chinese laundry shirt-boards of Johnson’s long-time lover and companion, Richard 
Lippold, with whom he could not openly be.71 These shirt boards—thick paper objects 
                                                
71 Johnson moved to New York around 1950 to be with the sculptor Richard Lippold, a successful sculptor who taught 
at a number of New York schools, including Hunter College and City University of New York. They lived in an 
apartment building with John Cage and Merce Cunningham that they called the “Boza Mansion,” however Lippold was 
married lived with his wife and young children. Eventually Lippold moved out to Long Island and Johnson stayed in 
the city, moving in 1953 to a tenement on Monroe street and then over to the apartment on Dover. Over a decade later, 
after being mugged on the street in Manhattan in 1968, he moved out to Long Island near Lippold at the elder artist’s 
suggestion. Lippold however remained with his family and they were never openly together, and in the 1970s they split 
after Johnson discovered that Lippold had another man in his life. Lippold’s most candid discussion of their love life 
and friendship can be found in: Connors, Matt. "An End To Nothings,” Men's Style (July-August 1995): 35, and 
Walter, John & Moore, Andrew. How to Draw a Bunny: A Ray Johnson Portrait. Documentary film (New York: Palm 
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that give the garment its form in the absence of the man who wears it—served as the 
foundation for Johnson’s moticos.  
On multiple levels, Johnson’s moticos collages underscore how gaps and silences 
shape that which may be seen and said. Returning to the collage, Water is Precious, 
Johnson alludes to structuring absence in yet an additional way. In the top right-hand 
corner, Johnson has painted a group of black symbols on a red background. Like the 
collage that contains them, Johnson also called these figures “moticos” because they took 
their shape from other moticos collages. These silhouetted characters—traced from 
moticos that had been mailed off, repurposed, or destroyed—are formed by the absence 
of a letter, thus demonstrating how the lack of a letter is never simply a deletion, but 
entails the production of new letters.  
Posting a circular that depicts mass of moticos shadows, Johnson underscores the 
ephemeral character of his collages, which produce a proliferation of messages in their 
wake. [FIG. 21] In contrast to Water is Precious, which has been arrested and saved by 
its recipient—and thus may be analyzed as a singular, discrete object—Johnson’s circular 
speaks also to the far greater number of moticos that have been lost, discarded, 
repurposed, or destroyed, but nonetheless leave their trace on those that remain.72 With 
the poster of missing moticos, Johnson stresses how the visible is implicitly shaped by 
the invisible, much like the film negative described in his “What is a moticos?” 
                                                                                                                                            
Picture, 2004). For the reference to the use of Lippold’s shirt-boards, see: Wilson S. Wilson, “Challenging Rectangle” 
Ray Johnson: Challenging Rectangles (New York: Richard L. Feigen & Co., 2008), 
http://images.rayjohnsonestate.com/www_rayjohnsonestate_com/ChallengingRect_Wilson.pdf . 
72For example, when I requested Johnson’s FBI file through the freedom of information act, I was told that the Bureau 
could not tell me what they had collected on Johnson, or even if they had collected items posted; all they could offer 
were the numbers of the files which might have contained material on Johnson and the dates that those files had been 
destroyed. See: Letter to the author with subject “JOHNSON, RAYMOND EDWARD” (request no. 1188380-000) 
from David M. Hardy, Section Chief, Record/Information Dissemination Section/ Records Management Division of the 
U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation dates May 1, 2012. 
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Johnson’s moticos, however, are frequently framed as coded messages of a 
private lexicon, thus missing how they lay bare the encoding and decoding that transpires 
in all communication. Like the work of his friend Cy Twombly—in whose fireplace 
Johnson is said to have burned much of his early work—Johnson’s collages are 
ambiguous because they displace the literal and the metaphoric in order to focus our 
attention on the work of language and ambiguity implicit in its mediation of one’s social 
relations.73 Their ambiguity opens up a meditation on the gesture of writing itself, or in 
Johnson’s case, letter-writing, which he reveals to be less the transmission of messages 
than the traversing of the distance between sender and receiver. And by showing how 
letters are structured by absence, he does not attempt to obliterate this distance between 
correspondents, but rather observe it through the surplus material that postal usage 
produces. 
Additionally, Johnson’s collages—particularly those of Hollywood stars and other 
celebrities—underscore what Cassandra Amesley has called “double reading.” Amesley 
describes this phenomenon in her study on fan culture as the viewer’s ability to “maintain 
and understand two divergent points of view at once, and use them to inform each other. 
In this way identification and distanciation may occur simultaneously.”74 Emphasizing 
this simultaneous “identification and distanciation,” Johnson’s moticos Elvis #1 and Elvis 
#2 [Figs. 22 & 23] invite readers to imagine how the singer’s performances—his tone, 
gestures, and bodily movements—might be read in ways other than the dominant hetero-
normative mode. With his collage of Presley, in which moticos come out of his mouth, 
Johnson communicates both a connection to, and estrangement from, the singer’s 
                                                
73 This reading of Cy Twombly’s work is informed by Roland Barthes essay “Cy Twombly: Works on Paper” (1979), 
reproduced in Julie Sylvester, ed. Cy Twombly: fifty years of works on paper (Munich: Schirmer/Mosel, 2008). 
74 On double viewing, see: Cassandra Amesley, "How to Watch Star Trek," Cultural Studies 3:3 (October 1989): 334.  
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affective utterances. Underscoring the ambiguity implicit in Presley’s sensual affect, 
Johnson’s collages speak to how this iconic figure might be understood in ways that 
diverge from those discussed in mainstream media and thus, as we see in the second Elvis 
collage [FIG. 23], recodes the figure and punctures hole in his iconicity. 
Intervening in mass culture, Johnson used postal ephemera like fan photos to 
focus our attention on the un-instrumentalizable aspects of correspondence. In Johnson’s 
queer constructions, people and products torn from letters and magazines lose their 
particular denotative function, taking on uncertain roles within the matrix of the moticos. 
Bodies loose their titles, and in the process, Johnson exposes the irreducibility of one 
body to another. With the moticos, Johnson stresses the significance of slippage between 
meanings, however, when reading the moticos one must be cautious to assume that 
meaning is freely made, for this alleviates the moticos of the weight of their history and 
the dominant-hegemonic coding that it entails.75   
In fact, the audience’s affective responses and the queer ways in which they might 
de-code and re-code Elvis’s sexualized performances made authorities like J. Edgar 
Hoover, head of the FBI, extremely worried. The fear that Presley’s sensual movements 
spoke to dissident sex prompted the agency to obsessively monitor the singer’s activities, 
amassing a gigantic collection of files.76 Presley and his fans, however, were not the only 
                                                
75 As Stuart Hall has elaborated in his essay “Encoding, Decoding,” polysemy is not the same as pluralism. Hall states: 
“Any such already constituted sign is potentially transformable into more than one connotative configuration. 
Polysemy must not, however, be confused with pluralism.” (513) And he goes on to explain how interpretation is only 
partially open because the position within in a network of discourse restricts certain motions. He goes on to explain 
three different kinds of coding, which are key for my argument here: “dominant-hegemonic,” “negotiated,” and 
“oppositional.” Stuart Hall, “Encoding, Decoding,” in Simon During, ed. The Cultural Studies Reader (New York: 
Routledge, 1999): 507-517. 
76 As a 1956 letter in Elvis’s FBI file reads: “…adolescence are easily aroused to sexual indulgence and perversion by 
certain types of motions and hysteria, – the type that was exhibited at the Presley show. There is also gossip of the 
Presley Fan Clubs that degenerate into sex orgies.” Quoted in: Thomas Fensch, The FBI Files on Elvis Presley (New 
Century Books, 2001), 15-17. There was a particular concern with music produced by African American musicians in 
light of the emergent civil rights movement. On censorship of popular music, see: Douglas M. Charles, The FBI’s 
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targets of this surveillance. During the late 1940s and early1950s, the FBI centralized its 
“obscenity file” so that they could identify those involved with the production and 
distribution of all varieties of dissident mail. With the aim of identifying and cataloguing 
new forms of obscene material and its producers’ “individual peculiarities,” agents 
accumulated photo postcards, comic books, nudist magazines, popular novels, as well as 
rock music. But ironically, as the file grew over the course of the next few decades, the 
ability to accurately identify, categorize, and prosecute its producers decreased, thus 
making the file a closed circuit, justified only by the act of filing in and of itself.77 
Amidst this crisis of codes, in which sexual norms were being negotiated and re-
codified in an oppositional manner by gay and lesbian activist groups in the late 1950s,78 
Johnson commenced an investigation into the very processes of codification. Through his 
osmotic moticos, Johnson not only exposed the gap between message and meaning, but 
also the network of associations that this absence produces. In collaging postal ephemera, 
Johnson extended the “coller” in collage to include the connections enabled by the post 
while self-reflexively engaging its disciplinary structure. With his “moticos,” which acted 
as semi-permeable membranes between senders and receivers, Johnson connected people 
by repurposing items from one person for collages sent to another. The moticos mixed up 
the mail and made visible the ways that postal communication regularly traded in mistaken 
identity, misdirected mail, and the intermingling of people and places. 
Moticos intervened in the “body politic” of the postal system or the "set of 
material elements and techniques that serve as weapons, relays, communication routes 
                                                                                                                                            
Obscene File: J. Edgar Hoover and the Bureau’s Crusade against Smut (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2012), 
42, 64. 
77 Douglas M. Charles, The FBI’s Obscene File, particularly: 50, 52. 
78 While those seeking contact with other homosexuals prior to the 1950s had used informal mean like pen pal clubs, 
these publications marked the emergence of a more candid, stable and far-reaching community that had the means to 
oppose the dominant coding of sexual identity. Meeker, Contacts Desired, 1-77. 
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and supports” that Foucault has described as essential for “the power and knowledge 
relations that invest human bodies and subjugate them by turning them into objects of 
knowledge.”79 Through his engagement with post, Johnson stressed delays and 
disruptions to precise communication and underscored the aspects of human connection 
that cannot be classified into discrete categories—making palpable the constraints placed 
upon and the potential for de-instrumentalized contact with others.  
In the moticos collage sent to Frances X. Profumo referenced at the beginning of 
this chapter [FIG. 1], for instance, Johnson clearly articulates such disciplining of the body 
by the system of communication that enables it.80 Postal routes and supports literally mark 
the body, as the line on a road in a map fragment fuses with the line of a boy’s clavicle. 
Traversing the US—from Johnson in New York to Profumo in Georgia—the moticos 
traveled by way of the postal roads and highways it represents, as if imaging the journey it 
would take when posted. And similar to the marked nude body in the composition, the 
postmarked and soiled envelope bears the traces of its travel. Furthermore, the collage—
with its black and purple bars that restrict our ability to read what lies beneath (like a 
redacted governmental document)—engages the materials and techniques of the postal 
system that train individual subjects through permissions and withholding. However, these 
elusive moticos leave open-ended their relation to disciplinary mechanisms of postal 
control. One can never be certain of their precise significance, as they render visible the 
mosaic of voices that resonate from postal usage. Through the incorporation of thousands 
fragments sent to Johnson by a several hundred correspondents, Johnson re-mixed and re-
                                                
79 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (1975; New York, 1979), 28.  
80 It is possible that this collage was made earlier than 1960 because Johnson continued to send moticos or fragments of 
them as parts of other mailers throughout the 1960s. Furthermore, this came with another map fragment and a piece of 
paper that had Marianne Moore quote about obscurity typed on it, thus reflecting more the dispersed structure of the 
later mail art objects. See: William S. Wilson Archive, Ray Johnson Binders (chronologically dated and annotated), 
New York, New York.  
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circulated the mail in was the disturbed the its image as a purified space. 
 
The Post as Counter-Site 
With crowds of moticos that he repeatedly photographed in different arrangements 
and locations before mailing them off or recycling them into other collages, Johnson’s 
emphasis on the sheer variety of usages and users of the post is evident. [FIG. 24] 
Rejecting the utopia of pure postal communion between discrete subjects, as well as the 
dystopia of postal contamination and suppression, Johnson understood the post as a 
“counter-site” or what I described earlier as Foucault’s idea of “heterotopia.”81 Not only 
did the postal system provide a means for Johnson to circulate his work outside of (and in 
contrast to) the commercial art market—where work moves from studio to gallery to 
collector or museum, and in the process acquires an aura of exclusivity—but it also 
provided the means by which he could investigate modern communication and its 
idealization. For Foucault, heterotopias engage all other spaces “in such a way as to 
suspect, neutralize, or invert the set of relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or 
reflect.”82 They act in between spaces and are sites of contradiction that expose the 
polarization and partitioning of all other spaces. Johnson’s heterotopian post, thus, served 
as a means by which he could reflect and invert the utopian and dystopian characterizations 
of the post with his moticos.  
 In Foucault’s 1967 text “Of Other Spaces,” he outlines the principles that 
structure heterotopias—ideas that bare a striking resemblance to post as imagined by 
Johnson’s moticos. For one, heterotopias combine divergent sites that could be perceived 
                                                
81 On heterotopia, see: Foucault, Michel. “Of Other Spaces” (1967), trans. Jay Miskowiec, Diacritics 16:1 (1986), 
reproduced in Nicholas Mirzoff, The Visual Culture Reader (London: Routledge, 1998), 229-236. 
82 Ibid, 231. 
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as incompatible—like junk mail, public service announcements, valentines, physique 
pictorials, hobby directories, fan photos, exotic postcards, and letters of every variety and 
language—into disjunctive compositions.83 Secondly, heterotopias “presuppose a system 
of opening and closing that both isolates them and makes them penetrable.”84 In other 
words, they are not an entirely accessible space, but rather—like a moticos enclosed in an 
envelope, stamped, and sent to a friend or stranger—sealed off from and porous to 
outside forces. Third, Johnson’s moticos underscore disruptions in the transmission of 
messages (especially in the ways he prized the delays and relays germane to postal 
communication), and thus could be seen as embodying what Foucault calls the 
“heterochronistic” aspect of heterotopias, or the ways in which they combine divergent 
slices of time.85 And finally, heterotopias are a constant in every society, and yet they 
take varied form. They function in relation to all other spaces and expose the shifting and 
illusory character of utopia. As Foucault describes:  
First there are utopias. Utopias are sites with no real place. ...There are also, 
probably in every culture, in every civilization, real places—places that do exist  
and that are formed in the very founding of society—which are something like 
counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the 
other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, 
contested, and inverted. ...Because these places are absolutely different from all the 
sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way of contrast to 
utopias, heterotopias.86 
 
In contrast to the utopias that regulate society (i.e. idealizations that have no real place), 
heterotopias are real or “effectively enacted utopias” that represent, contest, and invert all 
other social spaces. Through this process, they serve to expose the polarizing and 
                                                
83 This principle of heterotopia is described as a garden that is at once a parcel and a totality, juxtaposing vegetation 
from around the world. See: Ibid, 233-4. 
84 Quoted on Ibid, 235. 
85 As Foucault describes: “heterotopias are most often linked to slices of time—which is to say that they open onto 
what might be termed, for the sake of symmetry, heterochronies.” Ibid, 234.  
86 Ibid, 231. Emphasis added by author. 
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normativizing principles of utopia. They embody the “deviant” or “dissident” aspects of 
society that elude containment, organization, and definition. They may be post office 
boxes, gardens, festivals, cemeteries, brothels, and of course the merchant ship, which 
Foucault calls the “heterotopia par excellence” as a “floating piece of space, a place 
without a place, that exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time given 
over to the infinity of the sea, from port to port, from tack to tack, from brothel to 
brothel.”87 
Near the end of his essay, however, Foucault warns that the nature of heterotopia 
has begun to shift, as society moves from the modern pre-occupation with time and into 
anxieties over space. In this way, heterotopia itself may threaten to become the norm. 
Coming into what he called as “the epoch of space”—perhaps fundamentally evidenced 
by the gradual displacement of postal communication by instantaneous electronic 
communication—contemporary society experiences time as timeless and space as 
continuous, eroding modern oppositions between public and private space, family and 
social life, spaces of work and leisure. As he states: “We are in an epoch of simultaneity: 
we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of near and far, of the side-by-side, of the 
dispersed. We are at a moment, I believe, when our experience of the world is less that of 
a long life developing through time than that of a network that connects points and 
intersects with its own skein.”88 
With his moticos, Johnson contested the disciplinary structures of the postal 
system, which had for a century been rooted in modern modes of time and space. Rather 
than singular, stable, and autonomous, the moticos asserted identity as porous, 
                                                
87 Ibid, 236. 
88 Ibid, 229. 
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fluctuating, and fluid to others.89 In this regard, they can be seen as transitional objects 
from the infrastructure of the “disciplinary societies” of the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries, and pointing forward to what Foucault called the “epoch of space” and Gilles 
Deleuze has called “societies of control.” In disciplinary societies, as outlined by 
Foucault, social lives are formed by a series of enclosed spaces, operating under the twin 
poles of individuals and masses, whereas societies of control, according to Deleuze, 
organized sociality through the modulation of networks structured into nodes and webs. 
As a result of this shift, names and signatures are replaced by codes and passwords, while 
mass markets are transformed into interconnected hubs. Space itself becomes coded to 
facilitate faster communication—perhaps first with the postal systems introduction of zip 
codes in 1963, which foreshadowed the Domain Name System (DNS) that would later 
comprise the ideal spatial map of the Internet. In the society of control, subjectivity is 
regulated by passcodes, becoming an undulatory creature that must continuously change 
and respond to its position in the network that enables it. In order to counter the 
network’s powerful fluctuations, however, Deleuze implores readers not to “fear or hope, 
but only to look for new weapons.”90 
 While Johnson’s moticos collages of the mid-to-late 1950s forged serendipitous 
connections in discrete paper mosaics that were posted to correspondents, his mail art 
practice shifted during the early 1960s to become increasingly diffuse in structure and 
more dispersed among correspondents (a shift that I will discuss at length in the next 
chapter). In search of “new weapons,” his work became far more scattered in terms of 
                                                
89 Bruno Latour points out that this networked aspect of existence has always been integral to modern society despite it 
suppression, however my interpretation draws more on Foucault and Deleuze’s assertions about how this aspect 
becomes the new norm in the later part of the 20th century. Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern. Translated by 
Catherine Porter (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1993). 
90 Gilles Deleuze, “Postscript on the Society of Control,” L'Autre journal 1 (May 1990), translated and reprinted in 
OCTOBER 59 (Winter 1992): 4. 
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form and process in order to address what Foucault called the “the epoch of near and far” 
that is at once “side-by-side” and “dispersed” (as noted in the quote above). In order to 
deter them from becoming fixed or static as a result of them being halted and saved, 
Johnson further broke them down into loosely connected parts that he explicitly 
instructed them to send onward to other correspondents, rather than simply suggesting 
interconnections between correspondents through his moticos and circulars. As Johnson 
stated of his initial aims with the moticos and how he envisioned the relationship between 
pasting and posting: 
I deal with things that are constantly being copped up, shuffled, and moved around 
because I'm not a painter I'm a collagist…but I guess it gets to the point where [as a 
collagist you wonder], what can you do with it once you've done it? That's why I 
began to put everything into envelopes. I had this stockpile of material so I put them 
into envelopes and mailed them out to everybody, everywhere. I'm very fond of the 
idea of the message in the bottle and the chance of it being found. I mean, that's 
pure romance. But once again that was a dilemma as to, what does one do with 
one's sculpture, or one's paintings, or one's drawings. Well I solved the problem by 
chopping them all up into little pieces and mailing them to people.91   
 
Like Foucault’s quintessential heterotopia—the ship—Johnson’s moticos were like small 
parcels of floating space that he mailed to everyone, everywhere. They are at once 
opened and closed, and have an indeterminate path like a message in a bottle that has 
been cast into the sea.  
Rather than look for gallery representation like many of his colleagues, Johnson, 
from 1950 until the mid-1960s, chose to circulate his work by chopping it up and sending it 
friends in the art world and beyond as noted in the occasional article published on his work 
                                                
91Ray Johnson quoted in John Walter & Andrew Moore, How to Draw a Bunny: A Ray Johnson Portrait. Documentary 
film (New York: Palm Pictures, 2002). 
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during that period.92 Cutting up and pasting together all kinds of printed matter and 
personal correspondence, Johnson extended his collaging process into the commonplace 
system of the US Mail. As he once told the artist James Rosenquist, he saw his work as “an 
extension of cubism” because he put clippings in the mailbox and they got allover the 
place.93 In other words, his moticos extended the avant-grade strategy of collage by sending 
them through the post, and in the process engaged the structure of the postal system at a 
moment of radical restructuring. 
Through his moticos, Johnson spoke to fundamental changes to individual 
subjectivity and social interconnection as framed by the embattled postal system. Figuring 
individual identity as decentralized and fluctuating, Johnson aimed to forge a network of 
moticos makers that were bent on unraveling the normative categories that contain and 
regulate ones sense of self. By cutting up items from one correspondent and repurposing 
them for a collage sent to another, Johnson not only disrupted the epistolary logic of the 
letter as an intimate communing between discrete senders and receivers, but also showed 
how the postal condition might offer lessons about social connection to citizen of the 
society of control. With time lapses, heterogeneous connections, and unwieldy materiality, 
Johnson’s moticos mobilized the postal against the image free flowing, pure, and 
instantaneous communication that the post aimed cultivate on the precipice of the 
cybernetic age.  
As Johnson stated in the short text entitled “700 collages” that accompanied several 
group portrait of the moticos from around 1963 [here seen scattered across a commercial 
                                                
92 Suzi Gablik states the blurb about her article on Ray Johnson in a 1964 issue of the short-lived magazine Location: 
“Ray Johnson’s collages…are to be found not in galleries but through the U.S. Mails.” Suzi Gablik, “700 Collages,” 
Location vol. 1 no. 2 (Summer 1964): 5. 
93 James Rosenquist quoted in John Walter & Andrew Moore, How to Draw a Bunny: A Ray Johnson Portrait. 
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palate in New York’s South Street Seaport district FIG. 25], his aim was to disrupt the 
containment of messages and people into codified and commodified units, proclaiming: 
“I’ll get you if it takes a day, a week, or a year. I’ll cut you up…and if I can’t do it myself, 
I’ll find someone who can.” The “cutting up,” in other words, was not just a matter of the 
moticos, but the correspondents themselves. Johnson therefore invited correspondents to 
surrender themselves to a process of collective collaging and continual becoming, in which, 
as Johnson stated, they wait “not for time to finish the work, but for time to indicate 
something one would not have expected to occur.”94  
                                                
94 Although Gablik explicitly quotes Johnson’s punny statement about “cutting up,” she puts the part about time from 
one of his “moticos” circulars into her own words although she is actually quoting a statement by Johnson from an 
interview with Nam June Paik in which he states: “It wait not for time to finish the work, but for time to indicate 
something one would not have expected to occur.” For these two quotes in published form, see: Suzi Gablik, “700 




Assembling Counter-Correspondences: Ray Johnson and  
the Rise of the Network Society 
 
[FIG. 26] In a collaged piece of correspondence sent from Ray Johnson to his 
close friend and former Black Mountain College classmate, Frances X. Profumo, he 
included a small clipping that reads as follows: “Mixing life with still life, Marcia Marcus 
created a tension between the complex forms of leaves and plants and simplified shape of 
her wide-eyed baby.”95 Cut from an old LIFE magazine, taped to another clipping, and 
sent to Profumo, Johnson’s collage mixed life and LIFE, connecting correspondents with 
and through posted paper arrangements. Sending Profumo a blurb about paintings by the 
artist Marcia Marcus and asking that she send it to the New York based poet and critic 
Nicholas Calas, Johnson attempted to weave a web of correspondences both in and 
outside of envelop, making the single node or mailed fragment resonate with the complex 
patterns of his social network. Although Johnson had been making and mailing collages 
that he called “moticos” since the late 1940s, a decade later these collages had begun to 
break apart. They became more diffuse and required an even greater level of participation 
from the recipient because they included directions for them to alter the collages and send 
parts to other correspondents. Developing techniques that would merge art with life 
through collective collaging, Johnson initiated the neo-avant-garde tactics that would 
later be called “correspondence art” or “mail art.” Unlike the moticos that preceded them, 
which much more closely resembled the works of earlier avant-gardes, the dispersed and 
                                                
95 Album of Ray Johnson Correspondence, page 15. Frances X. Profumo Estate, Atlanta, Georgia. The clipping about 
Marcia Marcus comes from Herbert Orth, “Color Spectacle: In art the human figure returns in separate ways & places,” 
LIFE (8 June 1962): 56. 
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networked structure of mail art was designed to address emergence of a decentralized 
subjectivity emerging in mid-century America.  
In this chapter, I analyze the shift from moticos to mail art—examining the 
networked character of the latter by looking at the mailers he sent to Profumo and other 
important correspondents during the early 1960s. While other contemporary artists 
developed concurrent artistic strategies that utilized postal networks as an alternative 
means for distributing their art (particularly Fluxus artists with whom Johnson is 
sometimes affiliated), Johnson is often recognized as the originator of the mail art 
movement. This because he used and engaged the postal system so early (with his 
moticos) and because of the sheer scope of interconnections generated by the method that 
the mail artists later called “on-sending.”96  
On-sending was a process wherein participants received a letter or object in the 
post, added to or subtracted from that item, and then mailed it either onward to another 
participant or back to Johnson. Through this tactic, Johnson forged an underground 
network of collaborators that came to be called the “New York Correspondence School” 
(NYCS). Punning on the “New York School” of painting, as well as the process of 
learning to make art through the mail by subscribing to a correspondence school course, 
Johnson de-emphasized the singular heroic author celebrated by the abstract 
expressionists and those that promoted them, while also seeking alternative means for the 
distribution of art. Given its name by participant Ed Plunkett, Johnson—in true “mail art” 
fashion— transformed the moniker into the “New York Correspondance [sic] School” 
                                                
96 Kawara, Filliou, and Brecht were also members of the NYCS and fragments of their mailed objects also became 
fodder for “on-sent” correspondence generated by Johnson and others. For more on the term “on-sending” and how it 
was seen by participants, see: Michael Crane, “The Origins of Correspondence Art,” Correspondence Art, Michael 
Crane and Mary Stofflet, eds. (San Francisco: Contemporary Art Presses, 1984), 84. 
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and “New York Corraspondence School,” among others, demonstrating how even proper 
names may be both one and many.97  
In one such accumulation of “on-sendings” posted to the art critic David Bourdon 
[FIG. 27], Johnson asks Bourdon to send the clipping to Thalia Poons (wife of artist 
Larry Poons) via Green Gallery who represented Poons. Comprised of items that largely 
seem to relate to the theme of polka dots, the assembled parts refer to Poons’s dot 
paintings, as well as numerous other points in a matrix of associations. As Bourdon 
explains: “Every enclosure has meaning. [...] The colored dots on Wonder Bread 
wrapping may refer to Larry Poons or Little Stevie Wonder, depending on which (or 
maybe both) you were talking about last.”98 Furthermore, the Wonder Bread dots may 
also have referred to Boy Wonder from the Batman comic books, after whom Johnson 
named his fictional “Robin Gallery” where Poons was known to sponsor fake exhibitions 
(discussed in chapter three). The accumulation of polka dots speaks to insider knowledge 
(like fact that Johnson encouraged Poons early on to pursue dots over other abstract 
patterns),99 while also relating to broader pop cultural trends. 
Connecting the dots (literally with hundreds of polka dots with which Johnson’s 
advises not to “over do it”) [FIG. 28], these collages corresponded to the social networks 
                                                
97 Punning on the “New York School” of abstract expressionist painting, one of Johnson’s correspondents, Ed Plunkett, 
gave the network the moniker of the New York Correspondence School sometime around 1962. By the mid-1960s, 
however, Johnson began to refer to the network as the New York Correspondance [sic] School, evoking both the 
choreographed postal movements or “dance” that he set in motion and the deferral of sanctioned meaning that for some 
may recall the French philosopher Jacques Derrida’s famous lecture “Différance, ” which also plays with the letter “a” 
and the auditory correspondence between the words difference and differance [sic]. Further queering the title, the 
Vancouver-based group Image Bank, started calling itself the New York Corres Sponge Dance School of Vancouver, 
which was a play on both Ray Johnson’s school and a 1963 project by Filliou about sponges and the origins of art 
making.  On the establishment of the NYCS: Ed Plunkett, “Send Letters, Postcards, Drawings, and Objects…The New 
York Correspondence School,” Art Journal 36:3 (Spring 1977): 234. On the NYCS of Vancouver, see: Garry Neill 
Kennedy, The Last Art College: Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1968-1978 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2012): 
443. Jacques Derrida, “Différance” (1968) Margins of Philosophy Alan Bass, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1982), 3. 
98 Philip Leider, Ray Johnson, & David Bourdon. "The New York Correspondence School,” Artforum 6:2 (October 
1967): 50. 
99 Barry Schwabsky, “Larry Poons (first break),” Artforum International 41:6 (October 2003): 23. 
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through which they moved. In this instance, fragments of pop culture materialized 
connections between Poons and the Met curator Henry Geldzahler, who Johnson sent to 
see Poons’s first dot paintings, leading to his exhibition at Green Gallery that effectively 
launched his career.100 [FIG. 29] This emphasis on the social orbits of the art world—
specifically the role on intermediaries and interlopers—is highlighted by Johnson taping 
the definition for the word “satellite” onto the surface of the fragment circulating around 
Poons. However, while tracking these links, the collage also underscores antagonisms 
toward connectivity, as the Green Gallery clipping forwarded to Bourdon to send to 
Poons is marked by another correspondent’s refusal to play the game: stamping the 
advertisement with the phrase “SEND IT YOURSELF.” Stressing this delay in the chain 
(of a message that in the end never reached its destination because Bourdon held on to it), 
Johnson glued an illustration of a clock to the collaged clipping and enclosed a voided 
“TIME” magazine envelope that, despite repeated attempts by the postman, was never 
delivered.101 [FIG. 30] 
Acting as a kind of art agent, Johnson used his connections to investigate 
connectivity itself. As he observed of his process:  
“I attempt in the Correspondence School…a free clearinghouse of people, 
information, and objects, and I spend a great deal of time just bopping around and 
meeting people, old people and new people, and finding out about things and 
distributing information…I don’t do this as a business, but I’ve been applying for 
grants…I’ve always lived very precariously—I’m not a businessman, I’m an artist 
and…well, I shouldn’t call myself a poet but other people have. What I do is 
classify the words as poetry.” 102  
 
                                                
100 Ibid, 23. 
101 This assembling collage still resides in the Ray Johnson Letterbox for David Bourdon (ca. 1965) housed in the 
National Gallery of Art, D.C. This letterbox contains approximately 200 mail art assemblings sent from Johnson to 
Bourdon, as number of which are held in TIME envelopes that Bourdon likely swiped for Johnson while writing for 
TIME-LIFE.  
102 Ray Johnson, “Ray Johnson Interview,” Detroit Artists Monthly 3:2 (February 1978): 7. 
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Rather than capitalizing on his insider status, Johnson instead mobilized his mail art 
network to examine the collection and distribution of information—serving a “free 
clearinghouse” that was aimed at the distribution of people, information, and objects in 
order to expose the precariousness of the entire system. For Johnson, the network was 
only of use, as Bruno Latour has described in his Actor-Network-Theory, when “action is 
to be redistributed.” 103 Because networks prioritize multiplicity, intersectionality, and 
process-orientation, theorist such as Latour—as well as the sociologists of the 1960s that 
precede him—often look to them for help in visualizing the redistribution of fixed 
categories and vertical histories. Yet their apparent horizontality can obscure the 
hierarchical power-dynamics embedded within the systems they track, and thus Johnson 
took aim at the consolidation of singular identities and reputations within the art world 
through his neo-dadaist postings.  
Underscoring difference in repetition (like a game of telephone), Johnson used the 
clustering of similar nodes in a network (like polka dots) to disrupt the echo chamber 
effect of powerful hubs by creating feedback within the system.104 Johnson’s project—
which depends on an interpersonal network of collaborators (composed of both friends 
and strangers)— aimed to de-instrumentalize communication and formulate identity as an 
ever-shifting field interconnected parts that depended upon its positionality in a network. 
Speaking to the decentralized understanding of individual subjectivity emerging in the 
later half of the 20th century, Johnson’s correspondence art engaged new theories of 
human connectivity and the emergent field of “social network analysis.” Creating 
                                                
103 Bruno Latour, “Networks, Societies, Spheres: Reflections of an Actor-Network Theorist” International Journal of 
Communication 5 (2011): 797. 
104 In this way Johnson’s practice embodies what David Joselit has called “viral aesthetics,” infecting and transforming 
the system like virus. David Joselit, Feedback: Television Against Democracy (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007), 50-
62. 
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collages through the post in a chain letter fashion, he addressed broad structural changes 
to concepts of individuality and community occurring in postwar America or what has 
been called by Manuel Castells as the rise of the “network society.”105 Looking at period 
theories like Mark Granovetter’s “strength of weak ties,” Stanley Milgram’s “small world 
concept” (i.e. “six degrees of separation”), and Marshall McLuhan’s “global village,” 
among others, I examine how Johnson’s engagement with community formation was 
based more on patterns of social relationships than pre-existing social categories. 
Furthermore, rather than attempting to overcome the distance between himself and 
others, he explored how community building might entail the observance of distance 
itself.  
 
Strength of Weak Ties 
During the early 1960s, Johnson ceased mailing discrete singular collages. He 
instead gathered numerous fragments of printed matter (sometimes numbering in the 
dozens), connected them with at most a piece of scotch tape, placed them into envelopes, 
sent them to recipients, and asked them to send various parts onward to others. The mail 
art movement later referred to this accumulation of parts as “assemblings,” that is, 
loosely grouped ephemeral assemblages of posted parts with contributions by numerous 
members of the mail art network.106 Adhered only provisionally and connecting disparate 
                                                
105 Castells, Manuel. The rise of the network society (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers), 1996. 
106 The term “assembling” did not originate with Johnson, but was coined by mail artists of the 1970s. Ultimately, this 
strategy culminated into mail art zines that collated contributions from various members of the network. One of which 
was called Assembling, and another Commonpress. As Craig Saper has explored, the implications of assemblings as an 
artistic strategy were “destroying the context of origin, challenging the notion of the single fully conscious author, and 
exploiting the infinite explosion of images available in mass markets and bureaucratic cultures.” See: Craig Saper, 
Networked Art (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 12. For more on assembling magazines, 
especially Commonpress, see: Geza Perneczky, The Magazine Network (Köln: Soft Geometry, 1993).  
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social spheres, Johnson’s assemblings call to mind the power of what Granovetter calls 
“weak ties.”  
Mark Granovetter, a student of the pre-eminent social network theorist Harrison 
White, researched this phenomenon over the course the 1960 and published the article 
“The strength of weak ties” in 1973. Since that time, this theory, which counter-
intuitively proposes that our weak relations exert more transformative force on our lives 
than our strong ties, has become a defining principle of network science. In the paper, 
Granovetter states: “weak ties, often denounced as generative of alienation (Wirth 1938) 
are here seen as indispensible to individual’s opportunities and to their integration into 
communities; strong ties, breeding local cohesion, lead to overall fragmentation.”107 In 
other words, tightly knit groups tend to reproduce one another’s knowledge, becoming 
like an echo chamber or closed sign, whereas weak ties provide new perspectives and 
access to differ social spheres. 
[FIG. 31] Another loose accumulation of clippings sent to Profumo from Johnson 
evidences his engagement with the weak tie phenomenon is evident. For one, the 
envelope itself implies the divergent spheres within Johnson’s network. Mailed in an 
envelope filched from TIME magazine by the art critic David Bourdon that assembling 
manifests connections we might expect, and yet others like this one swiped by an 
anonymous correspondent from the Purchase & Sales – Tabulating Division of Wall 
Street, seem less likely. Crossing out the return address with thick purple crayon (the 
printed letterhead negated yet still visible under the waxy purple lines), Johnson typed his 
own home address, stamped the envelop, and used it as a container to transport a clipping 
                                                
107 Mark S. Granovetter, “The Strength of Weak Ties,” American Journal of Sociology 78:6 (May, 1973): 1378. 
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of a chorus line of seahorses, an US infantry badge, and a clipping from a French 
magazine that Johnson asked Profumo to send to the performance artist and children’s 
book illustrator, Remy Charlip, so he could send it to the children’s book author, Ruth 
Krauss. While such envelopes were designed to carry stock market tabulations, Johnson 
instead used it as a container for a loose accumulation of parts to a children’s book author 
by way of a friend in Georgia. While Johnson tracks patterns of acquaintance through on-
sending, the content of the enclosed parts cannot be reduced a single discernable pattern.  
The badge’s message to “follow me,” for example, can be seen as referring to the 
seahorses that follow in line, or perhaps the chain of correspondences set in motion by 
Johnson’s request for Profumo to “please send to.” However, the clipping from the 
French journal seems to have no relation to the English language text taped to its surface, 
other than that they perhaps both derive from art reviews. Reading these two paper 
fragments together, [FIG. 32] one wonders what the monumental sculptures of Native 
American warriors by late 19th century sculptor Cyrus Dallin could possibly have to do 
with the plays of the mid-20th century French absurdist writer Jacques Audiberti? And 
why does Johnson want Profumo to send them to the children’s book writer, Ruth 
Krauss? The connections in such mailers were intentionally opaque, prizing the deferral 
of precise meaning, preferring instead the play between opacity and transparency. In 
other words, rather than cryptically expressing private messages or negating meaning 
entirely, Johnson’s work acted an elaborate sous rature or the continual erasure of 
meaning that results from the inability of a signifier to ever fully express the thing to 
which it refers.108  
                                                
108 Heidegger develop the philosophical strategy of sous rature or “under erasure” by crossing out words that are still 
legible in order to show both necessity and inadequacy of signifiers to precisely articulate the ideas to which they are 
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Johnson’s “on-sending” strategy stressed the interplay between connection and 
disconnection among the correspondents within the network. While the tie between 
Charlip and Krauss was strong—stemming from their recent collaboration on the 
children’s book, A Moon or a Button—Profumo and Johnson’s link to Krauss was 
weaker, as they were only indirectly connected to her through Charlip (with whom 
Johnson also collaborated on children’s book illustrations). Profumo and Charlip too 
were indirectly connected through Johnson, who had met Charlip by way of other Black 
Mountain College alums in New York during the early 1950s. While the three of them 
were all alumni of Black Mountain, they had attended the college at different times, and 
so Profumo primarily knew Charlip through Johnson.  
While Johnson’s mail art strategies appear to borrow such network concepts—
connecting Profumo (who lived in Georgia, drafting poems while working as an 
administrative assistant at an insurance company) to the New York based children’s book 
author Ruth Krauss—he used them against straightforward networking, preferring instead 
to transform them into a game of continual deferral. In this way, Johnson prioritized the 
strangeness of contact over connectivity, or unexpected alignments between two peoples 
interests or desires that cannot easily be categorized.109 In other words, Johnson’s 
assemblings formed “weak ties” with and among participants in the New York 
Correspondence School as a means of self-reflexively exploring the nature of networking 
                                                                                                                                            
attached. In Of Grammatology, Derrida extends this notion to the whole system of signification, showing the 
impossibility of univocality and how meaning derives from difference rather than an pre-existing idea. See: Spivak, 
“Translator’s Preface” in Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), 
xiv. Similar to Rauschenberg, Johnson strategy could be seen as rooted in his experience as a gay man in cold war 
America, acting like an closet in plain view (visible despite and as a result of its censorship).  See: Jonathan Katz, “ 
‘Committing the Perfect Crime’: Sexuality, Assemblage and the Postmodern Turn in American Art,” Art Journal 
(Spring 2008): 38-53. 
109 Steven Sharivo describes how in the network society serendipitous encounter or “contact” has been displaced by 
regularized and instrumentalized “connectivity.” Johnson however aims to interject contact back into the system. 
Steven Sharivo, “Connected, or what it means to live in the Network Society,” (2003) anthologized in Lars Bang 
Larsen, Networks (London: Whitechapel, 2014), 210-11. 
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rather than using it as a means to simply forward his career. As Dorothy Lichtenstein, 
wife of artist Roy Lichtenstein, once said of Johnson:  
“He always seemed to be on the scene, but it was hard to tell exactly what his role 
was or what he thought he was doing. I mean other people seemed specifically to 
be having exhibits or going after shows or doing work but what Ray was doing 
was a lot more vague. I was never quite sure what he did."110  
 
Peers like Lichtenstein thought it absurd that Johnson would imbed himself so deeply in 
the social network of the New York art world without using those contacts to get shows 
and further his career. For Johnson, art world networking—professional correspondence, 
exhibition invitations, press releases, and reviews—was instead his medium and he 
wielded de-instrumentalized social connections. Furthermore, by inviting correspondents 
outside or on the margins of the art world to correspond, Johnson demonstrated how 
networks can be made to work against the consolidation of power into densely connected 
social spheres and their appearance of exclusivity.  
 
 
Small World Experiment 
Interested in the distance between social actors, Johnson’s practice closely 
mirrored another sociological experiment about social interconnectedness that had begun 
to take place in France and the US during the 1950s and 1960s. [FIG. 33] One key 
investigation during this time was called the “small world experiment” and conducted by 
Harvard-based sociologist Stanley Milgram. Prior to Milgram’s study (as well as the 
handful of social science experiments with which it was in conversation) studies of 
                                                
110 How to Draw a Bunny: A Ray Johnson Portrait. Directed by Walter, John & Andrew Moore. Documentary film 
(New York: Palm Pictures, 2002). 
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community generally examined categories like profession, gender, or race. Milgram’s 
approach differed in that he looked at both strong and weak acquaintances in order to 
better understand patterns of influence, social mobility, and value transmission across 
various demographics. From this experiment in which he tracked the forwarding of a 
single message toward a “target person” (in a manner not dissimilar from Johnson’s on-
sending), Milgram formulated the well-known theory of “six degrees of separation,” 
which postulated that in the US during the 1960s any individual was a mere six steps 
away from any other person in the country.111  
While the notion of chains of connection had long been part of popular 
consciousness (one might think here of Truman Capote’s famous parlor game from the 
1950s, the “International Daisy Chain,” in which any celebrity can be connected to any 
other through a network of lovers and after which Johnson named one of his “chain 
letters” from late 1960s [FIG. 34]), it wasn’t until the 1960s that social scientists 
seriously began to map these relations, often times using the postal system to cull data 
that was then processed by early computers in order to visualize a given network. With 
these studies, researchers like Milgram sought to answer questions like: What is the 
probability that any two people in the world will know each other?  Or alternatively, how 
many intermediate acquaintances are there between any two people? Are there 
unbridgeable gaps between clusters of people or is the world structured by infinitely 
intersecting clusters that allow for fluid movement from one social group to another 
                                                
111 Although Stanley Milgram’s “small world study” popularized the idea of six degrees of separation in a 1967 article 
published in Psychology Today, the hypothesis tested by his experiment had actually been developed and studied by 
Ithiel De Sola Pool and Manfred Kochen at the University of Paris in the early 1950s. Milgram visited Paris during the 
1950s and saw their unpublished research, which he tested upon his return to the US. The research of Pool and Kochen 
was subsequently published in 1978/79. See: Ithiel De Sola Pool and Manfred Kochen, “Contacts and Influences,” 
Social Networks 1 (1978/79): 5-51. Stanley Milgram, “The Small World Problem,” Psychology Today 1:1 (May 1967): 
61-67.  
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through series of linked acquaintances? How are we shaped by our position within the 
communicative web, and how do our actions in turn shape that web? Ultimately, as 
Milgram states in the study, these researchers—working amidst the rise of the civil rights 
movement—wanted to gage through their analysis,  “Just how open is our ‘open 
society’”?112  
Similar to the way in which Johnson invited correspondents like Profumo and 
Bourdon to “please send to,” Milgram asked participants in his “communications project” 
to sign their names to his mailer and send it onward toward a target individual in order to 
track patterns of social interconnection through the route that the object took. [FIG. 35] 
While an electric lighting bolt at the top of Milgram’s mailer implies the impact of 
electronic communication on social connection—nodding perhaps to Marshall 
McLuhan’s popular conception about how the electronic age increased global 
interconnectedness by exteriorizing the human nervous systems through electric 
connectivity—the experiment itself used the post to track these connections. Because 
despite the fact that electronic communications such as telephone calls and wire 
transmissions were becoming increasingly affordable, and thus popular, the post was still 
the most common means for people to get in touch during the 1960s.  
In sum, the experiment entailed Milgram’s research team posting packets of 
postcards to people selected at random and instructing them to fill out one card and return 
it to the team. They also asked participants to add their name to an enclosed list, before 
mailing the packet to someone that they knew on a first name basis and that they thought 
would most likely know the “target person” who was described sparingly at the top of the 
                                                
112 Quoted from Milgram’s study subsequently published as: Stanley Milgram, “The Small World Problem,” The 
Individual in a Social World (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1977): 288. 
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instruction page by proper name, profession, gender, and city of residence. If by some 
chance, a participant knew the target person personally, they were to send it directly to 
them. However, more often than not, the packet accumulated numerous names as it 
moved through a given network in much the same way that one of Johnson’s assembling 
gained both participants and new collage elements as it moved from person to person. 
When the packet arrived at the target person, they notified researchers on Milgram’s 
team. On average, it took six moves in order for a packet to reach the target—thus 
providing the evidence for the concept of “six degrees of separation.”  
While the study painted the picture of an intimately connected world, Milgram 
later cautioned that the concept of six degrees left out several crucial details. For one, the 
study embodies a mathematical progression in which the screening procedure (who 
would best know who) becomes more acute as the packet moves through the 
communicative chain, and yet the overall population implicated broadens. Although the 
number of moves is small, the amount of people involved is enormous. In this way, as 
another period study showed, all of the people in the world at the time were connected by 
approximately 24 random acquaintances because, surprisingly, the larger the network the 
fewer the connections between nodes.113  
“Six degrees” thus represents “circles of acquaintance” or “structures,” rather than 
individual people. Furthermore, the theory is based only on chains that actually arrived at 
their target and does not account for “decay” or the mailed packets that don’t get sent 
along. Decay—stemming from a participant’s sense of social disconnection, mistrust or 
                                                
113 Pioneering social network analysts like Paul Erdös and Alfréd Rényi were interested in random connections, and 
their 1959 study showed that in order to connect all of the people in the world it would only take each person having 
approximately 24 random acquaintences. Aspects of this study have since been critiqued for glossing over the power 
relations implicit in this structure, but it nonetheless had a strong impact in terms of fueling additional studies about 
global interconnection and network positionality. Erdös, P. and Rényi, A. Publicationes Mathematicae 6 (1959): 290–
297. 
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apathy toward such experiments, or perhaps forgetfulness or disinterest—represent 
constraints to social connection that disrupt the image of the small world. And finally, the 
concept obscures the structural constraints that make it difficult for people to connect to 
one another and may account for the probability of decay. Although the study itself 
tracked demographic crossover—showing, for example, that women sent the packet to 
other women at a rate of roughly 5/1, thus pointing to the structural entrenchment of 
gender segregation in American society of the 1960s—the overarching concept of “six 
degrees” did not represent this aspect of the communicative web. 114 
The utopian promise of network analysis was that it did not assume a priori social 
categories of race, gender, sexuality, and class, but rather allowed the communicative 
process to reveal a social structure that might exceed those constraints. While the 
instances of cross-gender exchange were limited, they were not impossible. And by 
tracking connections and demonstrating instances of demographical crossover, Milgram 
believed that he could help society see its interconnectedness and spurn further social 
integration. As he states in the conclusion to his study: “When we understand the 
structure of this potential communication net, we shall understand a good deal more 
about the integration of society in general. While studies in social science show how the 
individual is alienated and cut off from the rest of society, from the perspective of this 
study a different view emerges: in some sense, at least, we are all bound together in a 
tightly knit social fabric.”115  
                                                
114 On degrees equating “circles of acquaintance”: Milgram, The Individual in a Social World, 294; On issues of 
“decay” in the study, see Milgram, The Individual in a Social World 287 & 290; On “gender segregation” see Milgram 
The Individual in a Social World 209. 
115 Milgram, The Individual in a Social World, 295. 
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Johnson and Milgram shared this interest in network structure and its traversal of 
social divides; however, Johnson’s work, as an artistic endeavor, was more open-ended 
and focused on the affective and unquantifiable aspects of the communicative net. The 
mail art exchanged among members of the New York Correspondence School (NYCS) 
thus not only indexed unexpected interconnections between social spheres, but also decay 
within and antagonism toward connectivity. Counter the utopian image of “six degrees of 
separation” popularized by the studies of social network analysts like Milgram, NYCS 
correspondence underscored disruptions in the connective tissue of the network. As the 
avid NYCS correspondent and literary scholar, William [Bill] Wilson, has observed, 
recipients’ reactions to Johnson’s mailers were mixed: 
Some alter, some add, some subtract, some detract, some discard, some hoard, 
and others conscientiously forward the materials on their appointed rounds. …The 
relationships can get rather complex, as Ray Johnson directs to someone an image 
which he mails to someone else first. The first recipient, the middle-man, might or 
might not see something in what is passing through his hands. Knowing that 
people have been tampering with the mails, the final recipient cannot be certain 
what Ray Johnson originally sent.116 
 
In other words, the transmission of messages within the NYCS was understood to be 
circuitous and uneven, rather continuous and cohesive. Informed at least in part by his 
experience as a gay man in Cold War America, the omnipresent threat of postal 
inspectors and their “tampering with the mails” alluded by Wilson shaped Johnson’s 
practice.117 But rather than view the gaps, interceptions, and suppressions as peripheral 
                                                
116 William S. Wilson, "NY Correspondance School," Art & Artists 1:1 (April 1966): 54-7, reproduced in RAY 
JOHNSON RAY JOHNSON (New York: Between Books Press, 1977), np. 
117 Wilson mentions that the police once questioned Johnson for circulating “indecent pictures,” but the he was not 
arrested. He does not say why he was not arrested, but it’s implied that it was because it was described as an art project 
that investigated “a curious tissue of relationships, a society of sorts, associating people who might think in images.” 
Following up on this lead, I requested FBI files on Johnson through the Freedom of Information Privacy Act. In 
response to my request, I sent a long list of dates on which “records which may be responsive to my request” were 
destroyed, along with the codes and titles of the policies that supported their destruction. See: Wilson, "NY 
Correspondance School," 54-7. And also see: Letter to the author with subject “JOHNSON, RAYMOND EDWARD” 
(request no. 1188380-000) from David M. Hardy, Section Chief, Record/Information Dissemination Section/ Records 
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to, or a disturbance within, the system, Johnson investigated them as integral to the act of 
communication itself. Johnson’s mailed assemblages not only registered social 
connections, but also the “decay” suppressed in Milgram’s study of communicative 
chains. And so while Johnson sought to forge links between correspondents, the social 
collage that he initiated also evidenced impediments to connection and collaboration. 
 
 
Nets and Spheres 
 In Johnson’s archives as well as those of other Correspondence School participants, 
one finds mail art that has been both dutifully forwarded and halted, or otherwise altered 
by their recipients. Often these mailers evidence both signs of transmission and decay. 
Looking at postcard for the Woodpecker Gallery (a spin off of Johnson’s fake “Robin 
Gallery,” discussed in chapter 3) [FIG. 36], for example, we see how a single object 
might accumulate names like a Milgram postcard and at the same time evidence static 
within the communicative chain. Johnson’s work, unlike Milgram’s experiment, instructs 
participants to send mail to both people they do and do not know. Rather than simply 
tracking the composition of pre-existing networks, Johnson was interested in initiating 
aberrant connections through random or anonymous exchanges that appear here to be an 
assortment of friends, acquaintances, and strangers, as well as men and women in 
professions ranging from Hollywood actor to medical physician. 
Recipients, however, were not always keen to participate. With the Woodpecker 
Gallery Postcard for George Ashley, we can see that the postcard has in fact not been 
                                                                                                                                            
Management Division of the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation dates May 1, 2012. 
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posted. Furthermore, next to Johnson’s instructions to send the card to Alvin Friedman-
Kien, a correspondent has written, “send it yourself” (likely the catch phrase of the 
correspondent who rubberstamped it on the assembling described above). This postcard 
collage, thus, registers not only social connections, but also disruptions communicative 
chain—ultimately ending up in the collection of the Madison Avenue businessman and 
longtime correspondents, George Ashley. And so while Johnson sought to forge links 
between correspondents, the collaboratively made collages that he initiated also evidence 
impediments to connection, yet not in a manner that is quantifiable as in a social science 
experiment. The playful way in which Johnson alters his own name with the stamp “Ray 
Johnsong” and draws parallel’s between himself and the Hollywood star Kay Johnson 
(through their shared name) evidences the artist’s interest in serendipitous encounters 
over straightforward connections. While the postcard indexes its movements through a 
network, it ultimately produces no commodifiable data. The ephemeral gesture of passing 
the postcard between acquaintances and among friends remains ephemeral. For this 
reason, we cannot know why a particular recipient (maybe Ashley or Willenbecher or 
someone else) did not send the postcard to Friedman-Kien, we can however access the 
desire of someone in the NYCS’s desire for it to be sent to him.  
Friedman-Kien was a well-connected art collector—a family friend of the 
prominent contemporary art dealer Leo Castelli—who hosted parties to which Johnson 
and other artists, collectors, and critics were invited.118 Although Johnson intentionally 
orbited at the margins of the New York art scene, refusing gallery representation from 
dealers like Castelli, he was fascinated by the social dynamics of the art world (always 
                                                
118 Johnson discusses attending parties at the home of Alvin Friedman-Kien in the mail art found in the 
Correspondence exhibition. Craven, Richard, ed. Correspondence: An Exhibition of the Letters of Ray Johnson. 
Raleigh, NC: North Carolina Museum of Art, 1976: 77. 
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“on the scene” as Lichtenstein stated). Interested in the shape of social networks and the 
texture of their connective tissue, the instructions to “please send to Alvin Friedman-
Kien” certainly spoke to the NYCS’s imbeddeness in the art scene, as well as perhaps a 
particular fascination of its members with Friedman-Kien’s profession as a renowned 
virologist.119 With the Woodpecker Gallery Postcard, Johnson and his collaborators 
explore the “viral potential” of pseudo-publicity and his ability to infect and transform 
the art market fake shows at an erroneous gallery (as I discuss at length in the next 
chapter).120 
 On the reverse side of the postcard someone (perhaps Johnson, but also possibly 
Willenbecher or Ashley) has glued clipping that describes the path of the moon and the 
pull of the earth on its satellites. It describes an involuntary condition of the moon and the 
constant distance between bodies. The frequent reference to satellites in NYCS 
correspondence could relate to the emergence of satellite technologies that were just 
beginning to change the function of global communication, as well as studies of social 
networks that investigated the role of “socio-metric stars” or people with a high density 
of social connections. 121 In particular, NYCS correspondence appears fascinated with the 
latter, exploring through their postings the amount of distance between bodies and the 
pull a star may have on other nodes and spheres in its orbit. The metaphorical potential of 
such elusive clippings abound, requiring recipients own analogies and stressing the force 
                                                
119 During the 1960s, Friedman-Kien was studying the transmission and treatment of the herpes virus, however he is 
most well known as one of the first people to diagnose the AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma in the early 1980s. 
120 My characterization of the “viral” is informed by Joselit’s idea of viral aesthetics which shaped by Williams 
Burrough’s “cut-up” method on which Johnson clearly draws. David Joselit, Feedback: Television Against Democracy 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007), 50-62. 
121 In network science, a socio-metric star is someone whose connections (and thus professional opportunities) 
compound as his or her connections multiply. Furthermore, the star is characterized by high “transitivity” or a greater 
connections to other nodes (much like transitive verbs do in language). An individual with transitivity may experience 
greater levels of professional opportunity, but be susceptible prone to bad information and infection. 
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that each node exerts back on the object around which they orbit at any given moment. 
[FIG. 37] 
On one level, Johnson can be seen as forging a network that he dominates as one of 
its main hubs. Certainly by triangulating conversations and asking correspondents to 
serve as intermediaries, he produced a series of triadic links that made himself central. 
The triad, after all, is the most basic element of a network; rather than a one-to-one back 
and forth, a third party mediates the conversation. These triangles may be open or closed 
with the open triad expanding into the network and a closed triad generating densely 
connected spheres. In the New York Correspondence School (like most of our social 
lives), the contacts were comprised of both open and closed triads. The NYCS, however, 
forged connections in such a way that participants became self-reflexive about their 
position within the network. George Ashley, for example, often wrote to Johnson 
describing his experience of forwarding something onward to friends and strangers. For 
example, when he was asked to forward items to a man named with the first named 
George in Michigan, so that he could send it to a man with the last name Ashley in 
Florida, he wrote to Johnson about the strange dislocations that ensued and his decision 
to begin rubber stamping the mail he forwarded for Johnson “Collage/Ashley.”122 
Johnson frequently asked Ashley to mail items because he had access to the 
mailroom at The Hertz Corporation where he worked. Although Johnson often 
commented on the poor quality of Hertz’s envelopes with their faulty bottoms (that were 
                                                
122 In a typewritten letter dated 15 December 1964 from George Ashley to George Mumma, he describes this chain. 
Then in a letter that Johnson writes to Ashley the next day states that he says that he saw Ashley had started using this 
stamp and that he hoped “to see more of that stamp in the future.” Letter dated 16 December 1964. From an un-
cataloged binder of correspondence between Ray Johnson and George Ashley. Ray Johnson Estate, New York. Ashley 
sent this binder back to Johnson at some point and he sent a similar binder to Richard C with correspondence that they 
shared. One has to wonder if he sent these binders with the foresight and it would be helpful for future researchers to 
have items sent and received in the same place. 
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know to break open and expose the envelopes contents to potential scrutiny by postal 
inspectors or other prying eyes), throughout the 1960s Johnson asked Ashley to use the 
company’s mail room as a kind of distribution center for the NYCS. As an NYCS hub 
himself, Ashley’s correspondence with Johnson offers much insight into how a 
particularly prolific contributor to the correspondence school saw himself functioning the 
network. For one, it is clear that instructions for “on-sending” not only come from 
Johnson, but also other members of the Correspondence School, thus de-centralizing the 
chain of command. Furthermore, while he generally tries to honor the request for an item 
to be forwarded, he also on occasion chooses to not to send something along.  
In a letter dated 3 December 1964, Ashley told Johnson that the arrival of a 
“cheery note” from the artist May Wilson had brightened his mood after the unfortunate 
departure of their friend, the designer John Dodd, from New York to New Mexico.123 The 
letter included positive press about Wilson’s work and other items that she instructed him 
to forward onward to the Greenwich Village antiques dealer Michael Malcé. While 
gladdened to receive Wilson’s letter, Ashley was also troubled by her remarks about his 
habit of “hoarding” the collages that he received from Johnson. As Ashley summarizes in 
the final lines of the letter:  
May scolded me for hoarding your collages: my explanation is that I am naturally 
acquisitive, and my excuse is that I don’t know enough good people to send them 
to—May, for example, says she mails things to Dodd, so what we have going here 
is a circle jerk with Dodd sending ‘em to me and me to May and May to Dodd. So 
I keep most of them—except for those I am instructed to mail on to certain 
specified persons, and you can bear that in mind when releasing the baloons 
[sic].124 
 
                                                
123 From an un-cataloged binder of correspondence between Ray Johnson and George Ashley. Typewritten letter dated 
3 December 1964. Ray Johnson Estate, New York. 
124 Ibid. 
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As the letter indicates, Ashley has an awareness of his role as an intermediary within the 
communicative chain as well as the echo chamber effect of this particular circle. When 
Johnson or Wilson or another correspondent asked him to forward collaged mail to 
others, he usually did so; otherwise, he generally held on to them, because of his 
“acquisitive” nature, but also because the collages would likely stay within the same 
social sphere anyhow. This circular pattern—what social scientists of the period called 
“inbreeding” or the tendency to organize in cliques that reproduce the same social 
relations. [see Milgram’s diagram, FIG. 33] Such closed triangulation was something he 
understood as running counter to the network logic of the NYCS. In order to engender an 
expansive mode of collective collaging, Johnson asked participants to send things to 
people all over the country, including random individuals who shared little more than a 
similar name, as well as those they knew well (weak and strong ties). In some instances, 
however, Ashley was reticent to send mail to unknown correspondents. 
In addition to acquisitiveness and inbreeding, another potential reason that Ashley 
may have had held onto certain mailers due to their homoerotic content. In one instance, 
for example, Ashley asked Johnson for information about the artist Stanton Kreider 
before sending him collages because he said that some people saw their collages as 
“obscene.”125 From Ashley’s correspondence with Johnson, it is clear that through his 
participation in the NYCS, he could feel connected to a community distinct from the 
dominant hetero-normative culture. [FIG. 38] However, unlike queer pen-pal clubs 
(discussed in chapter 1), Johnson’s mail art network was not solely geared toward the of 
                                                
125 He express his reluctance to send his collages and says they have been perceived as obscene, asking Johnson “Did 
you see my Hommage to Walter Jenkins. I was hysterical about that one and presented it to the owner of a gay 
restaurant in which I eat lunch. He stuck it up on the wall but it was removed by an indignant correspondent.” Quote 
from a typewritten letter dated 19 December 1964. Letter from an un-cataloged binder of correspondence between Ray 
Johnson and George Ashley, Ray Johnson Estate, New York. 
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exchange homoerotic images and texts, but also as fodder for collages that investigated 
how unlikely connections might be forged across identitarian lines. The NYCS engaged 
participants in thinking about the very ways in which networks functioned and their roles 
within them, which entailed trust and generosity, as well as uncertainty and vulnerability.  
Johnson, I would argue, used the NYCS to explore the polyvalent nature of networks. 
He was interested in how, for instance, Ashley might use his position art Hertz (both his 
access to the mailroom and his business contacts) in order to expand the reach of the 
Correspondence School, and perhaps more broadly, how male-dominated American 
business culture itself might have been used for gay men to connect with other gay men, 
thus achieving lively social and sexual lives that run counter to our image of the alienated 
mid-century businessman. As Nicholas Styrett has explored in his case study of letters 
exchanged among gay men who were fraternity brothers turned prominent business men, 
found in an archive at the University of Illinois:  
“Contemporary accounts of middle-class midcentury men—most famous among them 
David Riesman’s The Lonely Crowd, C. Wright Mills’s White Collar, and William H. 
Whyte’s The Organization Man, as well as Sloan Wilson’s novel The Man in the 
Gray Flannel Suit and Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman—tell us that white 
middle-class businessmen were stuck in a conformist rut of endless meetings, 
conferences, and general drudgery. Yet no matter how much their actual work lives 
might also be characterized this way, Hutchings, Howe, and their many friends and 
acquaintances were also having a very different set of experiences. The business 
culture that was the bedrock of Cold War heterosexuality and masculinity 
(themselves tightly entwined) was also what allowed many men to pursue vibrant 
queer social and sexual lives.”126 
 
Through Johnson’s correspondence with Ashley and other gay men in the NYCS, this 
intimate intertwining of ones personal and professional networks of what Styrett calls the 
“not-so-lonely” crowd is evident. However, this activity was not limited to gay men, but 
                                                
126 Syrett, Nicholas L. “Busman’s Holiday in the Not-So-Lonely Crowd: Business Culture, Epistolary Networks, and 
Itinerant Homosexuality in Mid-Twentieth Century America,” Journal of the History of Sexuality 21:1 (January 2012): 
121–140.  
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also extended to women, like May Wilson who used the NYCS collages challenge the 
masculinist attitudes of the art world (see Chapter 4). Compelled by the role blurring that 
occurred as networks converged and overlapped, Johnson and the NYCS not only used 
business networks to facilitated dissident sub-cultures, but also to explored how this 
blurring of boundaries between public and private life related to broader structural 
changes to the configuration of individual subjectivity in the US after WWII. 
The social violence of the Cold War and the restrictions in placed LGBTQ 
communities, however, should not he under stated. The force of homophobia, as I argued 
in Chapter I, is foundational to Johnson’s practice. During the 1960s homosexuality was 
inferred; being “out” in the present-day sense was not a possibility. Paranoid talk about 
the “homintern” circulated among the old guard New York School painters who feared, 
as Calvin Tompkins has described, "a network of homosexual artists, dealers, and 
museum curators in league to promote the work of certain favorites at the expense of 
'straight' talents."127 In the aggressively heterosexist culture of abstract expressionism, 
homosexuality functioned beneath the radar—unable to speak because it contradicted the 
heterosexual discourse that it defined in its absence.128 Given this context, Jonathan Katz 
has argued that silence was not only a “symptom of oppression,” but also a “mode of 
                                                
127Speaking of "Cage, Cunningham, Rauschenberg, Johns, Warhol and others," Tomkins notes that their was anxiety 
about these gay networks and talk of a “homosexual art” that was “decorative or even ‘campy,’” but then dismisses 
these as legitimate forces shaping the work and its reception. Calvin Tomkins, Off the Wall: Robert Rauschenberg and 
the Art of Our Time (New York: Double Day, 1980): 260. 
128 In Yingling’s writing on has written on Hart Crane’s The Bridge, he writes homosexuality “becomes the 
unconscious…, that which the text may not speak, for as discourse it contradicts the very things [it] is called into being 
to address. Homosexuality is contradictory to the discourses of heterosexuality, national destiny, and commerce…It is 
also, however, contradictory within itself, providing moments of ecstasy and an inescapable burden of alienation, and 
in reading The Bridge we must keep in mind how the structural impossibility of the contradictions inform the poem’s 
failure to cohere.” In the case of Ray Johnson’s assemblings, I would argue that the lack of coherence also stem from 
this structural impossibility.  See: Thomas E. Yingling, Hart Crane and the Homosexual Text: New Thresholds, New 
Anatomies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 199. 
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resistance.”129 Cage and the younger gay-identified artists in his circle thus used quietude 
and randomness to address homophobia in way that avoided the binary trappings of 
oppositional politics. However, the ways in which these artists utilized Cagean aesthetics 
differed. Similar to the assemblages of Rauschenberg and Johns, Johnson’s posted 
assemblings mobilized ideas of indeterminacy, contingency, and artistic unintention 
toward critical ends, however Johnson’s work did so uniquely within the realm of art 
world networking. As networks do not form randomly, Johnson employed chance 
operations in ways that actively unworked the function of networking, displacing 
connectivity with the strangeness of contact. 
While communities are often understood through the lens of pre-set social 
categories that reinforce their essentialization, Johnson used posted assemblings to 
construct a social collage that explored what existed in between seemingly fixed social 
spheres. By shifting focus to the matrix of unarticulated or implied correspondences, he 
emphasized how absence structures meaning. In particular, for Johnson and many of his 
peers in the New York art world of the 1950s, Cagean silence—which activates the 
seemingly empty spaces that lie between the lines—was implicitly tied to their 
experience as gay men living in the dominant homophobic culture of mid-century 
America. 
The Shadow of the Spider’s Web 
 
                                                
129 While Cagean aesthetics has been critiqued since the 1960s on socio-historical and philosophical grounds—as 
indifferent to the oppressive social conditions of Cold War America and suppressive of individual agency (criticism 
geared toward an earlier modern condition)—subsequent scholars have argued that Cage’s silence at once makes 
manifest homosexuality as a structuring absence in a heteronormative culture and acts a means of diffusing the violence 
of homophobia in a non-oppositional manner. For quote, see: Jonathan D. Katz, “On Cage’s Queer Silence or How to 
Avoid Making Matters Worse,” in David W. Bernstein and Christopher Hatch, eds. Writings through Cage’s Music 
Poetry and Art (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 41-61. Also see: Caroline A. Jones, “Finishing School: 
John Cage and the Abstract Expressionist Ego,” Critical Inquiry 19:4 (Summer 1993): 628-665. 
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Ray Johnson lives in the shadow of a spider. 
He is an outcast of an island. 
His motto is “one heaping and two empty rooms.” 
He encloses tid-bits. 
He is in the pan. 
He is very South America. 
He encloses a kite eye or an eye kite.  
He phone. 
His motto is “I’ll get you if it takes a day, a week or a year. I’ll cut you up…and if 
I can’t do it myself, I’ll find someone who can.” 
He is very Czeck. 
He is very white sale. 
He is very before and after. 
He waits, not for time to finish the work, but for time to indicate something one 
would not have expected to occur.130   
  
In a 1961 mailer [FIG. 39], Johnson sent the above list of “tib-bits” about himself to the 
young curator Sam Wagstaff, who at the time orbited in the same intellectual and sexual 
sub-cultural circles as Johnson. They had begun corresponding when Wagstaff moved 
from New York to DC to work as a curatorial fellow at the National Gallery of Art. 
Referring to himself as living in “the shadow of a spider” as “an outcast of an island,” 
who “encloses tid-bits” and is prone to “phone,” Johnson’s Kafkaesque statement speaks 
to his self-understanding as a communication artist, whose transmissions exist at the edge 
of visibility and index the suspected connectivity during the Cold War between dissident 
sexualities and communism. At once “very South America” and “very Czeck” [sic], his 
                                                
130 This list originates from a series of answers to interview questions asked by Nam June Paik via Bill Wilson that 
Johnson later circulated to members of the NYCS. Emphasizing the always already mediated nature of communication, 
Paik takes a cue from Johnson and uses Wilson as an intermediary. In the circulated document, Johnson seems to refer 
to himself in the third person— distancing himself from himself—however this could also be a result of Wilson re-
typing Johnson’s answers. As William S. Wilson described: “Nam June Paik interviewed Ray Johnson by submitting 
ten handwritten questions which I typed and mailed to Ray. He then typed out those ten questions, but wrote responses 
to thirteen questions. He wrote: ‘13. I wait, not for time to finish my work, but for time to indicate something one 
would not have expected to occur.’” See: William S. Wilson, :Ray Johnson and the Number 13,” Eternity Blast Special 
Issue edited by Cary Loren, Blastitude no.13 (August 2002): or www.blastitude.com/13/ETERNITY/ray_johnson.htm . 
In the Sam Wagstaff Papers at Smithsonian, one can find a copy of Johnson’s answers to Paik’s questions that 
circulated among NYCS members in the early 1960s. See: Sam Wagstaff Papers, Box 1, Folder 30, Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. In a key text on Johnson in the short lived Location magazine, 
Suzi Gablik also she uses answer number 13. Putting it into her own words, she states: “It is a question, not for time to 
finish the work, but for time to indicate something one would not have expected to occur.”  See: Suzi Gablik, “700 
Collages by Ray Johnson,” Location 1:2 (Summer 1964): 55.  
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work is hard to place. It tracks the paranoid connections drawn by governmental 
authorities between gay men and lesbians and the communist nations of Eastern Europe 
and South America during the McCarthy era in what is often referred to as the “Lavender 
Scare.”131 Living in the spider’s shadow, Johnson attempted to unravel its web by using 
its negativity against itself.  
Enclosed with this list is a note asking Wagstaff for more money toward the 
collages that he had sent to him. As Johnson preferred not to exhibit his work in 
commercial galleries—perhaps because of its homoerotic content that would have been 
subject to censorship, but also out of desire to have it circulate at the edges of the art 
world, critiquing its homophobia and commercialism—he instead made money by selling 
his collages via mail order like tawdry goods. The underground way in which Johnson 
sold his work, however, was very much a part of the work itself. Although appearing to 
reject the art world by circulating his collages in the extra-artistic space of the postal 
system, his alternative distribution tactics became the means by which he could infiltrate 
its networks, ultimately garnering him the status of “New York’s most famous unknown 
artist” upon the occasion of his first one-man exhibition in a commercial gallery in 
1965.132  
 Even after becoming more of a public figure after 1965, when he took gallery 
representation out of financial necessity, Johnson continued to draw out his art dealings, 
turning them into experiences that transformed art world networking into something more 
immediate and indeterminate. As one of his dealers, Richard Feigen, observed:  
                                                
131 David Johnson, The Lavender Scare: The Cold War Persecution of Gays and Lesbians in the Federal Government. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004. 
132 In an exhibition review for his first ever solo commercial exhibition, Grace Glueck  called Johnson “New York’s 
most famous unknown artist.” Grace Glueck, “What happened? Nothing” New York Times (11 April 1965): X18. 
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"If you started talking to Ray, you'd be on the phone all day...It was a full time job 
representing Ray Johnson...It would just go on and on and [you'd] try to get off 
the phone and [you] couldn't get off the phone. If you were trying to run a 
business or something you couldn't. I mean it was never something that had a 
beginning, middle and an end."  
 
Similar to his mail art, Johnson’s phone calls to his gallery deferred rather than confirmed 
transactions, making a straightforward deal into a meandering network of associations 
that had no “beginning, middle and an end." Disrupting the flow of gallery commerce, 
Johnson throughout his career aimed to transform art world networking into an aesthetic 
experience.  
 Toward this end, Johnson’s mailer to Wagstaff also included half of a blank check, 
as the curator/collector had only paid for half of a collage and was also holding on to six 
others for consideration. On the check, Johnson also pasted an image fragment of a man 
holding a lit cigarette, pensively gazing out a nearby window as the sunlight illuminates 
his toned skin. The picture is one of waiting  “…not for time to finish the work, but for 
time to indicate something one would not have expected to occur” (as the enclosed “tid 
bit” list states). With a Cagean rejection of closure, Johnson made time, not a means of 
producing a timeless masterpiece, but rather a tool to open up a space for something 
unexpected to take place. Ray Johnson’s mail art was thus “very before and after”—a 
flash “in the pan” without the flash or what art historian Ina Blom has called “a gift 
without a present”—as it interjected surprising or “untimely” events into regulated 
routines of daily communications.133  At once “in the pan” of the everyday and in the 
                                                
133 As Ina Blom has observed in her analysis of Johnson’s “postal performance,” it was “a gift without a present.” 
Against the guarantee of unbroken transmission of information promised by telecom and postal services and sought 
after in business, Johnson’s postal collaging stress distance and delays in correspondence through “radical otherness of 
surprise events.” As Blom explains, Johnson’s postings act as an “unexpected or ‘untimely’ gift-event that is 
incongruous with all regulated temporalities.” In her analysis of Johnson’s collages and their engagement with issues of 
postal communication, she also draws a fascinating comparison between the televisual and postal works of Johnson and 
Paik. Blom, The Name of the Game: Ray Johnson’s Postal Performance, 17-18. 
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spirit of Pan (god of theatrical criticism), Johnson, the consummate punster, continuously 
cut up and reassembled his private dealings, turning them into indeterminate 
correspondences that resonated through the art world’s networks. With diffuse and 
distributed compositions, he disturbed the perceived autonomy of the art. Ultimately 
suggesting to Wagstaff that he cut the collage in half, keeping the part that way paid for 
and send back the other half along with the remaining collages, Johnson blurred the line 
between objects and their distribution.134   
With the motto that either he or one of his correspondents would “cut you up,” 
Johnson and his band of witty pranksters used art world communications to disrupt the 
codification and consolidation interpersonal communications into powerful hubs of 
cultural capital. Similar to William Burrough’s “cut-up method,” Johnson used collage to 
infect and transform the network’s propensity toward vertical and hierarchical 
structures.135 Achieved not only by intervening in the commodification of art objects 
through the extended deferral of a transaction, Johnson also took aim at the processes by 
which major players in the art world built their names. Turning connectivity into contact, 
Johnson became like society’s anti-portraitist, shifting focus away from centrality of 
individual figures toward the communicative web upon which their prominence depends. 
While his collage portraits would initially would begin with the person’s physical 
attributes—tracing their heads, hands, or other bodily dimensions—the figure would 
quickly become broken down and transformed into a product of his or her 
communications.   
                                                
134 Letter from Ray Johnson to Sam Wagstaff dates May 8, 1961, See: Sam Wagstaff Papers, Box 2, Folder 1, Archives 
of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. 
135 Joselit, Feedback, 50-62. 
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For Sam Wagstaff, Johnson began a large portrait in 1963 that he would cut-up 
and collage together over the course of the next year. Initially, the portrait was tall and 
broad and had nothing but a dimple in the middle that recalled the prominent dimple in 
the curator’s well-formed chin. Writing to the curator to tell him of the completion of 
Dimple and inviting him to come and view it, Johnson described that the composition 
was supposed to be 6 ½ feet tall (mirroring Wagstaff’s height), but that he had left off ½ 
a foot by mistake (similar to Wagstaff’s omission of ½ of the cost of the collage). The 
dimple, however, was 6 ½ inches long, which obviously had nothing to do with the actual 
dimension of Wagstaff’s dimple and resulted more from a desire to create self-reflexive 
repetitions within their correspondence itself. Furthering this game, Johnson’s follow-up 
letter after the curator’s studio visit to see the portrait relayed that he would be adding a 
second dimple that was “exactly like the first but of course it would create a different 
situation than the original situation.”136 Each articulation of the body thus produced a new 
one. Emphasizing the intermediated nature of subjectivity and the role of repetition in its 
construction, Johnson asked an anonymous Chicago correspondent (most likely Karl 
Wirsum) if he would cut out a photograph of a belly button and send it to Wagstaff along 
with his own small pen & ink drawing of a dimple.137 [FIG. 40] Writing back to Johnson 
to inform him that he had received his note, the curator wrote, “surely, two dimples are 
better than one,” to which Johnson responded, “are three dimples better than two if two 
dimples are better than one,” thus calling attention to the triangulation of their exchange 
and the mounting number of dimples that resulted from it. Over the course of next year, 
                                                
136 Letters from Ray Johnson to Sam Wagstaff dated December 8 and 28, 1963. The second letter was typed on the 
letterhead of Richard Wolfe, further speaking to the intermediated nature of their correspondence. See Ray Johnson, 
“1963 file,” Ray Johnson Estate, New York, NY. 
137 Ibid. 
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the correspondences about the portrait continued as Johnson added to it and broke it 
down, with the frame eventually folding in on itself, internalizing its support. Every time 
Johnson moved the object, turned it upside down, hung it in his toilet, took it outside and 
over to the Bowery, he would write to tell Wagstaff [FIGS. 41 & 42].  
Their correspondence however didn’t simply document the composition’s altering 
state, it was integral to it—prompting Johnson to add dimples, inscribe it with lines from 
their correspondence, and add small gold label for John Martin’s Belshazzar’s Feast that 
Wagstaff had swiped from the Wadsworth Atheneum (where he was now serving as the 
curator of contemporary art) and mailed to Johnson [FIG. 43]. Similar to Martin’s 
painting, which was so dense with coded messages that it required a key for viewers to 
interpret it, Johnson’s composition contained reference to his correspondences with 
Wagstaff and others only identifiable to those in the loop. But Johnson’s portrait was not 
something that even Wagstaff was not meant to precisely decode.  
In a letter sent to Ashley about the composition, for example, Johnson wrote: 
“George Ashley was embarrassed to learn, after ranting on and on about Ray Johnson’s 
picture, that Johnson doesn’t spell the name Balthasar [sic], but rather BALSHAZZAR.” 
[FIG. 44] Then in a follow up message about the elusive picture, Johnson suggests that 
Ashley contact Wagstaff at the Wadsworth Atheneum about Martin’s “Balshazzar’s 
Feast,” as well as some “fuss about topless bathing suits.” More than legitimate 
communications about the collage portrait, these communications extends the collaging 
into Wagstaff’s social network. However, the more correspondence generated about the 
collage, the more disarticulated it becomes. Ultimately composed entirely of its frame, 
this opaque and impenetrable portrait made of 14 wooden strips—tightly bound together, 
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painted white, and sandpapered—bore “no definitive image,” as Johnson told Wagstaff. 
Rather the collage portrait served as an index of his extended mediation on the bodily 
contours of another man as well as the continual displacement of the body through its 
articulation. 138  
Johnson’s deconstruction and silencing of the body in his portrait of Wagstaff has 
much in common with the works of Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns circa 1960. 
Looking at the opaque surfaces of Johns’s White Flag [FIG. 45], where loquacious 
newspaper fragments exist beneath semi-transparent white encaustic that renders them 
illegible, or John’s Target with Plaster Casts [FIG. 46], where the male figure is broken 
down and hidden behind trap doors, there are clear parallels between Johnson and Johns. 
Drawing on Cagean aesthetics, they both create a disembodied art that points outward 
toward its audience, and at the same time side-step the homophobia of Cold War America 
and confront the outer-directedness of the postmodern subject. Similarly, Rauschenberg’s 
combines—with their apparently random appropriation of mass cultural imagery and 
horizontal orientation that, in Leo Steinberg’s words, “no more depended upon a head-to-
toe correspondence with human posture than a newspaper does”139—displaced the figural 
orientation of painting with a readerly syntax that turn agency outward, deferred precise 
meaning, and hid his sexuality in plain sight [FIG. 47]. With these assemblages of found 
objects and images, all three artists vacated the body from the work of art, turning their 
attention instead toward the violence of the everyday. As Caroline Jones has argued: “In 
the works of Johns and Rauschenberg…the body is figured by absence—the phallus shut 
away (in its little “closet”), the unmade bed emptied of the body(ies) that ravished its 
                                                
138 Letter from Johnson to Wagstaff dated February 29, 1964. Papers, Box 2, Folder 1, Archives of American Art, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. 
139 Leo Steinberg, Other Criteria, 84. 
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sheets.”140 The thematic neutrality and semiotic instability of their subjectless art, thus, 
not only became a means of survival in a homophobic society, but also a way to shift 
agency from the maker to the viewer and address the continuous deterritorializations that 
characterize postmodernity. 
While Johnson’s work had much in common with those of Rauschenberg and 
Johns—negating the body in order to collapse public and private life into talkative 
compositions that permitted them to hide in plain sight within repressive confines of Cold 
War America—it also differed as a result of its circulation in extra-artistic contexts and 
critical engagement with the post-war expansionist art market. In the late 1950s and early 
1960s, while his peers because more established and garnered higher prices for their 
work, Johnson became more of an outsider (or an insider’s outsider) making proto-
conceptual correspondences that critiqued the that art world system from within. Posting 
to Wagstaff, for example, an envelop of “tid-bits” that engaged, not only his own 
convoluted transactions with the curator/collector, but also art world dealings from which 
he was a degree or two removed.  
[FIG. 48] In an envelop from the now defunct Farrell Publications (whose 
titillating comics like Phantom Lady and Boy Wonder fell under the censorious gaze of 
anti-comics crusader Fredric Wertham during the mid 1950s), Johnson sent Wagstaff 15 
tid-bits (16 total tid-bits, including the envelop)—many of which were fragments of 
dismantled moticos and two that were pieces of art publicity: one for Ray Johnson’s 
“Galler” at his old apartment on Dover Street (perhaps the precursor Johnson’s imaginary 
Robin Gallery—a pun on the Batman and Reuben Galleries—that I discuss in chapter 3), 
                                                
140 Jones, “Finishing School: John Cage and the Abstract Expressionist Ego,” 653. 
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and the other for Castelli Gallery’s “Gain on Young Americans.” While the content of the 
former appears peculiar, containing eccentric typographical errors and an illustrated 
image of a large canvas perforated with hundreds of moticos holes that makes in 
uncertain what he was selling, the latter is more straightforward, hovering somewhere 
between article and advertisement.  
As the text reads: “By taking a risk on young, unknown Americans, Dealer Leo 
Castelli has made gains for both himself and the artists.” The promotional article then 
goes on to list the ages of all of the artists represented and the prices that their works 
command. Of these artists, Johns and Rauschenberg appear as the most senior (at 30 and 
35 respectively) and command triple the price of the other artists. Although Johnson was 
of the same generation, artistic pedigree, and social milieu as this two peers (and had 
allegedly been offered, but refused, representation by Castelli),141 his assemblages of the 
early 1960s were becoming more dispersed and increasingly difficult to sell as scattered 
tid-bits that engaged and disrupted the art world networks.  
Rather than reject his peripheral role in the art world, Johnson relished and 
publicized it. Emphasizing his position as a minor artist, he intentionally made it difficult 
to place his work either in prominent collections or canonical linear narratives of art 
history. Always too late or too earlier to be considered part of a movement, Johnson 
exaggerated his insider/outsider position in order to expose the manufactured nature of 
                                                
141 In conversations with the author as well as in this article in the NY Times, William Wilson has described how 
Johnson refused Castelli: “In the art world, fame and money distorted all those relations. I was with him in 1958 when 
Leo Castelli said, ''When are you going to let me show your collages?'' and Ray turned on his heel. One by one, as the 
artists he knew became rich and famous, Ray satirized them or tweaked them. But some of the artists, like Jim 
Rosenquist, were able to continue like an all-American boy to communicate with Ray. An envelope from Ray was like 
a haiku, a moment of immediacy and indeterminacy, a particularly vivid moment outside the economy, outside the 
machinery of our culture. It was free.” See: William S. Wilson, et al. “"Dear Friends of Ray Johnson, and Audiences of 
One" New York Times (February 28, 1999): http://www.nytimes.com/yr/mo/day/artleisure/johnson-artist.html 
(retrieved 10 October 2012). 
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cultural capital and the dense connectivity among the members of the art world who 
produced it. And so when Art in America in 1964 declared Johnson one of their annual 
“New Talents”—seen as both pre-pop and proto-conceptualist— Johnson replied “I am 
old talent.”142 As the critic David Bourdon described in a 1965 article on Johnson:  
“An institutional New Talent, [Johnson] has been rediscovered a million times 
over the past 20 years. […] Ray Johnson detests commercial art galleries and 
prefers to sell his work over somebody’s dinner table. A persistent rumor says that 
Ray Johnson created a fire in a noted uptown gallery. This was denied by a 
gallery spokesman, who told The Voice that, if Ray Johnson started a fire, it made 
no smoke and burned unobserved which is less a denial than a description of Ray 
Johnson’s work.”143  
 
Repeatedly resurfacing from the dustbin of art world with assemblages drawn from the 
cast-off fragments found therein, Johnson used his work’s ephemerality, untimeliness, 
and indeterminacy to create small disruptions with the standard dealings of an expansive 
art market.  As Bourdon observed in a subsequent article: “The most radical aspect of the 
NYCS is the attempted overturning of the American art market through the free 
distribution of art. Johnson’s mail-away art cannot be bought or sold but only received—
whether the recipients want it or not.”144 
While some avoided getting roped into the NYCS, Wagstaff appears to have 
welcomed the convolutions that ensued from Johnson’s decision to make his portrait. By 
making it difficult to pin-point distinctions between the work, its commission, and what it 
represented, Johnson made an anti-portrait of Wagstaff that engaged the decentered 
structure of subjectivity in the network society. Continually displacing the image with 
                                                
142 Johnson’s Art in America quote can be found in David Bourdon, “The Robin Gallery,” The Village Voice (15 April 
1965): 19. 
143 Ibid. 
144 David Bourdon, “Notes on a Letter Head,” Art International (November 1969): 78. 
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communication about it, the object indexed how the intersections of one’s social network 
shapes their subjectivity. 
 
Moving Targets 
In a key section of the curator and critic Lawrence Alloway’s book Networks, he 
describes the art world as a networked system, explaining how the “progressive role-
blurring” that took place over the course of the 1960s as the art became part of a 
“communications network of great efficiency.” 145  While in the pre-war period there was 
more of a separation between the artist studio and the museum, as well as between the 
press and galleries, in the post-war period a fluid and near-immediate movement between 
them became the status quo. In this decentralized and fluid structure, the value of art 
became far more contingent upon its place within the network and number of loose 
connections attached to it. Alloway states: 
 
In ten years [1962-72] I have been a curator, a teacher, and an art critic, usually 
two at a time. The roles within the system, therefore, do not restrict mobility; the 
participants can move functionally within the cooperative system. Collectors back 
galleries and influence museums by acting as trustees or by making donations; or 
a collector, may act as a shop window for a gallery by accepting a package 
collection from dealer or one adviser. All of us are looped together in an 
unsettling connectivity.146  
 
For Alloway, Johnson’s peers served as key examples of the onset of this phenomenon, 
citing the Alan Solomon/Leo Castelli collaboration on the Jewish Museum shows of 
Rauschenberg (1963) and Johns  (1964) as early instances of the increased “convergence 
of intellectual interest and high profits” and emblematic of this “new and unsettling 
connectivity.” While the art world as network gave Rauschenberg and Johns 
                                                
145 Lawrence Alloway, “Network: The Art World as a System,” (1972) Network: Art and the Complex Present (Ann 
Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1984): 3.  
146 Ibid, 4.  
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unprecedented visibility and market value, Johnson, on the other hand, remained 
relatively little known, working in the shadows and exploring what Alloway called the art 
world’s true product, which was not art itself, but rather its distribution. 
As one of Johnson’s correspondents, Alloway understood the New York 
Correspondence School (NYCS) as a complex communication system. In an article on 
conceptual art from later in the 1960s, he described Johnson’s work as exploring relation 
between “art and distribution,” with its content lying “somewhere between gossip and 
oracle, joke and enigma” and where “envelopes as well as enclosures are important.”147 
For Alloway, NYCS mailings dissolved the boundary between private chatter and public 
statement, just as the contents of an envelope were integral to their means of transport. 
Cutting and folding fragments to fit in envelopes that thematically relate to the contents 
within, Johnson made art a matter of continuously folding in the outside (rather 
projection an interior message outward). Johnson’s decentralized art production thus 
engaged the post-war structure of the art world as a deterretorialized space in which there 
is no perceivable outside.  
This cooperative system, however, was hardly evenly distributed, but rather a 
means by which cultural capital could be concentrated into powerful social spheres that 
manipulated the fluctuations of the market. Anticipating the emergence of conceptual art 
that took aim at this system by disrupting the flow of information through it and the 
convergence of influence among its players, and Johnson and his collaborators in the 
New York Correspondence School transformed art world communications into an art 
form that critically engaged the system’s networked structure and sought to wreak havoc 
                                                
147 Lawrence Alloway, “The Expanding and Disappearing Work of Art,” Auction 3:2 (October 1969): 37. 
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from within. As Alloway described in an Art Journal piece on the New York 
Correspondence School:  
“[Johnson] celebrates the interconnections between himself and his respondents, 
between himself and various layers of information that emanate from different 
institutions. He draws on a blyth spectrum of Americana, gossip, and mass 
communications. His correspondence school spans the mailing lists of the art 
world and the ex-changes of chatty friends; he goes from straight quotation to 
parodistic babble. [… ] Professional conversations, youth culture references, and 
nursery animals collide in a way that cuts across the tastes of any one of these 
groups taken singly.”  
Collaging together such disparate sources and circulating among art world elites, Johnson 
sought to stress the media manipulation and the “role-blurring” to the point of 
absurdity—transforming it into Dadaist game that nonetheless revealed its underlying 
structure. 
Made from tid-bits of art magazine and mass market publications, Johnson’s 
correspondence were particularly engaged increasingly blurred line between criticism and 
publicity during the 1960s, as glossy full-page color reproductions came to characterize 
art magazines. With this new visuality, magazines gave more space images, particularly 
full-page ads that amplified their promotional tendencies. An often-cited early example of 
the correlation between magazine reproductions and commercial success is the full-color 
image of Jasper’s Johns Target with Four Faces (1955) on the cover of Art News in 1958 
[FIG. 49], printed on the occasion of his first solo show at Castelli Gallery. While the 
reproduction was accompanied by a meager paragraph-long review, the appearance of the 
work on the cover of the magazine purportedly launched Johns’s career, as the entire 
show sold out and the Museum of Modern Art acquired three works (including the Target 
with Four Faces, but tellingly not Target with Plaster Casts because, despite Barr’s 
partiality for it, he was concerned that the Museum’s Acquisitions Committee might 
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object to its green plaster cast of penis).148 In the text that accompanies the image, the 
author situates Johns as “the newest member of a movement among young American 
artists to turn to a sort of neo-Dada…plac[ing] him with such better-known colleagues as 
Rauschenberg, Twombly, Kaprow and Ray Johnson.”149 While perhaps “better-known” 
than Jasper Johns in 1958, Johnson’s reputation had been built, not on gallery exhibitions 
and art press of which he had had little to none, but rather through his semi-public/semi-
private mail art enclosures that circulated through the back channels of the art world.  
Like the snakes and bunny rabbits that increasingly populated his works of the 
early 1960s,150 Johnson’s work moved in and out of visibility, tracking subterranean 
systems with collaged mailers sent to prominent artists, critics, curators, dealers and 
collectors and forging connections between them. In a mailer sent to the critic, David 
Bourdon in 1964, [FIG. 50] Johnson engages the “art world as system” through the 
iconographic connections and role-blurring between elements in envelope. With pictures 
of targets torn from old Hollywood fan magazines, Johnson uses outmoded images to call 
to mind the currency of Jasper Johns’s iconic paintings on view at the Jewish Museum. 
At the same time, however, the targets also point outward to other to other targets. 
Forging additional correspondence, the targets also relate to the two nude men or “where 
the action is,” as well as the target persons of Johnson’s on-sending game, which in this 
envelop are the Fluxus composer and artist Albert M. Fine and the Surrealist Max Ernst. 
Unlike the caption under the hunky photo of Guy Madison that reads “…as direct as the 
dart that he shoots so expertly,” the trajectory of Johnson’s arrow is far more circuitous. 
                                                
148 See: Leo Castelli’s forward in Jasper Johns (New York: Universe/Vendome, 2007). 
149 “Jasper Johns” ARTnews 56:9 (January 1958): 5. 
150 According to Michael Von Uchrupt, the archivist for William S. Wilson’s Ray Johnson Collection, the first bunny 
head appears on 5 January 1964. See document from Michael date 19 September 2011. 
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Rather than pin-pointing precise meanings, the reader is asked to construct a 
network of correspondences between the tid-bids—rearrange elements on his or her desk 
and drawing out the various layers of implied meaning that in this case appear to relate to 
the intellectual and homosexual worlds that Bourdon and Johnson shared. One magazine 
fragment that reads “Don’t Whip Your S” has been taped to an ad of an exhibition of the 
Art Nouveau artist Alphonse Mucha, known for his “whiplash” line; and another shows 
two nude men in an erotic position with an ad for the New York World’s Fair that reads 
“Where the Action Is,” which is likely a reference to the secret censoring of Thirteen 
Most Wanted Men by Andy Warhol (a close friend of both Bourdon and Johnson) due to 
its homoerotic content (discussed at length in Chapter 3). References to the targeting of 
homosexuality by powerful censors echoes throughout the mailer, perhaps most literally 
with the image of a skeleton in a closet and the fragment of a reproduction of a Frances 
Bacon painting that has a dictionary entry for the word “penitentiary” taped to it. 
Enclosed in an envelope (that appears handed, rather than posted, to Bourdon), Johnson’s 
assemblings were more private than public, though speaking to the porousness between 
the two.  
While underscoring implied meanings and authorial dissimulation, collages such 
as this one could more directly address homophobia of Cold War America than the 
collaged works of Rauschenberg and Johns that they exhibited in galleries and placed on 
the cover of Art News, by nature of their circulation in envelopes. With gay men, 
lesbians, and unruly independent as his closest correspondents, Johnson traced queer 
networks forged beneath the normative surface of cold war America, and yet at the same 
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time, his assertion the semiotic instability and role-blurring central to subjectivity within 
the society of control were also key to his investigation of social networks more broadly.  
Speaking to his engagement with issue of interpersonal communication and social 
networks, the assembling sent to Bourdon also carries a fragment of an article in an 
Italian magazine on communication systems and infrastructure. Taped to its surface is a 
plug for Harvard University, which at the time was major research center for the study of 
communication networks. As described earlier, from the 1960s onward, scholars like 
Stanley Milgram and Harrison White began conducting communication studies at 
Harvard that would be formative to the emergence of social network analysis. Growing 
out of questions about changes to social interconnection resulting from the far-reaching 
use of electronic media, the growth of multi-national corporations, and the 
transformations taking place as a result of the civil rights movement, these studies 
attempted to measure distance between individuals, the density of social clustering, and 
the rate of demographic crossover in terms of race, gender, class, sexuality, and 
geographical location. By studying the number of moves it takes to reach a given “target 
person,” as well as differentiations between channels and their rate of convergence, these 
studies helped to visualize identity as intersectional and community as far more 
interconnected than had previously been conceived. [FIG. 51] 
While Johnson shared these network theorists’ interest in intersectionality and 
interconnectivity, his correspondences were less concerned with connections than 
contact, arguably transforming the former into the latter. In addition to enclosing “please 
send to” requests which aimed to link friends and strangers alike (such as the two 
scowling men that Bourdon was to send to writer Alan Marlow to send to Albert Fine, 
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connecting one ill-tempered man to another), Johnson also situated his mailers within a 
milieu by typing the names of numerous correspondents on the outside of the envelop, 
before scribbling them out in such a way that Bourdon could still see them. [FIG. 52] 
Unlike the “please send to” which frequently connected strong ties to weak, these names 
were generally of Johnson’s more regular correspondents or people in his immediate 
community. The envelope thus performed like a hub in the network and its contents acted 
as links, both weak and strong and indeterminately connected. Through unlikely 
correspondences—such as those Johnson drew between a cartoon in Playboy, a 
homoerotic photograph, and the 1964 World’s Fair—Johnson draws attention to arbitrary 
yet totalizing connectivity of the network society, as well as the function of that which 
lies between such codifications. As the envelope suggests, Johnson’s assembling 
appeared as a kind of “surplus center,” emphasizing that which exceeds the seamless and 
fluid exchanges of electronic communications. Stressing the surplus at the heart of 
publicity and consumer culture, Johnson addresses a key innovation of the network 
society. 
As Steven Shaviro describes in his book Connected: Or What It Means to Live in 
the Network Society, in the network society “we have moved out of time and into space” 
and “now surplus extraction is at the center of consumption as well as production.” 
Elaborating on this point, he states: 
 
When you buy something…there is always something extra missing from your 
side of equation. A surplus has leaked out of the exchange process. What’s 
missing is more than information: the qualitative dimension of experience or the 
continuum of analogue space in between all those ones and zeros. From a certain 
point of view, of course, this surplus is nothing at all. It is empty and 
insubstantial, almost by definition. […] It is not that there is some hidden essence, 
basic to human existence, that somehow cannot be rendered by information 
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machines. It is rather that information can all too well account for everything; 
there is literally nothing that it can’t capture and code. But this nothing is 
precisely the point. Because this nothing insinuates itself into our dreams. It is 
what always keeps us coming back for more. And that is ‘the dirty little secret 
that corporations know.’151 
 
With gaps, delays, and untimely arrivals, Johnson’s mail art assemblings centered on this 
“qualitative dimension of experience or the continuum of analogue space” at the onset of 
the digital age. These chatty tid-bits—clipped from mass culture and posted in Electronic 
Surplus, IBM, Hertz, Wall Street, and TIME magazine envelopes—at first appear to be all 
about information and connectivity. However, upon closer inspection—as a recipient 
unpacks the envelop, arranges it on her table, and posts certain parts to people she has 
never met—an alter-network of peculiar alignments appears, one that could speak to the 
surplus of commodity exchange and uncodifiable contact. Like Johnson’s “Nothings” of 
the early 1960s (which he described "an attitude as opposed to a happening," see chapter 
3), these postings aimed to make a space for indeterminacy into the daily routines of 
communication. As Johnson explained in a 1968 interview, people have “a great fear of 
this negation” and they cannot see that “the spaces in [his] work are as necessary as the 




Yes, we must  
(like electric fans)  
calmly, cool-ly  
endanger the order of papers.153  
                                                
151 Steven Shaviro, Connected: Or What It Means to Live in the Network Society (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2003), 249-50. 
152 Interview with Ray Johnson by Sevim Feschi (17 April 1968) Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
153 This text is found on a postcard that exists only in reproduction in entry no. 60 of Richard Craven’s exhibition 
catalogue Correspondence. Only the back is reproduced, but it would be interesting to know if the front image of the 
now lost postcard related to the poem in some manner. Furthermore, as the postcard is not postmarked (perhaps sent in 
an envelope with other items), the date of the poem is uncertain. However from the style of writing I would say it dates 
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On an undated postcard, Ray Johnson penned this short poem and sent it to 
Profumo, who at the time was working as an administrative assistant at the Massachusetts 
Life Insurance Company in Georgia. Bearing the irreverent image of ordered papers 
being launched into a chaotic flurry by the cool blast of electric fans, such messages from 
Johnson arrived as welcomed interruptions to her days of generating corporate 
correspondence and filing it away into ordered systems. Making use of corporate 
mailrooms and stolen letterhead, as well as business contacts and networking strategies, 
Johnson, Profumo, Ashley, and countless other members of the NYCS aimed to unsettle 
status quo of middle-class business culture (including the expanding field of art 
business). Endangering this order, the NYCS used the circuitry of the art world and mid-
century American business culture in order to energetically pursue queer connections that 
were designed to disrupt the categories and hierarchies typically produced by that system. 
Using social networks in a self-reflexive way that spoke to changes occurring in the 
structure of individual identity and community US during the 1960s, the artistic strategies 
of the NYCS might be considered “counter-correspondences”—drawing on the ideas of 
Marshall McLuhan that I will explore in this final section. 
With mail art, Johnson attempted to redirect the function of everyday 
communication. The “coolness” with which Johnson suggested we endanger the status 
quo recalled iconic rebels like Elvis Presley and James Dean who populated Johnson’s 
collages, as well as the unruly correspondents that joined Johnson in the NYCS.154  [FIG. 
                                                                                                                                            
from the mid-to-late 1950s or early 1960s. Richard Craven, ed. Correspondence: An Exhibition of the Letters of Ray 
Johnson (Raleigh, NC: North Carolina Museum of Art, 1976). 
154 In a recent exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery entitled “American Cool,” curated by Frank H. Goodyear III 
and Joel Dinerstein, they broke down cool into 4 elements: “First,” Dinerstein said, “an originality of artistic vision as 
established through a signature style, which is to say their artistic vision cannot be separate from their personality. 
Second, that in a given historical moment, they were perceived as a cultural rebel. Third, that they have high profile 
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53] Looking at a mailer full of “James Deans” sent to David Bourdon from Ray Johnson 
by way of May Wilson, the exterior of the envelope indexes such networked action. Sent 
from Wilson’s home in Phoenix MD—where she lived and worked as homemaker, 
learning about art and art history through “correspondence courses” offered by the 
University of Chicago, before to New York to live in the Chelsea Hotel in 1966—the 
surface of the envelope with names of various correspondents to whom the letter might 
be sent and from whom Johnson might have received the parts inside. These 
correspondents were artists, musicians, critics, curators, and art dealers, as well as various 
non-art world professionals including homemakers, antique dealers, doctors, secretaries 
and salesmen. Wilson, however, chose to send it Bourdon.  
Gathered together are several photographs of the late James Dean, each of which 
are different while sharing a similar “cool” demeanor. All of the images have been 
altered or collaged. One item couples Dean with a photograph of horse, perhaps making a 
correlation between star and stallion, or drawing a correspondence between Dean and the 
artist Billy Name (who Johnson associated with a horse and thus sent him pictures of 
them as part of their correspondence).155 Another image has the dictionary definition of 
                                                                                                                                            
recognition. Fourth, that they have a recognized cultural legacy.” Johnson’s recoding of cool, emphasizes the second 
and forth aspects, while looking with skepticism on the first and third elements. In this way, Johnson’s version of cool 
might be seen as more in line with a figure like Diane Di Prima who looked ironically on Bohemia and hipsterism 
promoted by figures like Norman Mailer. DiPrima—an important correspondent for Johnson—took a distanced stance 
from the competitive, individualist, and masculinist character of much of what constituted cool. As Benjamin Lee states 
on the topic: “Instead of imagining individualized and creative acts of violence as the catharsis necessary for more 
widespread growth and emancipation, di Prima again and again assumes a pose of disengagement that, paradoxically, 
allows her to protect and maintain emotional attachments.” In other words, it is her de-individualized and disengaged 
stance that facilitates her attachments. Dinerstein quoted in Coleen Shalby, “20 photos that define ‘American Cool’” 
PBS Newshour (21 March 2014): http://www.pbs.org/newshour/art/kerouac-cobain-and-the-photos-that-define-
american-cool/ . On DiPrimia’s re-coding of cool, see: Benjamin Lee, “Avant-Garde Poetry as Subcultural Practice: 
Mailer and DiPrima’s Hipsters” New Literary History 41:4 (Autumn 2010): 775-794. 
155 As Wilson states: “Ray Johnson first notices something about a person, an image which might be central or 
marginal, and then he fills an envelope with scraps of images that comment on or add to or combine with that image. 
This process begins with a fondness for filing things, so he sends horses to Billy Linch [i.e. Billy Name], lobsters to 
Henry Martin, balloons to Karl Wirsum.” William S. Wilson, "NY Correspondance School," Art & Artists 1:1 (April, 
1966): 57. 
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the word gopher taped to its surface, which reads “a North American burrowing rodent” 
and recalls the subterranean vermin that so frequently populate Johnson’s collages, such 
as snakes, rats, and of course, his trademark bunny rabbit. Similar to the ways in which 
these animals produce underground networks, Johnson and his peers construct channels 
of correspondence that invade the smooth surface of the media landscape as the move. As 
misfits to mainstream culture, this action becomes a lesson in, as one of the collages 
states, “how to face life.” 
Central to their endeavor to intervene in the commodification of social 
interactions into a singular, cohesive, normative images, was the decentering of 
individual authorship implicit in their counter-correspondence, designed to demonstrate 
the decentered and interconnected nature of contemporary subjectivity. Although many 
of the collages have been stamped “COLLAGE BY RAY JOHNSON” and bear 
Johnson’s signature iconography and techniques, attempts to isolate where his work ends, 
and another’s begins, presents serious challenges for present day scholars. It is impossible 
to determine, for example, which parts of the original mailer Johnson sent to May Wilson 
are included in the existing work and which have been lost, discarded, or sent to other 
members of the network. Equally difficult, is determining which items Wilson added to 
the assembling. Beyond stamping the envelope with new addresses and an image of Sam 
Houston that she turned on his ear, Wilson may have also added elements to the interior 
contents, such as placing the head of singer and TV celebrity, Dinah Shore, on a picture 
of Dean’s gravestone. Wilson, after all, prized the disjunctive possibilities of collaging 
incongruous faces onto iconic images and then mailing them to friends and colleagues 
(see Chapter 4 for more on Wilson’s work). While there are signature techniques that 
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make her contributions to the Correspondence School identifiable—like the way in which 
she turned pictures of sexy muscle men into delicate snowflakes—the point of the 
correspondences was to blur the line between senders and receivers, authors and readers, 
one and others.  
In this way, these assembling presented a kind of anti-portrait of the cool rebel, 
asserting the perspective of fans and followers more so than icons and group leaders. 
While fans cluster around the image of a star, the reception of celebrity often holds in 
tension the mainstream coding of that figure and the fan’s private understanding. It is a 
repetition with a difference. As the aforementioned author William S. Wilson (son of 
May Wilson) has stated of the use of repeating images in Johnson’s correspondences: 
“Inside the envelope there may be two copies of the same photograph, or one photograph 
of James Dean in different sizes reproduced on different paper in different magazines. 
The photograph is the same, and yet it is other, and this fluctuation of same-and-other 
speaks to us of images enduring in the flux of things when they resemble other 
images.”156 In other words, the real value of an image rests its ability to be connected to 
others, making momentary resemblances that are at once same and different.  
In addition to subject matter, this “cool” aspect, spoke to theories of electronic 
communication popularized by Marshall McLuhan during the early 1960s, which 
similarly drew on both pop culture and avant-gardism to conceptualize the aesthetics of 
cool. In his widely read publications, Understanding Media and the Medium is the 
Massage, [FIG. 54] McLuhan distinguished between forms of media that cultivate 
passive absorption and those that require active participation, calling the latter “hot” 
                                                
156 William S. Wilson, "NY Correspondance School," Art & Artists 1:1 (April, 1966): 57. 
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media and the former “cool” media. Despite cool’s traditional association with 
disinterestedness or indifference, McLuhan’s deployment of the term drew on the slang 
usage, which he tells readers “indicates a kind of commitment and participation.”157 
Sitting in a movie absorbed by spectacle would be an example of hot media, where as 
watching the nightly news and discussing the days events would be considered cool. 
Coining the phrase the “medium is the message,” McLuhan asserted that the significance 
of a medium was not in fact the message that it carried, but rather the affective properties 
of the medium itself. By cataloguing these mediumistic effects and publishing them in 
novel formats, such as listening to the radio, watching TV, and using the telephone, 
McLuhan intended to show how the content of the medium is always another medium. 
Through his publications (and their unique graphics designed by Quentin Fiore), 
McLuhan aimed to cultivate audiences that could use new media self-reflexively, and 
thus avoid the conformism and alienation produced by them.  
Influenced by the sociologist David Riesman’s concept of “the lonely crowd”—in 
which the mutable and peer-oriented “outer-directed” persons of the present day 
displaced the self-reliant “inner-directed” individual of the first half of the 20th century —
McLuhan developed a corresponding theory of new media in which the individual-
orientated and fragmentary composition of old industrial nations becomes supplanted by 
                                                
157 Cool media like television and telephone, in McLuhan’s formulation, were “lower definition” and therefore elicited 
engaged reception, while hot media like radio and cinema tended to be “high definition” and produced immersive 
environments. McLuhan did note, however, that the cool media can be used in ways that make it hot. The telephone, 
for example, was considered cool, but “hot line” between Moscow and Washington DC was hot in that it produced 
unthinking. These ideas or what McLuhan called “probes” captured the popular imagination of North American 
audiences during the 1960s, and the vague and aphoristic style in which McLuhan wrote received much criticism from 
scholars like Dwight Macdonald, Umberto Eco, and Raymond Williams to name a few. In particular, McLuhan has 
been critiqued for conflating technology with its usage in ways that divest users or agency and make the “public” 
appear like an undifferentiated abstraction. For McLuhan on “hot & cold,” see: Marshall McLuhan, Understanding 
Media: The Extension of Man (New York: McGraw Hill, 1964), v and 22-32. For an excellent summary of the critiques 
and continued relevance of McLuhan’s ideas, see: Megan Mullen,  “Coming to Terms with the Future He Foresaw: 
Marshall McLuhan Understanding Media,” Technology and Culture 47:2 (April 2006): 373-380.  
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communally-focused and vastly interconnected electronic society that he termed the 
“global village.”158 While Riesman and McLuhan saw potential in the outer-directed and 
electronically-connected individual—characterized as open, flexible, and generous—they 
also a feared that contemporary individuals lacked autonomy and were prone to 
conformity. In order to avoid the manufactured consensus that results from 
instrumentalization by mass media, Riesman and McLuhan advocated for self-aware 
engagement with the informational structures of post-industrial corporate society and, 
according to McLuhan, artists were integral in this endeavor. In his words: “As our 
proliferating technologies have created a whole series of new environments, men have 
become aware of the arts as ‘anti-environments” or ‘counter-environments’ that provide 
us with the means of perceiving the environment itself…Art as anti-environment 
becomes more than ever a means of training perception and judgment.”159 For McLuhan, 
it was often elements of a bygone age or that which is outside and foreign to the present 
that could make palpable the contemporary social condition (the printed papers and 
                                                
158 McLuhan cites his indebtedness to Riesman’s views on the “consumer mentality” outlined in The Lonely Crowd in 
his first major publication The Mechanical Bride, see: Marshall McLuhan, The Mechanical Bride (New York: Beacon, 
1951, 1970 edition): vi. 
159 The full quote reads: “As our proliferating technologies have created a whole series of new environments, men have 
become aware of the arts as ‘anti-environments” or ‘counter-environments’ that provide us with the means of 
perceiving the environment itself. […] Art as anti-environment becomes more than ever a means of training perception 
and judgment. Art offered as a consumer commodity rather than a means of training perception is as ludicrous and 
snobbish as always. Media study at once opens the doors of perception. And here it is that the young can do top level 
research work.”159 In this passage he goes on to say that any child can list the effects of new technologies on the theirs 
lives, they just need to be asked by teachers rather than instructed in an outmoded fashion. Education, McLuhan tells 
us, will increasingly need to fit the new media landscape and thus emphasize discovery rather than instruction. He says 
that this mentality has already begun to permeate factories and that productivity has increased as a result. More than 
money, McLuhan states that the feeling that they are part of the process motivates workers. This emphasis on 
“participatory” work environments, tapping the youth market, and doing creative work for the aim of training 
perception rather than for profit, in very real and troubling ways, come to characterize the outlook of post-war 
capitalism. 
Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extension of Man (New York: McGraw Hill, 1964), viii. 
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posted letters, for instance). These outmoded media could be mobilized to help us see 
delimiting mediumistic effect, performing the function of a kind reverberating border.160 
By attuning recipients’ to the outer-directed and electronically interconnected 
nature of contemporary subjectivity, the correspondence produced by Johnson and the 
other “electric fans” in his correspondence school can be seen as precisely the “counter-
environments” described by McLuhan. Although Johnson’s emphasis on the actual 
content of messages and the cultural context of media usage contrasted with McLuhan’s 
totalizing and technologically deterministic history of mass communications, he shared 
with the theorist the desire to elicit active engagement with new media through an 
investigation into the protocols of media usage and how they shaped interpersonal 
communication.  Furthermore, both Johnson and McLuhan used print media to explore 
changes implicit in the widespread usage of electronic media, thus making a “hot” 
medium perform in a “cool” way (to put it in McLuhanese). While McLuhan collaborated 
with Fiore to create designs that made then reader aware of reading (through jarring 
typography or photographs of hands holding a book just as you hold the book [FIG. 55]), 
Johnson did this with clippings were constantly being repurposed, added to, subtracted 
from, and re-circulated. 
Clipping out items from mass-market publications and arranging them into 
patterns of correspondence that were placed in envelopes and circulated among members 
of the mail art network, who then formulated their own arrangements, Johnson explored 
how, as McLuhan articulates: “In the electronic age, data classification yields to pattern 
recognition. …It is a world not of wheels but of circuits, not of fragments but of integral 
                                                
160 It should be noted that McLuhan’s comments are often general and encoded a universalizing and primitivizing 
period rhetoric that makes broad sweeping statements about media across extremely diverse contexts. It a present-day 
reader, his text reads as anthropocentric, phallocentric, and western-centric. McLuhan, Understanding Media, 22-23. 
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patterns.”161 These patterns, however, were unlike those described by McLuhan, in that 
they did not assume a universal reader. Calling electronic media “extensions of man,” 
McLuhan proposed a history of civilization told entirely through the media that society 
employed, focusing primarily on the shift from early modern print culture to the 
electronic age of his day. For McLuhan, all social change was the result of western 
technological innovation, although the east could teach the west about living in this 
newly communal world as they had been late to modernize and thus retain something of a 
“village” mentality (a proposition problematically infused with modernist and primitivist 
bias). His ideas therefore embodied a central paradox—the world a unified whole, yet it 
containing innumerable binaries: traditional/modern, east/west, nature/culture, self/other. 
Furthermore, his famous assertion that “the medium is the message,” while revolutionary 
in framing how electronic technologies have shaped our environment, also obscured the 
ways in which messages exert force back on the medium. In other words, the content of 
the medium is not always another medium, but rather messages that either connect or 
disconnect people in a network. All technologies produce social contract that involve 
active senders, receivers, and intermediaries. 
In this electronically connected brave new world, McLuhan famously described 
the citizens of the global village as wearing their nerves on outside of bodies. In order to 
combat the instrumentalization of personal relations into corporatized entities, McLuhan 
advocated the appropriation of the content of one medium into another, or what he called 
“remediation,” as a means of disrupting the smooth transmission of messages. While the 
“coolness” of works by Johnson and his peers (including Cage, Rauschenberg, and Johns) 
                                                
161 McLuhan, Understanding Media, vii. 
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has been critiqued by a number of scholars for its “indifference” to the repressive 
circumstances of Cold War America, the coolness is also arguably way to bracket-out the 
violence of the everyday and redirect attention toward the indeterminacy of social 
interactions.162 By interjecting disruptions and delays into the smooth and expedient 
transmission of business correspondence, Johnson underscored the political potential of 
McLuhan’s cool aesthetics through the process of counter-correspondence. 
Even in instances where the correspondences between the fragments seem fixed 
and easily discernable [FIG. 56]—as in a TIME magazine envelope packed with 
clippings about the decorative possibilities of newsprint—the pattern of connections 
seems provisional. Culling parts from sources that cater to different target audiences, the 
TIME envelope sent to David Bourdon includes clippings from the kinds of publications 
for which the art critic wrote (such as The Village Voice, Artforum, Time, etc.), along 
with those drawn from house-keeping journals, physique pictorials, and teen magazines. 
Sending tips on “pop decorating” to a critic know for writing on pop artists (one of which 
asks “what kind of woman are you anyways?” in an envelope with a 5¢ “Homemakers” 
stamp), Johnson playfully drew unexpected linkages across lines of gender, sexual 
orientation, and profession. Johnson constructed with the NYCS mailers what Johnson’s 
correspondent William S. Wilson has called “impertinent correspondences.” Impertinent 
correspondence art demonstrates how to perceive “identities in spite of obvious 
differences.”163 With these “weak ties,” Johnson creates what Wilson calls “moments that 
                                                
162 While Moira Roth is critical of what she calls the “aesthetic of indifference” of Cage, Johns, and McLuhan, 
Jonathan Katz described how this coolness was a means of combatting the social violence through a “politics of 
negation.” See essays by Moira Roth, along with commentary by Jonathan D. Katz in Ostrow, ed., 
Difference/Indifference: Musings on Postmodernism, Marcel Duchamp, and John Cage (Amsterdam: OPA, 1998): 1-
68. 
163 William S. Wilson, "NY Correspondance School," Art & Artists 1:1 (April, 1966): 57. Wilson’s idea of impertinent 
correspondence draws on the writings of English Poet and Essayist, Charles Lamb (1775-1834), making reference to 
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rhyme.” These rhymes, however, are not precise, but rather slant rhymes that bridge 
differences in order to build fluctuating patterns of correspondence.  
Asking recipients to read in slanted or networked ways that deconstruct the grid 
logic of the mass market publication in which the reader is understood as a universal 
subject, Johnson’s counter-correspondences addressed the newly emerging networked 
subjectivity (out of which the “counter-publics” that I address in Chapter 3 may grow). In 
the microcosm of the TIME envelope filled with magazine and newspaper clippings about 
literally being enveloped by clippings, we can see how Johnson’s mailer sent to Bourdon 
self-reflexively addressed non-linear modes of reading and immersive character of 
modern media landscape described by McLuhan. This absorptive environment can be 
well encapsulated in McLuhan’s much-quoted aphorism that in the electronic age "people 
don't actually read newspapers, they get into them every morning like a hot bath.”164  
Emphasizing cool mediality over hot, Johnson’s counter-correspondence 
promoted active reading. They invited recipients like Bourdon and Profumo to draw 
serendipitous links between the printed fragments as they pulled them out one-by-one 
from an envelop and arranged them on their desks in loose patterns. Through this process, 
Johnson engaged the imbedded and networked ways in which readers might actively 
consume mass-market publications, generating “impertinent” connections described by 
Wilson. They disrupt the precise alignment between publication and target audience. In 
this way, they did not simply take place among the individual items in an envelope, but 
                                                                                                                                            
his text “Poor Relations” in which he states: “A poor relation is the most irrelevant thing in nature, a piece of 
impertinent correspondency [sic], an odious approximation, a haunting conscience, a preposterous shadow, lengthening 
in the noon-tide of our prosperity.” See: Charles Lamb, The Complete Correspondence and Works of Charles Lamb 
(Longon: E. Moxon, Son, & Co., Dover Street, 1870), 402. 
164 McLuhan quote found in Richard Kostelanetz, “Understanding McLuhan (In Part),” New York Times (29 January 
1967): http://www.nytimes.com/books/97/11/02/home/mcluhan-magazine.html.  
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also between the participants in Johnson’s mail art network, for whom these mailers 





Off the Presses: Ray Johnson and the Art of Publicity 
 
Over the course of the 1960s, Johnson and his collaborators established a network 
of artists called the “New York Correspondence School” (NYCS), which they greatly 
expanded through their participation in the art reviews and small press periodicals of the 
1960s. This chapter examines the ways that Johnson used the pages of art magazines such 
as Artforum and Arts, as well as artists’ periodicals like The Floating Bear, File, Vile, 
Art-Rite, and the NYCS Weekly Breeder as alternative sites for the exhibition of his work. 
Emphasizing on the marginal and aberrant aspects of the printed page, Johnson wove 
together a network of correspondences that worked against the spectacular media culture 
of the popular press and art world publicity, while forging a counter-public that spoke to 
the radical politics of 1960s. By instructing readers to tear out pages, add to them, and 
send them onward, Johnson employed magazines in a way that destabilized the hierarchy 
between original and reproduction and emphasized the multiplicity of reader response. 
Furthermore, by adopting a parasitic relationship to mainstream art presses and using 
fragments of art criticism as fodder for collages, Johnson made his own critical reception 
part of the work in order to mark the work of art’s contingency upon networks of artists, 
editors, critics, and dealers, many of whom were themselves part of Johnson’s 
correspondence school. 
Corresponding with Artforum 
One such participant was the editor Philip Leider, who founded Artforum in the 
early 1960s where he published some of earliest conceptualist works by artists like 
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Robert Smithson and Sol LeWitt. Perhaps seeing Johnson’s deployment of the magazine 
as a precursor to these conceptualist interventions, Leider published a selection of his 
correspondence with Ray Johnson in the October 1967 issue of Artforum.165 [FIG. 57] In 
the feature on Johnson, the editor chose to focus primarily on correspondence from 1964-
67 that was exchanged directly between himself and the artist rather than include items 
sent by other correspondence school members. While contributions by other participants 
are referenced, the main focus is the back and forth between Leider and Johnson in order 
to show the reader the structure of their exchange. Calling it “an extract from a single 
segment of the New York Correspondence School” that was “fortunately…more ‘linear’ 
than most,” Leider still felt the need to place the word “linear” in scare quotes because 
even with skillful editing their correspondence could hardly be called straightforward.166   
Although their exchanges initially centered on the practical issue of finding 
reproductions to accompany an interview in 1964 that Johnson had done with the critic 
David Bourdon, their correspondence soon became a circuitous chain of heterogeneous 
yet interlinked details. In one of Johnson’s first letters to Leider, for example, he opens 
by calling attention to the fact that it is “the eighth day of the eighth month” and that he 
has enclosed an invitation to an eight man show at the Robin Gallery (which was 
Johnson’s campy spoof on both the Batman and Rueben galleries discussed later in the 
chapter). Near the end of the letter he gets around to the issue of illustrations, suggesting 
                                                
165 Also reproduced in this issue is Robert Smithson’s famous letter to the editor that critiques Michael Fried’s “Art & 
Objecthood,” stating that Fried unwitting has become “the first truly mannerist critic or ‘modernity’” through his 
emphatic embrace of the eternal “presentness” of color field painting over the “theatricality” of a row of minimalist 
cubes. Ultimately, Smithson states that Fried “is naturalist who attacks natural time” and suggests that the reader 
imagine “a double Michael Fried—the atemporal Fried and the temporal Fried… a subdivided progression of "Frieds" 
on millions of stages.” While I do not have space to do it here, an interesting comparison could be drawn between 
Smithson’s technique of mirroring and Ray Johnson’s technique of corresponding, both of which prize durational time 
and ephemerality, and often take on a campy, convoluted, and comic tone. Philip Leider, Ray Johnson, & David 
Bourdon. "The New York Correspondence School,” Artforum 6:2 (October 1967): 50-55. 
166 Philip Leider, Ray Johnson, & David Bourdon. "The New York Correspondence School,” 50. 
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that Leider consider reprinting some of his eight-by-ten glossies of the movie star Vicki 
Dougan in lieu of reproducing his own collages. Leider, who shared Johnson’s fondness 
for correspondence, responds in kind by digressing into a story about meeting Vicki 
Dougan while growing up on Suffolk Street in lower Manhattan (where Johnson also 
coincidentally held residence).167 Johnson then replies with a letter on stolen stationary 
from the New York’s Department of Housing and Building, mentioning changes to the 
old neighborhood, and includes a glossy photo of Dougan wearing her trademark 
barebacked dress. But rather than point to the obvious focus of the photo (i.e. – the 
exposed top of Dougan’s gluteal cleft), Johnson draws Leider’s attention to peripheral 
details like the unidentifiable object protruding from her companion’s shoe and uses these 
minor points to weave a chain of unlikely correspondences. Johnson, for example, points 
to the pianist’s pulled back collar (clearly meant to mime the scoop of Dougan’s dress) 
and says it looks as if someone tried to steal the coat right off his back, which then leads 
him to recall that the abstract painter, Sonia Sekula, once tried to steal a woman’s coat—a 
story that he claims is included John Cage’s landmark publication, Silence. Although this 
particular anecdote about Sekula does not in fact appear in Silence, the reference to Cage 
is significant as Johnson’s texts share certain structural similarities to those of the 
composer, namely their emphasis on indeterminacy. 
Cage, in his book Silence, in the chapter “Indeterminacy,” which does include a 
vignette about Sekula, prefaces the text with a note about its composition: 
Some stories have been omitted since their substance forms part of other writings 
in this volume. Many of those that remain are to be found below. Others are 
                                                
167 As Leider states: “I…prefer correspondence to other forms of communication, hate using the telephone, and am 
terrified of meeting people, … [and] get physically sick at all social functions, especially art world functions and 
parties.” Philip Leider’s letter to Michael Fried (7 November 1966) is quoted in Amy Newman, Challenging Art: Art 
Forum 1962–1974 (New York: SOHO press, 2000), 209.  
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scattered through the book, playing the function that odd bits of information play 
at the ends of columns in a small-town newspaper. I suggest that they be read in 
the manner and in the situations that one reads newspapers—even the 
metropolitan ones—when he does so purposelessly: that is, jumping here and 
there and responding at the same time to environmental events and sounds.168  
 
Comprised of “odd bits of information,” Cage’s writings, like Johnson’s exchange with 
Leider, appear like a collage of varied detail that has no narrative arc and thus requires 
being read like the leftover “ends of columns in a small-town newspaper.” The 
comparison to reading the paper is apt given that collage’s intrinsic relationship to the 
cut-and-paste method with which newspaper pages were traditionally assembled. 
However, Cage does not suggest reading it in a direct way, but rather “purposelessly” or 
by jumping around and responding to events in the readers’ environment. Cage’s text on 
indeterminacy, which like a random collection of anecdotes, thus refuses resolved 
meaning in favor of the complex heterogeneity of experience.  
Departing from earlier avant-gardists who collaged together newspaper fragments 
to shock the reader with jarring juxtapositions, both Cage and Johnson employed collage 
in a way that shifts our focus to the plenitude of material experiences that exceed the 
bounds of the printed page. Their relationship to this excess, however, differed in 
emphasis. While Cage stressed randomness, Johnson underscored correspondence, 
pushing against Cage’s suggestion that “Perhaps after all there is no message. In that case 
one is saved the trouble of replying.”169 Johnson wanted responses, be they provisional 
and indeterminate. Rather than no messages, he stressed the multiplication of meaning 
through interconnected correspondences. Johnson therefore employed iconography in a 
                                                
168 Quotes from John Cage, “Indeterminacy,” Silence, 6th edition (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1971 [originally 1961]): 261. 
169 Ibid, 105. 
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way that was non-iconic, by which I mean he underscored the inadequacy of a sign to 
ever fully represent the thing to which it refers.  
So while Johnson’s correspondence with Leider began simply around the issue of 
reproductions to accompany an interview, it lead to a series of interwoven 
correspondences that meandered from a photograph of Vicki Dougan on a piano bench, 
to Richard Nixon playing the piano, to a fragment of a letter from Senator Bobby 
Kennedy congratulating Ray Johnson on his award from the National Academy of Arts 
and Letters. Ranging from Brechtian attempts at estrangement to blatant self-promotion, 
their exchange was marked by Johnson’s desire to both take control of the publicity 
surrounding his work, and paradoxically critique the relationship between art magazines 
and the increased commercialism of the art world by de-instrumentalizing language. As 
glossy reproductions of an artist’s work in high-end art magazines became increasingly 
tied to an artist’s commercial success during the 1960s, Johnson extends the process of 
simply obtaining reproductions to the point of absurdity, while revealing the network of 
artists, critics, dealers, celebrities and politicians in which his work is imbedded.170 Thus 
the manner in which Johnson engaged magazine editors like Leider in an absurdist game 
                                                
170 An often-cited early example of the correlation between magazine reproductions and commercial success is the full-
color image of Jasper’s Johns Target with Four Face (1955) on the cover of Art News in 1958, printed on the occasion 
of his first solo show at newly established Leo Castelli Gallery. While the reproduction was accompanied by a meager 
paragraph-long review, the appearance of the work on the cover of the magazine purportedly launched Johns’ career; 
the entire show sold out immediately and the Museum of Modern Art acquired several works. In the text that 
accompanies the image, the author situates Johns as “the newest member of a movement among young American artists 
to turn to a sort of neo-Dada…plac[ing] him with such better-known colleagues as Rauschenberg, Twombly, Kaprow 
and Ray Johnson.” Ironically described, as “better-known” than Jasper Johns, Johnson intentionally operated at the 
margins of visibility—turning down representation at Castelli and preferring to reach an audience through 
individualized mailers more than broadcast messages in major art magazines. Unlike the other artists listed in the 
review, by 1958 Johnson had very little press and was not currently exhibiting his work in galleries, yet he had made a 
name for him self through collaged mailers sent to prominent artists, critics, curators, dealers and collectors of the New 
York art world much like the exchange described above with Leider. The image and text can be found: “Jasper Johns” 
ARTnews 56:9 (January 1958): cover & 5. For a description of the events surrounding it, see: Leo Castelli’s forward in 
Jasper Johns (New York: Universe/Vendome, 2007). 
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of correspondence, forged unlikely connections that worked against the 
instrumentalization of interpersonal communication 
Although Johnson had little press until the mid-1960s (perhaps the result of a 
refusal to accept gallery representation), he was no stranger to the function of publicity, 
and he frequently used fragments of advertisements in his collages, often times mixing 
different kinds of publicity to draw humorous correlations between fashion, art, and 
commodity culture as I discuss in chapter two. In the early-to-mid 1960s, however, 
Johnson began using publicity to openly critique the commercialization of the New York 
arts community both by becoming a “society reporter” for the small poetry newsletter 
The Floating Bear and publishing advertisements in the alternative newspaper, The 
Village Voice. Through these actions, Johnson’s underground mail art practice became 
more overtly public as it actively intervened in the dialectic between art commodities and 
social networks. 
 
Floating Bear/ Sinking Bear 
[FIG. 58] As The Floating Bear’s “gossip columnist,” Johnson used the 
newsletter both to extend his mail art network into new literary circles—asking readers to 
send private messages and rumors to various friends in the New York Arts community—
and to redirect art criticism toward the context in which it’s imbedded. Both actions had a 
decentering effect; the former turned broadcast messages into interpersonal ones, and the 
latter moved the readers’ focus away from the art object and toward context in which it 
circulated. In one of the messages directed to the artist Stanton Kreider, Johnson uses 
astronomy to illustrate the two intersecting models of social organization that his work 
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engaged.171 First, he describes a horizontal and decentered model of the universe in 
which the sun is mistaken for a moon and “stars” become “stares,” emphasizing multiple 
observers over the singular observed; and second, he explains a patriarchal 
center/periphery model in which the sun or father is surrounded by his inner family and 
distant relatives. While Johnson spends the majority of the text detailing the sun’s 
“complete family,” the text itself is riddled with gaps, fragments, and omissions that 
disrupt the transmission of Johnson’s message and readers are asked to add to, cut up, 
and disperse the pieces. In other words, Johnson wanted the first model to disrupt the 
second—having the model of a stable whole or family is displaced by one comprised of 
continuously shifting centers and constructed connection.  
While many works found in The Floating Bear had a decentralized and non-linear 
structure, Johnson’s contribution used this format to engage the art world network that 
the newsletter both documented and produced. [FIG. 59] In a 1963 issue of The Floating 
Bear, for example, Johnson’s review of Robert Morris’s exhibition at Green Gallery 
centered not on the artist’s minimalist sculptures [FIG. 60], but on everything going on 
around them opening night, including the various curators, critics, and artists in 
attendance; the kind of tobacco they were smoking; whose birthday it was; what 
everyone was wearing.172 In fact, as Johnson tells readers, there were so many celebrities 
that it was difficult to see Morris’s work, though the stench of grey paint emanating from 
its surfaces was still discernable. With a camp sensibility, Johnson’s text magnifies minor 
details. And similar to his mail art works, his emphasis on the seemingly trivial shifts 
makes that which is usually seen as peripheral to the main event (i.e. the attendees and 
                                                
171 Ray Johnson, “Astronomy,” The Floating Bear 26 quest edited by Billy Linch (October 1963); reprint ed., 69. 
172 For Johnson’s review of the Robert Morris exhibit, see: The Floating Bear 27 (November 1963), reprint ed., 73. 
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what they are doing and wearing) as the central act. In this way, Johnson’s review speaks 
to a network in which the work is imbedded—in this case the small circles of artists and 
writers connected with and through Diane DiPrima and LeRoi Jones’s free 
mimeographed newsletter The Floating Bear. As small-press publications such as 
Floating Bear depended upon the establishment of an intimate community of readers, 
Johnson’s text underscored the “in-the-know” character of this mode of publishing 
through a parody of what being an insider sounds like. While minimalist artists like 
Morris implicated the viewer’s body in the production of their work, Johnson explored 
the ways that art publications extended the work of art to viewers who could not 
physically experience it, as well as the role that magazines played in publicizing artists. 
During the 1960s mimeographed publications such as The Floating Bear, C: A 
Journal of Poetry, and Fuck You / A Journal of the Arts were a key means of creative 
exchange within and between circles of New York artists, as well as those further a 
field.173 The mimeo’s unique ability to be quickly produced and distributed to a select 
audience, along with its cheap, ephemeral character, gave contributors greater freedom to 
write on topics that might be deemed too subversive or inchoate for mainstream art and 
poetry journals.174 And at the same time, because Floating Bear was available by mailing 
list only, it circulated among a fairly small, tightly knit group of authors. In DiPrima’s 
                                                
173 Informing my discussion are two excellent surveys of the relationship between mimeograph publications and New 
York’s downtown art scene of the 1960s: Daniel Kane, All Poets Welcome: The Lower East Side Poetry Scene in the 
1960s (Berkeley CA: University of California Press, 2003) and Reva Wolf, Andy Warhol, Poetry, and Gossip in the 
1960s (University of Chicago, 1997). For a detailed index of the approximately 100 mimeograph zines published 
between 1960 and 1980 and their contributors, see: Christopher Harter, An Author Index to Little Magazines of the 
Mimeograph Revolution (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2008). 
174 As Reva Wolf describes: “Mimeograph publications were important conduits for the artistic and personal exchanges 
that occurred within and between literary cliques. The medium of the mimeograph as uniquely appropriate to such 
exchanges, because it served to get information out fast… [and] released works to a select public upon its production.” 
Reva Wolf, Andy Warhol, Poetry, and Gossip in the 1960s, 37. From Ray Johnson’s participation in Warhol’s scene, 
see: 38-39. 
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words, contributing to Floating Bear was like “writing a letter to a bunch of friends.”175 
Alongside poems and reviews, one might therefore find gossip, jokes, and jabs. Unlike 
profit-driven mass-market magazines and bureaucratic academic publications, Floating 
Bear served as a vehicle of friendship as well as artistic exchange. As Reva Wolf has 
observed, it “was free…and the only way to receive a copy was by knowing a person 
who worked on its production and thereby could add names to the mailing list. This 
selective distribution in itself ordained Floating Bear as an agent of communication 
within a circumscribed community.”176 Inclusive in terms of what it published—printing 
material that challenged conservative approaches to artists’ copyright, drugs use, inter-
racial relationships, and homosexuality, as well as accepting forms of writing that 
appeared provisional, fragmented, or spontaneous—Floating Bear was also exclusive in 
terms of the community it serviced. While almost anyone who asked to be on the list 
could join, the newsletter’s circulation remain relatively small over the course of its 
decade long production in order to minimize expense and retain the intimate and 
provocative character of the publication.177  
In this context, Johnson’s self-reflexive engagement with the newsletter comes to 
light. Johnson used misspelled words, stray editing marks, and odd line breaks, for 
example, to speak to the quick, ephemeral, and makeshift character of the mimeographed 
publication. Further, his excessive namedropping underscored the small and densely 
connected community in which it circulated. In his review of Morris exhibition, for 
                                                
175 See: Diane DiPrima, “Introduction,” The Floating Bear: A Newsletter (1971 reprint), x. 
176 Ibid, 38. 
177 Over the course of the 1960s (1961-1971) the number of copies grew from 250 to 1500. On one occasion, postal 
authorities confiscated an issue of Floating Bear (issue #9) and had the editors arrested for circulating “obscenity” 
because of the magazines homosexual content. After successfully defending the publications literary import, the 
charges were dropped. Another side benefit of the low distribution was the reduced threat of censorship. See: DiPrima, 
“Introduction,” xii-xv. 
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instance, Johnson repeatedly spells “wearing” as “Waring,” intentionally misspelling the 
word in order to allude to the collagist and choreographer James Waring, who often type-
set The Floating Bear newsletter and on another occasion might have caught such typos. 
While Johnson’s creative misspellings, puns, and exaggerations in many respects 
constituted “inside jokes”—which Diane DiPrima said was typical of the issues guest 
edited by Billy Linch (aka Billy Name of the Warhol Factory)—they also actively engage 
the production and distribution of the newsletter itself as something shared among those 
in the know. Additionally, Johnson texts foreground insider/outsider matrix on which 
artistic prestige depends.178  
Furthering this interest, Johnson also became a contributing editor to Soren 
Agenoux’s small spin-off, The Sinking Bear, which parodied Floating Bear’s newsletter 
format as well as the literary and artistic connections it forged. Sinking Bear spoke to the 
formless chatter that existed between the lines or beneath the surface of the buoyant 
Floating Bear. Formulating a kind of subculture of subculture that had a distinctly gay 
bent, Sinking Bear frequently made reference to homosexuality and queered traditional 
ideas of authorship, individuality, and community by quoting various members of the 
downtown scene—perhaps reproducing fragments of conversations overheard at a party 
or invented as jokes—turning sound bites into its own brand of poetry. 179  
                                                
178 Billy Name made playful use of punctuation when typing up issues 27, 28, and 19, so it’s possible that Johnson and 
Name collaborated on the creative misspellings. Furthermore, the namedropping and On the production of the 
magazine and the contribution of James Waring and the Billy Linch issue, see: DiPrima, “Introduction,” xii and vxii. 
For a description of the collage structure of Waring’s work, see: Sally Banes. Democracy's Body: Judson Dance 
Theater, 1962-1964 (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1983): xvii. 
179 With a slight note of irritation, Diane DiPrima (editor of Floating Bear) describes Sinking Bear in the following 
way: “[Soren Agenoux] did an endless number of parodies of the Bear called The Sinking Bear. He mimeographed 
them at the Judson Church in New York. They were a kind of gay version of the Bear, cliquey and full of local speed 
freak and theatre news. I don’t know how many Sinking Bears there were, but there were a lot, because Soren and his 
friends were very prolific and the Judson Church bought the paper.” DiPrima, “Introduction,” xvi. 
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While mimeos like Floating Bear and Sinking Bear aimed to forge alternative 
cultures through inter-artistic dialogue, Johnson thus used the medium to both map and 
intervene in the network it established. Rather than publicize an artist or event, his 
contributions emphasized breaks in the transmission of broadcast messages, attempting to 
activate readers to assemble their own narrative while underscoring the printed page as a 
communal event. In another review in The Floating Bear, for example, we are asked to 
discern whether or not an event took place at all. While The Village Voice had supposedly 
announced a Brooklyn Bridge Happening, Johnson tells us that when he arrived it didn’t 
appear as if anything was taking place, so he walked the bridge, describing in detail what 
he saw, thus leading the reader to wonder if Johnson’s walk was itself the event. By the 
end of the review it is still unclear whether or not something happened. It is possible that 
nothing happened or the review itself was a kind of “Nothing”—the name that Johnson 
gave his performances that he described as "an attitude as opposed to a happening."180 
While happenings by artists like Allan Kaprow and Claus Oldenberg tended to be 
a raucous cacophony of words, images, and objects drawn from New York’s gritty urban 
landscape and designed to engage audience participation, Johnson’s “Nothings” were 
about a point of view and tended to be fairly uneventful.181 With them, he later told a 
                                                
180 Johnson’s close friend, correspondent, and historian of the NYCS, said of the relayed Johnson’s definition of the 
Nothings and correlated it to his rhizomatic book entitled, The Book About Death: "In the 1960s Ray Johnson did some 
performances which were entitled Nothings ('an attitude as opposed to a happening,' as he defined a Nothing, January 
10, 1977).” William S. Wilson. "Reference and Relation", Art Journal (Spring 1977): 238. 
181 In his first Nothing at the AG Gallery, for example, Johnson dumped boxes of dowel rods down the stairs just out of 
the audience’s earshot. While the dowel roll was only about 30 seconds long, the task of getting in and out of the 
gallery afterwards took quite a bit longer. For his Second Nothing at the Maidman Playhouse—which was sponsored by 
DiPrima, Jones, and others associated with both Floating Bear and included Nick Cernovich’s films, “happenings” by 
George Brecht, songs by Simone Morris, and other “surprises”—Johnson stood alone on stage and most likely read 
letter fragments addressed to various correspondents, although the details surrounding this event are ambiguous. In 
what appears to be a script for the Second Nothing, the text reads: “Second Nothing, 1. Dear Cora Baron, Joseph 
Cornell has bangs. Bang, bang. 2. Dear Gloria Graves, When it rains, it pours. I have a hat for you. 3. Dear Malka 
Safro, Smoke in bed. 4. Dear Alison Higgins, Advertisements for Myself and Alison Higgins paintings.” Referring to 
both personal correspondence and publicity about members of his social circle, Johnson again directs attention to the 
contextual frame. Both nothings were advertised in The Village Voice, see: “Around Town: Nothing by Ray Johnson,” 
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reporter, that he wanted to make the “philosophical point that it’s impossible to do 
nothing.”182 Similar to his reports from the art scene, his Nothings directed the audience’s 
attention toward minor occurrences happening at the periphery of what purported to be 
the main event. They were relatively mundane and gestured toward the idea that 
happenings are occurring in commonplace spaces and moments, depending upon how 
you look at them.  
[FIG. 61] Take, for example, a simple collage that Johnson made from a review 
of Kaprow’s 1962 happening “environment” Words. While Kaprow created an immersive 
space filled with words that sought to encourage participants to add their own phrases 
while being bombarded with flashing lights and recordings of Kaprow speaking [FIG. 
62], Johnson’s collage, which simply exaggerated a pre-existing break in the page layout 
to open up a “space” for his own contribution, suggests that the act of reading a 
newspaper review might itself be a happening. Furthermore, by turning a review of 
Kaprow’s Words into a work of art, Johnson’s proto-conceptualist gesture spoke to the 
increased importance of publicity for more ephemeral form of art making like the 
happenings or Fluxus events to which Johnsons frequently contributed.  
 
 
The Robin Gallery 
                                                                                                                                            
Village Voice (20 July 1961): 12. “Poets Series in Many Media,” The Village Voice (15 March 1962): 10. For a 
description of the first happening, see: Grace Glueck, “What Happened? Nothing,” New York Times (11 April 1965): 
X18. The “script” for the Second Nothing is in Binder 6, Item #39. Ray Johnson Estate at Richard L. Feigen & Co. and 
reproduced in DeSalvo, Donna and Catherine Gudis, eds. Ray Johnson: Correspondences. (New York: Whitney 
Museum of American Art, 1999), 150. 
182 This point is similar to one made by Jacques Rancière in critique of Situtationism and other participatory practices 
that he says a predicated on the equivalence between seeing and passivity and image and lived reality, as well as a 
hierarchical distinction between the emancipating artist and the passive viewer who is to be emancipated.  See: Jacques 
Rancière, “The Emancipated Spectator,” Artforum (March 2007): 271-281. Johnson is quoted in Harvey Aronson, 
"What? You Never Heard from Ray Johnson?" Newsday (18 January 1969): 12.   
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Expanding upon this idea, Johnson began issuing elusive advertisements in the 
widely read alternative newspaper, The Village Voice. [FIG. 63] As the Voice worked on 
a new business model—in which in two-thirds of the paper was dedicated to advertising, 
but wasn’t considered a “shopper” because of its compelling editorial contents and local 
arts coverage—it was well-suited to Johnson’s creative investigation into the shifting 
relation between art and publicity.183 In a June 1964 issue, among a sundry collection of 
ads for tableware, toys, baskets, wine, liquor, art supplies, and galleries, Johnson placed 
an ad that simply says, “Advertisment [sic] / Snake / Ray Johnson.”184 In contrast to the 
material around it, his listing calls attention to itself as an advertisement by both labeling 
it as such and by lacking any discernable product. To the Madison Avenue ad men 
picking up the paper for a dime at the newsstand, one wonders if the Johnson’s ad would 
have read as a joke at their expense—similar to the Voice’s Feiffer cartoons that regularly 
poked fun at Mad Men by depicting them as the quintessential sellout— or if they would 
have simply found it odd [FIG. 64].  
Alternatively, Johnson could have been simply selling himself, similar to how 
Voice photographer Fred McDarrah used to run a rent-a-beatnik service in which middle 
class readers could procure their very own beat in order to “add zest to [their] tuxedo park 
party.”185 [FIG. 65] Johnson did, after all, do a photo shoot with McDarrah with his 
signature snake. [FIG. 66] But unlike McDarrah’s ad or Feiffer’s cartoon, Johnson’s 
listing seemed to have less of a clear purpose. Curiously lacking a phone number or other 
details, the ad simply points to itself—an attribute enhanced by his depiction of a snake, 
                                                
183 On the ways in which The Village Voice changed newspaper journalism, see: Louis Menand, “It took a Village: 
How the Voice Changed Journalism,” New Yorker (5 January 2009): 
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2009/01/05/090105fa_fact_menand 
184 Ray Johnson, “Advertisment [sic] / Snake / Ray Johnson,” Village Voice (18 June 1964): 5. 
185 Margalit Fox, “Fred W. McDarrah, Photographer, Dies at 81” New York Times (8 November 2007):  
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/08/arts/design/08mcdarrah.html 
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coiled in an infinity pattern, about to devour its own tail. An ancient symbol for 
regeneration, the self-devouring snake or “Ouroboros” points to the structure of 
commodity culture that demands continual self-recreation through the purchase of new 
goods, while simultaneously gesturing toward the serpentine movement of commodities 
through publicity networks.186 Yet unlike the traditional Ouroboros, which usually 
appears as a closed loop, a gap lies between tongue and tail, suggesting the break in the 
system that Johnson’s ad produces on the printed page. In this sense, Johnson sees 
publicity as both a crisis and opportunity for artistic experimentation, and attempts to 
challenge the commercialization of contemporary art from within the system.  
[FIG. 67] In a second ad that Johnson placed in the Voice the following month, 
the subterranean figure of the snake appears again, yet this time it’s been drawn by fellow 
artists and correspondent Karl Wirsum and positioned in a more contorted posture. 
Extending the scope of his creative engagement with art publicity, this ad promotes an 
exhibition at an imaginary art space called the Robin Gallery, which was a pun on the 
Reuben Gallery, where Kaprow and others held their first happenings. Johnson’s Robin 
Gallery turned publicity into a kind of happening by making it into a self-reflexive 
event.187 Johnson generated these ads at a moment in which the mainstream press was 
sensationalizing the happening—focusing on their titillating aspects rather than their 
                                                
186 In William Wilson’s text on Johnson’s A Book About Death, he also notes that the snake iconography in Johnson’s 
work functions as a kind of broken ouroboros: “If A Book About Death were finished, it would lose much of its 
meaning as a process rather than a product. A Book About Death, first planned as a whole that could close around itself 
like the ouroboros on PAGE 1, had to become an open book, indefinite and undecidable.” In A Book About Death, 
Johnson achieves this indefinite quality by unbinding the book and dispersing the pages among friends. In the 
advertisement, he achieves this aim by advertising nothing. In addition to this process-oriented aspect, the snake—
which moves above and below ground, in and out of visibility—also became the quintessential symbol of his practice 
during the 1960s, as documented by his book The Paper Snake. The bunny rabbit, which also moves above and below 
ground, would eventually replaced snake in later work. Ray Johnson & Bill Wilson, A Book about A Book about Death 
(Kunstverein Publishing, 2010). 
187 Ray Johnson also exhibited his work in the “Below Zero” exhibit at the Reuben Gallery, which is likely another 
reason why he singled out this gallery for punning. 
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more radical elements—and commercial galleries were displacing experimental artist-run 
spaces that had originally staged these events. 188  Perhaps as a means of reinvigorating 
the art form in the very spaces that were co-opting and commodifying it, Johnson started 
a locationless gallery and began issuing postcards and newspaper advertisements that 
eluded legibility.  
The Robin Gallery postcards [FIG. 68], for instance, clearly lists names of the 
exhibiting artists yet no other information is given. Similarly, his ad in the Voice for an 8-
man show offers scant practical information, and yet distinct from the postcard it offers a 
profusion of detail. Unlike the ads around it, however, it is uncertain precisely what 
Johnson is selling.189 Lacking essential details like location and date, perhaps the most 
perplexing aspect of the ad is that the 8-person show appears to be exhibiting 3 artists, 
but as Bourdon has explained: “two threes make an eight…signifying infinity.”190 By 
mirroring the number three to make an infinity symbol, Johnson’s advertisement again 
folds in on itself, and as publicity about publicity, thus estranges the ad from its function 
as a means of selling a particular commodity. However, this transformation of mirroring 
threes into infinity is simply one interpretation among many possible, as Johnson’s 
intentionally indeterminate forms endlessly unfold. This infinite mirroring also speaks to 
the way that Johnson’s peculiar publicity intervenes in the tautological loop of 
                                                
188 See: On the mainstream reception of the happenings, see: Judith Rodenbeck, Radical Prototypes: Allan Kaprow and 
the Invention of Happenings (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011). On the commercialization and streamlining of to the 
downtown arts scene, see: Joshua Shannon, The Disappearance of Objects (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009). 
189 Situating himself between the New York-based Fluxus artist George Brecht and the Los Angeles-based assemblagist 
George Herms, Johnson positions the gallery within a particular social milieu. This is enhanced by its extensive array 
of sponsors ranging from Michael Malcé, a Greenwich Village antiques dealer specializing in camp collectibles, to 
Dorothy Podber, a former gallerist, reproductive rights activist, and Johnson’s close friend and correspondent. Podber 
would become notorious for shooting Andy Warhol’s Marilyn paintings in the autumn of 1964.  
190 Bourdon, “The Robin Gallery,” 14. 
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spectacular media wherein, as Guy Debord has explained, “what appears is good; what is 
good is what appears.”191  
Johnson’s work, however, gestures to a world beyond what Debord called “The 
Society of Spectacle” or a society in which audiences are seduced by images that 
disconnect them from directly experiencing life. While Debord saw mass media as 
mystifying representations of false consciousness, Johnson saw it as the very real means 
by which social relations are produced under capitalism. Furthermore, Johnson’s 
engagement with the function of specific social spheres within art world networks reflects 
the changing conception of media and market relations emerging in the second half of the 
20th century. Describing this shift in his book Connected: Or What It Means to Live in the 
Network Society, Steven Shaviro states: 
There is nothing like Debord’s grand spectacle, no totalizing system of false 
representations that would masquerade as actual life. Instead, we have a plethora 
of tiny spectacles each of which calls explicit attention to its own status of merely 
being a spectacle. Each spectacle is a monad, entirely self-contained and self-
enclosed, yet connected over the network to all the rest.”192 
 
Indicative of media’s function in the “network society,” Johnson’s art/publicity existed as 
small spectacles, arriving as direct mail or newspaper ad and calling “explicit attention to 
its own status of merely being a spectacle.” Furthermore, Johnson’s choice to publish 
these ads in the Voice speaks to his understanding of a shift in mass media, as well as his 
desire to reach a particular community and his need for inexpensive ad space. 
Anticipating our network society in the pre-digital age, the Voice, more than other 
newspapers, was like the Internet in its user generated content, multitude of cheap ads, 
                                                
191 DeBord, “The Society of Spectacle,” in Complete Cinematic Works: Scripts, Stills, Documents, translated and edited 
by Ken Knabb (Oakland, CA: AK Press, 2003), 228. 
192 Steven Shaviro, Connected: Or What It Means to Live in the Network Society (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2003), 71. 
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and the subjective and informal tone of its journalism. As American cultural critic Louis 
Menand has observed: “The Voice was the blogosphere—whose motto might be ‘Every 
man his own Norman Mailer’— and Craigslist fifty years before their time.”193 While 
miming the “tiny spectacles” in its midst, Johnson’s work in the Voice also pushed 
against the self-containment of specific social spheres into saleable entities as well as the 
individualistic tone of the paper’s content. Counter the codification of network relations 
into commodities, Johnson stressed the continual dispersal and disarticulation of 
messages by a networks of readers. 
In Johnsons’ advertisement—much like his reviews for The Floating Bear—the 
art commodity becomes displaced or confused by its publicity. By exclusively listing the 
names of artists, critics, dealers and other sponsors (rather than concrete details like 
address, date medium, etc.), Johnson makes the ad about “social capital” or connections 
that give an artist its distinction among their elite clientele. Turning public relations into 
an art form, Johnson’s newspaper ads and mailers had no other product than the social 
connections that ads generally attempt to generate. Publicity pointed to other publicity 
rather than commodities. On the Robin Gallery postcards, for instance, names mirror 
other names—on the single card as well as between the cards. Johnson also repeats 
names such as George, Ray, and Charles, and so while referring to specific artists, proper 
names loose their exact referent. Johnson even misspells his own name “Johnston,” 
which creates a correspondence between himself and Jill Johnston, a Village Voice art 
critic. 
                                                
193 Menand, “It took a Village,” http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2009/01/05/090105fa_fact_menand 
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The reference to Johnston is significant not only because Johnston, like Johnson, 
published work in the Village Voice—and Johnston had included Johnson in her essay on 
new tendencies in art of the 1960s entitled, “The Artist in a Coca-Cola World”—but also 
because proper names loose their exact referents in Johnson’s game of correspondence. 
In Johnston’s article she surveys art that employs everyday materials, particularly pop 
culture, and is concerned with the idea behind the work and its circulation, thus inviting 
“contemplation of the object as a suggestion of life with out the necessity of attachment.” 
And while her article is considered a key early text on Pop Art, she is circumspect about 
the function of “movements” in the growing market for contemporary art. As she states: 
The writers and speakers [on panels at MoMA discussing new trends in art] create 
air currents between the artists and people at large, an activity that tends to draw 
all interested parties—including museums, galleries, and collectors—into the 
political orbit of the present concern called a Movement. Thus what is said is not 
so important; in fact it is usually irrelevant. It’s a kind of community function, and 
the greater the stir the better.194  
 
As this passage illustrates, Johnston is more concerned with the connective tissue and the 
community function of art, than the codified trend called a “Movement.” Similar to 
Johnston’s article, Johnson’s playful publicity—which engaged the production of social 
capital in a widening market for contemporary—spoke to a new phase of image-centered 
capitalism that began to emerge during the 1960s.195  
Interrupting the newspaper page with this product-less ad, Johnson’s proto-
conceptual counter-publicity might therefore be understood as what the art historian 
                                                
194 Johnston, Jill. “The Artist in a Coca-Cola World”, Village Voice (31 January 1963): 7, 24. For more on the artistic 
parallels and exchanges between Johnson and Johnston, see: José Esteban Muñoz, "Utopia's Seating Chart: Ray 
Johnson, Jill Johnston, and Queer Intermedia as System," Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity 
(New York: NYU Press, 2009): 115-130. 
195 Like Warhol and the other pop artists with whom Johnson was in conversation, his work collapsed the conventional 
distinction between high art and mass culture, but rather than integrating popular culture into works of fine art to be 
hung on gallery walls, Johnson turned advertisements themselves into an art form, thereby anticipating the publicity 
oriented conceptual works of artists like Dan Graham, Joseph Kosuth, and Stephen Kaltenbach that would appear in the 
pages of Artforum, Arts, and other art magazines a year or so later. 
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David Joselit has called “viral aesthetics.” Borrowing the concept from one of Johnson’s 
contemporaries, the writer William Burroughs, Joselit describes viral works as ones that 
attempt to invade and transform the networks that give commodities their value.196 They 
are parasitic works that simultaneously interfere with mass media’s transmission of 
messages and use it as a vehicle for rogue communications. As Joselit states, “…in 
Burroughs’s viral aesthetics, the manipulation of language is powerfully catalytic: the 
presumed transparency of words to ‘their’ meanings is destroyed, just as in Duchamp’s 
readymades the correspondence between objects and their function is disarticulated 
completely. Burroughs saw … that this slippage could present an explicitly political 
opportunity.”197 Through viral advertising, Johnson disarticulates publicity from the 
purpose of selling art and politicizes the increased commercialization of the New York 
art world during the mid-1960s by a new collecting class comprised largely of advertising 
and corporate executives. Literalizing this viral aspect, Andy Warhol took out an ad in 
the Voice that announced a 38-man at the Robin Gallery, scheduled to take place in 
Johnson’s hospital room at Belleview when he was laid up with the Hepatitis virus.  
While making a statement about the growing importance of publicity in the art 
world (evidenced in part by the success of The Village Voice’s revolutionary business 
model), the politics of Johnson’s viral art were also implicitly tied to other issues of the 
networks through which it moved. Circulating among the Greenwich Village arts 
community via The Village Voice, Johnson’s ads for a locationless and short-lived gallery 
spoke to the massive redevelopment of lower Manhattan that resulted in the clearing out 
of experimental theatres, gay bars, artist lofts, informal dwellings, and small coffeehouses 
                                                
196 David Joselit, Feedback: Television Against Democracy (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007), 50-62. 
197 Ibid, 55. 
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to make room for expressways and modernist high-rise buildings.198 While the Voice 
tended to be a center/liberal paper that generally had no ideological agenda (other than 
being individualist, humanist, and profit-driven), it was vocal on the issue of the 
neighborhood’s redevelopment. In 1964, numerous cover stories in the Voice were 
dedicated to Robert Moses’s urban renewal project as well as the wider government 
crackdown on the Village’s dissident subcultures. While the newspaper itself was neither 
politically radical nor countercultural (unlike the numerous alternative papers of the late 
1960s who in-part followed its model), its editors did publish the views of avant-garde 
cultural critics and certain leftist activists, particularly in its letters section, which came to 
define the paper with its tone of “amused outrage” on the part of both liberal and 
conservative contributors who argued back and forth from week to week.199  
Johnson, like many of his peers, wrote letters to the Voice on the changing 
landscape of the Village. Published alongside a political cartoon by Feiffer that satirizes 
the paradoxes of the neo-conservative position on civil liberties, Johnson’s letter 
resonates with the boy that stands dismayed in the presence of the Christian right’s 
oppressive proselyting.200 [FIG. 69]  However, unlike the young man in the cartoon, 
Johnson’s letter turns stuttering into a campy counter-discourse that expresses his 
frustration with the growing imposition of conservative homophobic morality throughout 
the US around 1964. As he states:  
                                                
198 On the commercialization and streamlining of to the downtown arts scene, see Shannon’s introduction and chapter 
on Claus Oldenberg in: Shannon, The Disappearance of Objects  (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009). 
199 Menand, “It took a Village,” http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2009/01/05/090105fa_fact_menand 
200 The way that Feiffer’s character’s talk in borrowed languages and the ill fit between people and words resonates 
with Johnson’s own way of talking. On Feiffer’s cartoons for the Voice, Menand states: “His strips are almost always 
the same: people who are trying to talk their way through or around something, and end up ensnarled in their own 
discourse, because the discourse is not, in fact, their own. Feiffer’s strips are about borrowed ways of talking, about the 
lack of fit between people and words, about the way that clichés take over.” Ibid. 
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“Well, like Albert M. Jarry, author of  ‘Boo Boo LeRoi,’ I say: Merde…I refuse 
to have the sky crapped up with all that Father Which Art in Heaven Golly 
Whiskers. Christ. I had dinner last night with Snow White and the six other 
dwarfs and wasn’t that a romp?”201  
 
In these lines, Johnson references Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi (King Ubu)—an avant-garde 
play that used bizarre diction to satirize cultural conventions and the propensity of a self-
righteous middle class to exploit the authority brought about by success. Similar to Jarry, 
he utilizes absurdist language to critique bourgeois morality for “crapping up” his romp 
(rather than the other way around). Taking it further, Johnson also alludes to the fairytale 
Snow White, but destabilizes ascribed gender roles by referring to her as one of the 
dwarfs. Printed among straightforward letters to the editor that applauded the city 
planning commission’s efforts to remove the “undesirable elements” from the Village, 
Johnson’s communiqué would have stood out as unabashedly queer. Not only does he 
make explicit references to trans-sexuality and his queer community, but also disrupts the 
notion that messages have a single stable referent and turned the letter itself into a kind 
Artaudian theatre. Leaving the meaning of his letter open, Johnson’s text pushed against 
the idea of a normative reading, while simultaneously speaking in coded references to: 
his peers about the IRS’s seizure of Judith Malina and Julian Beck’s experimental 
playhouse, The Living Theatre, after the debut of the anti-authoritarian play The Brig, as 
well as other changes such as: the closure of the 10th street galleries and the rising prices 
for contemporary art; and the arrest of Jonas Mekas on obscenity charges for airing 
homoerotic movies.202  
                                                
201 Johnson, Ray. “Letters to the Editor: Frankie & Me,” Village Voice (21 May 1964): 4.  
202 While the queer wording of Johnson’s letter to the editor entitled “Frankie & me” yields numerous readings, 
however here, I am interpret these references in the following ways: “Judith Jailbird” is a reference to Judith Malina, 
co-founder of The Living Theatre who had recently been arrested on charges of tax evasion after staging the 
controversial play The Brig, which ultimately lead to the theater’s closure. Mention of Jasper Johns’s works as 
“trendsetters and taste-makers” references his commercial success at Castelli that set a trend for contemporary art 
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Amidst this culture of violent differentiation and suppression, Johnson’s text 
utilizes elusive language in order to evade censorship on the one hand, and on the other, 
emphasizes the polyvalent nature of reading itself. In particular, Johnson’s text engages 
in what Cassandra Amesley has called “double reading.” Amesley describes this 
phenomenon in her study on fandom as the reader’s ability to “maintain and understand 
two divergent points of view at once, and use them to inform each other. In this way 
identification and distanciation may occur simultaneously.”203 Emphasizing this 
simultaneous “identification and distanciation,” Johnson’s text invites readers to imagine 
Snow White as both Disney princess and a drag queen, as we meander through his letter 
about the attempted erasure of Village life. Pressed to read the text in simultaneously 
divergent ways, Johnson demonstrates how difference can be embodied in 
correspondence. Furthermore, by stressing the performative or theatrical nature of 
reception, his work powerfully mobilizes “camp” aesthetics as they were first beginning 
to be theorized by Susan Sontag in her influential 1964 essay “Notes on Camp.”  
According to Sontag, camp must be understood as a sensibility that, among other 
aspects, presents a way of looking at the world in which “everything [is] in quotation 
marks…[and therefore] to perceive Camp in objects and persons is to understand Being-
as-Playing-a-Role.”204 While identifying the camp’s central principle of “Being-as-
                                                                                                                                            
demanding higher prices. “Camino Real” refers to both the Tennessee Williams play that addresses themes of aging 
and obsolescence (perhaps like the Village’s bohemian scene), as well as the Camino gallery in which Elaine 
deKooning and a number of Johnson’s other friends exhibited. “Home Movies” potentially references the censoring of 
unlicensed controversial films aired by Jonas Mekas in the mid-1960s. In Johnson’s second letter entitled “Needy,” he 
makes explicit reference to Mekas as well as his financial problems caused by his hospitalization, which led him to put 
on his first commercial exhibition at Willard Gallery. Johnson, Ray. “Letters to the Editor: Frankie & Me,” Village 
Voice (21 May 1964): 4. Johnson, Ray. “Letters to the Editor: Needy,” Village Voice (19 November 1964): 4. 
203 On double viewing, see: Cassandra Amesley, "How to Watch Star Trek" Cultural Studies 3:3 (October 1989): 334. 
On how this relates to gay and lesbian reception of Disney movies such Snow White, see: Sean Griffin,  Tinker Belles 
and Evil Queens: The Walt Disney Company from the Inside Out (New York: NYU Press, 2000), 67-69. 
204 Susan Sontag, “Notes on Camp,” Partisan Review 31:4 (Fall 1964): 515-30, reprinted in Fabio Cleto, Camp: Queer 
Aesthetics and the Performing Subject: a Reader. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002), 56. 
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Playing-a-Role,” Sontag’s enumeration of the various aspects of this “sensibility” 
downplays the important ways in which camp constitutes not only a distinctly 
homosexual culture, but also a weapon against the dominant culture’s heterosexual 
essentialism.205 Camp therefore posed a threat to fixed binary notions of sex and gender 
and as a result tended to be suppressed by mainstream, and even alternative, media. And 
so while The Village Voice occasionally published Johnson’s advertisements and letters 
to the editor, they also refused to publish his longer texts the grounds that they were too 
“private and ‘campy’.”206 
In this context, the politics of Johnson’s contributions to The Village Voice come 
into focus. Similar to his letters to the editor, Johnson—confronting the Voice’s 
homophobia—issued a queer and campy correction to the article that it had published 
reporting the closure of his Robin Gallery, thereby altering the description of the gallery 
published by the paper. In it he states: “Department of Correction: Please note that Robin 
Gallery ‘a pun on the former Reuben Gallery’ is also intended as a pun on the Batman 
Gallery at two two two two Fillmore Street in San Francisco.”207 [FIG. 70] Sent to the 
Voice critic David Bourdon (who had issued the initial report) on stationary stolen from 
the City of New York’s Department of Building and Housing, Johnson’s correction 
reinforces the idea that his locationless gallery correlates to both the redevelopment of 
lower Manhattan and the suppression of queer culture circa 1964. [FIG. 71] Drawing a 
                                                
205 Numerous writers after Sontag have elaborated on and critique Sontag’s initial essay. Two important writers who 
have discussed it as a vital communication device in gay culture and authentic way of being that critiques heterosexual 
essentialism are Jack Babuscio and Jonathan Dollimore. See: Jack Babuscio “The Cinema of Camp,” and Jonathan 
Dollimore, “Post/Modern: On the Gay Sensibility, or the Pervert’s Revenge on Authenticity” both reproduced in Cleto, 
Camp, 117-135 and 221-236. 
206 Johnson quotes the Village Voice in a letter to Dick Higgins (as well as Diane DiPrima who was CCed in the hopes 
that she might publish his piece in Floating Bear). Ray Johnson, Letter to Dick Higgins, 8 December 1964. From 
“Important Personal Files” Box, Ray Johnson Estate, New York. 
207 Ray Johnson “correction” The Village Voice (15 April 1965): 15. 
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correspondence between the criminalization of homosexuality and the city’s renewal 
campaign, Johnson’s message addressed to the “department of correction” alludes to the 
homoerotic readings of the crime-fighting duo Batman and Robin popularized by the 
notorious psychiatrist Fredric Wertham in his anti-comic book crusade.208 While Bourdon 
had drawn connection between the locationless Robin Gallery and the now defunct 
Reuben Gallery, Johnson directs attention to the ways that homophobia was being 
mobilized for urban redevelopment during the 1960s.  
In the years surrounding the 1964/65 New York World’s Fair—when Johnson 
was most actively circulating his Robin Gallery press materials—the crackdown on 
LGBTQQ community and the places they congregated was especially intense.209 As the 
poet Frank O’Hara wrote to his friend John Ashbery in January of 1964:  
In preparation for the World Fair New York has been undergoing a horrible 
cleanup (I wonder what they think people are really coming to New York for, 
anyway?). All the queer bars except one are already closed, four movie theatres 
have been closed (small ones) for showing unlicensed films like Jack Smith’s 
Flaming Creatures and Genet’s Chant d’Amour.... The fair itself, or its 
preparations are too boring to go into, except for the amusing fact that [Fair 
president Robert] Moses files over it in a helicopter everyday to inspect its 
progress.210   
 
As O’Hara elucidates in his letter, New York’s “horrible cleanup” was aimed specifically 
at queer people, the places they gathered, and public exhibition of their work. In addition 
to the censorship of films by Jack Smith and Jean Genet, Andy Warhol’s large-scale 
                                                
208 This reading of Batman & Robin was popularized by the psychiatrist Fredric Wertham’s in his 1954 book, 
Seduction of the Innocent, which attacked comic books for corrupting the minds of the youth. His argument that comics 
directly resulted in juvenile delinquency galvanized the censoring of comic books and comic strips in mainstream 
papers for the next decade. In terms of the Batman reading, Wertham said that he did not invent this reading but rather 
learned it from homosexual youth who had read the comic. Later studies have shown how Wertham manipulated and/or 
manufactured his evidence. See: Batman Unmasked: Analyzing a Cultural Icon (London: Continuum Publishing 
Group, 2000),125.  Carol L. Tilley, “Seducing the Innocent: Fredric Wertham and the Falsifications that Helped 
Condemn Comics,” Information & Culture: A Journal of History 47:4 (2012), 383–413. 
209 I am using contemporary terminology of LGBTQQ here rather than period terms in order to expresses an emerging, 
though not yet articulated, queer community. 
210 Letter from Frank O'Hara to John Ashbery quoted in Richard Meyer, Outlaw Representation: Censorship and 
Homosexuality in 20th Century American Art (Oxford University Press, 2002), 143-44, 318. 
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mural, Thirteen Most Wanted Men, which he designed for the New York State Pavilion at 
the World’s Fair [FIG. 72], was painted over before the fair opened and then eventually 
covered-up entirely with a large black tarp. [FIG. 73] While the reason for hiding the 
mural varies between accounts—with the meager period press coverage reporting 
Warhol’s own dissatisfaction as the cause, and other later accounts stating that it was in 
fact Governor Rockefeller who had deemed it inappropriate due to its unseemly depiction 
of acquitted men who potentially had mafia ties—art historian Richard Meyer has 
convincingly argued that the work’s subversiveness lay not only in its noir-style depiction 
of “iconic American antiheros” that mocked the ethos of the fair, but also “the way the 
work links criminality to homoeroticism.”211 Furthermore, rather than attempting to 
locate a singular reason for or truth about the mural’s censoring, Meyer has taken “the 
secrets, half-truths, and conflicting stories about Thirteen Most Wanted Men as 
constitutive of its suppression at the 1964 World’s Fair.”212 Similar to how Johnson’s 
correction published in the Voice drew attention to the way an omission may shape 
meaning as much as a contribution, Meyer’s history utilizes the conflicting narratives 
about the removal of Warhol’s mural in order to draw attention to the gaps in the 
production of the work’s meaning, thus revealing how the unstated reasons for its 
suppression are as powerful as the stated ones.    
Placing this act of censorship in the context of Robert Moses’s “crack down” on New 
York’s queer communities during the fair, Meyer analyses how Warhol’s “monumental 
scene of criminality” acted not only as a critique of state power, but also a comment on 
                                                
211 On the censorship of Warhol’s Thirteen Most Wanted Men by master builder Robert Moses (responsible not only for 
the fair but also the redevelopment of the lower Manhattan), as well as the silence of mainstream media around the 
issue, see: Meyer, “Most Wanted Men: Homoeroticism and the Secret Censorship of Early Warhol,” Outlaw 
Representation, 130-145. Quote on page 137. 
212 Ibid, 134. 
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how “the prohibition of homosexuality may imbue same-sex desire with all the gritty 
allure of a mug shot.”213 The title itself, Meyer explains, turns on a double entendre of 
men being wanted by the police and wanting each other. His visual analysis furthermore 
unpacks the mural’s complex system of visual exchange in which the blown up mug 
shots—arranged in a grid that functions like prison cells—are positioned so that the men 
look at one another as much as they look out at the viewer.  And rather than a flattened 
out grid in which the same image infinitely repeats (as in Warhol’s portrait Robert Moses 
Twenty Five Times), the gridded format of Thirteen Most Wanted Men offers the kind of 
mechanical reproduction that can accommodate difference and leaves gaps that anticipate 
future inscriptions. 
Circulated in April of 1965, just as the New York’s World’s Fair was about to re-
open, Johnson’s published note to the “department of correction” takes on additional 
significance. Whether or not Johnson is explicitly referencing Warhol, the two artist’s 
works share structural similarities in that Johnson and Warhol both utilized double-
coding to draw correlations between illicit desire and disciplinary power. Retaining the 
camp sensibility that was integral to both artists work of the 1950s (but had diminished in 
Warhol’s work as it gained visibility in the 1960s), Johnson turned a published correction 
into a queer correspondence between the comic book duo Batman and Robin, the homo-
social spaces of correctional facilities, and art galleries in San Francisco’s Fillmore 
District and New York’s Greenwich Village (both of which were undergoing 
redevelopment). Through such correspondences, Johnson pushed against the idea of a 
                                                
213 Ibid, 140. 
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single normative reading on which the idea of a public has traditionally depended.214 
Rather than addressing a universal audience with a singular message, Johnson used word 
play to speak to multiple audiences and activate a counter-public across various 
subcultural spheres.215   
In particular, Johnson was fond of using homophones and homographs to produce 
double entendres that generated queer correspondences between the various audiences 
that The Village Voice serviced. The structure of his word play—in which meaning 
proliferates from the coupling of identical or near-identical words or phrases like “Robin” 
and “Reuben”—related to the concept of homophily or “love of the same” that itself had 
a double resonance. Firstly, Johnson’s correspondences correlated to the homophile 
movements of pre-Stonewall Greenwich Village and the increased national visibility of 
gay and lesbian cultures and communities in the mid-1960s through activist magazines 
like One and The Ladder.216 With campy ads and letters in The Village Voice —a 
publication that, while existing as the nation’s largest independent weekly and situated in 
one of the country’s main hubs of gay life, refused to publish the word “gay”—Johnson 
attempted to forge connections between friends and strangers, who both did and didn’t 
                                                
214 Jürgen Habermas, in his analysis of how art magazines and art criticism were crucial to the development of the 
public sphere, relies on this assumption. As bourgeois criticism replaces aristocratic connoisseurship, art critics become 
the spokesmen for the public and make art available to a much broader base of citizen. In Habermas’s formulation of 
the public, it appears as a homogeneous collective of universal viewing subjects. As the corporate structure of mass 
media precluded the development of oppositional codes, it is impossible for Habermas to imagine the development of 
heterogeneous, alternative or counter publics.  Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: 
An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society (1962) Thomas Burger, trans. (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1989) 
215 Nancy Fraser has described counter-publics as constituting “parallel discursive arenas where members of 
subordinated social groups invent and circulate counter discourses to formulate oppositional interpretations of their 
identities, interests, and needs.” Nancy Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of 
Actually Existing Democracy,” in Craig Calhoun, ed. Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1992), 
123. 
216 On the role that various kinds of publications played in representing homosexuality and forging the LGBTQ 
community during the 1960s, see: Martin Meeker, Contacts Desired: Gay and Lesbian Communications and 
Community, 1940s-1970s (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2006). 
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identify as queer.217 Secondly, his correspondences related more broadly to the principle 
of friendship called “homophily,” which was beginning to be studied by social scientists 
during the 1950s and 1960s. In this new field of research, which would come to be called 
“social network analysis,” sociologists investigated the form and function of human 
connection, looking at phenomenon like homophily—or what is commonly referred to as 
“birds of a feather flocking together”—and the impact that it had on individual social 
mobility, value transmission, and community building.218 While on the one hand, 
Johnson’s correspondence art might be seen as using this universal principle of friendship 
to garner wider acceptance for the marginalized gay and lesbian community,219 I would 
argue that Johnson also used queer aesthetics to alter notions of community formation 
writ-large. As homophily can lead to stultifying homogeneity, Johnson’s correspondences 
attempted to produce serendipitous connections that demonstrated the complex nature of 
friendship and the ways in which unexpected similarities may traverse entrenched 
differences. 
                                                
217 As Sherry Wolf describes in her article on the rise of gay power: “One of the earliest protests launched by GLF [or 
Gay Liberation Front] was against the Village Voice, the very newspaper whose account of the Stonewall Riots was 
circulated and cited in periodicals throughout the world. To raise money through dances and to publicize its activities, 
GLF tried to advertise in the Voice, which refused to print the word “gay.” Considering the word to be offensive and 
“equitable with ‘fuck’ and other four-letter words,”2 the Voice’s offices were soon deluged with petitions carrying 
thousands of signatures demanding they alter their policy, forcing them to concede.” Sherry Wolf, “Stonewall: The 
birth of gay power,” International Socialist Review 63 (January 2009): http://isreview.org/issue/63/stonewall-birth-gay-
power.  
218 The first social scientists to use the term “homophily” were Meron & Lazarsfeld in their friendship study from the 
mid-1950s. See: Robert K. Merton and Paul Lazarsfeld, “Friendship as a Social Process: A Substantive and 
Methodological Analysis.” In Morroe Berger, Theodore Abel, and Charles Page, eds. Freedom and Control in Modern 
Society. (New York: Van Nostrand, 1954), 18-66. On the importance of this research to contemporary social network 
analysis (SNA), see: Charles Kadushin. Understanding Social Networks: Theories, Concepts, and Findings New 
(York: Oxford University Press): 13-26, particularly 15. 
219 In terms of the former, it should be noted that the strategies of homophile movements and their use of the term 
homophile (as opposed to homosexual) was considered conservative by the standards of post-stonewall gay liberation 
movement. For example, in her discussion of “homophile” activist groups, the Mattachine Society and Daughters of 
Bilitis, Sherry Wolf has stated: “The continued insistence on referring to their movement as “homophile,” to avoid any 
explicitly sexual connotations, betrayed their groups’ conservatism.” Sherry Wolf, “Stonewall,” 
http://isreview.org/issue/63/stonewall-birth-gay-power.  
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In order to place this activity in context and analyze the politics of Johnson’s 
engagement with the concept of homophily, I want to return to one of his Robin Gallery 
ads in The Village Voice, this time examining the artist’s own clipping from the 
newspaper. [FIG. 74] Looking at the fragment, we see that Johnson not only cut out his 
ad, but also the one above it and then drew a bracket around them both in order to assert a 
comparison between his listing and Eli Siegel’s “Statement to the Art World.” Siegel, 
whose advertisement promotes his recorded lecture on “American Art versus the 
American Family,” was a poet and critic known for his philosophy of “aesthetic realism.” 
Siegel’s aesthetics—which attracted many well-known artists and had a cult following 
from the 1950s onward—called for the amelioration of difference through art. In his own 
words: “In reality opposites are one; art shows this,” and “all beauty is a making one of 
opposites, and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in ourselves.”220 
Siegel, and his followers, believed that the purpose of art was to marry opposites in order 
to beautify and unite the world. This marrying of opposites included gender and sex, and 
his organization also actively promoted homosexuals becoming heterosexuals through the 
study of aesthetic realism.221 While not all artists affiliated with Siegel’s philosophy were 
                                                
220 The first quote is taken from an advertisement for an aesthetic realist exhibition at the Terrain Gallery published in 
The Village Voice, and the second quote comes from Siegel’s manifesto Four Statements on Aesthetic Realism. Eli 
Siegel, “At the Terrain,” Village Voice (30 July 1964): 9. Eli Siegel, Four Statements of Aesthetic Realism (New York: 
Aesthetic Realism Foundation, 1967). For additional information on Siegel and the movement, see: JOSEPH B. 
TREASTER. “Eli Siegel, Poet and the Founder Of Aesthetic Realism, Dead at 76,” New York Times (10 November 
1978): B7. 
221 Between 1960s and 1980s, Siegel and his students actively promoted the switching of homosexuals to heterosexuals, 
however the Aesthetic Realism Foundation claims to no longer advocate sexual re-orientation as part of the 
organization’s mission. One of Siegel’s most ardent followers, Sheldon Kranz, claimed to have been converted through 
aesthetic realism and published the book The H Persuasion in order to circulate Siegel’s anti-gay philosophy. 
Mainstream newspapers like the New York Times along with LGBTQ activist publications opposed the idea that 
homosexuals could or should change their orientation. On the application of aesthetic realism to homosexuality, see: 
Kranz, Sheldon, ed. The H Persuasion; How Persons Have Permanently Changed from Homosexuality through the 
Study of Aesthetic Realism With Eli Siegel (New York: Definition Press, 1971). For the reception of this movement, 
see: “The H Persuasion,” (Review) New York Times (12 September 1971): BR64. And on the response of gay rights 
activists, see: Bill Schoell, “Anti-Gay Cult Pulls Fast One” The New York Blade (25 April 2008). To place this anti-gay 
campaign in context, see: Alan M. Wald, American Night: The Literary Left in the Era of the Cold War, (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2012), 284. 
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aware or engaged his stance on homosexuality, by the 1970s this aspect had become a 
key part of the Aesthetic Realism Foundation’s mission, as evidenced by the widespread 
distribution of advertisements for sexual conversion in several major national 
newspapers.222 
Although the reason behind the coupling of these ads is uncertain—be it a random 
layout decision, or intentional pairing that represents the politics of the paper and/or its 
advertisers who may have been anti-aesthetic realism or conversely to mock Johnson 
through this noxious coupling. Johnson’s contributions to the Voice, however, clearly 
opposed the basic tenants of aesthetic realism. Counter Siegel’s philosophy of artistic 
practice that celebrated “oneness,” naturalized heterosexuality, and pathologized 
homosexuality, Johnson used camp aesthetics of “being-as-playing-a-role” to 
demonstrate the socially constructed nature of sexuality and emphasized how “double-
reading” allows one to observe difference without obliterating it through unification. 
While Siegel looked at the world as a series of oppositions in need of unification and 
harmonization, Johnson saw it as multiplicity of correspondences that cannot be reduced 
to a singular identity. Rejecting the binary logic of self/other, Johnson emphasized the 
betweenness of communication and the ways that the homophilic processes of friendship 
exceeds the confines of heterosexual coupling. Rather than social relations understood as 
a family tree, Johnson frames them as a web of polymorphous relationships. And while 
Johnson’s ad positions him as a hub in a network of correspondents—connecting artists 
from across the country, and sponsors as divergent as Dorothy Podber (a reproductive 
                                                
222 Largely ignored by the major presses, during 1978 and 1979 the Aesthetic Realism Foundation issued the 
advertisement “We Have Changed from Homosexuality” in New York Times, Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times. 
See: “Display Ad 57,” New York Times (30 March 1978): B11; “Display Ad 52,” Los Angeles Times (22 May 1979): 
d9; and “Display Ad 32,” The Washington Post (08 May 1979): B15. 
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rights activist and art dealer) and Michael Malcé (a Greenwich Village shopkeeper 
specializing in camp collectibles)—Siegel situates himself as a patriarchal figure 
disseminating manifestos to a mass audience.  
 
The Rise of Societies of Control 
Existing at the interstice of new social order, Siegel’s ad points backwards to the 
“disciplinary societies” of the 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries, while Johnson’s work 
gestures forward to what Gilles Deleuze has called, “societies of control.”223 Societies of 
control are organized by the modulation of networks (contacts, software, markets, 
corporations). As outlined in chapter 1, Foucault described disciplinary societies as those 
that are comprised of discrete and polarized spaces. While the former operated under the 
twin poles of individuals (signature) and masses (enumeration), the latter is structured 
into dividuals (passcode) and networks (data sample). Just as fluctuating exchange rates 
replaced gold-backed monetary units, spaces of enclosure have slowly become displaced 
modulating spaces of control. As Deleuze explains in a postscript on the topic: 
The old monetary mole is the animal of the space of enclosure, but the serpent 
is that of the societies of control. We have passed from one animal to the other, 
from the mole to the serpent, in the system under which we live, but also in our 
manner of living and in our relations with others. The disciplinary man was a 
discontinuous producer of energy, but the man of control is undulatory, in 
orbit, in a continuous network.224 
 
Reflecting on our move from disciplinary to control societies, Deleuze describes our 
social lives as shifting from mole-like to serpentine. Rather than autonomous units in a 
collective mass, subjectivity becomes an undulatory creature that continuously changes 
                                                
223 On disciplinary society, see: Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan 
(1975; New York, 1979). On society of control, see: Gilles Deleuze, “Postscript on the Society of Control,” L'Autre 
journal 1 (May 1990), translated and reprinted in OCTOBER 59 (Winter 1992): 5 
224 Gilles Deleuze, “Postscript on the Society of Control,” 5. 
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depending upon its position in the network.  
In the enclosed space of the newspaper advertisement, Johnson’s publicity for the 
Robin Gallery points forward points to the undulating orbit of this new serpentine 
society, in which “even art has left the spaces of enclosure in order to enter into the open 
circuits of the bank.”225 As a pivotal figure, Johnson utilized the analogue networks of 
print and post to confront structural changes occurring at the onset of a new social order. 
Addressing the emergence of new collecting class of corporate executives, ad men, and 
bankers, who traded in big name contemporary artists, Johnson’s ad campaign turned 
proper names into scrambled codes. Just as he transformed the “B” and “8” into infinity 
symbols in the Robin Gallery ad, he detaches the artist’s names from their referents in his 
direct mail campaign, making them floating signifiers or hosts for encryption. Exposing 
how the value of one name is constituted by its shifting proximity to others, Johnson 
disarticulated the ad from the purpose of promoting an artist or movement and blurred the 
lines network and commodity. With these viral tactics, Johnson attempted disrupt the 
smooth flow of information that is essential to the society of control. As Deleuze 
explains, while disciplinary societies had energetic machines that were vulnerable to “the 
passive danger of entropy and the active danger of sabotage,” the societies of control 
have computers “whose passive danger is jamming and whose active one is piracy or the 
introduction of viruses.”226 Echoing William Burroughs, whose book Nova Express 
inspired Deleuze’s use of the term “control,” he points to the potential of viral aesthetics 
to alter the coordinates of the control society.227 Evoking the snakelike structures of the 
society of control, Johnson’s Robin Gallery ads mobilize art as a form of counter-power. 
                                                
225 Ibid, 6. 
226 Ibid. 
227 William S. Burroughs, Nova Express (New York: Grove, 1965, reprint 1992). 
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Positioning himself as a social hub rather than an isolated modernist artist, 
Johnson made marketing an art form in lieu of making unique singular works. While on 
one level, his publicity for his locationless gallery drew attention to the physical changes 
in the city (particularly as it related to the clearing out of queer, unlicensed, or non-for-
profit spaces) and the growing importance of publicity in the art world of the 1960s, on 
another level it spoke to the shift from societies of discipline to those of control. Blurring 
the line between art and publicity, Johnson’s proto-conceptual works actively intervened 
in the contemporary art market and its collusion with banks and corporations, while 
conversely using it to forge an counter-public of friends that worked against the 
machinations of a new social logic. In terms of the latter, Johnson’s work was marked by 
an oppositional discourse that had the aim of linking together an intimate network of 
friends through both published pages and private postings.228 While his postal 
correspondence was largely comprised of mass cultural images, his publicity tended to 
contain private references that would be understood by those “in-the-know,” but not 
necessarily by a general public.229 Emphasizing the vanishing boundary between public 
and private life, Johnson not only signaled a move away from the spaces of enclosure, but 
also a means of combatting the continual displacements, deferments, and free-floating 
control of corporate society. By utilizing Brechtian tactics of distanciation in order to 
paradoxically produce intimate bonds between members of his correspondence network, 
Johnson’s practice cultivated an underground following that moved in and out of public 
                                                
228 As Michael Warner has explained, counter-publics are “marked” by their engagement with discourses that depart 
from social norms, producing and inclusionary-exclusionary dynamic. See: Michael Warner, Publics and 
Counterpublics (New York: Zone Books, 2002), 8-12; 67-117.  
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bureaucracy of Johnson’s work (as well as those of his Fluxus peers), see: Craig Saper, Networked Art (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2001), particularly 24. Also see: Craig Saper, Intimate Bureaucracies: A Manifesto 
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view, despite generally being deemed too queer and private for mainstream audiences. 
 
Their Funny Valentines 
Mixing mass media and intimate messages toward estranging effects, Johnson and 
the correspondence school began to inundate prominent editors with all kinds of postings 
in the mid-to-late 1960s like we saw with the Artforum postings sent to Leider by 
Johnson, Bourdon, May Wilson, Albert Fine, among numerous others. Similarly, in 
February 1969, he invited his correspondents to send Valentines to the Behavior 
Department of TIME magazine. [FIG. 75] Much like the correspondence sent to Philip 
Leider at Artforum, Johnson’s Valentine’s Day event blurred the line between published 
statements and private messages and made tangible Johnson’s active engagement with art 
publicity and criticism. However, unlike Leider, who became involved in the 
correspondence school, and ultimately published some of his exchanges in Artforum, the 
editors at TIME appeared disinterested in joining the school and perceived the 
correspondence too bizarre to publish in anything other than their privately circulated 
office newsletter. In this inter-office document titled “Their Funny Valentine,” the writer 
describes the event in the following way: 
TIME’s Behavior Department received a lot of funny Valentines this year—
funny-weird, that is. The tokens of affection include postcard photographs of the 
Boulder, Colorado courthouse and Houston Plaza Hotel; pictures of a cockroach, 
a seal and Jim Morrison, lead singer of “The Doors,” envelopes filled with tiny 
paper hearts and beach sand, a colored paint stirrer, a psychedelic bean bag and an 
assortment of cryptic drawings.230 Funny! 
 
Curious as to why they were receiving this strange array of mail, TIME contacted 
                                                
230 It’s unclear as to how they found out that Johnson was at the heart of the mail event. It is possible that his friend 
David Bourdon who worked as TIME/LIFE in the art department and secretly filched letterhead and stationary for the 
Correspondence School tipped them off. “Their Funny Valentine,” TIME Newsletter, Ray Johnson Estate, New York. 
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Johnson who told them that the New York Correspondence School sent the Valentines, 
and that the NYCS’s aim was to “present deliberate enigmatic situations to make people 
wonder why.”231 Furthermore, Johnson conveyed that he had targeted the Behavior editor 
for this “postal happening,” as they called it, because of their recent article on Anne 
Halprin and her therapeutic dance techniques that blurred the line between theatre and 
reality. Just as Halprin encouraged audiences to take up props and “act out their anxieties 
in terms of free-moving myths,” Johnson told TIME that his group was similarly 
attempting to “create myths through the mails.”232. 
While TIME seemed genuinely intrigued by their activities, the texts on both 
Halprin and Johnson took a tone of bemused skepticism that spoke the larger reception of 
experimental events by mainstream media, who by 1969 tended to portray “happenings” 
as the manifestation of jubilant hippie communalism, suppressing its critique of 
contemporary sociality. As Michael Kirby argues in his influential book on the 
Happenings, mass media chose to emphasize the “peculiar, bizarre, and titillating” 
aspects of these events and did not see them as “serious creative works whose originality 
makes them difficult or even obscure for most people.”233 Consistent with this outlook, 
TIME depicted Johnson as “gleeful” prankster whose event was little more than “funny-
weird.” However, they also seemed to savor the interruption of daily operations at the 
                                                
231 Ibid. 
232 Johnson’s “correspondance” was inspired by a story on Ann (now Anna) Halprin’s dance techniques—an authorless 
form of theatre in the tradition of Antonin Artaud. As the article of Halprin states: “Her workshop activities are as 
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of Myths, see: Janice Ross, “From Spectator to Participant,” Anna Halprin: Experience as Dance (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2007), 199-243See: Elson, “RITES: The Mythmaker,” 53. One bricolage, see: Claude 
Lévi-Strauss, The Savage Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962, trans. 1966), 22. 
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magazine and took great pleasure in describing the different objects that had come in 
from all over the world. Savoring the wide variety of the Valentines, the author addressed 
not only the odd sensation of receiving intimate mail from complete strangers, but also 
the insistent and irreducible materiality of these objects.  
While experimental performance of the 1960s, particularly the Happenings, have 
been framed by critics and historians as dematerialized or object-less works—designed to 
oppose commodity fetishism with authorless performances that had no end product—
their radicality in part lay in their material emphasis. As Kirby stated, the newness of 
these performances resulted from the actor becoming like “a prop or stage effect” 
because “as the individual creativity and technical subtlety of the human operation 
decreases, the importance of the inanimate ‘actor’ increases.”234 Building upon such 
observations, art historian Judith Rodenbeck has recently argued that the Happenings 
were not “collaborations without objects,” as suggested by other historians, but instead 
stressed the “relations among objects,” designed to confront the post-modern condition of 
the deterritorialzied subject.235 Combining Brechtian methods of estrangement 
(particularly the jarring juxtaposition of clichéd signs and slogans) and Artaudian 
techniques of objectification (such as the repetition of words until they devolve into non-
sense), Rodenbeck asserts that Kaprow’s Happenings attempted to reverse the behaviorist 
feedback loop of the American culture industry that aimed to produce particular operant 
responses through reinforcement and punishment [FIG. 76]. As Rodenbeck states: 
In rejecting ‘acting’ in favor of ‘doing’ and conceiving stage space and direction 
as a labyrinth of indeterminate but cued experiences, [Kaprow’s] 18 Happenings 
in 6 parts transposed the language of ‘operant response’ into the arena of a 
                                                
234 Ibid, 8. 
235 Rodenbeck is arguing against Johanna Drucker’s well-known argument about the happenings as “collaborations 
without object.” See: Rodenbeck, Radical Prototypes, 139. 
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fragmented and alienated everyday: a strategy of estrangement and objectification 
directed straight at the habitual comfort zones of the modern audience. The 
“behavioral double game” was reversed.236 
 
While Johnson’s mail art event was not a “happening,” per say, it did share certain 
structural similarities to those outlined by Rodenbeck. In particular, Johnson aimed to 
activate participation through “indeterminate but cued experiences” that were “directed 
straight at the habitual comfort zones of the modern audience.” With Valentines sent to 
TIME’s Behavior Department, Johnson and his peers attempted to reverse the cultural 
norms established by mass-market magazines through enigmatic objects that the 
Behavior editor understood to be a “friendly kind of put-down,” while others appreciated 
it as a confounding aesthetic experience that both materialized and estranged the 
bureaucratic function of the daily mail.237  
 Though charmed by Johnson’s Valentines, TIME chose not to publish a story on 
them in their magazine perhaps for fear that correspondence school members might 
further inundate them with mail, or possibly, like The Village Voice, out of concern that 
this material was simply too strange or private to be considered for publication. While 
Johnson’s mail art practice did not appeal to mainstream magazines and newspapers 
during the 1960s, a growing number of art magazines and artist’s publications sought out 
work that approached the magazine as a space for artistic experimentation. As Gwen 
Allen describes in her recent book on artist’s magazines:  
In the late 1960s and 1970s, artists approached the magazine with the same 
inventiveness with which they embraced other media in the “expanded field.” 
They experimented with format, design, and typography, reveled in the 
materiality of language and print, emphasized the tactility and interactivity of the 
magazine, and foregrounded the acts of reading and turning the page. Robert 
Smithson, for example, understood the magazine as a quasi-sculptural medium, 
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likening its dense layers of texts and images to geological strata; Sol LeWitt 
invited viewers to draw on the page; Vito Acconci conceived of the magazine as a 
performative realm within which language was an event as much as an object; 
Dan Graham explored the what he called “the physicality of print” as well as its 
social and economic conditions. Other artist explored unbound, multimedia 
formats that challenged the very definition of the magazine itself.238 
 
On multiple levels Johnson’s engagement with art and artist’s magazines—from 
Artforum to FILE magazine—parallels and intersects with strategies described above. His 
Robin Gallery advertisements, for example, called attention to the performative nature of 
newspaper reading through the repetition of homonyms, while also speaking to the socio-
economic conditions of publicity; and the inclusion of instructions like “please send to” 
in his society column for The Floating Bear newsletter invited readers to physically 
engage the printed page as well as the network in which the publication circulated.  
 
Cut It Out 
Furthering this interest in user participation and what Graham called the 
“physicality of print,” in the second to last issue of Floating Bear (1969), Johnson 
designed the newsletter’s cover that aimed to elicit audience engagement and destabilize 
the hierarchy between original and reproduction, while simultaneously paying homage to 
the publication that had fostered Johnson’s creative engagement with the printed page.239 
[FIG. 77] For this cover, Johnson drew an image of a bear, underneath which he 
stenciled the word “BEAR” and hand wrote the words “CUT OUT.”  Inside of the hand-
drawn cookie-cutter bear, he rubberstamped the words “UNTITLED LITHOGRAPH BY 
                                                
238 Gwen Allen, Artists’ Magazines: An Alternative Space for Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011), 6.  
239 While I’m arguing that print pays homage to The Floating Bear, the print simply says “BEAR,” thus leaving it open 
to interpretation as to whether the bear signifies Diane DiPrima’s Floating Bear Newsletter, Soren Agenoux’s spoof 
Sinking Bear, or Johnson’s good friend Dick Higgins’s Great Bear Pamphlets which documented important 
participatory works by Fluxus and Happenings artists of the 1960s. Ray Johnson, “Untitled Lithograph,” The Floating 
Bear Newsletter 36 (1969): cover. 
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RAY JOHNSON” and then printed the series of lithographs on warm orange paper that 
made it stand out from the standard edition’s plain white cover. Utilizing stamp, stencil, 
pen ink, and lithographic techniques, Johnson’s print moves back and forth between 
handmade and mechanical process, while asking the reader to destroy the uniformity of 
the reproduction by cutting it out. Underlining and italicizing the words “CUT OUT,” 
which can be read both as a command or a noun, Johnson, the consummate punster, 
doubly emphasizes the play between the text and image, as well as original and copy. 
While Walter Benjamin has argued the that mechanical reproduction depletes the aura of 
the original work of art—replacing its uniqueness in time and space with a mediated 
experience that both decreases its authenticity and extends its significance in the 
present—Johnson points to the ways in which the line between original and reproduction 
may blur in the back and forth between authors and audiences, perhaps even imbuing the 
copy with a new auratic presence. As the reproduction of art became increasingly 
entangled with its publicity (in ways that exceed those of Benjamin’s time), this new 
mode of what Johnson’s correspondent Clive Phillpot called “magazine art” became a 
key means of confront the instrumentalization of art through print.240 
 Building upon his engagement with printed page in The Floating Bear and The 
Village Voice, Johnson began using art and artist’s magazines in order to expand the 
scope and reach of the New York Correspondence School. In particular, while Johnson 
had long utilized fragments of mass culture in the collaged correspondence that he asked 
friends to forward on to others, during the late 1960s and early 1970s, he began inviting 
magazine readers to “detach” pages that he designed so that they may be used as fodder 
                                                
240 Phillpot, Clive. "Art Magazines and Magazine Art." Artforum 18:6 (February 1980). 
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for new collages. [FIG. 78] Like many of his peers, he saw magazines as an “alternative 
space” for the exhibition of art that opened up new creative possibilities and presented an 
explicitly political opportunity.241 Johnson’s magazine art, however, not only provided a 
means of circumventing the gallery system and critical apparatus (as his mail art had 
before it), but also a means of generating entirely different kinds of connections within 
the discursive space of the magazine itself. Rather than sidestepping these systems, 
Johnson worked through them in order to critique its valuation of art and set forth a new 
form of communication. As Philip Leider explains, artists like Johnson began 
contributing to Artforum “as a reaction to the state of affairs in criticism: the artists who 
wrote for me were artists who were directly opposed to the criticism I was publishing. 
Artists who wrote for Artforum wrote defensively, against what they took to be 
misguided critics.”242 In this context, the artists described by Leider contributed works 
that were not only formally ambitious but also tonally distinct from the other writings 
around them. As Gwen Allen has observed in her writings on the contributions of artists 
like Graham, Smithson, and LeWitt to important period art magazines like Artforum and 
Arts, the state of criticism resulted in “campy, parodic, manifesto-like, and grammatically 
adventurous [writings that]…were stylistically at odds with the dispassionate, exacting 
prose of formalist criticism.”243  
For Rimbaud 
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 Similarly pushing against the aloof air of the exclusivity often found in art 
magazines, Johnson published an inclusive call to participate in the New York 
Correspondence School (NYCS) in the November 1971 issue of Arts. By following 
Johnson’s instructions to detach the reproduced image of the symbolist poet Arthur 
Rimbaud, add to his face, and send it back to him, participants were guaranteed that “all 
materials submitted will be documented in a future issue.”244 Suggesting that contributors 
add colors, letters, words, a mustache, or perhaps their favorite movie star, the campy 
loquaciousness of Johnson’s call for participation and its promise of inclusivity 
contrasted the style and intent of much of the criticism reproduced in the magazine. 
Covered in his signature bunny heads, the project speaks to an overwhelming 
proliferation of possible reader responses that, as one might have assumed, Arts did not 
ultimately publish, perhaps for reasons similar to those of the editors TIME or due to the 
sheer volume of submissions.245 This failing, however, points to a key tension embodied 
with the art magazine itself, namely that it makes art accessible to a wider public, while 
simultaneously serving a vehicle of social distinction. Although Johnson’s work for Arts 
at first appears to exemplify the utopian proposition that anyone can be an artist as long 
as they are given the opportunity to release their creative potential (a position similar to 
his peer, Joseph Beuys), closer inspection reveals a far more skeptical view.  
Looking critically on such utopian ideals, Johnson took aim at the very notion of 
the autonomous creative subject and the ways in which publicity reinforces it. With the 
photo of young Arthur Rimbaud—an image of the French poet that Johnson himself had 
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popularized in his cover design for the New Directions paperback edition of Illuminations 
[FIG. 79]—Johnson queers the iconicity of the great modern author by asking readers to 
alter the image, perhaps by collaging on a photo of a Hollywood actress such as Shelly 
Duvall or Jean Arthur, who he spells “Jean Author” to playfully drive home his point 
about authorship. Similar to Duchamp’s assisted readymade L.H.O.O.Q [FIG. 80], 
Johnson’s Rimbaud demonstrates the ways that the mass-media reproductions of art 
contributes to their iconic status, while also presenting opportunities for disruption in the 
production of its cultural capital. In particular, they both exaggerate the androgyny of the 
original image to unsettle the bounds of sexual difference. By drawing a mustache and a 
goatee on a postcard of DaVinci’s Mona Lisa and titling it “L.H.O.O.Q.”—a play on the 
homophone "Elle a chaud au cul,” which translates "She is hot in the ass”— Duchamp 
not only breaks down the sexual and authorial status of the image, but also the symbolic 
process by which meaning itself is constructed. By annunciating the title, the reader 
forges an alliance between linguistic slippages and the base bodily functions that 
language suppresses. 246 In other words, just as slips of the tongue reveal the porousness 
between the varied senses of a message, bodily processes demonstrate the permeability of 
the body’s boundaries. 
Intervening in the symbolic realm, both Duchamp’s L.H.O.O.Q and Johnson’s 
“corraspondence [sic] school” (as he sometimes like to spell it, so the sound “as” or “ass” 
disrupted the words smooth annunciation) underscores reading as an essentially 
embodied experience rather than a detached and purely mental exercise. [FIG. 81] 
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Picking up on this aspect, a number of the responses to the Rimbaud project emphasize 
the correlation between somatic sensation (i.e. the experiences of the body’s outer walls) 
and the reader’s engagement with the printed page. Counter the narcissistic loop of 
spectacular media that reinforces autonomous self-identity, Johnson’s project stresses the 
abject aspects of magazine consumption or that which threatens the body’s coherence 
with impurity.247 By adding outside elements to the iconic image, participants disrupt the 
sharp boundary between themselves and the glossy pages of the magazine. Body and 
image become permeable with the reader’s materialization of their tactile responses. 
Pointing to the embodied source of all communication (i.e. basic pre-linguistic urges), the 
project stresses the dependence of subject formation on the outside world. Rather than 
independent and autonomous subjects, selfhood becomes tentative, temporary, and 
mutable. Exposing subjectivity’s dependence upon external material, the project engages 
not just the image of Rimbaud, but its theoretical coordinates. As Antonin Artaud 
explains about the significance of Rimbaud’s poetry: “Rimbaud taught us a new way of 
being, a new way of maintaining ourselves in the midst of things.” For Artaud he did this 
by helping us come to terms with the “outside of a feeling” and its “external figurative 
value,” which was positioned in contrast to deep internal feelings and intimate 
communing of souls.248  
Emphasizing the mediated nature of experience or the “outside of a feeling,” 
Johnson and his collaborators—with the help of Rimbaud—pushed against the idea of a 
complete and autonomous self by materializing subjectivity as an open membrane, 
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always at once internal and external. Picking up on this proposition in the later 70s, 
David Wojnarowicz would don the image of the young Rimbaud, in order to interrogate 
the complexities of identity construction. [FIG. 82] As the curator Catherine Wood has 
observed of Arthur Rimbaud in New York (1978-79):  
Wojnarowicz’ use of a photographic portrait as a mask simultaneously doubles 
(intimating soulful identification with the poet) and cancels out our access to the 
subject, embedding a camouflaged blind spot in the picture plane. […] It probes 
an idea of the self as a transparent composite of experiences, questioning an 
individual’s visibility in the world if they live outside what Wojnarowicz called 
the ‘pre-invented existence’ of the mainstream.249 
 
Foregrounding the double reading of the photographic portrait, wherein identification and 
distanciation occur simultaneously, Wojnarowicz’s Arthur Rimbaud in New York 
explores the constructed nature of identity, while questioning the potential for visibility 
for those living (like Johnson, Wojnarowicz, and Rimbaud) outside the hetero-normative 
culture of the mainstream. However, unlike Wojnarowicz who came of age in the more 
sexually open 1970s, Johnson developed many of his artistic strategies during the 
repressive Cold War years of the 1950s and 1960s. In the post-Stonewall culture of the 
1970s, Johnson’s work, while circulating more freely and attaining greater visibility, still 
retained the camp sensibility and negotiated codes of the era that shaped it. While many 
artists—particularly those of the zine and mail art movements like the Osco collaborative 
or General Idea—prized and exaggerate the camp sensibility initiated by Johnson and his 
peers, others like Wojnarowicz perhaps perceived them as outmoded because it lacked an 
explicit and oppositional politics. 
 
The NYCS Weekly Breeder 
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 In the early 1970s, when Johnson published his Rimbaud project for Arts, not 
only were gay and lesbian communities experiencing greater visibility in popular media, 
but mainstream culture was changing in fundamental ways as a result of challenges 
leveled at the very idea of a neutral and universal public sphere. While mass-market 
picture magazines like LIFE and LOOK reduced circulation or folded entirely, there was 
also a growing number of countercultural and activist magazines being printed and 
circulated.250 In the art world, not only were artists intervening in commercial art 
magazines, but many artists also began circulating their own publications in order to 
contest the elitist and exclusionary policies of mainstream art institutions and generate 
alternative conditions for art and its criticism. As Andrew Menard and Ron White 
explained in the artist-run magazine The Fox: “trade journalism doesn’t encourage 
creative participation, in encourages voyeuristic consumption.…If we really don’t want 
to capitulate to the consciousness industry we have to use media differently.”251 
 Although Johnson had been inspiring participants to “use media differently” since 
the early-1950s when he began issuing moticos circulars and mail art, the possibilities of 
his practice broadened dramatically during the 1970s as a result of the growing number of 
artist’s publications, some of which grew directly out of the mail art movement. While 
Johnson opted not to publish a newsletter or magazine himself, one of his devoted 
correspondents, the Fluxus artist Ken Friedman, founded the New York Correspondence 
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School [NYCS] Weekly Breeder in 1971. [FIG. 83] With the tag line “Any friend of Ray 
Johnson is a friend of mine,” Friedman acted as editor, circulating issues of the 
publication in order to both document and inspire mail art activity. Utilizing Johnson’s 
technique featured in Arts, Friedman made the single-sheet publication “detachable” 
along hand-drawn dotted lines, so that readers might clip, collage, and send parts of it 
onward. While some of the parts were drawings and collages by Friedman, Johnson, or 
other correspondence school members like Stu Horn of "The Northwest Mounted 
Valise," the NYCS Breeder also reproduced ads and articles clipped from the daily 
newspaper that tended to highlight peculiar aspects of pop culture like man selling 20 
varieties of aerosol canned prayers for $1.92 each.252 Similar to Johnson’s suggestion in 
Arts that participants add a “historic event” like the time he “went to the movies and ate 
32 ice cream sandwiches,” Freidman tended to emphasize the strange, embodied, and 
ephemeral aspects of daily experience that tend to be lost to history. 
 After a dozen issues, Friedman handed the editorship over to Stu Horn, who 
briefly worked on the publication for several months in early 1972 before turning it over 
to the “Bay Area Dadaists” (i.e. Bill Gaglione, Anna Banana, and Tim Mancusi) in May 
of that same year.253 Keen to have the opportunity to use the magazine to expand the mail 
art network, the Dadaists published the magazine until 1974, with each issue growing in 
page number as they included more artists’ contributions. Given the increased cost in 
printing, however, the Bay Area Dadaists could no longer issue it weekly and began 
publishing bi monthly, which resulted in a more substantial publication. Inviting artists 
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like Robert Cumming, Futzie Nutzle, Monte Cazazza, General Idea, and of course Ray 
Johnson, to send in pages that they would print, collate, and send out for free, the 
magazine helped to build a critical mass of mail artists. As Mancusi retrospectively 
observed of west coast iteration of the Breeder:  
I believe our version was the first true dadazine and influenced other mail artists 
to publish their own. There have been somewhat similar publications … but the 
Breeder was self-published, limited to 200 copies and always free. We put out a 
total of 7 issues over a 2 ½- year period. I'm sure most of those copies are now 
lost or sleeping in landfills.254 
 
Perhaps an appropriate end for a publication that prized ephemerality, the publication, 
while rare, documents the growing scope of mail art network with and through 
magazines. Taking cues from the Breeder, numerous assembling and collaborative zines 
emerged, including Gaglione and Banana’s own Dadazine and Bananarag, as well as 
other national and international publications like Pawel Petasz’s Commonpress and 
Ulises Carrión’s Ephemera. Other alternative magazine like ART-RITE—which gained 
underground notoriety for its iconoclastic criticism and emphasis on the materiality of 
magazine pages—dedicated a whole issue to the Vancouver-based mail art collective 
Image Bank. While mainstream art magazines tended to shy away from publishing user-
generated content and more conservative art publications chose to disregard mail art 
entirely, a movement was building in the alternative spaces of artist-run magazines.  
 
FILE and the “Borderline Case” 
 One important magazine in this regard was FILE [FIG. 84]. Emerging from the 
mail art movement, it served as a key locus of mail art activity through the distribution of 
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the names and addresses of those involved in the network, as well as the publication of 
mail art projects by Johnson and others. Established in 1972 by the Toronto-based art 
collective General Idea (i.e. AA Bronson, Felix Partz, and Jorge Zontal), FILE was a 
magazine that appropriated the look and logo of the popular modern picture magazine, 
LIFE. Their magazine—or “megazine,” as it was often called—reported on the group’s 
activities and served as a catalyst for Canada’s alternative art scene, while “queering” 
mainstream media and satirizing the New York art world. Similar to Andy Warhol’s 
Interview and Les Levine’s Culture Hero (two other period publications to which 
Johnson contributed), FILE lampooned art world publicity through its glossy presentation 
and sensationalist tone. Unlike other artists’ publications that grew out of the mail art 
scene, FILE had a much larger circulation and appeared as a mass-produced magazine.255 
In contrast to the DIY low-fi aesthetic of Xeroxed zines that incorporated rubber stamps, 
original collages, and other special inclusions, FILE mimed mainstream picture 
magazines with high-production values similar to those of Warhol’s Interview. FILE 
however also retained the ad hoc character of the underground press. Its tone was private 
and diaristic—full of inside jokes, double entendres, and ribald humor. Similar to 
Johnson’s “Letters to the Editor” in The Village Voice, their letters section was filled with 
absurdist, rambling personal notes full of half non-sense and banal detail. FILE rejected 
art world prestige and criteria of professional expertise, adopting the strategy of 
deskilling that the mail art community embraced more broadly.  
Stressing the participatory aims of mail art, General Idea often printed texts that 
were designed to elicit reader responses and the magazine’s content was largely user-
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generated. In the first issue of FILE, for example, they reported on the mail art network’s 
“top ten” favorite artists as determined by its participants. [FIG. 85] Having sent out the 
ballots shortly before the magazine’s launch [FIG. 86], the editors tell us that they 
anxiously collected the FILE cards as they “slithered through the mailbox, flat and filled 
with layered names.” Of the results they go on to say: 
We were pleased and delighted to find that names, as we had expected were not 
popularity or idolatry votes, but rather straight forward description of the web of 
concerns that always defines an art scene of others. Response on the east coast 
was regrettably but predictably low, and French Canada was at the best poorly 
represented. Still, the results reflected the current unrecognized but unmistakable 
rise of the mailing exchange network to the stardom it has been denied.256 
 
As this quote reveals, the magazine was designed to both contest the idols of the New 
York centric art world, while also indexing and extending the mail art network.  
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Johnson placed first in FILE’s list, while Warhol—“the 
only concession to high art on the top ten list”—came in fifth.257 Also ahead of Warhol 
were the glamorous transsexual Canadian performance artist Pascal, came in third, and 
the prolific mail artists Ken Friedman, Michael Morris, and Anna Banana, who all tied 
for fourth. Privileging marginalized figures over iconic ones, General Idea aimed to use 
the mechanisms of pop culture such as top ten lists in order to critique the ways in which 
they consolidated power among an elite few. Through a popular vote among mail artists, 
they strove to represent those who had been denied visibility by the mainstream art 
world, and yet at the same time they also recognized how even these activities still 
privileged certain figures like Johnson over other less recognized members of the 
network. In particular, the article noted the under-representation of women artists, as 
Pascal and Banana were the only two females to make the list. In order to address the 
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matter, the next issue’s Top Ten was dedicated entirely to “fe-mail” artists or the women 
that were both integral to and obscured by the male dominated art world (including the 
mail art world).   
With FILE, General Idea aimed to create and alternative, decentralized 
information network that opposed various art world hierarchies. They therefore used the 
magazine to both represent and consolidate the activities of under-represented women 
and LGBTQ artists working outside of the New York dominated art world, while also 
critiquing spectacular visual regime of mass media. General Idea sought to intervene in 
the tautological loop of mainstream media by fostering an alternative art scene that was 
critical of the normative values it reproduced. While the “news made by LIFE was made 
news by LIFE,” FILE was “LIFE out of hand, a handy map of scenic networks lacing the 
globe for you.”258 By mirroring the circular and self-perpetuating logic of spectacular 
media in an absurdly exaggerated manner, FILE undermined its authority in order to 
encourage active reception and forge interconnections among its readership. Furthermore, 
as art historian Gwen Allen has observed: “Anticipating the critical approaches of queer 
theory, General Idea explored masquerade and performance as subversive strategies to 
denaturalize dominant cultural categories of gender, class, beauty, and artistic 
production—and to investigate the role of media in upholding such categories.”259  
To this end, as we saw with the Top Ten list, General Idea often solicited 
contributions from the mail art network that played with the divide between subject and 
object, author and reader. The cover of the second issue of FILE, for example, was the 
result of General Idea’s mail art event called Manipulating the Self in which participants 
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were asked to photograph themselves while awkwardly wrapping their arm around the 
back of their head in order to grab their chin. [FIG. 87] The stated purpose of this activity 
was to work in the gap between mind/body, subject/object, viewer/viewed. As they 
convey in the call for submissions: 
The hand is a mirror for the mind—wrap your arm over your head, lodging your 
elbow behind and grabbing your chin with your hand. The act is now complete. 
Held, you are holding. You are object and subject, viewed and voyeur.260 
 
While the project resulted in numerous disjointed poses by 171 respondents, the one 
chosen for the cover pushes the activity to an extreme, with the woman depicted 
wrapping both arms around her head in a physically impossible position.261 [FIG. 88] 
Skillfully framed in order to produce the illusion of incredible dexterity, though 
obviously manipulated, the photo underscores the constructedness of its subject. 
Cropping the image just above the breast, and framing the face so that you cannot see if 
someone behind her is the one actually caressing her face, the number of subjects in the 
photo and their gender is uncertain. Further, the picture’s uncertainty is heightened by the 
polaroid’s hazy focus. While the editors tell the readers that this “remarkable variation” 
on the pose was sent in by AHSRAM RRAC of Winnipeg who has proven herself to be 
Canada’s “most artful cover girl,” the subject’s unconventional name and her label as 
artfully feminine also destabilizes her precise gender identification; furthermore, this 
cover girl—done up with lipstick, eye makeup, and nail polish—stares alluringly at the 
photographer who we learn from the caption is the Canadian mail artist, Mimi Paige.262 
Underscoring the play between page and cover, the editor’s caption picks up on the 
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complex visual exchange between the two (possibly three) women who made the 
photograph, and their emphasis on the mediated and porous nature of subjectivity. 
Inspired by RRAC and Paige’s highly constructed image that disrupts passive 
viewing, Johnson decided join in their game. Clipping the cover from the magazine and 
cutting out the face, Johnson photographed himself peering though the magazine. Mailing 
the photograph back to General Idea, the editors reproduced it in the next issue, stating: 
“Here is Ray Johnson Looking Through the Last Issue of File.” In Johnson’s photograph, 
however, looking is not a detached experience, but rather an embodied one as Johnson 
literally presses his fingers to the page and pokes his smiling face through the paper hole. 
Responding to General Idea’s call to “manipulate the self” and live “life out of hand,” 
Johnson’s explicit handling of FILE stressed the magazine’s materiality and the 
permeability between subject and object that takes place in a magazine comprised of 
user-generated content. Extending Johnson’s engagement with the magazine, the editor 
A.A. Bronson is featured in the next issue of FILE “licking through the last issue,” by 
pushing his tongue through the image of Johnson poking his face through the image of 
RRAC.  
Through the various permutations of “Manipulating the Self,” each of the 
contributors underscored the page as a mediated body and framing device. However, 
more than means of filing away life’s moments, FILE exposed the way readers permeate 
the page and disrupt its codification of everyday life. Through this project, the magazine 
becomes a porous membrane between authors and readers, or a means by which 
contributors can “manipulate the scene,” as a General Idea lithograph documenting the 
project attests. [FIG. 89] Seeking not only to document the scene in which it circulated, 
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but also serve as a way for participants to produce it, the content of the magazine often 
read as opaque to those outside the mail art network. Much like Johnson’s mail art, 
FILE’s dense layering of allusions, puns, and inside jokes—decipherable to those in the 
know (and sometimes not even them)—served as means of critiquing the assumed 
transparency of images on which picture magazine’s like Life relied, while consolidating 
a subculture that spoke to marginalized social positions.263 
Underscoring the opacity of the magazine page, and its role as a framing device, 
FILE frequently highlighted the magazine as kind of liminal space or border. For General 
Idea, the concept of the “borderline” resonated with the magazine on multiple levels. For 
one it spoke to the geographical position of General Idea. Based in Toronto, the group not 
only resided on the US/Canada border, but also within a city considered peripheral to the 
New York-centric art world. Consolidating the activities of artists across Canada, FILE 
magazine, as Avalanche magazine co-founder Willoughby Sharp observed, “brought that 
network of Canadian artists into existence by showing them they were there.”264 While 
the Canadian mail art movement had forged connections among artists from Vancouver 
to Toronto, their efforts had yet to take on a public image. FILE therefore strove to give 
visibility to mail artists across Canada, while also connecting them to other artists, like 
Johnson, who were marginalized by the dominant discourses of the New York art world 
despite their imbeddedness within it. Specifically, General Idea strove to represent the 
LGBTQQ community, while playing with the bounds of gender and sexuality in order to 
expose the inherent performativity of those categories. With this emphasis, the concept of 
                                                
263 On the assumed transparency of LIFE’s images, see: Erika Lee Doss, “Introduction,” Looking at LIFE Magazine, 
ed. Erika Lee Doss (Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001), 15–16. In particular, one might think here 
of Walker Evan’s photographs. 
264 Willoughby Sharp, “The Gold Diggers of ’84,” Avalanche 7 (Winter/Spring 1973): 18-19. Quote in Gwen Allen, 
Artists’ Magazines: An Alternative Space for Art Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011), 148, 332.  
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the borderline took on an additional resonance as the space between socially constructed 
binaries.  
Through a cynical parody of popular culture, the editors of FILE enthusiastically 
sought to redirect mass media away from its normalizing function. By masquerading as a 
“real” magazine (which got them into legal trouble with TIME-LIFE who forced them to 
change their logo), the makers of FILE not only attempted to queer the images found in 
mainstream media, but also to dislodge heterosexuality’s claim on the real by intervening 
in the systems that construct and circulate those frameworks. Similar to Johnson, they 
used campy word play and multivalent images in order to blur the lines between fact and 
fiction, or show how blurred those lines already are. In particular, projects like 
“manipulating the self” appropriated the language of the psychology in order to de-
pathologize and de-essentialize dissident sexualities. Calling these mail art activities 
“borderline cases,” the editors stated that the ambiguity they expressed was “not a 
symptom of a schizophrenic who travels back and forth across the line but a quality of the 
border dweller who performs in stolen moments.”265 Rather than an indication of an 
individual’s mental instability, as in Borderline Personality Disorder, the “borderline” 
character of FILE’s content related the fluctuating nature of selfhood more broadly. 
Stressing the performative nature of subjectivity, the editors encouraged readers to 
traverse the masculinist heteronormative bounds of sex and sexuality in order to construct 
queer identities, which were at once facilitated and constrained by the media networks 
that help to produce them. 
                                                
265 General Idea, “Borderline Cases,” FILE 2:3 (September 1973): 12. 
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Linking the radical new social identities enabled by feminist and gay liberation 
movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s with the modes of communication through 
which they are articulated, General Idea’s “borderline” project takes on yet another layer 
of meaning as it circulated within postal networks. “Borderline material”—or the soft-
core erotica that existed somewhere between beefcake and cheesecake photographs and 
illicit pornography—had received heightened scrutiny by postal censors in the preceding 
decades, as sexual pleasure for both men and women increasingly came to define one’s 
sense of self and personal fulfillment in mid-century America.266 In this newly sexualized 
society, borderline material functioned as key sites of contestation over the cultural 
norms surrounding gender and sexuality. As Joanne Meyerowitz has explored in her 
work on the battles over cheesecake images and other borderline material, feminists 
strongly differed about whether or not this material was embarrassing or empowering. 
Some women attested to finding sexualized images of women to be alluring and 
confidence-building, while others found them shameful and degrading. Furthermore, the 
medial character of borderline material related not only to their ambiguous content, but 
also their status as mass-market publications that mediated social relations. As 
Meyerowitz states: “On opposing sides, they posited different criteria for what 
constituted progress and dignity for women, and they held divergent views on the impact 
of mass-marketed culture.”267 In other words, the border in borderline material referred 
not only to the ambiguous status of the exposed bodies depicted in the magazines, but the 
very function of spectacular media with which the public came into contact with them.    
                                                
266 D'Emilio and Freedman have labeled this trend in mid-century America as a shift toward a “sexualized society,” see: 
John D'Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman, Intimate Matters: A History of Sexuality in America (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1988), 326-343. 
267 Joanne Meyerowitz, “Women, cheesecake, and borderline material: Responses to girlie pictures in the Mid-
Twentieth Century US,” Journal of Women's History 8:3 (Fall 1996): 26. 
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Much of this debate centered on court cases over the mailability of mass-market 
publications. One frequently targeted magazine was Esquire, which lost its second-class 
reduced-cost mailing privileges in the mid-1940s for existing in an “obscure and 
treacherous borderland zone where the average person hesitates to find them technically 
obscene, but may still see ample proof that they are morally improper and not for the 
public welfare and good.”268 One particularly contentious reproduction depicted a sailor 
with a woman on his shoulders. In place of his face, there was a black oval and an 
invitation to “Paste Your Face Here.” Despite containing no nudity, the post office 
worried about the lewd connotations of the photo and the ways in which it might be 
mimicked by reader-participants as well as other publishers. While organizations 
dedicated to censorship like the New England Watch and Ward Society actually found 
Esquire’s photographs to be “in the spirit of good clean slapstick humor,” the post office 
asserted that this objectionable material posed a threat because it might be “aped by other 
borderline publications who look to Esquire as the pacesetter.”269 Although the material 
itself was not technically obscene, its ambiguous borderline character—that physically 
engaged participants while calling attention to the page as a mirror —was justification 
enough to censor it.  
Drawing on the visual strategies of mid-century mass-market publications, FILE’s 
camp parody of the modern magazine underscored the “borderline” character of 
magazines on psychic, social, and material levels. Although magazines like Esquire were 
designed for men and tended to reinforce heterosexual modes of looking, FILE and its 
                                                
268 Here I am quoting Postmaster Frank Walker, see: Jean Preer, “Esquire v. Walker The Postmaster General and ‘The 
Magazine for Men’ Part 3” Prologue Magazine 23:1 (Spring 1990): 
http://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/1990/spring/esquire-v-walker-3.html 
269 Quotes from Louis Croteau or the New England Watch and Ward Society and the Third Assistant Postmaster 
General Tom Cargill, Ibid. 
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contributors queered the normative gaze with transsexual cover girls and homoerotic 
visual exchanges. [FIG. 90] And so unlike Esquire’s “paste your face” image—in which 
a man is prompted to identify with another man as he imagines caressing a woman—
Johnson’s “looking through FILE” asserted his identification with a woman who gazes at 
another woman while “manipulating herself,” which in turn inspired one of the editors to 
push his tongue through another man’s mouth in order to extend the mediation and 
further queer the image. Like the bricoleur that recycles the debris left behind by popular 
culture, Ray Johnson along with FILE attempted to construct alternative identities out the 
mass cultural materials that had codified the gender roles and sexual orientations of their 
audiences. 270 Appropriating and re-purposing the visual strategies of mass-market picture 
magazine at the moment that they are being replaced by alternative forms of media, FILE 
and the mail art movement it represented not only points forward to the idea of identity as 
performative or de-essentialized, but also the rise of media geared toward niche markets 
and user-generated content.  
As noted earlier, the late 1960s and early 1970s was marked by an explosion of 
small-run magazines that represented the various counter-cultural movements in the US 
and abroad. Among these specialized alternative publications, however, there existed 
differing approaches that ranged widely from one magazine to the next. While some 
publications advocated for civil rights through strategically identity-based approaches, 
others like FILE took a more unorthodox or queer position. Emerging out of Toronto’s 
gay intellectual life that gained visibility in the years following the Stonewall Riots and 
the decriminalization of homosexuality in Canada in 1969, General Idea supported the 
                                                
270 Similar to Johnson, General Idea drew on Lévi-Strauss’s writings on the figure of the bricoleur as a means of 
constructing “alternative myths.” See: General Idea, “Pablum for Pablum Eaters,” FILE 2:1 (May 1973): 24.  
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aims of gay liberation broadly, and yet at the same time their magazine attempted to 
disrupt essentialist and legalist definitions of sexuality in ways that frustrated activists 
whose primary aims were to affirm gay and lesbian identities and fight for equal rights 
under the law. While many publications like Come Out!, Amazon Quarterly, and Gay 
Sunshine acted as public celebrations of LGBTQQ identities, others like FILE, VILE, and 
Suck represented transgressive sexualities in ways that gestured toward the queer theory 
approaches of the 1990s more than the gay and lesbian liberation politics of the 1970s.271 
Criticized for their not taking a more oppositional stance and frivolously parading 
dissident sexualities, FILE came under fire within certain sectors of the Canadian gay 
community for their unconventional representations of sexuality and their use of 
stereotypical representations of homosexuality as a means of subverting them. In one 
particularly biting review of FILE magazine in 1972 titled “FILE: The Great Canadian 
Tragedy,” an anonymous author (who was likely the Dennis Wheeler, the director of the 
Vancouver Art Gallery) lambasted General Idea for their irresponsible depictions of gay 
and lesbian life. As he states: 
 Shitting on their own homosexuality they have done an inestimable disservice by 
re-repressing what remains for many a serious and actual struggle within society. 
They have paraded their homosexuality as though that in itself gave the mag. 
some bizarre status within the enigma of an alternative society. Instead the 
problem of homosexuality as an actual way of life recedes into the pageantry of 
camp parody.272 
 
While angering certain members of the Canadian gay community who saw FILE’s camp 
pageantry as regressive, General Idea’s emphasis on ambiguity and artificiality can 
                                                
271 For an insightful discussion about FILE’s position within the milieu of LBGT publications, as well as General Idea 
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more on “queer magazines” from the 1960s to the present, see: Philip Aarons & A.A. Bronson. Queer Zines (New 
York: Printed Matter, 2008). 
272  “FILE: The Great Canadian Tragedy,” The Grape (May 1972): 24-30, quoted in Allen, “The Magazine as Mirror,” 
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perhaps retrospectively been seen as an important challenge to the identity-based politics 
of its moment, demonstrating how all sexual expression is at heart a performance. 
Anticipating the theories of writers like Judith Butler and Eve Sedgwick, FILE asserted 
the performativity of gender and sexuality. 273 Rather than being a fixed or natural 
category, General Idea and contributors like Johnson used the magazine to show how sex 
and sexual orientation are rooted in signifiers (clothing, gestures, make-up, etc.) that 
mediate our social lives. Furthermore, by stressing the fluctuating nature of these 
signifiers—which they in themselves have no stable meaning—General Idea embraced 
the queer nature of communication itself. As Sedgwick describes in Tendencies, the 
“queer” speaks to “the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and 
resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone's 
gender, of anyone's sexuality aren't made (or can't be made) to signify monolithically.”274 
Queering Wheeler’s disparaging review and its claim to a more legitimate form of 
homosexuality, General Idea made the text into a performance by turning it into a mail art 
piece titled The Great Canadian Art Tragedy, Performed for General Idea by Denis 
Wheeler, May 1972. Cutting out the review, annotating it, and circulating it with 
instructions to tear it in half and send it back to Wheeler, General Idea opened up the 
critic’s message to the “mesh of possibilities” later described by Sedgwick, while 
simultaneously constructing a sense of community among the members of the network.275 
Rather than producing the “enigma of an alternative society,” as suggested by Wheeler, 
                                                
273 In particular, I’m thinking here of Butler’s Bodies that Matter and Sedgwick’s Tendencies. See: Eve Kosofsky 
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General Idea and their collaborators used mass mail, magazines, address directories, and 
the like, to build a counter-public from within society’s communication networks. 
Utilizing camp performativity and viral tactics to destabilize categories of gender and 
sexuality as well as the systems of communication with which they are articulated, the 
contributors to FILE showed how the participatory art practices of the 1960s and 1970s 
were inextricably tied to the feminist and gay liberation movements of these decades and 
the discourses that followed in their wake.  
Building upon techniques initiated by Johnson, FILE and the mail art movement 
more broadly, intervened in mass media in ways that de-centralized authorship and 
challenged the idea of a single universal public. Emphasizing specificity and 
contingency, the magazines that emerged out of the mail art movement spoke to the 
perspectives of communities marginalized by dominant narratives of culture, and thus 
became a tools by which its subscribers could produce a counter-public that opposed the 
idea of neutral public space while constructing new experiences and identities. The 
heterogeneity and multiplicity of voices suggested by these interventions assert the 
presence of a counter-public, which is marked by its divergence from social norms and 
decipherable only on multiple levels. Much like the simultaneous identification and 
distanciation that occurs in fan culture, the mail art network turns its exclusion from a 
singular normative reading into a means of inclusion. Furthermore, the open format of 
many mail art magazines—full of user-generated content that would have been 
considered too private or eccentric for a mass market publication—spoke to an erosion 
between the producers and consumers of media, as well as a growing porousness between 
public and private. By blurring the boundary between personal correspondence and 
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published texts, the mail art network anticipated the being-private-in-public nature of our 




Junking the Mails: Exhibiting Correspondances [sic] at the Whitney  
In 1970, Ray Johnson organized the first major exhibition of the New York 
Correspondance School (NYCS). Held at the Whitney Museums of American Art 
throughout the month of September, the exhibit brought “correspondence art” to public 
attention and helped to establish it as an artistic practice among other kinds of conceptual 
art common at the time. While members of the NYCS had been actively circulating 
correspondence for nearly a decade—growing the network of participants to international 
proportions through collaged mailers that circulated like chain letters—it wasn’t until 
1970 that Johnson organized an exhibition of this work. For the Whitney correspondence 
show, Johnson proposed to curator Marcia Tucker that the art works be “letters, post 
cards, drawings and objects contributed at my request from several hundred New York 
Correspondance School International artist and writer ‘members.’”276 [FIG. 91] Rather 
than surveying the movement with a carefully culled selection of exemplary works from 
his archive, Johnson invited members to inundate the curator’s mailbox with large 
amounts of mail art of their own design. In keeping with anonymity and indeterminacy 
implicit in postal exchange, Johnson invited people that he knew and those he didn’t 
know, seasoned correspondents and those that rarely or never participated in the NYCS.  
In the end, 106 participants contributed works, including each of the seven 
“unknown” members.277 Approximately half of the items were sent by people living in 
                                                
276 Quote from a letter to Marcia Tucker dated 9 November 1969 in “Whitney Museum 1970” folder in box titled 
“Most Important Papers” at Ray Johnson Estate, New York, NY. 
277 Johnson also invited a number of “unknown” people from the New York area, including George Champlin; L. L. 
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New York, while the others came from cities across the US and abroad including 
Luxembourg, Vancouver, San Francisco, Saint Louis, and Denver, as well as smaller 
places like Pink Springs, Ohio and Johnson City, Tennessee. Some were anonymous and 
others were sent under pseudonyms like the “Northwest Mounted Valise” or “A Clean 
Well Lighted Place.”278 While a small number of items were contributed by renowned 
artists—such as a lock of hair sent by Yoko Ono and two prints by Les Levine [FIGS. 92 
& 93]—the majority of contributions were sent by artists who were primarily known 
within the mail art network or who, prior to receiving Johnson’s invitation, may not have 
considered themselves artists at all. Underscoring not only the anonymous 
communications enabled by the postal system, but also heterogeneity and chaotic 
materiality of the items moving through its circuitry, contributors sent heaps of letters and 
postcards, as well as a great variety of objects including colorful balloons, a chamber pot, 
an earing, a pinwheel, “funny money,” tiny pink plastic babies, and what appeared to be 
part of a calf’s hoof covered in slime an taped to a piece of paper.279 Looking over the 
inventory of items taken in by the Whitney, the descriptions of the registrar attest to the 
odd physicality of many of the objects, one of which was described loosely as a “blue 
plastic material with something wrapped inside” and another as a “cardboard box with 
spaghetti like things inside.”280  
Accentuating this element, Johnson urged correspondents to send objects that 
might present challenges to processing, cataloguing, and display (by the post as well as 
                                                
278 From list of contributors with address see “letters received” in the Ray Johnson “New York Correspondance 
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the museum). As the artist and long time correspondent, Dick Higgins described in his 
letter to Tucker, Johnson wanted the curator to understand “the process of mailing a 
nail…or the ailing of the mails...Or the nailing of males...Or the mailing of an ale. All of 
which has been done or happened.” Through word play, Higgins underscores the 
disruption of the assumed transparency of language central to mail art. While it is unclear 
whether or not Higgins in fact posted a nail to Tucker, he did send a descriptive cross-
section of the hundreds of items Johnson had posted him over the years (“letters, cards, 
mailed pieces, chain-mailed pieces, diffused items and other less definables”) and 
explained his understanding of Johnson as an important “intermedialist” that “test[ed] his 
experience against the mailing of nails. And other inventories,” thus creating an art form 
that the “concept people [were] only now catching up with.” Seeing the correspondences 
initiated by Johnson as important proto-conceptual art that challenged the purity of art 
institutions, Higgins closed his letter by wishing Tucker luck with exhibition and 
expressing his hope that museum didn’t “nail the good Dr.’s mail down too tight—it’s 
bad for the stamp cancelling machines.”281  
This tension between the materiality of the objects and the systems that frame 
them was further highlighted by Johnson’s installation. With the motley assortment of 
items sent to the Whitney, Johnson made tight arrangements on the walls of individual 
participants’ contributions [FIG. 94] and filled glass vitrines with collective 
arrangements [FIG. 95]. Installed in the museum’s first floor back gallery, the exhibit 
was small and well manicured. And despite the volume of mail and the unruly physicality 
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of many of the items, it was designed to appear conversely spare. Although scant 
photographic documentation of the exhibit exists, one can piece together the exhibition’s 
design through reviews and the handful of extant letters exchanged between Johnson and 
Tucker. In one particularly illuminating letter written to Tucker after Johnson had come 
to the museum and sorted through the “slush,” he states that “rather than try to fill the 
whole room wall space with many things” he would prefer to make it “look as empty as 
possible [because] a severe selection of the ‘better items’ show what is possible to receive 
through the N.Y.C.S.”282 The letters and postcards, hung in discrete constellations by 
artist, were prioritized over the objects. Contributions by frequent correspondents, 
particularly those deemed interesting by Johnson were to be given a greater visibility, 
while items considered less compelling were to be bulked together in glass cases and 
imbued with an aura of “a kind of shrine-altar.”  
The “severity” of Johnson’s selection contrasted with the exuberance of the 
myriad contributions. With each contributors’ letters and postcards pinned in separate 
clusters to the wall, the interconnected nature of the correspondences was set in 
opposition to the mode of presentation. Contained to a discrete area, each correspondent’s 
contribution hung alone, surrounded by white space rather than interacting and 
overlapping with other artist’s submissions (despite fragments from and references to 
other contributions frequently appearing in each arrangement). Furthermore, the objects 
that had been placed in vitrines appeared cut off from the processes that produced them 
and brought them to the museum, producing a stilted quality that contrasted the 
experience and ethos of mail art as a collaborative and continuously fluctuating process. 
                                                
282 Quote from a letter to Marcia Tucker dated 23 July 1970 in “Whitney Museum 1970” folder in box titled by 
Johnson “Most Important Papers.” Ray Johnson Estate, New York, NY. (emphasis added) 
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As Kasha Linville observed in her Artforum review of the exhibition: “the only sad note 
about Johnson’s Whitney diversion is it seems a shame to catch a living thing in flight, to 
pin down and make a museum display of it.”283 
Ephemeral Monuments 
 
“The New York Correspondance School is…a permanent monument to the essence of the 
transitory.” – A. M. Fine284 
 
With the museumification of mail art came a number of contradictions that I 
argue Johnson accentuated in the organization and installation of his exhibition at the 
Whitney. For one, the pronounced ephemerality and materiality was stabilized and 
contained—pinned down and like butterflies in the museum of natural history and 
imbued with the aura of a rarified object.  As the art critic and aesthetician Author Danto 
wrote of the exhibit: “Its countless scraps and scribbles merely express its spirit, which 
can hardly be put on view in a vitrine. Spinoza made a distinction between ‘natura 
naturata’ and ‘natura naturans’—between the world as a system of objects and the world 
as a system of process.”285 Johnson too worried about this conflict, which is a key reason 
why he refused to exhibit the correspondence even as he began to exhibit finished framed 
collages out of financial necessity. As he told an interviewer in 1968: “There's never been 
in New York an exhibition of correspondence art. I don't know how it could be organized 
because just to do it would kill it.” 286 His reasoning was similar to Danto’s, as an 
exhibition of mail art “would be like involving this natural thing,” which he immediately 
qualified by saying “not that it's so natural....” Despite being unable to finish his thought, 
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Johnson’s ambivalence about exhibiting the correspondence school is palpable. What, if 
any, was the “natural” state of mail art? How, if exhibited as art in a museum, would it be 
transformed? Did the co-joining of correspondence and art represent and insurmountable 
contradiction?  
The problem of making objects out of processes was not just an issue for mail art, 
but for process and conceptual art more broadly. Once this work was pinned down, 
labeled, documented, and vitrinized, its essential ephemeral character was lost and, 
perhaps more importantly, its potential for criticality was transformed, perhaps even 
eradicated. Like much art of the late 1960s and early 1970s that the art critic and NYCS 
correspondent Lucy Lippard famously called “dematerialized,” mail art challenged the 
commodity status of art by removing its marketability as a discrete and saleable product. 
But when taken out of circulation and exhibited, the correspondences accrued cultural 
capital and the remnants of the process were transformed into distinct objects that no 
longer functioned as what Linville had called “diversion” within the art market. Even as 
the exhibition presented an opportunity for unprecedented visibility that could help to 
grow the movement, it also transformed the correspondences into a commodity with a 
value in the market. As Johnson described in a 1972 interview with art historian Connie 
Koppelman, then an intern at the Whitney: “My letters were suddenly worth a lot of 
money…they had a prestige value and they were something that they were not.”287 Much 
to Johnson’s chagrin, in the wake of the Whitney exhibition his correspondences—which 
had been freely given and not meant for acquisition—began to be sold at auction for large 
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sums of money.288 Expressing both his frustration and ambivalence toward the prestige 
produced by the exhibition, for many years after the exhibition Johnson continued to 
circulate mailers that read: “Dear Whitney Museum, i [sic] hate you. Love, Ray 
Johnson.”289 [FIG. 96] 
While mail art had operated at the fringes of the mail stream art world and in the 
extra-artistic space of the postal system—critiquing the system from within the 
connections and transactions that transpired in the private spaces of the art world—the 
Whitney exhibition christened it as a legitimate art movement with Johnson as its 
originator and leader. Called the “dada daddy” of mail art, Johnson was proclaimed the 
patriarch of a movement and asked to play a role with which he felt conflicted.290 
Although he enjoyed being at the hubbub of the correspondence network—making 
contact with people and drawing correspondences between them—he also wanted to 
make work that was collaborative and dispersed, and felt conflicted about being mail art’s 
official leader. As he explained to Koppelman: “I have students, I have disciples, 
followers which I wish I didn’t have because the ones that I really want are the ones that 
would learn and this is the kind of schools I am involved with. I wish I could be involved 
with artists.”291 With the correspondence school, Johnson endeavored to instigate an 
artistic practice that was participatory, in that people would learn rather than follow, 
acting as artists rather than disciples. Through correspondence, rather than coherence, the 
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baton would shift significance as it continuously passed from one hand to another, 
destabilizing both object and subject as it moved.  
This process, however, was at odds with the museumification of correspondence 
art, which entailed the designation of lineages, the attribution of single authors, and the 
elevation of discrete objects—a tension that Johnson took much pleasure in exploring 
through the Whitney exhibition. In a letter to Tucker sent a week after the opening, 
Johnson perseverates on the accumulation of unofficially sanctioned addition to the 
Correspondance School installation. He notes the vitrines still have “drippy glass marks 
from the cock-tail party of last week,” and on the walls of correspondence “little wieners 
have appeared in the tongue and tail of my snakes,” which Johnson (the consummate 
punster) suggests was probably the work of the artist Sam Weiner.292 [FIG. 97] He also 
informed Tucker that he had removed the “Albert M. Fine-Ray Johnson pink plastic 
object” that Fine had added in celebration of the deceased painter, socialite, and famed 
mistress of JFK, Mary Meyers (an NYCS member in memoriam).  
Feigning irritation with the defilement of the glass’ pristine surface and the 
defacement of the walls of correspondence, Johnson relished and exaggerated these 
disruptions in order to make material the codification of correspondence art by the 
museum and the fine line between moribund objects and lively processes. Johnson’s 
humorously convoluted letter comes down to the question of whether or not Tucker will 
give him “official permission to deface things in the show” and “plonk things” onto other 
peoples art work. Noting the addition of John Wilcock’s underground tabloid, Other 
Scenes, he asks if he is still forbidden to insert his Andy Warhol Campbell’s soup can 
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wastebasket into the show and states that he doesn’t “care if this exhibition is to be or not 
to be participatory [but] let’s get it straight.”293 While “getting it straight” hardly seems of 
Johnson’s concern, he does seem fascinated by the relation between established norms 
and the works ability “to be or not to be participatory.” Offering to “send in lots of others 
who might also do ‘their things’” and granting Tucker “permission to post this letter” if 
she so wished, Johnson left it up to the curator to determine the level at which the 
exhibition would officially be considered “participatory,” and yet, given the rogue 
additions outlined by Johnson, it seemed likely that the exhibition—regardless of either 
the artist or the curator’s wishes—would continue to accumulate unforeseen additions. 
With this letter, Johnson playfully explores the limitations of the museum to display 
“dematerialized” and “participatory” art practices, extending the function of 
correspondence art to every aspect of the exhibition.   
At the time of the NYCS exhibition, Tucker was a new curator at the Whitney and 
gaining a reputation for questioning the role that the museum played in the art world 
through the exhibition of challenging new forms of “dematerialized” art. In the spring of 
1970, she opened a major exhibition of Robert Morris’s recent work that— while 
originally billed as a standard solo show—was transformed by Morris into an 
experimental work site that would challenge the conventional retrospective and push his 
political and aesthetic agenda in terms of the relation between art and work. [FIG. 98] 
With workmen hired to installed the show, Morris made process pieces—“spills” of 
timber, concrete, and steel—that were constructed and reconstructed toward no end 
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product, day after day for museum-goers to witness until work was halted when one of 
the workers was accidentally injured by a steel plate. Morris’s Whitney exhibition, as 
Julia Bryan-Wilson has explored, “uniquely theatricalized these workers’ bodily 
involvement at the same time that it proposed an uneasy equality between artist and 
assistant.” She states: 
The pieces were made partially by chance—the workers rolled, scattered, and 
dropped concrete blocks and timbers, then left them to lie as they fell. In thus 
relinquishing compositional control, Morris insisted on an unprecedented degree 
of collaboration between himself and the workers who installed the show. He 
thematized the literal materials and means of construction work, and he enacted a 
work stoppage—an art strike—by shutting the show down early.”294  
 
And while Morris’s “art strike” has been remembered as a “triumphant moment of artistic 
activism”—an act of solidarity with the blue-collar workers, artists, and student protest 
movement of 1970—Bryan-Wilson asserts the need to analyze the “fractured and 
unsettled nature of the identity ‘art worker’” to which this exhibition and the events 
surrounding it attest.295 
One such tension that Bryan-Wilson explores in her study of Morris’s exhibition, 
and which relates to Johnson’s exhibition that took place later that year, is the gendered 
nature of this mode of art making and its relation to the “art worker’s” identity. While 
Morris’s process art on view at the Whitney was emphatically gendered as masculine—
made by men and with heavy industrial materials that were discursively coded as 
masculine—the informational labor of Johnson’s correspondence art was conversely 
understood in terms that were implicitly feminine. Not only were many of the 
exhibition’s contributors men and women who did not conform to the gender and sexual 
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norms of the period— identifying as feminists and queers—but also the reception of 
Johnson’s work as beautiful, ephemeral, and intimate formed associations with what were 
considered “feminine” attributes. From Morris’s perspective, serious art needed to 
suppress such traits problematically coded as feminine in order to establish art as work, 
thus reclaiming its cultural necessity. Looking back on his works of this period, he wrote: 
“The great anxiety of this enterprise—the fall into the decorative, the feminine, the 
beautiful, in short, the minor—could only be assuaged by the big and the heavy.”296 
While Morris saw traits of “minor” art as something unpleasant in need of mitigation, 
Johnson and his fellow members in the NYCS whole heartedly embraced them. As the 
artist and critic Brian O’Doherty under the pen name “Mary Josephson” wrote in her 
article on Johnson and the mail art movement for Art in America:  
The mail art people are a bit trivial, but triviality doesn’t mean they’re not fun or 
talented. It just means they have happy, post-comic-strip minds, a fatigue with 
high seriousness, and don’t feel like dressing their art in antiseptic clothing for 
uptown, or dirtying it up a bit for SoHo. Johnson disarmingly admits, as they do, 
that his art is at best minor. […] Our best minor artists, however—and I use this 
here in the non- pejorative way one refers to good minor poets—are thus our best 
critics.”297 
 
While Morris understood the “minor” as insufficient to challenge market demands 
and reassert art’s cultural utility, Johnson held the opposite perspective. In contrast to 
Morris’s massive sculptures and the bold act of protest he made with his “art strike,” 
Johnson’s Correspondance School exhibition was conversely small, personal, and 
embodied a heterogeneous array of political perspectives ranging in emphasis from Sam 
Weiner’s Vietnam War protest pieces [FIG. 99] to the feminist artist May Wilson 
postcard’s with the phrase “THIS AD INSULTS WOMEN” emblazoned on the front 
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[FIG. 100]. With work that was freely-given, Johnson aimed to construct a multi-vocal 
assemblage that was, as he later described, “all by other people, submissions and 
collaborative.”298 While Johnson facilitated the exhibition, he did not intend to be its 
author. Instead he wanted to gather together a cacophonous multitude of voices that, 
rather cohering into a single message, drew correspondences among them and, as such, 
contested the commercial art market’s dependence upon singular artists and distinct 
objects. Embracing his status as a minor artist, Johnson not only made his first major 
museum exhibition a public display of other people’s work, but also blurred the line 
between art (whose rightful place is a gallery, museum, or private collection) and 
correspondence (usually found in filing cabinets, archives, or the trash heap). These 
ambitions, however, had their naysayers. 
Finding mail art too insignificant and ephemeral to be placed in the museum, 
certain critics felt the need to put the NYCS back in its place. Hilton Kramer, for 
example, wrote in his scathing review of the Whitney show: “This is not so much an art 
exhibition as a display of various species of visual junk that a group of like-minded artists 
and associates agree to find amusing.” 299 While Kramer had “delighted” for years in 
receiving Johnson’s collage-communications, he simply did not think that museum was 
its proper place because he viewed correspondence art neither “powerful” nor 
“disruptive” enough to receive serious consideration. Explaining his position, he states:  
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Certain artists retain an ‘underground’ status because their work is too powerful, 
too disruptive, too original and troubling to fit comfortably into our conventional 
categories of appreciation. But others retain their underground status simply 
because their work is too slight too perishable and inconsequential to survive the 
clear light of day. What may be amusing as the private sport of a happy few often 
looks merely inane when mounted as a museum exhibition for the public at large. 
Ray Johnson is [therefore] an underground artist of the latter type. […] 
Nowadays, of course, a figure like Mr. Johnson—essentially, a trivial jokester 
with a certain flair for visual design—cannot retain his underground status for 
long. Institutions, publications, collectors, dealers, everyone with the least interest 
in contemporary visual culture—all lie in wait to “discover,” collect, publicize, 
and, alas, destroy the tiny bit of interest such artists may offer us. […] But the 
current show at the Whitney doesn’t persuade me that the ultimate home for this 
work is a museum. The wastebasket still seems just about right.300 
 
While three years prior, Kramer had lauded Johnson as “only artist ever to have made of 
the postal service a kind of artistic medium” and even suggested that it would be “both 
amusing and radical” for a museum to exhibit a selection of his correspondence, when the 
Whitney mounted such an exhibition in 1970 the critic lambasted the work as unsuitable 
not only for the museum, but for “the clear light of day.”301 Kramer’s position could be 
chalked up to his staunch adherence to high modernist ideals. But of this, one must ask, 
what accounted for his change of heart? Why would the Johnson’s work, once praised for 
its radicality, be seen as insubstantial and silly just a few years later? Did something 
about Johnson’s installation touch on a nerve? 
 Hung in the wake of the Stonewall Riots in New York’s Greenwich Village that 
launched the gay liberation movement in the US, Johnson’s correspondences—full of 
camp references, homoerotic imagery, and vociferous activist statements—were perhaps 
now too troubling and disruptive for Kramer to give them credence. While he once 
considered Johnson’s work to be compelling and original, at present he felt the need to 
belittle it as inconsequential junk that existed merely for visual amusement. Calling 
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Johnson “a trivial jokester with a flair for visual design,” Kramer makes demeaning 
reference to Johnson’s homosexual identity with words like “flair” and the stereotype of 
the gay designer. Furthermore, one does not have to strain hard to hear the thinly veiled 
homophobia in the critic’s description of correspondence art as the “the private sport of a 
happy few” that “looks merely inane” when brought into public view. As homosexuality 
received unprecedented public visibility in June of 1970—with the first Gay Pride 
marches that taking place in major cities across the country—correspondence art, too, 
became part of public discourse in ways that challenged preexisting systems of 
representation. In reading the reception of Johnson’s enthusiastic public display of 
correspondences—works that flaunted friendships that before were only known in 
private—it is hard to imagine that Johnson himself was not attempting to draw such 
parallels.  
  While other critics agreed with Kramer that mail art’s rightful place was not in 
the museum, their reasoning differed. Kasha Linville, as I explored earlier, felt that the 
museumification of mail art deadened its critical potential, while others critics who were 
not sympathetic to the radical potential of conceptual art felt the show did not have the 
timeless quality that museum objects necessitated. In a review for Art International, for 
example, Gerrit Henry suggested that the Whitney and the MoMA (which had just open 
its Information show) would perhaps be better served by prioritizing “quality over 
currency.” Writing of the New York Correspondance Show specifically, he stated: 
The mounting of a show full of this in-humor proved that Johnson and his curator 
expected everyone who attended to somehow “get it”; I feel fairly certain that not 
everyone did, if the muttering of one museum-goer about “the permanent 
collection being put in storage of this” were any indication. […] In choosing the 




For Henry, the private or insider quality of Johnson’s work, as well as its currency and 
ephemerality, could not contend with the museum’s dominant role as a repository of 
timeless masterpieces. Despite the exhibition running counter to what the critic saw as the 
appropriate place of a museum in contemporary society, he was still intrigued by the 
installation, stating: “These little displays were interesting, and some of them campy-
funny; the sensibility revealed, however, proved itself to be operating in a space beyond 
the stylized anguish of Camp, about shattered mass ideals rather than wisely nostalgic.” 
Setting aside the dismissive tone with which he discusses camp aesthetics that were so 
integral to Johnson’s practice (discussed at length elsewhere),303 Henry makes an 
interesting point with regard to Johnson’s deployment of the postal system. Rather than 
utilizing this institution for its nostalgic quality (as an outmoded system increasingly 
displaced by faster modes of long-distance electronic communication), he saw Johnson’s 
work engaging its “shattered mass ideals.” In 1970, this emphasis on the destruction of 
mass ideals—particularly as it related to mass communication—would have held 
particular resonance, as President Nixon had just signed into law the Postal 
Reorganization Act the month prior, which was designed to transform the cabinet-level 
agency (i.e. the US Post Office Department) into a publicly-owned corporation (i.e. the 
US Postal Service) in what still constitutes the largest restructuring of a government 
agency in the nation’s history.  
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Mass Mail Ideals 
Mounted on the heels of the Postal Reorganization Act, reviews of the Whitney 
exhibition either allude to or explicitly draw connections between show and the 
transformations taking place in US Post.304 As Johnson’s work had for nearly twenty 
years engaged postal conventions and restrictions, such correlations would have been 
hard to miss. At the time of reorganization, the US Post Office was the country’s largest 
civilian employer with nearly 750,000 employees (only recently surpassed in number by 
Wal-Mart) and carried approximately 80 billion pieces of mail a year, thus affecting 
every US citizen’s life on a daily basis.305 Although the Post Office Department had for 
180 years operated at a loss (with rare exception) and depended upon on Congressional 
appropriations to perform its vital yet complex roles, by the 1960s the mounting pressure 
for the department to become a self-sustaining business came primarily from upper-level 
postal management and corporate bulk mailers, who argued that privatization would 
increase efficiency.306 On the other side, postal workers unions and the users of the post 
were resistant to reorganization—fearing that it would result in lower wages for workers 
and higher prices for mail delivery, which in the end they believed would do little to 
solve the complex problem of the massively growing volume of mail. They believed that 
the post office wasn’t in need of corporate-style management, but rather the funding 
necessary to modernize the operations in a way that would meet growing demand. These 
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sides remained at an impasse about the future of the post for several decades until two 
highly visible events broke the gridlock.  
 The first took place in 1966 when Chicago’s main post office (one of the largest 
in the world with 13 stories and 60 acres of workspace) broke down as a result of 
millions of pieces of backlogged mail. For three weeks, the system was paralyzed, and 
for the first time the general public became acutely aware of the problems facing the 
agency and the need for an overhaul of its operations. Despite the popular notion that 
telephonic electronic communications were replacing the postal system, national 
economic growth and greater global interconnectedness swelled mail volumes at a rate of 
roughly 2 billion pieces annually during the late 1960s.307 As the amount of mail grew, 
the postal system’s operations struggled to keep up. In many cases clerks still sorted mail 
by hand with familiar pigeonhole cases, little changed since the 19th century. While the 
post office had recently begun to implement automated sorting procedures—introducing 
zip codes and electronic letter-sort machinery in 1963—much of the mail was still hand 
sorted as antiquated facilities could not support new heavy machinery and because the 
department did not have adequate congressional funding for the research, design, and 
implementation of automation.308 This crisis served as the impetus to draft the legislation 
that was passed three years later, but only after a heated battle.  
 The second event was the massive postal worker strike of 1970, brought on by 
President Nixon’s refusal to increase workers wages until they accepted reorganization. 
Approximately 200,000 workers participated in cities across the country. [FIG. 101] As 
the first major strike ever against the US Government, Nixon reacted forcefully—sending 
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thousands of Army and National Guard members to the mail processing operation in New 
York City that served as the epicenter of postal system and the origin of the strike. [FIG. 
102] In the end, postal unions won better wages and bargaining rights, but acquiesced to 
reorganization. The formidable opposition generated by the banding together of different 
postal workers unions also generated a third and less discussed outcome. As Caroline 
Nappo and Dan Schiller have examined in their study of communication workers unions, 
the events surrounding the postal strike and reorganization “led union leaders to identify 
labour convergence as a newly strategic objective.”309 Not only were there discussions of 
a merger between the two largest postal unions (i.e. the American Postal Workers Unions 
and the National Association of Letter Carriers), but also with telecommunications 
workers (particularly the Communications Workers of America). If such a convergence 
were achieved, which in the end it was not, it would have “meld[ed] the wire line and 
postal workforces into a single integrated telecommunications union,” making them a 
“powerful collective social actor.”310 
 Around 1970, the idea of “labour convergence” became a “strategic objective” not 
only among communication workers, but also artists. As Julia Bryan-Wilson has explored 
in the her writings on the Art Worker’s Coalition (AWC), artists and critics from 
divergent social positions and modes of making art came together in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s in order to claim solidarity among themselves and with other labor 
movements in order to affect social change. While their objectives ranged from fighting 
for fair pay and to ending to the art world’s racist and sexist attitudes, the initial aim was 
to redefine art’s relation to work. In Bryan-Wilson words: 
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Primary among the AWC’s ambitions was the public redefinition of artists and 
critics as workers: these art workers asserted that their practices were located 
within specific social relations, subject to economic imperatives and exacting 
psychic costs. In come cases, artists took this literally and asserted that their work 
was governed by the power differentials (and exploitation) inherent to the rules 
within the capitalist West. For others, the recognition that art was work had a 
more metaphoric weight and was a move of empowerment rather than 
degradation; work signified serious, valuable effort.311 
 
While some artists like Robert Morris saw their art as work in a more metaphorical 
capacity (even as he made gestures toward an affiliation with blue-collar laborers), others 
sought to an actual alignment with union labor. The artist Jean Toche and critic Alex 
Gross, for example, supported the postal worker’s strike of in March of 1970 by 
demonstrating with them in the streets and with Toche making protest posters. Their 
attempts to involve postal unions to join in the AWC protest efforts, however, was not 
reciprocated likely because of insurmountable distinctions among the two trades.312  
Anarchic in its organization, the AWC had no elected leaders or set political or 
aesthetic agenda. Their aims tended to be broad and, as Bryan-Wilson has argued, the 
very term “art worker” itself which signaled “synthesis and hybridity… would [also] 
present an intractable conflict in that it connected art to work while also distancing artists 
from labor specific class formations.”313 Artists not only had problems overcoming their 
distinction among other trades, but also—and not dissimilar to the conditions facing 
postal and communication workers aiming to form a coalition—there were pre-existing 
tensions surrounding identity of one’s work within the craft, particularly as it related to 
sex and race. (Postal work and art work, unlike telecommunications jobs for example, 
were dominated by white men, though in the early 1970s women and people of color 
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began gaining representation in both fields more than ever before as they fought against 
discriminatory policies.) Furthermore, an incredible uncertainty regarding the value of 
work in the emerging post-industrial and information-based economy affected the 
potential for labor convergence. As the cultural and the economic became more 
complexly interwoven in the US’s informational labor economy, contemporary art 
became increasingly valorized and large sums of money were being spent to acquire it, 
and yet most artists still struggled to survive. As an acutely stratified system, the art 
world depended upon a “star system” that elevated the few over the many.  
Johnson’s correspondence show at the Whitney aimed to reverse this system—
leveling art world hierarchies with a multitude of indeterminate correspondences that 
flooded into the curator’s office like the hoards of mail passing through mail facilities 
daily, even as they were ultimately sorted into containers and discrete cluster. The 
unwieldy correspondences were thus placed in contrast to the system that framed them. 
And rather ameliorate the tensions between major and minor artists, personal and 
political statements, public and private spaces, Johnson used the exhibition to bring them 
into focus and thus open up a dialogue about the nature of communication itself. As 
William Wilson wrote in his essay for the exhibition brochure:  
 
His mailings called attention to the conventional processes of correspondence—
envelopes, stamps, cancellations, complimentary closings—to make an 
unconventional point. His communications called attention to the charms and 
irritations of any communication, in which there are arbitrary restrictions, 
bourgeois interferences, and compromising self-stylizations, which limit 
communication even as they make it possible. Some distance is necessary for 
some closeness. Ray Johnson’s friendships were mediated by the post office. 314 
 
While Johnson did not attempt to build alliances with postal unions (as Toche had 
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attempted), he stressed the significant role that the post office played in mediating 
friendships and saw the part that postal workers played as integral to the mail art 
process.315 His engagement with the post, however, was more aesthetic than activist. 
Emphasizing that, “some distance is necessary for some closeness,” the NYCS deployed 
postal structures as a vehicle for unexpected associations to form, traversing professional 
distinctions and making art the province of anyone with a mailbox.  
  
Junk Mail Art 
Using postal conventions in unconventional ways to create disturbances in both 
art and postal systems—from instructions to contact a stranger to an unexpected deluge 
of mail in a curator or critics inbox—the image of “junk” and “junk mail” was often 
evoked to describe the work of the NYCS. Both in admiring and disparaging ways, critics 
commented on the odd materiality and ephemerality of the art on display at the Whitney. 
While Hilton Kramer deemed it “junk” because he saw it as merely the bi-product of 
inane intimate conversations indecipherable to the general public, others considered it a 
significant statement about the heterogeneity and disruptive materiality of postal usage. 
As critic John Gruen wrote in Vogue magazine: “This nutsy collection of worn envelopes, 
stickers, oddments, and small collages…turns the city’s jetsam into sublimated junk 
mail.”316 Using the city’s discarded stuff, the exhibition transformed the business of the 
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mail (solicitations, bills, and the like) into what William Wilson called an “art of 
friendship,” transforming postal connectivity into the immediacy of contact. With a 
similar observation about the “sublimated junk” of mail art, Martin Last opened his 
review of the NYCS show for the New York-based radio program, “The Critical People,” 
with the following observation: 
 
Lots of mail is carried each and every day by the beleaguered U.S. Post 
Office…so much that that venerable institution is being demised and reformed 
into a private company…And most of what the USPO has carried over the years 
is in the nature of junk…it solicits, it duns, it imprecates, it cautions, it whines…. 
[But Ray Johnson] makes greater use of the US mails than even Merrill, Lynch, 
Pierce, Fenner and Smith. His correspondence imparts not information and data 
(it doesn’t even ask questions) but it really does involve some heavy 
communication…. Over a hundred people (some known, some unknown) entered 
into a loose conspiracy which became the New York Correspondance [sic] 
School, and at the behest of Ray Johnson they each sent a piece or pieces, of mail 
(if you can think it up and its flat it’s probably there is one image or another) to 
Marcia Tucker, the Whitney’s hip young curator-in-residence. The results of this 
postal hyperbole have been mounted as a show…. An epistolary festival…[that] is 
a challenge to the imagination of the correspondents, and has the possibility of 
refocusing our ideas about what constitutes junk. 317 
 
For Last, Ray Johnson and the NYCS effectively transformed the informational junk—
generated by a sundry array of private interests like Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and 
Smith, then the largest securities company on Wall Street—into an “epistolary festival” 
that converts data into a playful investigation into the nature of communication. In 
contrast to junk mail’s hocking of commodities, he saw the NYCS demonstrating how an 
object’s value shifted depending upon its use in a particular context, whether that be the 
post or a museum. Making an analogy to further his point, he states: “A weed is merely a 
plant out of place. So with junk. To use an object in some innovative and communicating 
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way redefines that object and more often than not elevates its intrinsic value…and if there 
is any edification involved it is to be revealed in the act.”318  
 Underscoring the process of posting over the final product on display, the 
NYCS’s exhibition at the Whitney did not so much elevate the status of junk to fine art 
object, as it brought into view the function of the institutional frame (both postal and 
museological). This collection of miscellaneous posted ephemera sat uneasily in the 
museum, like a weed that disrupts the pristine surface of a manicured garden—its 
indeterminacy exposing the imposition of the space’s design. Furthermore, in mail art’s 
more native context of the US Post, Last also saw these items disrupting the daily flow of 
information as materially strange items that elicited no prescribed response. Forming 
what he calls a “loose conspiracy” against both the postal system and the art market, 
Johnson and the NYCS aimed to join art and correspondence in such a way that disturbed 
the standard operations of both institutions. Similar to how the throngs of mail and postal 
workers had brought mail sorting facilities to a halt, thus making tangible the multitude 
of postal users and the hundreds of thousands of laborers implicit in the growing 
information economy, Johnson aimed to flood the curator’s office with correspondences 
in a way that spoke to the creative energies and social interconnections that gives art its 
use-value.  
 The potential for correspondence art to generate small disturbances within 
powerful institutions—as a freely exchanged, collaborative, and materially unruly kind of 
work—began to capture the imagination of artists, critics, and curators across the globe 
during the early 1970s. As the NYCS correspondent and Vancouver-based mail artist 
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Michael Morris observed: “The postal system has proven a good way of recycling 
information, realizing the image potential of what is essentially trash as legal tender.” In 
other words, through the post office individuated units of currency are effectively being 
returned to the collective trash heap through processing. Inspired by Ray Johnson’s 
Correspondance School and the viral aesthetics proposed in William Burrough’s Nova 
Express, Morris established Image Bank in 1969, as a way to connect with artists in far-
flung places and create a way of sharing work that wasn’t dependent upon the gallery 
system. Of the Image Bank project (a moniker drawn from the subliminal “image bank” 
reality described in Nova Express), Morris stated: “All of us have access to visual 
information generated by the media, the images that spill out all over nonstop belong to 
everyone, there can be no copyright on what effects the imagination…By concentrating 
on developing formats that more of us can plug into and get something done cheaply, or 
better still for nothing, we can increase the effectiveness of our collective activity to 
determine the quality of existence.”319 And in order to showcase the potential of mail art 
as a equitable, open, and collective form of making based on the democratic aspects of 
the postal system, Morris organized the “Image Bank Postcard Show” at the University of 
British Columbia in 1971. [FIG. 103] 
Similarly, in the wake of the NYCS exhibition, the curator Jean-Marc Poinsot 
organized a mail art exhibition at the 1971 Biennial of Paris. In his essay “Utilizations of 
Postal Institutions and Long-Distance Communications,” he described what he saw as the 
significance of this newly articulated art form, stating: “When, one day, an individual or 
an institution finds itself submerged by a large volume of mail, it is time for him or it to 
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reprinted in Michael Crane & Mary Stofflet, eds. Correspondence Art (San Francisco: Contemporary Art Press, 1984), 
224. 
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take note of the situation.”320 For Poinsot, the situation was one in which “the symbolic 
mechanism of an exchange [took] precedence over its objects” and communication power 
was “the hands of those who possess exchange and communication systems.”321 Given 
these conditions, Ray Johnson’s work was not only significant because it “upset the laws 
of the market place” by giving away work “without asking for remuneration,” but also 
because he took into account “all the rules and limitations of the system he employs, even 
if he derides it.”322 Art that utilized the post in an integral way—from Ray Johnson’s 
correspondences to Douglas Huebler’s surveys—was significant for Poinsot because it 
parsed the contradictions implicit in a system that facilitated cultural connection even as 
it reinforced the distance between its constituents. The postal artist thus embodies this 
tension: “Divided between the urge to take possession of the power of information and 
desire to contest the very form of the means employed, [they] must accept the 
contradiction.”323 Claiming large stakes for the disruptive potential of mail art as 
oppositional to a late capitalist order, Poinsot states near the end of the essay that he 
knows this work has its detractors: “Some may disagree, and object that the products 
under discussion are of such small importance that they cannot have any repercussions on 
the general market system, but that is hardly a problem. This type of artistic production 
demonstrates how even on a symbolic level, aesthetic activity can be engaged in 
economic and political problems without going into ideology and setting up revolutionary 
programs.”324  
Indeed, despite growing global participation in mail art (fueled in part by the 
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visibility gained through its public exhibition), some did in fact disagree with Poinsot, 
finding mail art to lack a clear ideological program. Certain artists and critics—even 
those invested in conceptual practices aimed at infecting and transforming capitalist 
systems of exchange— were skeptical about the social value of mail art. The critic Max 
Kozloff, for example, had reservations about this “junk mail of the underground,” as he 
called it, because he saw it as endemic of a “phenomenon of affluence” and only 
marginally capable of contending with corporate capitalist system in which it circulated 
because it simply mimics the corporate culture and its privilage. In his essay “Junk Mail: 
An Affluent Art Movement, ” he opens with a lengthy description of the alienating 
effects of the daily mail—making him acutely aware that his personal information was 
being transformed into data and disseminated to corporations, to the point where he was 
no longer in possession of his own name. Paradoxically, the mail at once enforced a sense 
of interconnection to and separation from others. As he saliently observed: “Through the 
corporate letterbox campaign, individuals become less isolated from each other without 
knowing it. But their sum of real knowledge and their sense of active community is not 
thereby abetted. The effect on me, at least, is numbing. I want to switch off, to tune out, 
but, as in an unpleasant dream, the small malignance continues. And this is one of the 
petty bills we seem to be paying for late corporate capitalism.” For this reason, he sees 
mail art as having the potential to make one aware of their social interconnectedness in an 
affective way, stating that while publicity indoctrinates people to be “specialists before 
human beings…the phenomenon of letter art, however, closes the gap by wanting us to 
first be people in the world.”325 
                                                
325 Kozloff, “Junk Mail: An Affluent Art Movement” Art Journal 33:1 (Autumn, 1973): 28. 
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Although Kozloff finds mail art capable of uniquely engaging corporate 
capitalism through its alienating barrage of junk mail, he questions the level to which this 
postal parody might actually effect change. For the critic, correspondences art tends to 
consist of self-perpetuating “in-jokes” that distort the idea of there being “any purposeful 
message between them at all.” In particular, he sees Johnson’s correspondences 
constituting “a deliberately fey nonsense that only pretends at communication,” rather 
than a rigorous investigation into the nature of communication itself.326 Comparing it to 
“serious” conceptual art that deals with data and linguistics (like that of Huebler or 
Kosuth), he calls letter art the “frivolous” side of conceptual art.327 However, despite this 
disparaging characterization, Kozloff acknowledges that mail artists admirably aims to 
subvert the art market, stating: “Their work, if work it should be called that, eludes much 
publicity because it has few, if any, pretentions as a public art even though it mimics 
publicity techniques.”328 [FIG. 104] Barely legible as “work” (neither as art or postal 
work), mail art mimes publicity, rendering it ineffective as “the connection between what 
is suggested and why it is suggested—unlike any social or business transaction—is never 
sighted.”329 While Kozloff draws distinctions between the correspondence of an artist like 
Don Celender, whose work appeals to self-deprecating corporate-types as an “easy and 
explainable” form of conceptualism, and the confounding mail art made by artist like 
Johnson or Eleanor Antin, his essay ultimately deems all of it an “affluent art” that 
signifies “an ingrown abstraction from reality that manifests itself in the paradoxical form 
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of an enthusiastic apathy.”330 In other words, instead of addressing the alienating effects 
of capitalism that turns all of our communications in a means to make a profit, mail 
simply mimes this corporate onslaught of information aimlessly and apathetically. 
Rather than confronting the numbing effects of the daily barrage of 
instrumentalized communication, critics like Kozloff felt that correspondence art merely 
paralleled and parodied junk mail with a kind of blaze enthusiasm. While mail art 
disturbed the art market and de-specialized labor, the pleasure that Johnson and his peers 
took in nonsense frustrated, and in some cases even infuriated, artists and critics who 
believed that art needed to take direct political action (particularly as it related to 
systemic inequalities in the art world regarding race, gender, and class). For example, 
when asked in 1974 by the experimental artists’ magazine Art-Rite to “make a political 
statement,” Johnson sent in drawing of his trademark bunny saying “Oh! Not Again!,” 
and at the same time request that Art-Rite join the NYCS in posting playful items (now 
lost) to Time magazine and The New York Times.331 [FIG. 105] Johnson’s politics—that 
had little to do with a specific political agenda and more to do with an investigation into 
systems by which political ideas are consolidated—was underscored by the inclusion of 
Albert M. Fine’s hand-penned statement that repeated Johnson’s sentiment differently: 
“dear Art Rite: Dinasaurs [sic] are Queer; Political Statement (oh, not again)!” Despite 
being published along side numerous statements of indifferences towards politics, critics 
took specific aim at Johnson and Fine’s tone of amused exasperation. The feminist artist 
and political activist May Stevens, for example, called their actions “adolescent” and 
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those of a “frillseeker and cornball entertainer” (whose dismissive attitude was a luxury 
of male privilege), to which Fine responded by admonishing Stevens lack of respect for 
the “queerness” of his work.332  
As lines were being drawn in the early 1970s regarding the relation between art 
and politics, Johnson’s correspondences perceived as disengaged from politics because it 
took pleasure in the instability of social codes and did not engage in oppositional politics. 
In fact, the closest Johnson came to making an explicit political statement was to publish 
a campy fan letter in the Whitney exhibition brochure that repeatedly asked for readers to 
“make love letters not war,” thus loosely aligning the NYCS with anti-war efforts of 
many of his correspondents. Despite Johnson’s lack of direct involvement in the anti-war 
and civil rights movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s, the NYCS was a vehicle 
for artists to make their own, often contrasting, statements—producing a collaboratively 
made assemblage with which various factions of artists could observe and bridge their 
differences. The exhibition at the Whitney, therefore, embodied a diverse array of 
messages and methods of making. Yoko Ono sent a lock of her hair and Ken Friedman 
mailed a broken plate, where as Judith Bernstein posted a glass object and large scroll 
containing a drawing of menacing phalluses. [FIG. 106] While Bernstein’s work made an 
anti-war and anti-sexist statement that was explicitly political—drawing clear 
correlations between the Vietnam War and male sexual aggression—Ono and Friedman 
made less overt statements that appeared more about the physicality of making contact 
with others than the representation of particularly political ideas. May Wilson, on the 
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other hand, operated somewhere in between. Pasting her own image onto “great works of 
art” to expose the sexism and ageism of the art historical canon and labeling 
advertisements as “offensive to women,” her work made an overt feminist statement. 
However, her kaleidoscopic patterns that embellished photographs, documents, and 
objects that circulated within the NYCS are less explicitly political, (though when laid 
over nude male photographs from old physique pictorials and posted to Johnson, they 
appear to queer the heterosexual male gaze in order to draw connections between gay and 
heterosexual female desire). [FIG. 107] 
Due to the divergent beliefs and approaches among correspondents, members of 
the NYCS were often surprised by one another’s participation. May Wilson, a close 
friend and a frequent correspondent of Johnson’s during the 1960s, was for one surprised 
to learn that the artist Ad Reinhardt was part of the school. After receiving a piece of mail 
art that Johnson had sent to Reinhardt for Wilson to send to the Art News editor, Thomas 
Hess, she wrote back to Reinhardt in amazement: “I recognized your hand-writing on an 
envelope received this morning and you could have knocked me over with a feather when 
I saw that you were engaging in the junk-mail game which Ray Johnson bullies some 
people into. Thanks!” She then conveyed to him that despite Johnson’s instructions, she 
had wanted to keep the items rather than send them to Hess. However, because the 
instructions were in Reinhardt’s handwriting, she would mail them off to Hess 
“pronto.”333 
This exchange between Wilson and Reinhardt, not only shows the surprising 
interconnectedness that participants felt, but also issues of authorship and authority that 
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this practice confronted. Whether or not correspondences were made had much to do with 
a participants’ sense of camaraderie toward Johnson and the other people to whom they 
were being connected. In what Wilson calls the “junk-mail game which Ray Johnson 
bullies some people into,” the resulting communications both made manifest the 
generosity necessary to forge a connection and the antagonism toward being told what to 
do. As the critic Lucy Lippard wrote to Johnson: “Sometimes I've followed your 
instructions and dutifully forwarded esoterica around the city or the block or the world. 
Other times I've kept what was supposed to go on to someone else and if I didn't like that 
person sometimes I threw it away. Other times I was opposed to doing what I was told. 
I've always had an authority problem.”334 With the orchestrated movements of the NYCS 
dependent upon each member’s willingness to send, their collages often manifested the 
“authority problem” implicit in all communication. Expressing at once the gaps and 
connections in correspondence, Johnson made tangible the distance between bodies that 
communication can bridge but never fully overcome. And by assembling a community of 
divergent perspectives—appearing at once together and apart—the NYCS invited 
participants to correspondance.  
 
An Invitation to Correspondance 
 Johnson’s neologism “correspondance” stressed the performative aspect of 
communication. As Johnson’s friend and correspondent, William S. Wilson, explained In 
the exhibition brochure, correspondence became correspondance in the early 1960s, as 
Johnson’s prolific postings that used the medium of correspondence (i.e. letter writing) to 
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explore the concept of correspondence (i.e. correlation) expanded and formalized into the 
“New York Correspondance School.” With Johnson mailing images daily, many of 
which had instructions to be forwarded to a third party, the network of participants grew 
into a large, loosely coordinately movement with far-flung members adding their own 
content and bringing additional correspondents into the fold. As Wilson explained in the 
exhibition brochure to the Whitney show: 
“A tissue of witty resemblances was enlarged, and a community emerged of 
correspondents who were willing to risk something to the mails, to send 
something freely to a stranger, to keep in touch by dropping a line.  
This free exchange of information, images and junk parallels and parodies the 
commercial art market. Such informal art exchange takes only a willingness to 
participate, some skill with a throw-away line, and the confidence to trust part of 
oneself to whisper through the immense impersonal systems of the mails.”335 
 
As this quote attests, the Correspondance School set into contrast the personal and 
impersonal through the circulation of intimate exchanges in the massive bureaucratic 
system of US Mail, while also using the anonymity and uniformity of the postal system to 
disrupt the elite aura of well-connected specialists in the commercial art market. 
Although Johnson worried that an exhibition of their correspondences would on some 
level destroy their intimate and subterranean character, he also saw it as an opportunity to 
expand the school and transform correspondence art in ways that further highlighted the 
paradoxes embodied in both art and postal systems. In particular, the inclusivity and 
ephemerality of their postal exchanges brought into view the exclusivity and timelessness 
upon which the modern museum depended, while the odd materiality and anonymity, 
disrupted the image of discrete and regularized communications put forth by the post. By 
co-joining art and correspondence, the NYCS used the protocols of one space to disrupt 
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the ideological function of the other. 
In order to expand the activities of the NYCS, Johnson began to circulate printed 
or photocopied instructions to members in the late 1960s, both to keep up with a growing 
number of participants and to create new forms of correspondence. As the critic Thomas 
Albright described in his 1972 two-part feature on the NYCS in Rolling Stone entitled, 
“New Art School: Correspondence and Correspondence Art,” while Johnson sometimes 
posts a correspondent “an intimate, personal object, like a baby shoe,” he may also invite 
the entire mailing list to participate in “a collective project, such as mailing Valentine 
greetings to the Behavior department of Time magazine.” Elaborating on this varied and 
absurdist activity of this “new school,” he states: “There are reports and letters—
unparagraphed assemblages of sometimes unpunctuated, free association sentences—and 
little parodies of correspondence school ‘lessons,’ like step-by-step diagrams of how to 
draw a daisy.” [FIG. 34] And for Albright, the “triumph” of this make-shift institution 
was the Whitney’s correspondence show, in which Johnson’s simple instructions initiated 
a collective project containing objects of “every description.”336 
With a simple black and white off-set printed invitation on a standard 8 ½ x 11 
page, Johnson invited hundreds of friends and strangers to send a great variety of items to 
Marcia Tucker at the Whitney. [FIG. 108] Many of invitations were left blank at the top, 
giving the participant free-reign to decide what to send, while also leaving space for them 
to draw or collage onto the invitation as part of their submission (which a number of them 
did). Other invitations, particularly those sent to friends and long-time members of the 
NYCS, offered suggestions, such as posting a “sorely needed” drawing of Mickey Mouse 
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(which insiders knew as a reference to Marilyn Monroe, Marianne Moore, and Michael 
Malcé, among others) or to sending “names and addresses and zips of new NYCS 
members.” Through what many critics called the “in-humor” aspect of the exhibition, 
Johnson parodied the insider quality of art world, even as he disrupted it with random 
submissions from acquaintences and strangers.  
In addition to posting official invitations, news of the show also circulated as art 
world gossip. For example, in his invitation to John Willenbecher, Johnson gave the “ok” 
for to him to post his skull collection, after having heard from the curator Jean-Patrice 
Marandel (also an NYCS participant and the partner of Willenbecher) that he had 
intended to contribute them. [FIG. 109] While Johnson told Willenbecher that he was the 
first person on the Whitney list to receive an invitation, evidently the word was already 
out among the artists, critics, and collectors to whom Johnson makes coded reference 
throughout the letter, using absurd nicknames like “Peanut Butter Girl” and “Robert 
Evaporations Indiana” (a dual reference to Robert Pincus-Witten who called Johnson’s 
collages “evaporations” and the pop artist Robert Indiana). Playing up the insular nature 
of art world networks, the letter, which describes several parties that Johnson had 
recently attended, parodies the “name dropping” that functions as currency in the art 
market—attempting to destabilize it like the 35¢ Rene Magritte Father’s Day card of a 
pipe that Johnson tells Willenbecher he found a Woolworth that morning. Further 
disrupting the “star system” upon which the art world and museum patrimony depended, 
Johnson also used the Whitney invitations as a means of blurring the line between works 
in the exhibition and publicity for it. Toward this end, Johnson concludes his letter to 
Willenbecher by suggesting that he try to work the invitation into his contribution. 
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Variously altered versions of the invite frequently appeared throughout the 
exhibition, attesting to the “viral aesthetic” of Johnson’s correspondences (described in 
the pervious chapter). Stamping the phrase “Evaporations by Ray Johnson” onto the side 
of invite, Johnson recodes the criticism of his work as “evaporations” into publicity for it, 
which is in turn transformed into back art by the creative fodder of the NYCS. Along 
with the invitation, Johnson also posted an invitation to the “Pair of Ears” mail art event, 
which requested that recipients send “Mysterious New York Correspondance” to The 
New Yorker’s “Talk of the Town” column. [FIG. 110] The slippage between art and 
publicity (as well as authorship and readership) enacted by the mailer is also reinforced 
by its iconography that recalls the duck-rabbit image famously discussed by Wittgenstein 
in Investigations. [FIG. 111]  As an example of one’s ability simultaneously see an 
image as two things at once—what Wittgenstein described as one’s interpretative 
capacity or the ability to see as rather than see that— the rabbit-duck enacts the function 
of correspondance. Operating at once as publicity for and the content of the “Pair of 
Ears” event, the mailer investigates the nature of communication while disrupting the 
commodity system that attempts to instrumentalize it. Following the lead of the NYCS, 
The New Yorker chose to send all the rabbit-duck submissions to the Whitney, becoming 
both participants in and promoters of the exhibition.  
By involving critics, curators, and collectors, as well as artists and non-artists to 
participate in the exhibition, Johnson exaggerated the blurring of roles that Lawrence 
Alloway described as characteristic to the art world in order to estrange correspondence 
from its transactional function, and thereby transform connectivity into contact (as 
described in chapter 2). In one such project—that Johnson had hoped to have on view at 
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the Whitney, but in the end was never sent [FIG. 112] —Johnson instructed members of 
the NYCS to send slips to the critic and curator Lucy Lippard. [FIG. 113] As an early 
proponent of conceptual art—a deskilled form of artistic practice that often materialized 
in little more than pieces of paper—Lippard became a target for slips (a pun on her last 
name that opened up to a plethora of potential meanings). Describing the “slip event” in 
an open letter to Johnson published in Art Journal in the mid-1970s as apart of a 
collective portrait of the NYCS, Lippard wrote: 
At one point lots of people sent me slips because you sent them from your 
stamping grounds on Suffolk [Street in NYC] a curious breasted drawing telling 
them to send me slips. There were many between the cup and the Lip-some silk, 
some sleezy [sic], some good paper, some bad, some incoherent, some intelligent. 
[…] Slips were sent because I didn't wear one and loved to dance and so needed a 
correspondance course, even a slipshod one.337  
 
Years later, Lippard remarked that she was still puzzled by the directive, asking herself: 
Were these pink slips or Freudian ones? Had she slipped on the dance floor at a party? Or 
perhaps made a slip of the lip?338 Looking at a couple of the lip slips sent to Lippard, it is 
clear that what is important is the slippage between meanings—at once at duck and rabbit 
that emphasizes seeing as rather than seeing that.  
In one such slip, the correspondent Richard C transforms Johnson’s “FACE 
COLLAGE BY RAY JOHNSON” into a “FAKE COLLAGE BY RAY JOHNSON.”339 
Appropriating Johnson’s rubberstamp technique as well as the physical collage, and then 
posting it to Lippard from his home in Johnson City Tennessee (a correspondence not lost 
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on either artist), Richard C made the work his own and thus, in a sense, transformed the 
collage into a “fake” Ray Johnson. Furthermore, prizing the tension between face and 
fake, Richard C underscores the letter as a stand-in for face-to-face communication that, 
while extending individual subjectivity, also acts as physical border between sender and 
receiver and a tool by which identities may be falsified. Through slips of the tongue, the 
collage literally enacts how both language and letter mediate social interactions. 
Underscoring the postality of the exchange, the work—through the collaborative process 
and humorous deployment of the proper names like Johnson or Lippard—dismantled the 
values of authorship and authenticity codified by the very system that enables it.340 
Ina Blom has perceptively argued that Johnson’s playful use of proper names 
actively disrupts their function within postal and art world systems, both of which utilize 
them as “markers of the singular certifiable existence of both senders and addressees” (or 
in the case of the art world the provenance of authors and collections).  For Blom, 
Johnson uses the names and addresses on which postal communication depends, in order 
to unsettle the precise transmission of messages and disturb the reinforcement of 
singularity and autonomy integral to the process. In contrast to the desire to create a 
stable link between words and specific entities, Johnson opens up proper names to the 
field of signification and turns them into, as Blom states, a “resounding surface of infinite 
connotation or connectivity.” The aim of the activity, however, is not simply to 
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deconstruct the individual subject and expose it as inherently interconnected, but also to 
transform the familiarity of connection into the strangeness of contact.   
 With correspondence art, Johnson pressed correspondents to participate self-
reflexively in a game about the nature of connection. As Lippard observed in the closing 
of her open letter: 
Ray, you are An Original, and now there are too many too quick to copy, though I 
have to admit I've touted the doddering democracy of the mails myself and am 
probably also to blame for the proliferation of rabbits, though not as much as you 
are. You have quite a few debts to pay to society, having introduced mail art 
(sexist!) and encouraged the birth of the conceptual mutant and mystified the Post 
Office and dematerialized materialism and set certain schools on their two long 
ears and the punultimate [sic] evil enjoyed yourself, made others enjoy 
themselves, made art enjoyable. Love, Lucy341  
 
In this passage, one can hear both the pleasure and irritation of receiving mail from the 
NYCS. While some critics admitted to never writing about Johnson or the NYCS, for fear 
that they might receive a deluge of mail similar to the slips described above, Lippard took 
the risk, finding enjoyment in Johnson’s “slipshod” correspondence course. In fact, as 
Lippard’s letter attests, the value of the NYCS lay in this multitude of unruly 
correspondences—a “proliferation of rabbits” that “mystified the Post Office” and “set 
certain schools on their two long ears.”  
Touting the “doddering democracy of the mails” (despite the rising costs of 
postage that resulted from privatization), the NYCS engendered the proliferation of 
correspondences that embodied the postal promise of any person being able to connect to 
anyone else. However, against the utopian proposition of free and fluid exchange, 
Johnson’s correspondence art also accentuated the problem of authority implicit in 
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modern communication. Posting photocopied instructions for participants to add 
something to the enclosed item, and either return it to him or mail it on to a third party, 
Johnson mimes the demands that arrive in ones mail daily—demonstrating how a system 
that facilitates social connection, also serves as means by which we become alienated 
from one another. But unlike orders to pay bills, purchase goods, or sign on the dotted 
line, the communications circulated by the NYCS are more open-ended. Disturbing the 
smooth flow of communication with what Lippard calls “dematerialized materialism,” 
NYCS emphasized the strangeness of unexpected arrivals and the uncertainty that one’s 
message will ever reach its destination. 
The queer physicality of what Lippard called the “esoterica” circulating among 
members of the NYCS, however, was also the grounds on which it was excluded from 
her landmark book Six Years: The dematerialization of the art object 1966-1972. 
Although Lippard made reference to the NYCS—citing William Wilson’s 1966 Art and 
Artists article, “New York Correspondance School,” which first articulated the school’s 
inner-workings, as well as the 1967 Artforum piece that reproduced three years of 
correspondence between Johnson and the editor Philip Leider, also titled “New York 
Correspondance School”—she neither opted to reproduce any of Johnson’s works nor 
discuss any NYCS events or exhibitions.342 Falling outside of the time frame considered 
by the book, works by Johnson might be considered more “proto-conceptual,” and thus 
not fully dematerialized. As she explained in the book’s preface, certain omissions 
needed to be made in order to maintain “some similarity of esthetic intention.” Stating 
that “as confused as the issues already are,” the cataloguing of such a proliferation of 
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conceptual art would become “unmanageable” if she were to include “such impressively 
eccentric manifestations as Ray Johnson’s use of the postal system.”343  
The conceptual works that Lippard featured in Six Years tended toward the more 
“dematerialized” variety. While Johnson and the NYCS could not go unmentioned, the 
excessive materiality of their particular mode of ephemeralization—with its 
“dematerialized materialism”—was too “impressively eccentric” to be included. This 
omission, however, did not go overlooked by Johnson. Tearing a page from Six Years 
that reproduced an On Kawara “I Got Up” postcard send to Lippard and taping to that 
page to his own postcard from the same “I Got Up” series, Johnson made a “Collage by 
Ray Johnson” that inserts himself into this history, while making tangible the reasons for 
his omission. [FIG. 114] With an arrow that points to “On Kawara’s spit,” Johnson 
underscores the physical object’s ability to make manifest the tension between the 
intimate act liking a stamp and a bureaucratic act of it being processed by the postal 
system. Furthermore, in pointing to the canceled stamp, dated the year before Lippard’s 
postcard, Johnson’s points to the subjective nature of the chronology established by the 
book—a view that Lippard herself notes the preface to a later edition titled “a biased 
history.” 
Asserting that her history was selective and “inevitably tempered by [her] 
feminist and left politics,” it is likely that Johnson’s inexplicit politics did not suffice. 
After all, punning on the term, Lippard does imply mail art’s sexism. And while it should 
be noted, that Johnson himself preferred the name “correspondence art” precisely because 
it was not gendered and stressed the potential of being between binary categories of 
                                                
343 Another reason cited for omitting Johnson was that his practice could be considered “proto-conceptual,” thus falling 
outside of the historical frame discussed, however, Lippard states that the point she wanted to make was 
“phenomenological rather than historical.” Lippard, “Preface,” Six Years, 6. 
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gender and sexual orientation, his work did not take a strong political stance at a time in 
which many artist and critics like Lippard were actively engaged in civil rights 
movements. That said, Johnson’s work was political, in that it aimed to forge unlikely 
friendships across ideological lines through unexpected resemblances and serendipitous 
encounters. In “Ray Johnson’s History of Lucy Lippard”—published in General Idea’s 
FILE “megazine” shortly after the release of Six Years—Johnson draws up his own 
deliberately eccentric chronology of the period covered in Lippard’s book in order to 
construct a correspondence between them, while commenting on his omission from her 
history. [FIG. 115]  (Furthering this connection, Johnson would later make a bunny 
portrait of Lippard that bore a resemblance to his “signature self-portraits” and asked 
viewers to note the six ‘ears: the dematerialization. [FIG. 116]) In this history, much like 
Lippard's narrative, Johnson offered a personal appraisal of the years 1966-72 from the 
perspective of someone intimately involved in the events described. However, with no 
pretense to objectivity, the dates are all out of order, as Johnson catalogues seemingly 
insignificant events. Making camp references to famous personalities (including Lippard) 
doing the most mundane activities, Johnson’s history takes pleasure in the queer 
materiality of events it catalogues: “1966 / Lucy Lippard put her Liberace doll next to her 
Planter’s Peanut Man,” “1967 / Dorothea Rockburne eats a honey-dew melon,” and 
“1968 / Tenny [sic] Duchamp has damp shoes.”344 Against Lippard’s chronologically 
ordered collection, Johnson presents the chaos of memories, particularly of those things 
that give texture to daily life, but do not tend to be the stuff of history.  
Lippard’s Six Years, however, was not the only period survey of conceptual art to 
                                                
344 Ray Johnson, “Ray Johnson’s History of Lucy Lippard,” FILE 2, no. 3 (September 1973): 63. 
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leave out Johnson. In 1970, while the NYCS exhibition hung at the Whitney, two major 
surveys of conceptual art were also on view in New York, Kynaston McShine’s 
exhibition Information at MoMA in 1970 and Jack Burnham’s exhibition Software at the 
Jewish Museum. Although Johnson had for nearly two decades engaged issues of art and 
communication, and regularly corresponded with numerous artists featured in the two 
exhibitions, neither exhibit chose to include his work. As one might expect, this omission 
did not go unnoticed by Johnson. Two weeks after the opening of Information, Johnson 
posted a letter to McShine, via the NYCS, stating: “Dear Kynaston McShine, I am sorry 
that I have not mailed to you several hundred New York Correspondance School letters, 
post cards, drawings and objects but I have been so busy doing untitled lithographs with 
David Bourdon and Les Levine.” [FIG. 117] Of course, ironically, by circulating this 
letter among members of the NYCS he was eliciting precisely the action that he was 
apologizing for not performing. Furthermore, by repeating the precise language used in 
Johnson’s Whitney exhibition invitation and making reference to Les Levine who was 
featured prominently in Software (having come up with the exhibition’s title), the letter 
serves as a reference to all three exhibition and echo’s Levine’s statement in the Jewish 
Museum catalogue: “most of the art that is produced today ends up as information about 
art."345 
As art about art as information about art, Johnson’s letter to McShine (the printing 
costs for which were passed along to the Whitney) speaks to Johnson’s multilayered 
engagement with the ideas addressed in the MoMA show. In particular, Johnson’s letter 
engaged how the communications surrounding an exhibition could become integral to the 
                                                
345 Judith Benjamin Burnham, ed., Software, Information Technology: Its New Meaning for Art (New York: The 
Jewish Museum, 1971): 11. 
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exhibition itself, as artists—such as those featured in Information—begin to address the 
museum power structure. Similar to Johnson’s correspondences, the art exhibited in 
Information tended to circulate in extra-artistic spaces in order to reach a larger audience 
and call into question the viability of collecting as well as the traditional role of the 
museum. Despite Johnson’s work exemplifying the conceptual parameters of the 
exhibition, he had not been invited to participate—an omission that his letter is meant to 
address.  
In the second part of the letter, Johnson states that the “only message” he could 
send at that time was the anagrammatic message “FURS SURF,” which was “informed” 
by a Look magazine article on Liz Taylor getting “her fur caught in the surf.” 
Underscoring the camp sensibility and the odd materiality of the deluge of 
correspondences that did not fit with streamlined look and technological emphasis of the 
works on view in the other two exhibitions. Terms that McShine uses to characterize the 
works in the exhibition like, “straightforward,” “coolly involved,” and “minimally 
structured” do not exactly characterize Johnson’s convoluted postal play. While an artist 
like Levine who called himself a “media sculptor” could at once produce a stark and 
highly technological works like Iris (1968) for Software—a piece in which viewers watch 
themselves viewing in a grid of TV monitors—and a campy art world tabloid like Culture 
Hero from which he drew a series of lithographs for the NYCS exhibition, Johnson 
distinctive practice could only manifest itself in the Furs Surf message sent McShine (as 
he himself points out in the letter). With emphatically queer in sensibility that was hard to 
place within a particular movement despite being connected to many, Johnson has 
presented problems for canonical narratives of contemporary art. Always seeming to 
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arrive to late or too early for inclusion, he prized his status as a minor artist, underscoring 
his marginality at every turn. For this reason, in his only exhibition at a major New York 
museum during his lifetime, he elected to display the creative energies of others in 
response to his call for correspondences rather than his own postings and collages.  
On the back of the Whitney brochure, Johnson is featured among the names of all 
of the contributors to the NYCS exhibition. [FIG. 118] Crouched in the corner of the 
page, Johnson appears small in comparison to school that surrounds him. Atop a 
precariously tall stack of phone books—from which he culled names at random, and with 
which he placed pressure on his collages as they dried—Johnson makes manifest the 
dependence of “correspondance” upon the generosity of friends and strangers. Because 




Notes from the Dead Letter Office 
 
 
On April 5th 1973, Ray Johnson sent an obituary to The New York Times that 
declared the “death” of the “New York Correspondence School.” [FIG. 119] Perhaps 
unsurprisingly the Times didn’t publish it, but FILE magazine did. Unlike a typical 
obituary, the meandering text does little to explain the life of the Correspondence School 
and the legacy it left in its wake. Rather, it focuses on moment that Johnson realized the 
school was dead, while walking on the beach at sunset and coming across a tired and 
moribund old goose. As he wrote: 
The New York Correspondence School, described by critic Thomas Albright in 
“Rolling Stone” as the “oldest and most influential,” died this afternoon before 
the sunset on a beach where a large Canadian goose had settled down…. It 
mustered whatever strength it had and waddled away from me. ‘How beautiful!’ I 
thought. ‘How like a bird—about to die and yet having some courage to go on.’ 
And then it lifted its legs and wings and shit out some black shit…. It just wanted 
to be alone to die without a human standing there talking to it. I felt so bad. So it 
flew off and soon I was aware I couldn’t see it anymore it had gone. Maybe if I 
come back tomorrow, the tide will have washed up its feathery body.346 
 
Serving as a kind of metaphor for the NYCS, the tired old goose couldn’t go on. It was 
exhausted by its daily flights and the burden of being under constant observation. While 
the school had once been a magnificent bird, now it was a sickly and bloated creature. 
The reasons for this sentiment and Johnson’s choice to kill off the school appear from the 
documentation to be numerous and varied. 
For one, Johnson seems to have felt it was outmoded or of the past rather than 
present. Along with the obituary, he submitted “Ray Johnson’s History of Lucy Lippard” 
and said that now that the school was dead “with any luck it shouldn’t become a 
                                                
346 Ray Johnson, “Death of the NYCS,” FILE 2:3 (September 1973): 43, 63. 
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readymade date for Lucy Lippard’s next book.”347 Johnson’s comment points to his 
inclusion by omission in Lippard’s Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object 
from 1966 to 1972—a publication that in many ways marked the end of the era that 
shaped in NYCS. [FIG. 115] Furthermore, perhaps the very lack of recognition Johnson 
received in Lippard’s history, and those of other critics and curators who had begun to 
historicize conceptual art, may also have also factored into his to pronounce its death. 
Cherishing the critical space that his peripheral status afforded, perhaps Johnson wanted 
to drive home this omission from the historical record—theatricalizing it through a 
rejection from the New York Times that was published in a minor artist’s magazine. 
Looking at other aspects of the obituary, such as Johnson’s emphasis on the 
goose’s “shit,” points to additional reasons. In particular, it spoke to the growing 
sentiment among many of the mail artists that the movement had become bloated with a 
lot of inartistic garbage. As an adjacent article in the same issue of FILE written by mail 
artist Robert Cumming, stated: “I get stuff everyday that barely makes it out of the 
envelope and into the trash its so terrible. It’s not the terribleness of the art that worries 
me, but the enormous waste of paper.”348 [FIG. 120] Or as Johnson’s close friend and the 
secretary of the NYCS, Toby Speiselman, was reported saying: “If you take the cha cha 
out of Duchamp you get What a Dump.”349 [FIG. 119] While mainstream art institutions 
generally ignored mail art, the underground following had grown enormously by the 
early 1970s, and with the growth of the movement came a lot of hackneyed stuff. 
Johnson’s own response to this deluge of mail seemed primarily to be exhaustion. 
                                                
347 Ibid, 42, 63. 
348 Robert Cummings, “The Letter of Robert Cummings,” FILE 2:3 (September 1973): 41. 
349 Ray Johnson, “Death of the NYCS,” 43. 
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Reflecting back on the decision to kill of the NYCS in an interview with the critic Henry 
Martin a decade later, Johnson explained: 
It was a full, daily, weekly, monthly activity, year in and year out. I think it's 
Ellen Johnson, in one of her books, who says something like, "Oh, Ray Johnson 
works eight to twelve hours a day doing this correspondence of his," and there 
was a time when that was true, and that's the kind of daily time it took to keep it 
all in order, to keep it all functioning. And the whole thing assumed global 
proportions and I found myself running a kind of international organization but 
with no funding whatsoever. As a one-person organization, it was just impossible 
for me to keep up with it. There were times when I felt that I had to kill it before it 
killed me, and there were times, any number of times, when I've just broken down 
from the sheer complexity of the activity.350 
 
Unable to keep pace with the sheer complexity of running a global correspondence 
network that flooded his mailbox daily, Johnson had to kill it off before it did him in. 
And although he almost immediately resurrected the school after its death (giving it the 
tittle “Buddha University”), he also became more selective about his correspondences, 
which resulted in the volume tapering down to about ten letters a day during the late 
1970s.351 [FIG. 121] 
 The decision to turn down the volume was at least in part out of financial 
necessity. As Johnson observed, with postal privatization the, “postal rates keep going up. 
It’s difficult to keep running it in the current economy.”352 The sheer cost of responding 
to all of the mail that he received (particularly if it was international mail) was enormous. 
Furthermore, his struggle to afford the postage was tinged with the irony that collections 
of the mail art works that he has freely posted to correspondents, were now being sold for 
large sums of money. In a Village Voice article from 1975, which lists Johnson’s address 
                                                
350 Henry Martin, “Should an Eyelash Last Forever: An Interview With Ray Johnson," (1984) reprinted in Donna de 
Salvo and Catherine Gudis, eds. Ray Johnson: Correspondences (Columbus: Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio State 
University. New York : Flammarion, c1999), 198. 
351 On the reduced number of mail art items received daily, see: John Held, Jr. “Illogical as an Instructive Process: an 
Interview with Ray Johnson” (December 2, 1977): http://www.fluxusheidelberg.org/jh_flux_int_v1.html. (retrieved 
November 4, 2014) 
352Quoted in Stan Issacs, Newsday (25 July 1975) reproduced in VILE 3:1 (December 1975): 41. 
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and suggest writing to him, the critic Guy Trebay touches on this tension: “[If you write 
to Johnson] you might still, despite that and the postage hike, be rewarded with a letter 
from him; which now that determined collectors have begun to hoard them, are more than 
just a privilege to receive. In fact, one of Johnson’s letters, part of a cache belonging to a 
high school friend, was sold at Sotheby’s for $600.”353 
 For Johnson, such hoarding and selling his collages ran counter to the school’s 
ethos. Mail art was supposed to be in motion and continuously becoming, not hoarded, 
saved, and sold at auction. Such stultification was also exacerbated by what Johnson saw 
as zealous followers and imitators, including those who contributed to FILE. One 
example of such “copy-cats” were the “New York Corresponge Dance School” from 
Vancouver who co-opted the NYCS’s name and contributed parodic submissions to 
FILE.354 While the NYCS in many ways was built on distortions and feedback that 
occurring within the repetition of a message (like a game of telephone), there was a fine 
line between insipid mimicry and an animated copy. Johnson also stated that he was 
frustrated with FILE, not simple for publishing the “copy-cats,” bust also for glorifying 
him as their “dada daddy.”355 Stating that he was uninterested in having followers, it’s 
also highly plausible that he was feigning annoyance with the Corresponge Dance School 
                                                
353 Guy Trebay, “What Do Leopard Saxophones and Nail Parings Have in Common?,” Village Voice (3 November 
1975): 106,110. 
354 He talks about this issue with FILE in his 1984 interview with Henry Martin titled “Should an eyelash last 
forever?”: “And then, when the school began to die — it has died so many times and then been reborn from its death — 
I decided to give up on calling it the New York Correspondence School. I was angry with FILE Magazine, so I thought 
I would call it "Buddha University." They were being the New York Corresponge Dance School of Vancouver, they 
were being copy-cats, so I thought, and “Well let them copy Buddha University". And now it's many years later, but 
just about a month and a half ago I began to get postcards from an archive information center in Budapest Hungary, and 
they've transformed "Buddha University" into "Buddha Pest". I've traced that back to the CDO group in Parma, Italy. 
They thought that was very cute, and they went to all the trouble of organizing this thing in Budapest. There was 
another time too when the CDO group in Parma came up with an idea for a manifesto that they were going to drop on 
something like the Venice Biennale.” Henry Martin, “Should an Eyelash Last Forever” in  Gudis, eds. Ray Johnson: 
Correspondences, 189. 
355 Johnson’s frustrations with FILE are documented in an unpublished interview with Connie Koppelman from the 
mid-1970s found in the Whitney’s archives. Connie Koppelman. Tape-Recorded Interview with Ray Johnson. 
Audiotape, transcript (unpublished). The Whitney Museum of American Art Archives, New York. 
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and FILE as part of the game. Addressing such mimicry and veneration, as well as the 
unmanageable time and expense of his school, Johnson began in the early 1970s issuing 
more and more Xerox items that he could simply post with less expense and effort.  
While these Xeroxes might feature instructions on “how to draw a daisy” or “a 
bunny,” they also often featured simple silhouettes like Andy Warhol’s hand on to which 
a correspondent could “add to and return to Ray Johnson.” One such widely distributed 
silhouette was of Johnson’s own profile. [FIG. 122] Onto the artist’s image members of 
the school could collage and draw their own contributions, thus destabilizing Johnson’s 
singularity and authority, even as they paid homage to him (in a manner not dissimilar 
from the FILE opinion poles that Johnson had derided). Some of these portraits included 
multiple contributions, demonstrating that the recipient had not added to and returned the 
Xerox as per instructed, but that they had undermined Johnson’s directive and taken the 
mailer on another course. Furthermore, these numerous portraits of Johnson (now laid to 
rest in boxes at the Ray Johnson Estate) speak to the sheer variety of voices that 
resonated throughout the NYCS or the “heterotopian” quality that I described at the 
opening of this text. [FIGS. 122-125] 
Looking at the format of the portrait, it’s hard not see comparison to those found 
on the stamps that facilitated their circulation. Like Queen Victoria on the first postage 
stamp, the profile portrait becomes means of dispersing and expanding authority, as well 
as a tool by which the citizenry of the post might undermine it. And although portrait 
pictures are generally terminal objects (in that they have a one to one relation with the 
subjects the depict and have little value on the open market), Johnson and the members of 
the NYCS disrupt the reflective aspect of the portrait with the circulatory logic of 
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“philatelistic portrait” or the profile image on the stamp that allows messages to move 
and be received free of charge ("philately" literally means love of being except from tax 
or the fees that one had to pay to received a letter before the invention of the postage 
stamp).356 Johnson’s portraits, however, call into question the logic implicit in postal 
exchange or the presumed freedom of untaxed gift. Describing the underlying principle 
and structure of the NYCS, Johnson states:  
It's not at all a cliché when I say that I have a kind of natural generosity and that 
this was the real basis of the New York Correspondence School, and this natural 
generosity of image and idea and information is something that I can only extend 
so far. I don't have the time any more. And the information by itself would just 
keep on accelerating, it just keeps on accelerating and expanding. The 
Correspondence School was a question of always typing away at more and more 
of those letters, mailing out more and more of that information, Xeroxing up all of 
that stuff, doing meetings and communications and all the rest of it, there was all 
of this stuff that way always going on. And in a way it still goes on, and still, in a 
way, in the very same way, but more subliminally. Things now go into cardboard 
boxes more than they do into actual distribution, endless cardboard boxes that just 
pile up in my house. 357 
 
While the posted letter might be freely sent, I nonetheless implores the reader to respond. 
By making this postal process into an art form and instructing recipients to “please send 
to,” Johnson explored the material and psychological demands of modern communication 
with its “accelerating and expanding” character that increasingly absorbs our time and 
resources with “more and more information” piling up in one’s inbox everyday. 
Overwhelmed by this voluminous accumulation of information, Johnson found a simple 
solution—he began putting it into cardboard boxes that piled up in his house or that he 
                                                
356 My argument here parallel’s that about Jennifer Robert’s discussion of Copley’s portrait Boy with Squirrel as 
pushing against the idea of the portrait as a “terminal object” (because it tends to rest within the possession of the 
person or family that commissioned it), because not only is it “a token of loss and departure” an example of a period 
“circulation narrative” (as it draws on the tradition of a “numismatic profile” or profile portraits on coins) that explores 
of the agency of objects to grapple with the process of global exchange. See: Jennifer Roberts, “Copley’s Cargo,” 
American Art 21:2 (Summer 2007), especially 28-31. On portraits as terminal objects, see: Igor Kopytoff, “The 
Cultural Biography of Things: Commoditization as a Process,” in The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural 
Perspective, A. Appadurai, ed. (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK: 1986), 64–91. 
357 Henry Martin, “Should an Eyelash Last Forever,” 198. 
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gave away to friends when the boxes became to burdensome. And it is from these boxes 
full of what one might call dead letters, this dissertation has been pieced together. 
 In fact there lies an incredible resonance between popular accounts of the dead 
letter office during the modern period and the function of the NYCS. For one, there is a 
sheer material similarity. Like the lists in the Sunday paper of undeliverable items laying 
in wait at the Dead Letter Office—mundane, strange, and poetic objects of every 
variety—the ephemera that lays in the wake of the NYCS is radically heterogeneous. 
Sorting through thirteen boxes of ephemera given to Ray Johnson’s correspondent Robert 
[Bob] Warner in 1988, we found socks, neckties, gloves, eye glasses, tooth brushes, sand, 
razors, clocks, chains, a bunny mask, and inflatable birthday cake, mannequin feet, a 
poster of very buff Mark Spitz, and a whole variety of other items including an incredible 
about of posted correspondence. [FIG. 126] Unpacking these items with Bob, he would 
share remembrance of the now deceased Johnson and imbue these dead things with 
wonderment. Much like popular narratives of the Dead Letter Office, as the postal 
historian David Henkin has observed, this process had the effect of “turn[ing] a 
mausoleum of forgotten worthless paper into a cabinet of curiosities,” and exposing "the 
gap between what is ordinarily exposed to general view and what lurks beneath the 
surface.”358 Bob, who now makes art installations out of the contents of the boxes and 
will on occasion give an object to someone who he believes to be its rightful owner, acts 
a bit like the postal clerk surrounded my dead letters that may someday be reclaimed (and 
at the same time fulfills Johnson’s wish that maybe tomorrow the goose’s feathery body 
will have washed in with the tide).  
                                                
358 Henkin, The Postal Age, 162. 
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 The fascination with dead letters in popular culture, however, seems to stem less 
from anxiety about messages that don’t reach their destinations or the hope that they will, 
and derives more from the tension between the public image of a major government 
bureaucracy and the intimate and peculiar stuff that actually circulates through the 
system. As Henkin writes, the appeal of the Dead Letter Office lay “not so much on the 
widespread anxiety that mail might fail to reach its target but on the more basic fact that 
the collection and inspection of undelivered letters allowed users to visualize the 
post….[A]ccounts of the dead letter office exposed the mysterious workings of the major 
bureaucracy of the nineteenth century, while at the same time uncovering the 
idiosyncratic practices and human dramas that lay buried under reams of traceless and 
errant pieces of paper.”359 In researching Johnson, it is this aspect that has so struck me—
this tension between the aims of efficiency, expediency, and security of this massive 
bureaucratized system and the potential for serendipitous connections and small acts of 
dissent that are nonetheless facilitated by it. Johnson preoccupation with the sheer variety 
of items circulating through the postal system and these postings ability erode or obscure 
hierarchies imbedded with it has driven the dissertation. Like dead letters, Johnson’s 
mailers were indeterminate like messages that have become detached from the precise 
names. Similar to the tales of lost letters described in popular 19th century magazines like 
Harper’s and New England Magazine that Henkin explores in his book on “the postal 
age,” mail art stressed what he calls the “inadequacy of personal names.” Much like 
Johnson’s mail art: “Dead letters floated in the intermediate space between names and 
                                                
359 Ibid, 160-61. 
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people, and between the personal recognition marked by an individually addressed letter 
and the impersonality of a large, mobile, and uprooted society.”360 
 However, unlike the late Victorian literature analyzed by Henkin, Johnson’s mail 
art practice underscored these tensions at the end of both the modern postal age. On the 
precipice of the widespread displacement of letters by electronic transmissions (first 
phone calls and faxes, then emails and internet posts), Johnson’s deployed the 
disruptions, delays, and unexpected connections implicit in postal exchange in order to 
grapple with and contest the new forms of subjectivity and community that he saw 
emerging as a result. And as all boundaries between mass/individual, public/private, 
cultural/useful, leisure/work begin to dissolve, Johnson homes in on the function and 
value of distance and difference in forging social connections. Against this utopia of 
instantaneous and seamless communication, Johnson mobilized the unwieldy image of 
the dead letter office to propose a heterotopian model of community or “capable of 
juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves 
incompatible.”361 
Outlining the underlying principles of “heterotopias” in his essay “Of Other 
Spaces,” Foucault describes the cemetery as a key example because it acts as an 
intermediate space between life and death, making palpable our own embodiment. Like 
the dead letter office, the cemetery simultaneously evokes the feeling the presence and 
absence of all the different inhabitants of a place. But with the example of the cemetery, 
Foucault’s aim is to show how, as history unfolds, the function of a heterotopia can 
change. For example, while the cemetery had held a central place in the city, right next to 
                                                
360 Ibid, 165. 
361 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces” (1967), trans. Jay Miskowiec, Diacritics 16:1 (1986): 25. 
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the church, in the 19th century cemetery moved out of the city and into the suburbs. As 
society became more secular and ceased to believe in eternal life, death came to be seen 
as an illness, something to be kept a bay from the living. No longer central to daily life, 
the cemetery became “another city, where each family possesses its dark resting place,” 
and each person was accorded “her or his own little box for her or his own little personal 
decay” (just as each person would come to get a mailbox with the dawn of the modern 
post).362 Death becomes individualized and sublimated, rather than an integral part of life. 
With his essay on the “other spaces,” Foucault’s stated aim is to understand how 
these sites function his own contemporary moment of transition where an interest in 
space has over taken the modern pre-occupation with time. Describing the shift from the 
mid-19th century to the mid-20th, he observed that there is an increasingly fluid sense of 
space and timeless sense of time as “our experience of the world is less that of a long life 
developing through time than that of a network that connects points and intersects with its 
own skein.” In this networked society of seamless transmission and endless intersections, 
the dead letter office—now existing on the outskirts of our media landscape—serves as 
an important reminder of the bounded and uneven nature of communication that 
nonetheless may still offer the possibility making contact with others. In Johnson’s 



















Fig. 2  Installation of Ray Johnson “moticos,” at Ad Reinhardt’s studio in New York, ca. 1955.  
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Fig. 4 Herbert Block,  
Cartoon of Missile Mail Project 
































Fig. 5 Herbert Block,  
Cartoon of Postmaster Summerfield 





Ray Johnson, What is a moticos? 













Ray Johnson, Untitled (“MO” Moticos 
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Fig. 10  
Ray Johnson Over Dover,  




















Maria Harriet Cator 
Pages from the Cantor Album 





Ray Johnson, Use Water Wisely,  
















Henri Cartier Bresson 
Brussels, Belgium  
















































































































Fig. 19 A sheet of Nigerian stamps from 1953, celebrating the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. 
 
 







Ray Johnson, Untitled (moticos cicular) 




Fig. 22  
















Fig. 25 Suzi Gablik and Ray Johnson “700 Collages” 
Location 1:2 (Summer 1964).  
Photographs of moticos from 1955  
 










Ray Johnson Untitled (Mail Art for Frances X. Profumo)  







Ray Johnson Untitled (To David Bourdon, For Larry Poons) 
Mail Art Assembling 
1964 






Ray Johnson Untitled (To David Boudon For Larry Poons) 






Ray Johnson Untitled (To David Bourdon, For Larry Poons) 







Ray Johnson Untitled (To David Bourdon, For Larry Poons) 







Ray Johnson Untitled (Mail Art for Frances X. Profumo)  













Stanley Milgrim “The Small World Problem”  











How to Draw a Daisy 






Stanley Milgrim  










Ray Johnson Untitled (Woodpecker Gallery for George Ashley)  
Mail Art Collage 








Ray Johnson Untitled (Movie Star Envelope for George Ashley)  
Fragment of a Mail Art Assembling 
1964 
Note: This envelope has been take apart in order to become part of another collage, speaking to the continuous 













Ray Johnson Untitled (For George Ashley)  







Ray Johnson Untitled (“Tib-Bits” [sic] for Sam Wagstaff ) 





Ray Johnson and Anonymous Untitled (Dimple ) 









Ray Johnson Untitled (Dimple ) 









Ray Johnson Untitled (Dimple on Robin Gallery Postcard ) 






Ray Johnson Belshazzar’s Feast (Portrait of Sam Wagstaff) 










Jasper Johns Whit Flag 





Jasper Johns Target with Plaster Casts 




Robert Rauschenberg Bed 







Ray Johnson Untitled (“Tid-Bits” for Sam Wagstaff ) 











Ray Johnson , Untitled (Target Assmebling for David Bourdon) 











Stanley Milgrim, Small World Study  





Ray Johnson , Untitled (Target Assmebling for David Bourdon) [detail]  








Ray Johnson , Untitled (James Dean Assmebling for May Wilson)  






Fig. 54  
Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore 





Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore 






Ray Johnson Untitled (Mail Art for David Bourdon), 














































Ray Johnson, Untitled (Space) 






Allan Kaprow, Words 






Ray Johnson, “Advertisment [sic] / Snake / Ray Johnson.” 







Jules Feiffer “Sick, Sick Sick….” 





Fred McDarrah “Want Ad Helps Hire Beatniks,” The Tuscaloosa News May 24, 1968. 






Fred McDarrah “Ray Johnson with Snake.” 






Ray Johnson, “Robin Gallery Advertisement 
















Ray Johnson, “Frankie & Me” 






Ray Johnson, “Correction” 





Ray Johnson, “Department of Correction” 






Andy Warhol, Thirteen Most Wanted Men 





Andy Warhol, Thirteen Most Wanted Men (covered) 






Ray Johnson, “Robin Gallery Advertisement” & “Aesthetic Realism Ad: Statement to the Art World” 








Ray Johnson,  
Invitation to Valentine Event / Mail Art Flyer of Time office newsletter written by anonymous source and circulated by 







Allan Kaprow, 18 Happenings in 6 Parts 





Ray Johnson, Floating Bear #36 Cover 





Ray Johnson, “Follow Instructions Below: Rimbaud Project” 





Ray Johnson, Cover Design for Illumination by Arthur 
Rimbaud 











































General  Idea,“N.Y. Sugardada Tops Top Ten” 

































General  Idea, “FILE Manipulating the Self” 





General  Idea, “FILE” 





General  Idea, Advertisement for “Manipulating the Self” 






Fig. 90       
General Idea & Ray Johnson 










Fig. 91       
Ray Johnson 
“New York Correspondance School Exhibition” (front cover) 
















Fig. 92       
Ray Johnson & Yoko Ono 
Untitled (lock of hair) 



































Fig. 93    
Les Levine 
Master Pint (Culture Hero special reissue 
portfolio) 






































Fig. 94       
May Wilson 
Untitled (Correspondance Art Installation) 







Fig. 95       
Vitrine of Mail Art, photographed for a Vogue article by John Gruen 





Fig. 96       
Ray Johnson 








Fig. 97       






Fig. 98       
Installation shot of Robert Morris: Recent Works  





Sam Weiner, Poster for the Vietnam Moratorium 
Silkscreen on Aluminum Foil Paper 
Ca. 1970 





May Wilson  Ridiculous Portrait (This Ad Insults Women) 
Collage part of an assembling sent to “New York Correspondance Exhibition” at the Whitney Museum of American Art, New 
York. 






Newsweek coverage of the Postal Strike  













Michael Morris Postcard Show 





Ray Johnson & May Wilson , Ray Johnson’s History of Betty Parson’s Gallery 
Postcard invitation for John Willenbecher (with stamps by May Wilson and drawings by Ray Johnson) 












Judith Bernstein, Horizontal Plus #3 
Charcoal  on paper 
1975 
An Example of the kind of work Bernstein was making circa 1975, as it is unclear precisely which large scroll drawings was 




May Wilson Untitled (pink netting) 
Collage 
1965-72 






Ray Johnson New York Correspondance School Exhibition Invitation 









Ray Johnson New York Correspondance School Exhibition Invitation 











Ray Johnson New York Correspondance School Exhibition Invitation & Pair of Ears Event Invitation 
Off-set prints, Xerox, collage, stamps, and drawing 
1970 




"Kaninchen und Ente" ("Rabbit and Duck") reproduced in Fliegende Blätter 
23 October 1892 





Ray Johnson New York Correspondance School Exhibition Invitation 











Ray Johnson  & Richard C 
Selections from Slip Event 









Ray Johnson, On Kawara, & Lucy Lippard 















Ray Johnson, “Lucy Lippard”  


















Fig. 118       
Ray Johnson 
“New York Correspondance School Exhibition” (back cover) 







   








Fig. 120 Robert Cumming, “The Letters of 
Robert Cumming,” in FILE 2, no. 3 





Ray Johnson  
One Hundred Cupids Died 
Mail Art Xerox 
1973 




Fig. 122 Ray Johnson, Jim Rosenquist, John Perreault, 
and Possibly Others. Untitled (Mail Art Portrait of 
Johnson), Collage on Xerox Paper, 1978. 
 
 
Fig. 123 Ray Johnson and T. Hachtman, Untitled (Mail Art 
Portrait with Johnson as Carmen Miranda),  
Collage on Xerox Paper, 1978. 
 
Fig. 124 Ray Johnson and J. Dunbar, Untitled (Mail Art 
Portrait of Johnson with Numbers), Collage on Xerox 
Paper, 1978. 
 
Fig. 125 Ray Johnson and Chuck Close, Untitled 
(Mail Art Portrait of Johnson with Hair and Finger 





Fig. 126 Robert Warner installation thirteen “Bob Boxes” at Return to Sender curated by Miriam Kienle  
at the Krannert Art Museum August 30, 2013-January 5, 2014. 
 
 
Fig. 127 "Frank C. Staley and Frank H. Bushby of Dead Letter Office, P.O. Dept." March 25, 1925. 




Ray Johnson  
One Hundred Cupids Died 
Mail Art Xerox 
1974 
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